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ABSTRACT

Descartes' Doubting Daughters:
The Care of the Self in the Fiction of Atwood, Laurence and Munro

by

Moti Gharib Shojania

This dissertation looks at the way the Carte.sian mind/body problem is implicated in the practices
surrounding the care of the self as foregrounded in the fiction of Margaret Atwood, Margaret Laurence
and Alice Munro.

Two ar-guments are offered in the theoretical discussion of the notions of both "care" and "self. "

First, that the novel is the discourse of the Selt an alternative to the discourse of the Subject constructed
by the Cartesian paradigm. The Subject of the Novel is not the implicitly male universal subject of
philosophy,'Man,' but rather the universal subject, as 'Woman.' Secondly, that novelists, the hei¡s of
Descartes, are sceptical of their legacy, seeing in the failure of the Cartesian self the dead end of
techniques of rational self-management.

Foucault's notion of the "care of the self is used as a point of departure for separate discussions
of the way each of these writers approaches the mind/body problem. The techniques discussed include
not only details of beauty regimens, diet and fashion, but also the construction of a persona through
mímcsts, through "copying." A third set of techniques resorts to "anesthesia," to using food, alcohol and
anodynes to "cure" somatized symptoms of the mind/ body problem, such as headaches, tension, or
sleeplessness and other. A related strategy attempts to preserve self-esteem by repressing painful
memories of error, of failure or shame. firese techniques include psychic numbing and a variety of
escapes through denial, evasion, avoidance, as well as deception ofoneself and of others.

The tension between these two modæ of awareness and their strange relationship can be expressed
in the phrase, "the beside-herself," the human person playing ventriloquist to her nself' 

as dummy. These
novels are about the conflicted 'mind in the attic" of competing ideologias of the self rather than with
the madwoman in the attic.
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I
On Transformational Glamour:

Or, A (Pre)Face as a Face Saving Gesture

A face saving gesture seems to be called for when one addresses the issue of the care of the self

in what seems to be predominantly the aspects of fashion and cosmetics. Let me hasten to reassure the

readers of this dissertation that the topic is not an interest in superficial or surface problems which do

lend themselves to cosmetic solutions, but rather in the "deeper" structures of "transformational glamour. "

This is a dissertation on the care of the self which examines the nature of subjectivity and the construction

of the subject through the practices of self-care foregrounded in the work of Margaret Atwood, Margaret

Laurence and Alice Munro.

Historically, the novel can be seen as a conduct book and a guide in the fashioning of the self,

not only for women but also for men. Through its status æ a popular artefact, the novel has served to

provide, to introduce and to alter the set of conventions governing courtship, marriage and sexuality in

Western culture since the "rise of the novel" in the eighteenth century. As a literary artefact taught and

studid at universþ, ttre novel has provided a body of received doctrine as to what it means to be a

perceptive, intelligent person.

In contemporary novels by women, the novel once again seles as a guide, deconstructing the

elaborate labyrinth of cultural codes surrounding the problematics of "femininity' and the "care of the

self. " The contemporary novel also deconstructs the new conventions of sexuality/romance created by

novels and films and by the discourse of self-management in the culture, with regard to the care of the

body and to the cultivationof the'self," inhealth, fitness, education, work and sexuality.

In the prevailing current discussions of the novel in feminist ü*ry, the conflict in which female

protagonists are involved is frequently set within the context of the cultural construction of gender.

However, in my reading of the novel as a genre, I see the novel as offering a subversive critique of the

Cartesian paradigm of "the divided subject' and of the mind/body problem. The novel thus offers an

alternative to the "Subject" in its representation of the "Self," as a "person," a thinking, active
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intelligence and agent. In this reading, the novel can be seen as a struggle against what Rlward Said has

called "harassment" or"molestation" by "authority, " as constituted in the offlrcial discourse of the subject.

The clæsic plot of the novel mirrors this struggle for authority in the meta-narratives of the culture, by

its representation of female protagonists struggling, with various degrees of success, to escape personal

violation of their persons and of their rights to happiness. The novel, as the "heroine's text, " shows them

succeeding by "disarming" their guardians, their attackers, their suitors thereby creating "novel

possibilities" for themselves. The novel thus creates a new auttrority for the subject in the rhetorical

"figure" of "heroines" who negotiate or otherwise contrive to create a new subject position, a new

authority for the person, all the more surprising because they are supposedly powerless, merely "women"

after all.

In recent novels by women, the conflict berween the claims of culture and self, of mind and body,

is represented in terms of the divided attitude towards the care of the self. Quite frankly, women

protagonists have become tired of the burden of keeping body and soul together, of struggling to integrate

the divided subject on behalf of a rationalistand masculinist culture. Accordingly, the practices in thecare

of the self have become tiresome. Female protagonists are represented as having come to regard the self

as a body which must be dieted, disciplined and exercised. Moreover, the "self," as "mind" must be

trained through study, cultivated through reading, and relued througb meditation. The tyranny in modern

theories of what every "self-respecting" person should do, must do, or must not do, leads to the resistance

to the theory of the self and theories of self-mastery. In a burst of esprit de corps, the collective forces

of mind and body rise up in rebellion, manifested as depression, inertia, neglect or addiction.

Thus, in these novels, the conflict which female characters experience is the conflict between the

ca¡e ofthe selfunderstood as self-control and an elusive aÌvareness ofthe deeper needs ofthe self, what

the self or soul really needs to honour the self. Using Gilbert Ryle's famous dismissal of the Cartesian

mind/body problem as the myth of the ghost in the machine, we can say that the female protagonists in
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contemporary novels ¿ìre ready to give up the ghost, sabotage the machine, and throw a spanner into the

well-oiled or not so welloiled machinery of their lives.

Because the care of the self in postmodern culture has become a complicated negotiation between

competing ideologies of the self, and of female subjectivity, women novelists show their female

protagonists attempting to penetrate the fictions of their culture, to understand how social reality is

fabricated and to discern what part they are to play in it. Thus, the old novelistic conventions and the old

ideology of the self as subject, no longer apply. The novelistic and cultural ide¿l of self-mastery cannot

take place as long as one does not understand the goal or the situation to which one is aspiring, or if the

culture keeps moving the target. Thus, what would have worked beautifrrlly for a woman one or two

generations ea¡lier does not work for women in the present moment. The female protagonists in these

novels are shown in the midst of a personal paradigm shift in their own regimes of mind and body. The

proliferation of anomalies in their attempt to "care for the self is used by these writers to critique the

ideology of mind and body at the heart of the view of the 'subject' constructed by centuries of

rationalism, and generally known as the Carte,sian paradigm.

Michel Foucault's notion of the "care of the self' provide.s the point of deparnrre for the notion

of "care" developed in this study. Foucault's concepts of "archaeology" and 'genealogy" are used

evocatively, to open up the texts for exploratory readings rather than to illustrate theory.

A series of Appendices have been included for a background to the discussion of issues raised

by my argument.
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INTRODUCTION

An Argument on Cosmetics, Cosmology, and the Care of the Self

This dissertation is on the care and construction of the self as seen in the work of three Canadian

novelists, Margaret Atwood, Margaret Laurence, and Alice Munro. Although the care of the self has

frequently been the subject of painting, it is a subject which has rarely been represented in literature as

an explicit concern. Images of women engaged in the private rituals of the bath or of their toilette have

been such a staple of art, by artists as diverse as Titian, Rembrandt, Degas, Ingres, that in the nineteenth

century Manet can dismiss it as a bore, literally turning his back on the subject, the female nude bathing

in the background of Iz déjeun¿r sur l'lurbe. But in doing so Manet problematizes this subject matter,

forcing us to consider what it is that is being represented. Is the ostensible subject of these representations

woman as object, her private act transformed by the male gaze into the public text of art? Is the subject

our own voyeuristic engagement, in which case is it the viewer who is the subjec? Or, yet again, is the

"subject" of the painting ''Woman' as subject engaged in her own subjectivity, engaged in looking at her

Selfi

Literary texts have generally avoided this territory and this subject matter, with the exception of

Pope's Rape of the Lock $7l4). The case of Pope's Belinda points up the difñculties. Although readers

were charmd by Pope's minute documentation of the routines of what Samuel Johnson dubbed "the

female day," recent feminist readings suspect Pope of misogyny, seeing that his lavish attention to details

of beauty rituals cannot help but make a woman's preoccupations seem trivial, if not expose them as

ridiculous.l However, in my reading, I see Pope's use of the "rape of the lock' as an image for "the

scission" between fact and value which he saw emerging in the eighteenth century, and symptomatic of

the self-absorption in the new culture of næcissism, to use Christopher Lasch's well-known term for the

characteristic anribute of modern culture.

I have taken the phrase, the care of the self, from Michel Foucault, who uses it as the title of ttre
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third volume of his History of Sexuality (1986). Foucault himself has retrieved the phrase from the

discourse of Greek and Roman culture. The techniques of the self which Foucault discusses in The Care

of the Self, were first developed as techniques to be practised by men of the ruling elite for greater self-

mastery and therefore as the ground of their authority and control over others. However, this scrupulous

attention to diet, to exercise and so forth, which Foucault documents as part of a classical male regimen,

has passed in the course of history to the realm we regard as most characteristic of women's activity.

Foucault's foregrounding of the "care of the self' as a practice which is also a theory, makes us realize,

however, how pervasive these practices are. They are so pervasive æ to be virtually invisible to us.

Foucault defines the notion of the technologies of the self æ those:

. . . which permit individuals to effect by their own means, or with the help of others, a certain
number of operations on their own bodies, souls, thoughts, and conducts, so Íts to transform
themselves in order to attain a certain state of happiness, puriry, wisdom, perfection or
immortality (Technologies of the Self, tB).

Thus, in our culture, what Michel Foucault calls 'the technologies of the self," can include ever¡hing

from getting an MBA to developing a fitness regimen, from changing one's profession to changing one's

diet, one's religion, one's face, and even one's sexual orientation in order "to become one's self," or,

to become "the best self' one can be.

At its least problematic, the care of the self can be defined as a form of honouring the self, of

manifesting self-esteem. In the case of rryomen, it can be defined as the use of feminine energy as a gift

to the self and to the male other. It is the energy of sexuality women bring to the relationship; the energy

created by communicating througb beauty. Female self-care is manifested in the appearance and is an

unspoken, nonverbal form of communicating sexuality: "See all the trouble I have taken to be attractive.

I hope I am attracting you. " Thus the practices which constitute the ca¡e of the self through fashion,

cosmetics, perfume, diet and exercise, all bespeak an interest in the body, a nonverbal and socially

sanctioned way of communicating about bodies and sexuality.
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However, when this nonverbal expression of sexuality becomes fraught with anxiety rather than

pleasure, it seems to become a form of coercion, of "work. " It becomes an extra "job" in addition to the

other 'Jobs" women must do. Paradoxically, so much attention to the care of the self seems to deprive

women of the time needed to "cultivate" themselves, to develop their potential rather than maintain their

beauty, as Naomi Wolff argues in The Beauty Myth.

The practices which constitute the care of the self for a woman have a threefold character. That

is, her subjectivity seems to consist of constructing herself as an object of desire for another and as an

object of care for herself in maintaining, taking care of her body. Simultaneously, her subjectivity is also

involved with cultivating that part of herself which is not object, and therefore which is not body, which

is not subject to aging and to decay. The "self' may or may not be an illusion for all human beings, but

in the case of women, the illusory and fictional status of the "body" constructed and cared for in terms

of fashions of self-care is very much an illusion, a fabrication of one's own hands.

Then in what can subjectivity consist? Is it in the awareness of the gap betrveen perception of the

body and its existence for the woman who makes it beautiful and desirable for others? Or doe.s this gap

between the perception of others and one's own self-perception of the body make it difficult to focus on

areas in which "the Self' can be cultivated beyond the limits of the body, which ages and weakens and

dies?

' 
Female subjectivity is thus at odds with the traditional philosophical subject in ethics, and the

subject in the discourse of religion and theology all of which argue that human development should

concentrate on the cultivation of character, of learning, of competence, of wisdom. By contrast, in most

cultures, woman is that being who must send time on the care of the self as body; to neglect it in any

particular is to call down questions on the 'nicety" of her judgement, of her fastidiousness, on her claims

to be treated seriously. "W'omann is thus given this double agenda: the thankle.ss task of preserving her

body ftom decay, maintaining and cultivating iß beauty, and at the same time trying to accomplish this
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other agend¿ in the cultivation of the self, the achievement of wisdom, of self-respect

In considering the representation of the practices of the care of the self, we are inevitably posing

the theoretical question: What is a selfl Or perhaps, what is or should be an ideal selfl A healthy self?

A normal self, What does the idea of personhood involve? The idea of the self has been fabricated

differently in different cultures. The notion of self which I, and most of the readers of this thesis, have

inherited is one woven from the strands of a Judeo-Graeco-Christian-scientific and psychological culture.

This dissertation will be using a flexible notion of the "self ; it is non-rigorous because its sense is the

shifting range of meaning one finds in literature and the contemporary cultural code. This notion of the

"self is not necessarily the philosophical subject but rather that elusive ideal which most literate and

right-minded (if not right-brained) individuals have internalized from the prescriptions of magazines,

films, pop psychology, child-rearing manuals (those we have used on our childre¡ as well as those used

on us) and the whole panoply of self-improvement books, techniques and technologies with which we

have been besieged in the contemporary culture since the Sixties and which these novels document as an

inevitable part of postmodern culture. (See Appendix A).

Having said that, there are nro related arguments in my discussion. First, who is the subject of the

novel? Secondly, how is this subjectivity being constructed in recent fiction? To address the first point,

I will ægue that the novel is the alternative discourse of the Self we have been constructing for the last

two hundred years. The Subject of the Novel is not the universal subject of philosophy, who can be

regarded as male if not 'Man,' but rather a different universal subject, 'Woman.' Secondly, I want to

ægue that novelists, the heirs of Descartes, are sceptical of their legacy, and see the failure of the

Cartesian self which dominates social and intellectual reallty. These novelists are recording the death or

the dead end of techniques of self-management. The theories of rational self-management, and packaging

which had worked at least in theory (or in fiction) no longer work.

From its inception, the novel has been the alternative discourse of the Self in our culture,
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including in its baggy, encyclopedic form, all the details of what it means to be a person that the offlrcial

authoritative discourse of the human subject in "non-fiction" se,ems to leave out. Although the inadequacy

of the Cartesian self, the inadequacy of rationalism has been the implicit subtext of novels, only recently

do we see an explicit critique of the Cartesian paradigm in the novel. Rebecca Goldstein addresses the

problem squarely in the title of her novel, The Mind-Body Problem (1983), but we also see it in the

novels of Doris Lessing, Ann Tyler, Margaret Drabble, Mona Simpson, Fay Weldon, Mavis Gallant,

Joan Barfoot, Carol Shields, Shirley Hazzard, Toni Morrison, Alice Walker and Joanna Russ, to name

only a few at random.

Atwood, Laurence and Munro each explores variations of these questions in a different way.

What I am foregrounding æ a common method of character delineation is their attention to the practices

which constitute the care of the self, practices usually invisible in novels by both men and women.

Clearly, contemporary realism will increasingly devote more time and space in novels to describing the

practices involved in ttre ca¡e of the body, since this moment in our culture is one in which better health,

fitness, beauty, through techniques as various as body building, cosmetic surgery, meditation, and

alternative diets all provide competing progra¡nme.s and philosophies, for improving the "self."

In writing on this topic, I am using Foucault's notion of the "care of the self merely as a point

of deparnrre and apply it rather differently than he does (see Appendix B). Accordingly, in my reading

of the novel, I see novelists documenting three different types of techniques in the care and management

of the self. First, there are the techniques of self-care which cultivate the body, and pertain to the

construction of a physical persona. Such techniques necessarily involve attention to beauty, diet, and

fashion. Secondly, there are the various techniques of cultivating the mind througlr education, through

mimcsis, through imitation, "copying," or mimicry. Finally there are the techniquqs of "care" meånt to

"cure" the mind/ body "problem, to "cure" headaches, tension, sleeplessness and other somaticized

symptorns. This third type of self-management can include coping strategies involving the pharmal<on,
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that is curing one's mental state by altering the body's physiology, resorting to dependence and over

dependence on food, alcohol and other addictions as tranquillizers. A second set of techniques for

managing the mind/body problem includes the coping strategies designed to preserve self-esteem by

repressing painful memories of error, of failure or shame. These techniques include psychic numbing,

as well as a variety of escapes through denial, evasion, avoidance, as well as deception of oneself and

of others. There is thus a division betrveen what "the self' really knows, and how the person acts. This

split between self and behaviour, between what Francis Barker has called the "tremulous private 
þody

and the apparently untroubled projection ofa self-concept, can be seen as an aspect ofCartesian dualism,

of the mind-body problem. The tension between these trvo modes of awareness and their strange

relationship can be expressed in the rather Heideggerian phrase, "the beside-herself."2 That is to say,

these novelists åre looking at the human person when it is a "woman who is beside herself' with worry,

playing ventriloquist to her "self' as dummy. These novels are about the conflicted "mind in the attic"

of the self rather than with the madwoman in the attic.

Munro, Laurence and Atwood wriie about the realþ that seems to be "out there" that makes it

possible to see that what each of their protagonists sees "out there" is very much a part and parcel of a

host of ¿rssumptions each has internalized. The reader sees that the "rules" for how one ought to behave,

the doubts about one's own efficacy, the dæire to manipulate, to receive approval ¡ue part of a continuum

of beliefs, of valid and invalid inferences about the world made since childhood. In describing their

characters' excessive concern with mastering the techniques of self-care, these novelists show the "care"

and the "cares' involved in the projection of a "self," of a personalþ. This disclosing of the self is

revealed tacitly; the most intimate secrets of the self are not those revealed by the naked body in moments

of sexuality, but rather are found in "the closet," in the secret recesses of private thoughts, ¿rs women

clothe and unclothe themselves. The practices involved in the care of the self turns everyone into a

performance artist "making themselves up" preparatory to public performance, in and out of the bedroom.
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This divided consciousness between acting/ being, between being and doing, is part and parcel

of the legacy of the role playing self bequeathed to us by Cartesian rationalism, if we must pick a

malicious demon other than the serpent who engineered the Fall. But the divided self is nothing new in

literature. It is there in the dream allegories of courtly love, such æ in Le Roman de la Rose;we see the

divided self in Chaucer's pilgrims whose professed beliefs are at odds with their practice; in Spenser's

Duessa, as well as in Shake,speare's representation of role-playing heros and heroines. The Romantics see

the split as one caused by an improper negotiation between the perception of child and adult, whether due

to inadvertence, inattention, improper training or a lack of sensitivity to the child's fresh (and more

accurate) perception of the world. Blake imagined Albion's loss of a unified self, as a primordial trauma,

a "fall into division." For Blake, "Selfhood," is a way of coping with that loss. Romanticism argues for

r.ecovery of this lost holism througb a merging with Nature or through love. Freudian and post-Freudian

enlightenment argue for what Foucault calls "tïe repressive hypothesis," the search for deep dark secrets

of sexuality, unacknowledged needs which distort and sabotage the life the adult self tries to live.

Like Christianity, which produces a culture in which we wish to appear to be better than we are,

so too the tradition of rationalism fosters the desire to seem more confident and certain than we feel

entitled to be. The realization of the gap between the confidence which is projected and the sense of inner

doubt, brings shame, a desire to hide, to avoid real contact, to present to others that which we think will

be well received; we want to hide the ræt, not because we desire to avoid offending others with our

"ugly" side, but because we fear their rejection. The techniques of self-care, then, which characters in

these novels adopt and make their own have to do with "beauti$ing" a self they feel is unacceptable or

to transform it so as to be more acceptable. Similarly, the practices which block out awareness of failures

or of inadequacy are meant to preserve the self-esteem they feel they have worked so hard to "eam."

Their denial, their attempt to anesthesize themselves to the psychic pain they are experiencing is an

attempt to hold on to their sense of being an effective self- in-the world. Authenticity and inauthenticity
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depression these characters feels comes from a sense that their social persona may be effective in

world, but that they themselves are feeling a loss in "metaphysical efFrcacy."

In these novelists what is repressed or denied are not the sexual needs of the body so much as

the repression of information that "things are not working" the way that they are "supposed to." The

breakdown in marriages is not so much the result of the breakdown in communication between husband

and wife as it is symptomatic of a breakdown in communication between aspects of the self, between the

needs of the body, the longings of the heart and the mind's knowledge of the rules by which one is

supposed to live and to cope with, if not enjoy, life, "successfully.' What we see in these novelists is

the depiction of the traditional observing self, the central intelligence of the novel, both observing and

noticing the minutiae of what is needed to construct a social self, but at the same time, not noticing the

cost it pays for this self-transformation. By concentrating on women protagonists, these novelists draw

attention to the way we deliberately design our bodies, our selves, while suppressing the pain about all

the parts which must be "diso\ilned", denied, or buried. These "neglected" and disowned aspecs of the

self are related to how these characters are shown to communicate non-verbally through their practices

of self-care. However, this silencing of the self is itself a strain. Laurence links this problem of not

having a voice to the suppression of self.

In Laurence's novels, particularly in those involving the Cameron sisters, not to speak is to be

like the dead, not quite alive and also like an infant-inarticulate. In Munro's short story, "Material,' the

narrator tries to cope with an almost inarticulate rage at the way her ex-husband has 'appropriated" and

articulated the material of their life together. Laurence is obsessed with the issues of what counts ¿lÍi

"garbage" as "nuisance" as not worth preserving. The "garbage" which is discarded as "nuisance"

reappèars in different guise æ an object of value (æ with Jason Currie's plaid pin) or as a nuisance,

which haunts the original owner. What should be preserved, what should be nurnrred or destroyed

It
and

the
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reappeÍìrs in the these novels as the theme of the relationship of the adult woman to her unborn (or

aborted child) as well as to her own "aborted" development as an adult, as is the case with Atwood's

narrator in Surfacing and also in the case of Rachel Cameron in Laurence's A Jest of God.In the key

metaphor of Atwood's Bodily Harm, the beliefs and the belief system internalised by members of a

culture are seen as a kind of cancer, endangering the individual who is unaware of what she has

internalised, as well as "infecting," affecting the world "outside," beyond her body. Considerations of

what lies "beyond" the body, or transcends its limits. Munro and Laurence consider these in their fiction

without however pointing to a way out of the labyrinth constructed of body/mind/spirit and the various

ways of representing this intuitively apprehended tripartite aspect of the 'Self.'

I do not claim a position on the composition of self as body/mind/soul for the purposes of the

argument presented here (although I have arrived at one for the purposes of managing to live my life).

For the purposes of my argument here, it is not necessary to formulate a doctrine or a theory of the self,

but merely to note that the culture's various. competing and conflicting theories of the self, of personhood,

of the rational and the irrational form the context, in which and against whicir the characters in these

novels struggle. These texts are not posEnodern in the usual sense of that term in that they are not

particularly innovative in the way they play with the conventions of novelistic narrative. They are

however depictions of the postrrodern self who is "struggling for composure,n to use Charles Newman's

phrase for the characteristic quality ofposünodern texts.3 ln so far as postmodernism is about playing

with rule,s in the construction of texts, then these characters are at the point of changing the rules. As

modern selves they have already figt¡rd out how to do this; but playing fast and loose with the rules of

identity has not brought neither composure nor peace of "mind."

It is worth making this point in yet another way. The posunodern novel questions conventions

of reading and writing. The postmodern self brings this flexibility about rules to the construction of the

self. Once the child or the adolescent loses confidence in her "innocence," her "impeccable" credentials
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as a human being, then it seems wisest to fake one's credentials, by fiddling with the appearance of

compliance with the rules. These texts remind us that at some moment in time we began to wonder who

makes my rules? Which rules should I adopt or appear to adopt, which ones should I break? In the

approach used by Atwood, Laurence and Munro there are three kinds of rules or prescriptions. The first

category: things one must not do or cannot do, such as never "fake" an orgasm, Rennie's rule in Bodþ

Harm. The second category of rules includes things one must do, such as taking baths, personal

grooming, becoming self-supporting, and so on. The third category of rules which are internaluú, are

how things should be. The three categories can merge; they are the prescriptions of culture, of

upbringing, class, education, environment. They are modified by what we have read, seen in films,

television, advertising; what we have day dreamed or fantasized about. These novelists shows how

various characters acquired their rules; the sheer element of chance or misunderstanding or quixotic

stubbornness which launched them into a pattern of behaviour or a set of beliefs totally out of the blue.

To borrow a phrase from Munro's story "Tell Me Yes, Tell me No," these narratives also show how

these women, having built cætles in the air, carefully went about constructing foundations for them. The

selfthus "engineered" is a kind of brìcolage.

Does it matter that these protagonists are women? That the writers a¡e women? Is the problem

they diagnose a problem created by the particular construction ofgender or by the construction of any

selfl I am tempted to affirm the latter possibility rather forcefully, if only for the purpose of simplifying

my line of argument. But we have here the conundrum of just exactly what is it the novelistic character

"represents" within the genre of the novel, within the conventions of "literature.' I argue here, that the

novel as a genre is interested in exploring the discourse of the Self in a context different from the way

that self is understood in the culture at large. But the preponderance of "woman," of "women" as

protagonists in the course of the development of the novel as a geme leads me to believe that the subject

of the novel is the modern, alienated subject. As such, this powerless or ambivalent, or undefined subject
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is more readily represented as "woman" or as child in the Bildungsroman, since both woman and child

seem to have a freedom of selfdefinition, through marriage, through education, through choices, of

constructing new "subject positions. " Thus, a female protagonist such as Richardson's Pamela can change

her subject position, her social identity her name her fortune simply through marriage to the "right" man.

If a moral intention is ascribed to the writer, as Richardson and Fielding themselves would no doubt

admit, we can say that the representation of the ideal female subject in the novel, implicitly if not

explicitly, argues for the corresponding "virtues" in the male. The novel tries to reconcile the competing

claims of mind and body, often told æ the story of courtship and marriage. The marriage plot is a

nostalgia for reuniting the divided subject, the divided sensibility, reconciling the competing claims

between two aspects of the self: the part that claims, that honours and cherishes itself and others, and the

part that must be rejected or transfomed. Richardson's Pamela first rejects and then accepts Mr. B who

has been transformed first by her rejection and then by her acceptance. In the beginning, he pursues her

for her "body," but when he marries her he tells his friends he "married her for her mind."

As a genre, the novel's desire "to have it all," to fraue the baby and the bath water, is at odds

with the Cartesian split between two competing claims of "fact" and "value." The Cartesian move

disvalues the body while making use of it as "a vehicle" for mind. As such the "body" becomes the

unpaid, unacknowledged labourer, performing what Swift stops just short of calling "shit work' in The

Travels. The difficulty with this "divorce" between mind and body is ttrat it "forgets" or denies ttre

connection the human self experiences between the body and pleasure. Thus, the marriage debate in

Chaucer is transformed in the novel to: what is the best way to be myself in the world, understood as

how can I continue "to be myself and also be wife/husband? Although the Christian ideal of marriage

as a union of two persons into "one flesh" may not often have succeeded in actual marriages, in literature

the metaphor seerns an intuitively correct way of describing the union, the merging of bodies and the

blurring of the boundaries of selves in orgasmic sex. However, when this romantic ideal eludes the
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couple, then sexual intercourse is perceived by both parties as an act of power, of overcoming resistance

or of yielding passively to force.4 The novel then tries to establish ways of knowing, thinking, feeling

and perceiving for its characters, and by extension for the reader, which will allow for this kind of

adjustment between competing claims to be worked out. Characters in novels are either pursuing marriage

and the pleasures of intimacy or are in flight from this pursuit, terrified as to what teffors the loss of

"identity," of name, of family, might entail

In speaking about the novel in this way, I do nõt mEan to supplant postmodern critical readings

of novels and narrative. I am however mindful that if the "novel matters," it is because of the novel's

evocation of universality, the sense readers historically have had that the novel which has absorbed our

attention is somehow something "more" than the "story" of Emma, or Isabel, or Anna, Clarissa or

Dorothea. Schlegel addresses this æpect of fiction in his remark that "novels are the Socratic dialogues

of our time. " Theories of narrative, such as those of Greimas, Genette, Todorov, Barthes and others seek

to explain how we create or communicate meaning through our awareness of narrative strategies. We

might say that the novel's interest inthe patterns of courtship and marriage exemplifies Roman Jakobson's

model of communication in which both metaphor (the axis of selection) and metonymy (the axis of

combination) contrive to be in relationship, an alliance (a maniage?) between elements of opposition and

co-operation.

A specific mariage, the story of a specific relationship, illustrates as parole, the underlying

conventions, rules which govern the languc, the cultural code of how sense is made, children created,

values and property as well as properties are passed on. The marriage, the relationship, the household

as the site of subject formation is thus one of the things the novel is about. The novel is also about the

ways individuals manage to negotiate happiness despite the rules which should be governing them, or by

which they should allow themselvqs to be governed. The struggle to resist, to comply, to speak "for

oneself' and what one "stands for" are part of the complex ways that novelists, readers and the literary
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"character" go about constructing a "theory of the self, " or a theory of how to become a Self as a subset

of how to become "one's self."

The theme of novels æ diverse as Moll Flanders, Aarissa, and Swift's Travels have as a unifying

preoccupation the definition of what the discourse of economics says is transparently obvious, the pursuit

of rational self-interest. The novel as a genre considers and reconsiders what we might mean by this, the

various permutations such a definition might undergo given the almost inexhaustible variety of factors

which can change how we understand each element of the phrase "rational self-interest. " Economics and

theories of economics are much more than metaphor in the novel. For it is the domestic household, the

"oeconomia" and its management, which hæ provided the root meaning for "economy" and for

"economics." The metaphor of rational self-interest, smuggled into the novel by Defoe, becomes

transformed in the modern novels looked at in this study, to an interest in the rationality or irrationality

of practices that constitute the care of the self.

I see the representation of women in the novel æ particularly interesting because I see the concern

with women to be a disguised concern for the human subject as a divided subject. It is after all

Richardson's paradigm rather than Fietding's ncomic epic in prose" which comes to dominate the novel

as a "serious" art form. Richardson's Pamela and Clarissa are the self at bay, attempting to escape

molestation, harassment by the forces in "authority" to use Rlwæd Said's suggestive formulations.S The

narrative structure gives us a paradigm of authority; the "character,' who within that plot seeks to evade

"molqstation" by authority. This is as true of Richardson's Pamela as it is of Kafka's K. The novel, like

modern films of nwomen ¡¡ danger," (as for example Clarissa, the FBI agent as heroine n Silence of tltc

Lanùs), puts the subject on trial, in Kristeva's sense of le sujet en procès. Whereas in the nineteenth

century one could say "character is destiny," as George Eliot does in Th¿ Mill on thc Floss, in the post-

modern moment, it is not character that is dætiny but rather our "self-concept." It is the deliberately

constructed self, the social mask, which is our destiny, or at least our ticket there. But what this means
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is that we must assume a certain "character" in our lives, which seems quite different from the watching,

observing self who has managed to construct this character, or in Reich's phrase, this "character armour. "

In the Renaissance, Thomas Browne could refer to "Man the great Amphibian,'j to mean that the

human being is a creature who lives in two worlds, whose home is both the realm of matter and also of

spirit. I want to appropriate Browne's definition to say that in the contemporary fiction I am looking at

here (and by extension fiction by women and about women), it is 'Woman' who is the 'Amphibian,'

representing, as she does, the process of change the modern subject has undergone and is undergoing.

By modern subject I mean the Cartesian and post-Cartesian subject, the divided consciousness that has

been the norm since the beginning of the scientific era, the era of rationalism and the Enlightenment. In

the novel, which I see as containing the discourse of the Subject, the discourse of the Self, we have

"woman" representing the universal subject in the process of change from the old unified subject, a

subject who is in the process of becoming transformed into the new modern person. Virginia Woolf

wittily encapsulates the story of literature, of the changing discourse of the self in her novel Orlando

(1923) in which the "subject" of the narrative, the emblematic self, a handsome a¡istocratic male courtier

of the Elizabethan age, is suddenly transformed into a "woman" in the eighteenth century. This

transformed subject retains many of his old sensibilities but experiencqs a new problematic status of

diminishing power and authority. In Woolf's plot we see that the privileged aristocratic subject may have

been male but was never "sovereþ." From the eighteenth century on, this older subjectivity becomes

marginalized from the serious centres of power in politics, in literature, in the world of ideas, and

therefore necessarily becomes "woman." But the moment that Woolf has chosen for the transformation

of. the Subject is also the moment of the rise of the novel, in which the consciousness of women

characters dominates the plot and is indeed central to it.6

In my reading of the novel, I regard 'Woman' as that amphibian creature, the old subject of

Christianity and the new modern person. This metaphor for the duality of the self, its composite nature,
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is one which Atwood uses again and again in Surfacing whose heroine is fascinated with tadpoles and

frogs and who is herself struggling to emerge, to "surface" from the realm of suppressed feelings.

The choice of Laurence, Munro and Atwood was first dictated by the need for greater focus and

manageability of discussion. However, the Canadian-ness of the novels came to bear on the problem of

subjectivity in an interesting way. For the Canadian "subject" in these novels is "amphibian" in at least

two ways. First, she lives in two worlds, that of her recent, rural past and that of her new urbanized and

modern present. Secondly, as Atwood's novels make clear, the Canadian is caught between two mindsets,

that of the modern worldview represented by "Americans," and that of an older "Canadian" worldview.

This "Canadian" way of looking at the landscape and at people derives its particular flavour in large part

from the traditions of aboriginal experience, from those of the early settlers, and from European

traditions.

If the novel is, as I argue, the discourse of the Self, the Subject of the novel is so often cast :rs

"woman" or as "child" because unlike the construction of "Man" as the universal subject in philosophy

and in the social sciences, the self-æsured subject who knows how to manipulate the calculus of pleasure

and pain, or choose what is best in "hisn rational self-interest, 'Woman' is the human subject as the

ambivalent self, the undecided self. She is also the self who feels she must choose what is in her best

interest, not only in so far as it affects her material (i.e. economic) interess), but also in so far as she

must choose someone with whom she will have sexual relations and whose children she will bear. The

utilitarian calculus of pleasure-pain which seeÍrs so straightforward when the choices are rather abstract,

takes on a substance and tension it would not otherwise have when it is "woman" who must choose, when

it is woman who must act. The novel thus focuses not on Hamlet's indecisiveness but on that of Ophelia,

who like Hamlet must choose to act and whose only choices (like his) seem to be madness, suicide, or

obedience. In the novel, the hysteria, the absurdity, facing the Subject as 
nwoman" is made more realistic

as a result and the reasons for the hesitations more plausible than in the paradigm of the male tragic hero.
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The novels by Laurence, Muffo, and Atwood which I will discuss were written and are read in

the context of a culture in which human beings consciously transform themselves into signs. There are

a number of common themes and preoccupations. Atwood's novels and Mun¡o's make visible the invisible

assumptions, the trivial decisions made in constructing the "self." For Atwood, the epistemology of our

culture, its way of knowing, as well as of "being in the know," does "bodily harm," not only

metaphorically to the body politic but literally, in the torture, imprisonment, and killing of human beings.

These writers work backwards from the practicas which constitute the care of the self, to the

theory of the self which lies behind the practice. Accordingly, the writer infers (and therefore the reader

must infer) ideology from the observed details of dress, of choice from the repertoire of gesnrres,

mannerisms sanctioned by the culture or by fashion. The epistemology of our culture--what we know,

how we know it, how we communicate it-forms the bæis of an individual's power.

These novelists highlight the situation of their female protagonists who are not only subjects who

have been formed by their education, by their culture and by their own improvisations on those pre-

scriptions but who are also in the position of "forming" subjects through reproduction and child rearing.

In these novels, the female protagonists are modern persons who are particularly aware of and sensitive

to the issues of the divided self because as women they are wives, lovers, mothers who seem to have to

know two different ways of dealing with reality. They may wish to act according to the best prevailing

theories in psychology, sociology, economics, and aæthetics. Yet, at the same time, they must deal with

the conflicting data they are receiving from their own circumstances, between theory and practice.

Whatever the modern theories about "natural," or "unself-conscious" sexuality, in practice, human

relationships seem to require a certain aÍrount of "faking" to produce this 'spontaneous' effect, as well

as affect. Moreover, the task of nurturing children reveals the cracks in the theory of the self and the

person which the practices involving the "care of the self' may disguise from oneself. After all, in some
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instances, "the care of the self' can become the invention of the self; but in rearing a child, the care of

another must be the nurh¡ring or the disciplining of another. The mother, like and unlike the political

system, wants and does not want children who are "docile bodies," to use Foucault's vivid phrase.

Laurence is particularly concerned with this. If we want fully alive, fully human children, what kinds of

practices must we model for them as "living examplas" and what kind must we teach? If we are in doubt

as to the wisdom, the intelligence of a practice, no matter how widely approved or asserted with

certitude, how can we free our children from it, if we ourselves are somehow living within its economy

as its beneficiaries?

In the novels under discussion, the female protagonists have successfully managed to "create

themselves." They have succeeded in uansforming themselves from their original childhood personality,

a self which was the "product" of rural, small town, provincial background and education into a "modern

person," following the fashionable prescriptions of the culture as to what a "succe,ssful person" is.

However, the question these novels pose indirectly through the crises faced by the protagonists is: to what

extent can one cultivate or create a self., Is'this the same as, or the opposite of, nurturing a self who will

grow, become, fulfil itself, and achieve a mature identity through the ñrllness of time?

However, despite these "successful makeovers," in these novels we will not see woman as she

ought to be, as feminism might have hoped she'd be, or as the cha¡acters themselves imagined they might

be; instead, these novéls as often as not record the failure of the self as imagined in the programmes for

the self (and for self-improvemenQ urged by the cultr,rre or by feminism or by some other ideology,

whether of glamour, of fashion or artistic creativity. For the characters as well as the novelist, perception

of another involves a deconstruction of the myriad choices the woman before us has had to make about

"her self in the form of makeup, clothes, hairdo. These all tell one "story" about the identity the woman

wants to present as her own; but the media in which she chooses to tell this story of her constructed self

is the very media the observer will unmæk, seeing the effort, the work behind the "creation" whether
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it is successful, or whether it is clumsy. Frequently, the narrator will confide her own version of how

she mastered or failed to master the art of illusion involved in projecting a self which will be perceived

by others as an "attractive and winning personality. " These practices in the care of the self, beauty, dress,

education, reading, reflection, all project two different representations of the self. The women facing the

current crisis in their lives are painfully aware of the gap between the successfril personality they are able

to project, and would like to be in reality, and the doubtful, uncertain person they feel themselves to be.

The techniques they master are a form of self-cæe because they are the survival strategies they felt they

needed to use to get to where they are now. They are at the point where they need a new technique, a

new theory, or a new practice.

Focusing on "the care of the self' allows these writers to focus on issues of ethics-how we care

for the body, the self, one another, the planet, the unborn within an individual woman's womb as well

as the generations yet unborn we call posterþ. It also allows an exploration for how we construct the

notion of the self, confining it to "the body" or the "mind within the body," seemingly oblivious to the

way self-care requires not only the nurturing ofoneselfbut also the nurturing ofothers. Selfishness, self-

lessness, the boundaries of the self, the boundaries of the care one can give, one cannot give, what we

include and exclude within those boundaries constitutes the paradigm of the self. In using Thomas Kuhn's

over-used formula I want to signal that the proliferation of anomalie.s he cites as preceding the

transformation of a paradigm, the revolution in thought and practice is in fact the subjert matter of these

novels, and I would ârgue, of the novel as a discourse of the self, the feeling self.

The reference to "De,scartes Doubting Daughters" is meant to include both female literary

characters, who express the dilemma of the modern subject as well æ the dilemma of novelists, male and

female, who express doubt about rationalism and the techniques of rationalism which Descartes

"fathered." I am deliberately turning Harold Bloom's famous paradigm of sons supplanting fathers in

The Amiety of Influence, by using feminine metaphors for the kinship we have with Descartes' project
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and with our inheritance. Writing from the position of doubt leaves one in the position of "woman," that

is, outside the power structure of the "managers," of the rational elites in charge of the way we construct

the world and the way we construct ourselves in order to conform with it, to comply with it. As such,

"the docile bodies" imagined by Foucault are those imagined by these writers as women and children,

who have a problem being docile, being compliant, and who nevertheless do not have a counter-proposal

as to how we might manage better.

If the dominant discourse of science and rationalism is the discourse of the Ego, then the novel

is the discourse of the Alter Ego, the Other. There are a number of ways of formulating the distinction

I want to make berween the discourse of the Subject in the sciences and the discourse of the Self in the

novel. One could formulate the difference in terms of Pascal's distinction between l'ësprit de geomëtrie

and l'ësprit de finesse with the latter being found in the kind of analysis of reality, or construction of

realtty we find in the novel. We can also formulate the difference between the forms of cognition

recognised in the two discourses as the differences between "knowledge" and "tacit knowing" as defined

by Michael PolyaniT. Tacit knowing pays attention to a whole host of details which the mathematical

model of reality must necessarily ignore or discount. We can also formulate the two different discourses

in terms of gzosis and praxis, in that the dominant discourses of science picture a reality which in its

abstraction le¿ves out the particularity of detail on which novels have traditionally focused as to how

society actually worla in practice, at the microlevel. The novel becomes "the preserve of the self," a

protected sanctuary where the human person, almost extinct in the ofñcial scientific discourse, can be

"preserved." The novel also retains, preserves the idea of choice, responsibility, agency. The act of

writing novels can itself be seen as a form of "the care of the self," a kind of "self-preservation" on the

part of novelists and of their readers. However, the milieu within which the "person' is preserved, the

novel, also problematizes the representation of subject/self/person as literary "character." Does my

reading of the novel require a unified subject? I would argue that the nostalgia for the unified subject
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is something which is experienced as a longing on the part of the characters rather than one which I am

projecting onto these texts ¿ts part of my own longing for a unified self. Whether the unified self is an

illusion or not, the longing for a unified self seems to be a self-protective action on the part of these

characters and perhaps also on the part of the reader (see Appendix G).

Against this background of what a "mature" person "should" be, according to the modern,

conventional therapeutic wisdom of the "healthy" self, it is worth listing the symptoms which surface

when the self is in crisis. On the outside, these protagonists strive to appear 
I'likr. normal person;" on

the inside, anger, confusion, fear, and bitterness prevail as they strive to conform to the internalized rules

and regulations of the culture as well as to struggle against a growing intuitive sense that continuing to

conform to these rules is not proper self-cæe. Munro, Arwood and Laurence do not make an explicit

connection between mind and body but leave it to the reader to infer the connections. Implicit in these

texts are the following assumptions about the way the mind somaticizæ symptoms, transferring them to

the body, and therefore out of awareness.

Assumption I: The self-concept is constructed as a strategy ofself-protection, as a form of-self-
empowerment. The woman "becomes beside herself' with worry when she
realizes that she does not feel powerful but feels like a victim.

We æe strongly inclined to do whatever restores a sense of feigned well-being--
eating something, drinking something, going out with others, scolding ourselves
for negative thinking, worrying about the children, about one's spouse-anything
to escape a nagging sense of emptiness.

A "morbid" imagination. Every new insight feels like one more nail in the coffin
The death of pride (in the appearance, in one's looks in one's marriage, in one's
ability to cope) feels like death. Since vitality is what life is about, once the
grounds for vitality are lost-good looks, a good sex life, knowing one is
attractive and loved-the coresponding loss of vitality feels like death, like
dying.

Maturity, or normalcy requires the appearance of being reasonably contented.
This in turn involves a comfortable adjustment to the sense of loss and self-
betrayal which is based on denial, bæed on not looking too deeply at the beliefs
and the behaviours which prop up the self-esteem we have managed to construct.

A nagging sense that the technique that had worked before, better self-

Assumption tr:

Assumption III:

Assumption IV:
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management--is now the problem, not the solution.

For parents, for teachers there is a strain that comes from the pressure to model
for others what maturity looks like-to be a living example. It is hard to maintai4
an image, but the pressure to do so makes one hlde theìeal strugglqs involved. 8

Episteme and Self-Esteem

The issues of the care of the self involve the issues in the process of subject formation in our

culture. Accordingly, the care of the self involves the episteme of a culture. To what extent does the care

of the self mean the cultivation of self-esteem? This question is of more than theoretical importance to

the novelists studiediere. The literary "character" in so far as she has "character" as an ethical subject

also craves self-esteem. The practices for the care of the self, such as fashion, diet, beauty, are intended

to give her self-esteem. Additional techniques for the care of the self include "anasthasia," strategies of

self-protection, such as denial, avoidance of pain, avoidance of feeling. These strategies are included

as techniques of self-care because numbing the self to what one feels, or thinls, or knows is a way of

protecting self-esteem, by denying the inclusion of other "carqs" in our construction of the self.

How can we define self-esteem? I have adopted the definition of Nathaniel Branden, because it seems to

honour both mind and body. Accordingly, self-esteem can be defined as:

1. confidence in our ability to think, to cope with the basic challenges of fiff

2. confidence in our right to be happy, of being worthy (of happinæs and raspect of others),
entitled to assert our needs and wants, entitled to achieve our values, rc,alize our dreams,
enjoy the ftuits of our effors

3. a sense of one's "intactness," of feeling "appropriate" to life.

By contrast, the techniques of the self that these novels (and our culture at large) promote create

a self-concept, a persona, a beside-herself, who strives to appear to be appropriate, by dressing

appropriately, speaking with the appropriate accent, in the appropriate style. This conflict berween what

is "proper" and what is "appropriate" is seen by Mary Poovey as a tension in the writings of eighteenth

and nineteenth century women novelists.lO This sense of the self as a self-concept rather than as a self
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means that we are vulnerable to exposure, dependent on our props or on others, to provide us with the

validation our images need. The constructed self is a kind of passport that allows one to cross borders

and social barriers legally. But a validated passport is not the same thing as a valid identity. This self-

concept "documents" who we claim to be, or in Munro's phrase, who we think we are. Although it

functions effectively as a passport, it does not give us the sense of security that who we "say" we are,

what we "assert" about our selves is actually valid in the eyes of the "law," of all those others who must

pass judgement on us, approve or disapprove, accept or reject us from community. The self-concept is

constructed so that one senses oneself as a machine-well oiled, running smoothly, "functioning" well.

As such, the self becomes the ghost in the machine, the part of the self that might have been a contender,

might have been somebody, but chose instead to be an imitation, a robotic version of the self, a cyber

self rather than an original, creative self. Such mimicry and imitation are important themes in Atwood

and in Munro and in Lawrence. To become the self that one wants to become, to be accepted by the

people one longs to resemble, requires pati:nt cultivation, patient imitation. Each of these novelists gives

us a slightly different perspective on the role models their characters have adopted. Even the phrase role

model suggests that this technique of modelling oneself on a hero, on a real historical personage, or a

fictional one is an often-recommended technique in self-help literature and is a widely accepted and

acceptable form of "learning" in our culture.

But to t¿lk about the conflicts inherent in the cæe of the self is to talk about the mind/body

problem in the discourse of the Subject, which means we must begin with Descartes. The "subject"

always begins with Descartes.
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NOTES

1. The most influential feminist readings of Pope can be found in Felicity A. Nussbau m's The Brink of
All We Hate: English Satires on Women 16ffi-1750. (Lexington: U Kentucky P, 1984) and also Ellen
Pollak, The Poetics of Sexual Myth: Gender and ldeology in the Verse of Swifi and Pope. (U Chicago P:
Chicago, 1985). Louis Landa shows the economic bases and biases in the presentation of female
"extravagance" in two essays: "Of Silkworms, Farthingales and the Will of God, " in Essøys in Eighteenth
Cennry English Literature. (Princeton: Princeton UP, 1980), 199-219. See also Louis Landa, Pope's
Belinda, the General Emporie of the World and the Wondrous 'Worm," in Essøys in Eighteenth Cennry
English Literature. (Princeton: Princeton UP, 1980), 178-98.

2. See Francis Barker, Thc Tremulous Private Body, (l-ondon: Meth¡en, 1984). The rather Heideggerian
coinage of the "beside-herself is one I have adapted from Marcus Raskin's term for the persona of the
"colonized" individual of Western culture as the "beside himself." Raskin defines the beside-himself as
"the outer layer . . . the skin" of the "social character" or "profile of performance and behaviour in
social situations over which he has no control." See Marcus G. Raskin, Being and Doing @oston:
Beacon, 1973),3-9.

3. See Charles Newman, The Postmodern Aura: Tltc Act of Fiction in an Age of Inflation, @vanston:
Northwestern UP, 1985). Newman's bias is against the "new writer/reader system" of postmodernism,
arguing that it is part and parcel of the inflationary economic cycle, "a surprise-side economics" (13).

4. For a full exposition of this view see Andrea Dworkin, Iüercourse, (New York: Free Press, 1987).
Interestingly, her argument utilizes Tolstoy's distaste for how marriage nrequiras" 

a husband to "corrupt"
his wife expressed in the short story, 'The Kreutzer Sonata."

5. See Edward Said's definition of "molestation" as a counterweight to "authority" in Beginnings:
Intention and Method. (New York: Columbia UP, 1985 [975]), 83, 84.

6. Recent discussions of the rise of the novel have taken a different tack from the influential readings of
Ian Watt, The Rise of the Novel, @erkeley: U of California P, 1957), and the influential feminist readings
launched by Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar, Thc Madwoman in tIæ Attic: The Woman Writer and the
Níneteenth Cennry Literary Imagirution, lNew Haven: Yale UP, 1979). Thus, Nancy Armstrong argues
in Desíre arú Domestic Fictton, (Oxford: Oxford UP, 1987) that a central point to be explained in
discussions of literary history is how it is that women writers came to the fore in the rise of the novel
and why the female subject wæ used by both male and female novelists as the novelistic subject. She uses

a Foucauldean approach derived ftom The History of Sexuatity to Írrgue that novelists subverted the
reigning notion of consciousness and supplanted it with a new kind of subjectivity, "that the modern
individual was first and foremost a woman" (8). Madeleine Kahn inNanative Transvestism: Rhetoric and
Gender in the Eighteenth-C¿ntury Novel (Ithaca: Cornell UP, 1991), also begins her analysis of the rise
of the novel by exploring is most obvious feature, "narrative transvestism,n her term for the curious fact
that so many male writers chose to adopt a female narrative persona or protagonist.

7. For Polyani "objective" or "impersonal" knowledge is a contradiction in terms. He argues that all
knowing takas place within a context of meaning so that the knower is always implicated in what is
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known. See Michael Polyani, Personal Knowledge, Corrected ed. (Chicago: U of Chicago P, 1962). See

also Morris Berman's extensive discussion of tacit knowing in Polyani, Owen Barfield and Gregory
Bateson in The Reenchantment of thc World, (Ithaca: Cornell UP, 1981), 128-33,356.

8. These assumptions have been gleaned from a wide variety of current books on body-centred
therapy. Wilhelm Reich is generally credited with bringing the body and its "character,armour" into
psychotherapy. Alexander Loewen's Thc Betrayal of the Body was one of the earliest texts for this
kind of therapy and has since become a classic. Ida Rolf, the founder of the technique of "structural
integration," more commonly known as "rolfing" is another. See Gay Hendricks and Kathlyn
Hendricks, At the Speed of Life: A New Approach to Chnnge through Body-Centred Therapy, (New
York: Bantam, 1993), 13-24.

9. The notion of self-esteem being used here is one heavily indebted to Nathaniel Branden's pioneering
work in a field which has since become quite fashionable. For Branden, "metaphysical efficacy" or
"fundamental efficacy" is the individual's sense that human beings "in principle" are "competent to live",
that the skills they have as a human being allow them to be in an "appropriate" relationship to life.
Efficacy also involves theindividual's confidence that human beings are meant to be in the world, and that
they are equipped to survive in it. For Branden, this sense of metaphysical efñcacy is to be distinguished
ftom panicularized efficacy, or the skills an individual acquires in the course of life which allow for
personal effectiveness and productivity. "Particularized efficacy" is defined as "any purposeful activity
involving mind and labour and serving the purposes of life from digging a ditch, driving a tractor,
dasigning a building, and operating business to engaging in scientific research.n See Nathaniel Btanden
Honoring tlæ Self: The Psychology of hnfidence and Respect, (New York: Bantam, 1983), 87-88.
Branden does not specifically refer to Descartes; however, his notion of "consciousnqss" closely
resembles the Cartesian ego and valorize.s the "ego." Although Branden is careful in his most recent work
to indicate that body awareness is essential to consciousnqss, his earlier work is heavily identified with
and associated with Ayn Rand's rather cerebral philosophy, Objectivism, and what she called the "virtue
of selfishness." Branden would agree that Descartes' major contribution was an explicit articulation of
"metaphysical efficacy," the competence of human beings to know their own minds and make valid
inferences about the external world.

10. See Mary Poovey, Tlrc Proper Lody and the Woman YYriter: Ideology as Style in thc'Worl<s of Mary
'Wollstonccrafi, Mary Slælley atd Janc Austen. (Chicago: Chicago UP, 1984).
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CHAPTER I
Descartes' Doubting Daughters: The Novel Subject

Descartes' Theory as His/story

The theory of the modern subject begins as a story, with what Descartes himself called "the

history of my mind. " Whether we accept the proofs Descartes offets for the existence of God, or for the

existence of the self in the Discourse on Method and in the Meditations as foundational, the fact remains

that the Discourse on Method remains a remarkable autobiographical narrative. Its single most famous

line-I think therefore I am--is ultimately more important in the history of the self than the place usually

accorded to the Confessions of Augustine, those of Rousseau, or the Autobiography of Franklin. /

Historically, however, neither the Discourse nor the Meditations has been studied as autobiography; the

emphasis in the tradition of philosophy has stressed the value, the meaning of these texts :ls philosophical

argument in which the proofs for the existence of God, derived from the proofs for the existence of the

self, are seen as the "real" content of the text. The nstor],n the narrative frame in which the arguments

and proofs are embedded, is seen as a transparent fiction, merely an excuse to launch the proof and not

relevant to the proof itself. However, if Descartes' his/story is read as narrative rather than as argument,

the text takes on a different aspect, becoming part of the discourse of the Self, indeed, a radical

constitution of the "Subject" and its history. Only if we ignore the personal elements of Descartes'

his/story, can we see it as an argument for "method.n

Althougü Descartes' narrative is meantto remove us from the realm of the solidly objective world

"out there" to the inner realm of the personal and subjective, the outside world is curiously present in

the narrative even as it is banished to the margins of the text:

I was then in Germany where I had gone because of the desire to see the wars which are still not
ended; and while I was returning to the army from the coronation of the Emperor, I was caught
by the onset of winter. There was no conversation to occupy me, and being untroubled by any
cares or passions, I remained all day alone in a war¡n room. There I had plenty of leisure to
examine all my ideas. One of the first that occurred to me was that frequently there is less
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perfection in a work produced by several persons than in one produced by a single hand.
@iscourse 10).

Descartes thus begins his introduction to the "principles of the method" by stressing the series

of seemingly unrelated incidents and accidents which conspired to create the conditions for reflecting on

this problem. Since Descartes is credited with the invention of "the sovereign subject," it is worth noting

that the details about the army, the wars, and the Emperor's coronation serve as subtle reminders to the

reader that the narrator is a man of the world, aware of the realities of "the real world," of wars and

conflicts, as well as sufficiently deferential or responsible to have attended the coronation of the sovereign

as a "true subject." Descartes 
,

seems oblivious to the implications of the tone he has adopted here, the aura of careful circumspection

about the political climate; he is seemingly unaware that the persona he has chosen as narrator bears a

rather disturbing resemblance to the kind of naive narrator Swift satirizes in Gulliver. Someone who trots

off to "see the war" and stays on for an Emperor's coronation. The Gulliver-like blindness to context is

apparent in the absurdity of the narrator's'statement: "There I had plenty of leisure to examine all my

ideas. One of the first that occurred to me was that frequently there is less perfection in a work produced

by several persons than in one produced by a single hand.' There is an absurd disproportion between the

examination of "all my ideas" and the bland, even banal assertion of a platitude. When Swift provides

such òeemingly random and inappropriate tnn sequiturs in narrative details, he does so to call into

question his narrator's abilþ to reason cogently. However, Descartes intends, much as do the niurators

in Swift's satires, merely to provide a reassuring frame of commonplacqs for the radical contents of the

body of the discourse.

When we foreground the narrative event, the radical nature of Descartes' "method," is not so

much the proof- I think therefore I exist-, but rather the historical self-assertion the text implies: I have

ttre right to exist. I have the right to think my thoughts. In his reading of Descartes, Valery finds the

proliferation of the first person pronoun in Descartes' text, the confident assertion and re-assertion of the
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"je," as a refreshing and startling innovation. From this perspective, the Discourse can be regarded as

a Declaration of Independence for the individual mind, providing a private space on which the individual

can stand his ground, against the authority of the Church. However, Descartes' argument is couched in

such deferential terms throughout that the narrative persona clearly hopes that in making his "modest

proposal," he will not be liable to charges of "hubris." He anchors his narrative in his conscientious

desire since childhood to study and to learn so Íls to prevent the tenifying possibility of "falling into

error":

From my childhood I lived in a world of books, and since I was taught that by their help I could
gain a clear and assured knowledge of everything useful in life, I was eager to learn from them.
But as soon as I had finished the course of studies that usually admiæ one to the ranks of the
learned, I changed my opinion completely. For I found myself iaddled with so many doubts and
errors that I seemed to have gained nothing in trying to educate myself....@iscourse I,6).

To give the flavour of Descartes' writing as narrative, and to indicate what is problematic about his

style, it is worth citing at length a passage from the Third Part of the Discourse. Although the passage

forms one continuous paragraph in Descartes' text, I have broken it up into two sections, and italicized

the words and phrases because Descartes protests his happiness with his powerlessness far too much. I

have highlighted these phrases because Desca¡tes' prose style is padded with so many platitudes and

commonplaces that the reader tends to be lulled by them, an aspect of their function that must have been

meant to reassure the reader that Descartes is not a radical, but very much a man of unexceptional views

and "common sense":

My third mæcim wæ always to seek to conquer rryself ratlur thanÍortune, to chnnge rny desires
ratlær tlan thc establislud order, and generally to believe that nothing except our thoughts was
wholly under our control, so that after we have done our best in external matters, what remains
to be done is absolutely impossible, at least as far as we are concerned. This ma¡rim in itself
should suffice to prevent mc from desiring in the future anythíng which I could not acquire, and
thus to malæ mc hapW.For it is our nature to desire only that which we itnagirc to be somchow
attainable, and if we consider all external bercfits equally bqond our reach we will no more
regret being unjustly deprived of our binhrtght than we regret not possessing the kingdoms of
China or Mexico. Thus making avùmte of rccessity, we no more desire to be well whenwe are
síck, or to be free when we are in prison, than we now desire bodies as incorruptible as
diamonds oi wúngs tofly lilce tlu birds.
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But I must admit it takcs much practice and frequently repeated meditations to become
accustomed to view things in this manner, and I think that this must have been the principle secret
of those philosophers of ancient times who were able to rise above fortune, md, despite pains
and poverry to vie with the gods in happiness. Being constantly occupied in considering the limíts
imposed on them by nature, they were so perfectly convinced that nothing was really theirs but
their thoughls that that alone was suffrcient to keep them from any concern in other things. Their
control of their thoughts, on the other hand, w¿rs so absolute, that is, they were so accustomed
to regulating their desires and their other passions, that they had some justification Íor
consi.dering thcmselves richer and more powerful, mnre free and happier, thnn arry other man
who did not have this philosophy, and who, however much he might be favoured by nature and
forhrne, had no such control over his desires (20-21).

Onty if one were to divide this passage into lexia for a Barthesian analysis of the cultural codes,

could one begin to unravel the complex intertwining of political platitude, "common sense," and a

surprising political conservatism. In the first section of the above citation, we have what Descartes' holds

to be axiomatic, self-evident truths-- that the pursuit of happiness lies, first, in not desiring anything; and

secondly, in limiting one's desire for control only to the sphere of thought rather than of action. Having

limited the self to pursuing happiness only in the realm of thought, Descartes introduces a new va¡iation

of Christian asceticism by extolling the denial if not the eradication of desire. (Ihe political implications

of such a programme need not be laboured). What interests me in this passage is Descartes' belief that

the individual's heroic efforts to overcome natural desires or natural wishes to alter his/her condition

should form the basis of human action, and of value. If one is dissatisfied with one's material

circumstances, one should not aim for change in the outer world, but rather for change in the inner

world. Once this inner "revolution" is brought about, one achieves a happiness greater than that conferred

on people with greater riches and oppornrnities. In a text which will urge scientific method as a way of

gaining "masteryn over Nature, it is surprising that, for Descartes, the best way to care for the self is to

limit desire for mastery, for freedom. Science may be able to"master the environment, but the individual

subject must merely adapt to the political and economic environment, because realistically it is unlikely

that we can achieve those desirqs or that we could change the world to suit our preferencæ.

In his eagerness to persuade the reader, Descartes' argument goes too far. For he imagines that
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this operation on the mind can convince a sick person not to want to be well and an imprisoned person

not to want to be free. He seems to be arguing merely that happiness is more likely when we have a

realistic acceptance of the limitations of reality. But instead, he is actually arguing that powerlessness is

a kind of power, poverty is a kind of riches, and no control over our fate is in fact the best form of self-

control. It is in this milieu of conflict between what is suitable for "master" and for "slave," to use

Hegel's terms, that I see the Subject of modernity, the Subject of the novel.2 It is this subordinate

position in which ttre modern subject finds "himself." It is the position of children stuck indoors and

fantasizing about being free to play; it is the position of women marrying for security rather than love;

it is the position of the slave, of the worker, oppressed by working conditions. It is in fact a secular

version of the slave morality which Nieøsche saw as the heart of Christianity.

Significantly, however, a "man" who would be willing to live under such conditions would not

be regarded as admirable, or heroic; he would, in fact, be thought a coward. Descartes' himself, however,

is not in this category. He is perhaps the one person who could afford to write such a selfdeprecating

preface. He can pretend to be in this positión because he has appended to the Discoursehis revolutionary

and exciting discoveries in optics, mathematics and meteorology. Not only has his apparent isolation from

the realm of action and power left him free to pursue these ideas, but the applications of the wide range

of ideas generated by this methgd, by his "method" will in fact empower him as a nman" but also

empower society, or "Man."

But if the realm of inner striving, of abdication of agency is not enough to constitute a "man" as

a hero, in novels and in life, a woman who accepts her circumstances in this way would be heroic. The

effort to control and master desire, to accept with equanimity marriage or spinsterhood, and subjection

and subjugation in all its forms-as daughter, wife, political subject (but not citizen), would be to be an

exemplary woman, and in Descartes' view an exemplary human being. It is "natural" for women to wait,

to be trapped and imprisoned by circumstances, to have to combat their natural preferences, their natural
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desires. My point can perhaps be seen more readily if we imagine re-c¿rsting Beckett's 'lYaiting for Godor

for two female characters. The play could not be absurd, would not be absurd if Vladimir and Estragon

were female. For what could be more natural than women patiently waiting to be rescued, to be delivered,

but in any event endlessly waiting. Similarly, with Chekhov's Three Sisters whose situation is made

universal and poignant because they are talented ìvomen trapped in a backwater. Were they men, one

could only be frustrated that they do not take matters into their own hands and simply leap on the first

train for Moscow.

The point I hope I have made here is that in so far as the subject Descartes describes is in fact

the real situation of men and women living in the world, the subject is in the position of helpless child

or powerless woman, not in the position of the adult male citizerVsubject, "Man,", who is the

representative human being of the rationalist paradigm and who is able to subdue "Nativqs" and "Nature,"

and achieve the "mastery" which Descartes confidently predicts will be one of the results of his method.

The novel then will take as its Subject, adopt as it were, the orphaned, vulnerable self which Descartes'

discourse tells us must accept the loss of its "birthright," the loss of life, liberty, happiness, without

protest. Accordingly , the donee of the novel, as James might say will be the subject confronting this

"given" of reality.

I now want to turn to a different but related aspect of bescartes' text. Descartes as both the

implied author of the text, and the implied subject of the text, is male. He speats for himself personally;

tlrat is part of the power of his style, what makes the argument accessible to the reader and also

persuasive. But, the argû,rncnÍ is intended to apply to the human person, to the human subject. As such,

the argument proceeds from the particular reflections of one man to becoming the "truths" which govern

human perception and can serye as a foundation for "knowledge." Although Descartes' ego is the

fountainhead of these ideas, the argument asks us to disregard the source, and accept its assumptions as

we might accept those in a geometrical proof. The subject, as far as Descartes, is concerned, once doubt
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has lead to certainty, can be genderless, sexless, powerless, bodiless. Having liberated "mind" into a

universally recognised truth, such particulars can be dispensed with. The inherent absurdity of this

enterprise, of Descartes' transformation from a mild-mannered, powerless individual, pathologically and

childishly frightened of making afata pas, being suddenly transformed into Superman, is perhaps more

obvious if we read the Discourse and the Medítations as Swift might have read them and as Nietzsche

did in fact read them, finding Descartes' reasoning puerile and full of childish fears.S Were we to do

so, Descartqs' turns of phrase would become unintentionally comic because of the way he swerves from

vast (and as he thinks unexceptional generalizations) to the quite specific details of his situation: "I

decided to ascertain from what source I had learned to think of something more perfect than myself... "

@iscourse IV, 25)

The following passage will suffice as one example from the many that could be supplied. Once

again, I have broken the passage into sections, the first as an ex¡rmple of a general observation and logical

conclusion, and the second as a specific application of his "ruIe." I have italicized the phrases Swift might

have seized on as perfectly applicable to Gulliver, who would, however, prefer to converse with horses

rather than men:

After thus assuring myself of these maxims, and having put them aside with tniths of the Faith,
which have always bæn most cenain to nlc, I judged that I could proceed freely to rejea all my
other beliefs

Inasmuch as I hoped to obtain my end more readily hy conversing with men than by remaining
arry longer aloræ in nry wann retreat, whcre I had hod all these tlnuglxs,I proceeded on my way
before winter was wholly past. /n thc nine years thnr followed I wandered hcre attd thcre
througlnut the world, trying everyvlære to be spectator rathcr tlan actor in all tlu cornedies thnt
go on QZ).

Although Descartes'repeatedly couches the assertions tnDiscourse with conventional disclaimers of his

modesty, the subtext nevertheless conveys the kind of immodest claims Swift associates with the "modest

proposals" of scientific "projectors." Lalrence Lafleur, Descartes' translator, describes the Díscourse

quite aptly in economic metaphors, as a "prospectus," an advertisement for a new kind of speculative
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enterprise. Lafleur offers the following as a summary of the whole ball of wax, ¿ts it were, the "package"

Descartes' prospectus provides :

"Here is the method," he says in effect, "which I have discovered; and here, in Optics,
Meteorology, and Geometry, ¡ue a few samples to show how successful this method has been in
my hands. If you will invest in me, I can give you similar successes elsewhere--perhaps, in fine,
the key to nature and human happiness" (Lafleur, xv).

We could say that the preface and the appended scientific essays constitute a kind of "advertisements for

myself."

A second, Swiftian aspect of Descartes' narrative persona and his rhetorical style is the

paradoxical situation of Descartes' modesty and immodesty as narrator and as theorist, what Swift aptly

dubs "a projector," Swift's formulation of "the expert" as a "projector" neatly encapsulates two aspects

of the rationalist's personality and his project. On the one hand, his style is a cautious submission of a

"modest proposal," projecting information from the present into the future. On the other hand, the sweep

and the scope of what he proposes implies an overweening confidence in his own intellect so that the

project is not merely a proposal but a writtên expression projecting his ego; the text of a given proposal

asks only that we consider the meris of its assumptions, but Swift points out that the text is replete with

a complacent self-aggrandizement that accompanies expertise. In much the same way, the Cartesian ego

takes obvious pride in its cogitations; the baffled, outraged reader, or client, or citizen can only wonder

what kind of "mind" could come up with this.

And yet, this comparison with the proposals of Swift's projectors may seem somewhat unfair to

Descartes' abilitie,s as a thinker and to the projects he has appended to his text. Modern readers of

Descartes read the Discourse in its short form, not as it was originally published as a preface to

Descartes' three revolutionary works--the Optics, Meteorology and Geometry. The discourse on method

was thus intended as an outline of what could be accomplished if one adopts Descartes' method of

reasoning; the three essays were the proof of the method's usefulness and its examples of its application.
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I feel the need to say this because otherwise, Descartes' deliberations seem banal. When he says he spent

the whole day thinking, the implication is that he spent the whole thinking on rather banal problems or

on rather outrageous ones such as, Do I exist?

Having said that, the most distinctively Swiftian aspect of Descartes' narrative lies in his

references to his warm room, the warm retreat, the cosy fire of the inn or pension where he stayed as

a traveller. For these innocuous details smuggled into the philosophical text to reassure the reader of the

warmth and cosiness of its author, may well raise a series of irreverent questions in the reader's mind:

who is supplying the wood for the fire? Who has supplied the candle with its fragrant wax? Did Descartes

eat or drink while he was immured in this "warm retreat" passing the days as he tells us in his "drassing

gown. " Who brought up the trays of food, and who took them down again? And for all Descartes' doubt

about the existence of his body, can we doubt that there must have been a chamber pot or two all this

while? We have the image, unbidden, coming upon us, of an adult m¡ut ânswering the calls of nature,

eating food, giving instn¡ctions to the charrber maid or servant, taking care of bodily functions while he

is imagining to his horror that he is bodiless, that he may not exist, that he may be a figment of a dream.

What Swift would find most dishonæt is the narrator's self-complacency, his pride athis apparent

self-sufFrciency while meditating, when in fact all the necessities and luxuries of his existence are supplied

by invisible and unacknowledged others. Thus Descartes' narrator is protected by the forces of the state,

served food by a complex netu/ork encompassing everyone from the farmer who grows it, the cook who

cooks it to the servants who serve it. Yet Descartes imagines himself as alone and isolated as if he were

in a desert:

There, in the midst of a great and busy people, more interestd in their own affairs than curious
about those of others, I was able to enjoy all the comforts of life, to be found in the most
populous cities while living in as solitæy and retired a fashion æ though in the most remote of
de,serts. @iscourse III, 23)

Swift found this fantasy of self-sufficiency as a dangerous and irrational delusion of the construct "rational

Man." He would find Descartes' notion that the civilized world outside his window, the community in
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which he lived, was merely a "supplement" to his solitary existence, like the supplies which Defoe's

"economic man," Robinson Crusoe, salvages to "supplement" his life on his island an example of a blind

spot in the rationalist's picture of the world. In the Travels, Swift repeatedly reminds us of the way the

facts about the interdependence of the sexqs, of the claims of the body, of the importance of women and

children, are ignored or forgotten in the view of 'Man' constructed by rationalism. Thus, Gulliver, the

supposed head of his household, repeatedly leaves not only the comforts of home behind, but in fact

leaves his wife to manage his children, his household, his finances, all his quite real material interests.

He thus leaves behind a "real economy" to pursue the illusory benefits of a fantasy economy, hoping to

wrest "real wealth" from "Indians" for a handful of beads. Yet every place the rational independent

observer visits, he becomes dependent on the efforts of others to "care" for him. He strains their economy

and contributes nothing to it. Thus, hundreds upon hundreds of Lilliputians cook, sew and clean for

Gulliver; he is the "dolly" of a "little" Brobdignagian girl in the land of the giants; everywhere he visits

he seek to be fed, housed and protected by_others, perpetually dependent on the ministrations of women.

Swift draws our attention to this illusion of self-sufñciency by the notorious pun with which Part I of the

Trøels begins, the reference to Gulliver's teacher, as "my good master Bates" who taught Gulliver all

that he would need to know to survive "long voyages." For Swift, the autonomy offered by this split

between mind and body, between desire and practice, is the kind of false autonomy offered by

autoeroticism; it may serve the purpose of pleasure but it is ultimately sterile.4

An important feature of Descartes' text is his vivid, novelistic style which seduces the reader and

draws her into the intimate circle of Descartes' confide¡ce. The "material" of his essay, its "substance"

as well as its charm, lies in the way he pays attention to details of his own mind and to his surroundings.

Descartes uses homely and familiar details from mundane objects so as not to alienate the reader and to

keep the argument anchored to what seems cosy and close at hand. Thus, he writes of "the candle and

its wax which has not yet lost the sweetness of the honey which it contained land still] retains something
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of the odour of the flowers from which it was collected." 5 Yrt despite his close attention to these

marvellous, vivid and telling details, Descartes is oblivious to the absurdities of his style. He is blind and

deaf to the lapses in taste, in decorum noticed above; having proved that the essence of his humanity is

his mind, he chooses to abandon the senses altogether. Oddly enough, even as he becomes more and more

"self-centred" in his thinking, he seems to discount the act of thinking by reiffing the self as "a thinking

thing":

Now I shall close my eyes, I shall stop my ears, I shall disregard my senses, I shall even efface
from my mind all images of corporeal things; or at least, if that cannot be done, I shall consider
them vain and false. By thus dealing only with myself and considering what is included in me,
I shall try to make myself, little by little, better known and more familiar to myself.

I am a thing which thints . . . (Meditation III,9l).

Or, again we notice his rather brer'zy æsertion that he has become so adept in the art of thinking

abstractly that he can now rise above the realm of "matter" and ascend to the realm of the "purely

intelligible":

In these last few days, I have become so accustomed to ignoring my senses . . . that it is easy
for me now to turn my consideration from sensible or picturable things to those which being,
wholly disassociated from matter are purely intelligible. (Meditation /y, 108-9).

In this way, Descartes' marginalizes the very details he had used to lay the foundation of his thought. He

can claim at once that "the corporeal" is "vain and false" while he is himself a "corporeal beirg." He can

dismiss the body despite his declared intention to become "little by little, better known and more familiar

to myself." In the novel, the details that Descartqs discards become the very 'material' of the novelist's

a¡t and concern. Moreover, the language of the novel, the faithfulness to what Byron once called "the

costume of the tale" 6 will remind readers of what they had overlooked, or had observed without

reflection.

No Room at the Inn: The Philosopher in the Manger

As Descartes performs this "operation" on 'himself,' like a skilful surgeon performing a

Caesarian section, or at least a caesura in the text, severing soul from the body, there is suddenly no
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room in the inn which becomes the scene of the Gothic. Descartes, for all the world like a mad scientist,

severs mind from body, liberating the one, banishing the other. But the mind-body problem refuses to

be so easily managed, and resurfaces either like Jekyll and Hyde to create Gothic terror, or like

Stoppard's Rozencrantz and Guildenstern, absurdly uncertainty about who is who, even when they

themselves, surely, must know the difference. The Cartesian solution will produce a host of problems:

the problem of identity becomes a logical problem, a psychological problem as well as an ontological

problem. 7

The Ghost in the Machine, the phrase Gilbert Ryle coined as a "deliberately abusive term" for

the mind-body problem becomes the ghost which haunts Descartqs' text. Not surprisingly, this results in

turning the novel as an alternative discourse to the daylight of scientific reason into a Gothic nightrnare,

in which bodies material and immaterial mysteriously vanish and reappear, terrifying in their

unpredictability and in their claims on the living. It is well to remember that both this scene in Descartes'

charnber, æ well as the scene of reading the Gothic novel, have their special frissons for the reailer and

for the character in the fiction. Thus Descartes, the fictional character, feels a frightening vertigo (but

nevertheless a deliciousfisson of fear) as he imagines himself, albeit safe in his room, drowning from

the dizzying effecs of his speculations:

Yesterday's meditation has filled my mind with so many doubs that it is no longer in my power
to forget them. Nor do I yet see how I will be able to resolve them. I feel as though I were
suddenly thrown into deep watet, being so disconcerted that I can neither plant my feet on the
bottom nor swim to the surface. (Meditation //, 81).

Descartes' representation of his fear, supposedly induced by the imagination horrified at contemplating

its own non-existence as if it could somehow exist long enough to do so, is itself a conceit worthy of

metaphysical poetry. The fea¡ is coupled with the delicious sensation of doing the unirnaginable, the

forbidden, of rushing in where angels fear to tread, and also suggests that the pleasures of philosophical

speculation, of being alone in one's room in one's dressing gown, are rather analogous to the pleæures

of autoeroticism.
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The "violent duality" which Sherrill Grace sees as a pervæive theme of Atwood's writing is thus

an aspect of the violence in Ca¡tesian dualism, and its skilful scission of mind and body. The Gothic is

thus already part of the Cartesian text, and the Cartesian moment. This Swiftian or sceptical reading of

Descartes' "novel subject," which exposes the narrow range of Cartesian insight which strains at gnats

only to swallow camels. However, this is not the view that has prevailed historically. Instead, Descartes'

method and his madness, as Swift would see it, would result in a world where the rational method would

reign supreme.

The Cartesian attitude toward the mind, towards the thinking body, thinking self, suggests that

the concerns of the body can be set aside, shed like a heavy overcoat one doesn't need once inside a room

of one's own, that the emotional needs of the self can be redressed once the mind is satisfied it is not

in "error." It is not that Descartes's narrative is un-mindfr¡l of the body, only that he discounts is

significance as "a factor" in his calculationsS. By contrast, the novel shows that there is not one self but

many competing selves, ilily voices within. Descartes establishes the cogito, the armchair self as it were,

as the legitimate self, the ruler who can ovem¡le other æpects of the self, mind, body, emotions. The

mind thus presides, like a chairman of a committee, ruling other voices as out of order. The Cartesian

self, alone in his warm room, isolates himself from the drama of the world, from being an actor to being

a spectator. Yet the illusion of non-participation is just that an: illusion. The Cartesian ego, the æm chair

detective looking for "proof," is still participating in the world. In the inn, he is part of a household, an

economy. Descartes, very much like Gulliver, prides himself on his independence, which is really a

parasitic dependence on a whole host of others.

The Mind-Body Problem Reconsidered:
Or, lVhen the Reading Subject Encounters the Literary Subject

The reader seems to re-enact Descartes' move vis a visherown mind, when she reads. For when

we read, it seems we become pure minds. That is, reading fosters this illusion of being detached from

our bodies, and like ghosts, able to penetrate every recess of the fictional world the novel invites us to
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enter. Reading seems to provide a magical way to have "an out of body experience." This surrender to

the text is a much discussed aspect of the experience of reading. Descartes seems to be appealing to this

aspect of the reader's relationship with texts as a kind of sub-text, in the arguments about the dualism of

mind and body in both the Discourse and also intheMeditations.Tlte reader cannot help but assent to

Descartes' thought experiments since they seem so "natural," like our experiences of reading texts. When

we read we are not aware of ourselves as bodies; it is our minds that respond to the text, which seems

to calls on our mental capacities, our ability to use and understand language and linguistic play, on our

memory, on our ability to concentrate intensely. All this seems to involve predominantly mental activities,

although we need our bodies to hold the book, our eyes to scan it, our hand to turn the pâgs, our elbow

to prop it up. We need the body to laugh with pleasure or to feel our eyes dim with tears. Moreover,

when we are engaged in what we read we forget our bodiqs. Indeed, this forgetting of the body is one

way readers know they have had a wonderful reading experience: forgetting to sleep, forgetting time and

oblivious of the noises of the outside world, that is, the world outside the text (yes, dehors de la text).

In this milieu, where bodily functions are forgotten, hunger, sleep, the need to shift or move, this

sloughing off of the body, as it were, becomes the index of the reading experience like REM sleep, the

deepest level of pleasure and engagement, a level of pleasure provided by 'Junk" fiction as well as the

more exalted variety.

This odd dependency on the body and ttre simultaneous discounting of its importance by the

reader is an important aspect of the way novels appeal to us or work on us. To the extent that the novel

is itself conscious or unconscious of bodies, a certain fiction of the mind's powers is either sustained or

ruptured by the novelist. To the extent that the novelist, her narrator or her subject is aware of herself

æ body, the reader cannot be lost in a world which is pure mind. In novels written by women, this

awareness of the body is often manifested as social embarrassment about one's physical appearance, or

the unspoken assumptions behind one's style, one's "fashion statement. " For example, in Evelina (L778),
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Fanny Burney makes us aware of how ill at ease Evelina is at her first ball, not only by showing her

mental distress and confusion, but also by making us aware that she is all too conscious of her new

coiffirre, feeling its precarious arrangement like a "pincushion on þerl head." Similarly, inAgnes Grey

(1847), Anne Bronte conveys the double discomfiture of the governess as she goes to her first interview

with her employers, equally pained by the physical discomfort of the chilblains on her raw red hands and

by embarrassment at her spattered travel-stained dress. In these realistic details, the novelist expands our

consciousness of what we mean by "going to the ball" or "the situation of the governess," by making us

a\ryare of the way in which one may feel more æhamed of the appearance of poor self-management, ttlan

by the actual of the poverty of one's dress. In bottr instances, the writer conveys to the reader the

character's sense of being in the wrong, for being "overly" self-conscious. The details of such

discomfiture heighten the realism, the verisimilitude of the character's situation for the reader. But at the

s¡rme time, it shows that even as the writer thinl$ this is a telling detail, the character herself would like

to discount this aspect of the experience, to rise above it. Thus Evelina is thrown into confr¡sion by the

consciousness of a double inationalþ, not only in consenting to the unfamilia¡ and uncomfortable

accoutrements deemed necessary by fashion, but also because she feels having consented to it, it is

irrational to be dissatisfied with her self, with the fact that she is unable to transcend feeling the physical

discomfort. There is a sense of disorientation; one may overcome one's mental distress by adjusting one's

mind, one's attitude, but it seems impossible to forget the distress of the scalp. When these novelists

include such realistic details in their portraits, the nature of the representation of character changes to

include the deep ambivalence involved in the care of the self. Interestingly, this representation of the care

of the self in literature is different from the way it is represented in painting. The novel gives us the sense

of what it is like for the cìaracter from the inside, the same vantage point we have for our own

observation of our own behaviour "out there." The novel thus gives us the Cartesian dualism in which

we see our bodies as objects of care, perceiving them æ somehow different from who we really are. But
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it conveys this dualism, and the ambivalence and anxiety surrounding it, as "a struggle for composure."

Who is this Novel Subject and Who is the Subject of the Novel?

First, the novel (and by extension literature as a whole) is involved with desiring subjects-the

novel is in many ways the history of sexuality.g Secondly, and more to the point, the novel is also an

extended discourse of the Subject. Or, as I would prefer to call it, the novel is the discourse of the Self,

the thinking subject. The "subject matter" of the novel is the subject's consciousness of itself and of

others. Whereas the fæcination with pictorial a¡t is the representation of the world, its mimesis, in the

novel, the fascination is the way the novel represents the interiority of the self, documenting the exterior

world and the interior world. If as Valery has commented, the self is "two spaces", one side of which

is, "côte couleurs," and the other," côte douleurs," tlten the novel is an art form which is able to give

us both the exteriority as well as the interiority of the body, giving us insight into both the outer envelope

of skin and the inner world of "douleurs.' /0 The novel provides a counter to the ideology of culture,

the ofFrcial beliefs of sociology, biology, .medicine, and anthropology- even as it makes use of these

fields to document the world it represents. Moreover, the novel gives the subject its voice, not allowing

the self to remain "merely" sensitive. The novel as a geffe allows for the extension of subjectivity to

include more than the traditional voices of authorþ, the offrcial line on power, on wealth, above all, the

offlrcially empowered authority. Instead, the novel empo$rers the individual voice, the individual point

of view, whether this is the novelistic "I" or the third person objective"eye." In any event, the reader

identifies with the thinking subject, what James called the centre of intelligence in the novel. It is this act

of collaboration on the part of reader and writer which expands subjectivity and givas authority to

consciousness in a culture. To the extent that a novel, or novels as a whole, allow readers to do this, the

range of subjectivity is enlarged; how subjects constitute themselves and are constituted is made visible.

More importantly, the form of the novel allows other voices--woman, native, "other"--to join this

conversation about the self.
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male. Accordingly, the viewpoint of the subject--the authoritative position, the position of author and

authority- is implicitly masculine. By contræt, in the new, "novel," tradition which begins in the

eighteenth century, the subject position is dominated by the feminine, either through the canonical status

of writers such as Austen, the Brontes, Eliot, Woolf, Lessing and many more, or by the fact that the

protagonists in the canon are so often female, as for instance, Richardson's Pamela and Clarissa, James'

Isabel Archer, Tolstoy's Anna Karenina, and Flaubert's Madame Bovary.

Thus while the "serious" discourse of "non-fiction" is dominated by the implicitly male,

philosophical subject, the literary discourse is dominated by the female. This should be ctarified to say

that the protagonist is often in the Subject position of the female or of the child (as in the novels of

Dickens). Why is this cæe? One reason may be that the novelistic subject is the subject of modernity,

the subject on trial. A second reason may be that the position of the female subject offers hope of freedom

to the subject "molested" by the authority. of the Cartesian paradigm in culture. The female's situation

offers freedom because its malleability speafts to the ego in all readers, to the sense the ego fosters within

each of us, that it can create itself, invent a new self as women seem to be able to do through marriage,

and through other strategic negotiations and 'movqs." The Cartesian subject projecß the illusion that it

can change the world through its use of intellectual powers, through the use of reason. The Cartesian ego

thus addresses the issue of mætery, of conquering thE world, opposing "Mann to "Nature. " By contrast,

the literary Subject, woman or child, like the subject of modernity, seenu powerless, hesitant, on the

verge of making life*hanging choices.

On the positive side, the 'woman/child' as the representative subject of modernity has all sorts

of possibilities open to her. Through marriage, education, or other opportunities in the plot, she can forge

her destiny or provide a cautionary tale, æ does Emma Bovary. On the negative side, the literary subject,

when it is woman, is still struggling to make sense of the cultural code in which she ñnds herself and her
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choices may merely be maladaptations, reactions rather than the actions of someone acting with the full

powers of agency. In the discursive formations of biology, anthropology, medicine, economics and

psychology, the notion of the human as "person" is displaced by the notion of the textual subject. The

subject of modernity-the human person-{oes not "survive" in the discourses constructed by Freud,

Marx, or Darwin. In each of these dominant theories, the human subject is the victim of forces, feelings,

powers of which he may be unaware or only dimly aware. The novel seems to provide the alternative to

this discourse, almost as a way of "self-preservation" given the competing claims of older notions of

subjectivity and agency and the new "subject in question."//

New and Novel ldens of the Heroic

If the act of reading novels is seductive because one reads, as Rachel Brownstein has said, to

become a heroine, then ihe novel is not only about the "heroine" but also about the process whereby the

reader may construct herself as "heroine," defined as a thinking being. Ann Radcliffe's Gothic novels

present us with heroine-s who model the new virtue of sensibility as an inner resource. As Radcliffe's

heroine seek to overcome the trials which beset her in a cruel and dangerous world, the novel provide

a new kind of subjectivþ in the responses of the human subject to the landscape, to nature and to the

sublime. But this subjectivþ may itself a kind of escape into reflection. When overwhelmed by

circumstances, the heroine can retreat into the world of her thoughts, can escape into thoughts about

Nature which will produce the feeling of transcending the limitations in which she finds herself. 12 Tlr"

new theory offered by this new kind of narrative suggests that the human subject's "inner resources" will

allow her to enjoy being alone without feeling lonely. The tenifying possibility of abandonment as the

human being faces the possibility of a Nature devoid of God, becomes transformed into the comforts and

pleasures of solitude in the sublime. I do not wànt to suggest that the effects of novel reading were

entirely salutary, as Jane Austen's Nonhanger Abbq makes all too clear they were not. Nor do I want

to suggest that the ideology of the Self, fansmitted and disseminated by the novel as a new way of being
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a self-in-the-world, was without its own distortion of consciousness. Thus, Lennard Davis argues that

novels are a cultural form of psychic self{efense: "Novels have created or helped create a mass

neurosis." The reader while reading resembles someone in an "autistic state" who is busy "visualizing,

analyzing experiencing a fantasy not their own but which, they believe . . . in some provisional way to

be true-true enough to draw conclusions, form moral opinions and even to shape their own lives to frt"

@avis, 2). This "novel" psychological orientation changes our notion of what constitutes the heroic. The

heroic becomes the realm of the mind, of managing attitude, desire, fear, rather than in taking action in

the sense associated with epic, drama or history. In discussing the paradoxes surrounding the conventions

of propriety in literary texts and moral essays, Mary Poovey comments on the extent to which the

"frailty" of women was the subject of widespread concern. She documents the extent to which male

writers and commentators feared the sexuality of women. Poovey cites a passage from Adam Smith's

Thcory of Moral Sentiments (1759) in which "humanþ" is defined as "the virtr¡e of a woman; generosity

[the virtue] of a man" @oovey 19). Adam Smith seems to argue that this "humanity" comes naturally to

women and without effort. What he declæes overtly se€ms to be the intuitive bæis for making the novel

"the heroine's text" to use Nancy Miller's phrase. What Smith is calling "humani$r" becomes the

subjectivity fostered by the novel:

Humanity consists merely in the exquisite fellow-feeling which the spectator entertains with the
sentiments of the persons principally concerned, so ¿rs to grieve for their suffering, to resent their
injuries, and to rejoice at their good fortune. The most humane actions require no selfdenial, no
self-command, no great exertion of the sense of propriety. They consist only in doing what this
exquisite sympathy would of is own accord prompt us to do. (Citd Poovey, 19)

It is important for both Smith's moral theory and for his later economic ü*ry, that sympathy arises in

the heart "naturally" and that it operate to the benefit of society much as "the invisible hand" does in the

realm of the economy. Smith wanß 'sympathy' or "humanityn to benefit society but he does not want

to make this a principle of self-love, in the way as Bernard Mandeville had constructed the point in his

A Fabte of the Bees (L705). For Mandeville, it is self-love which makes the world go round and the
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economy prosper as people indulge their appetites for consumer and luxury goods. Smith wants to retain

the virtues of prudence, of generosity, of sympathy, and to have them circulate "freely" in the "economy"

of fellow feeling without however resorting to the explanation that this is based on rational self-interest

or on its converse, the denial of rational self-interest. But although he sees morality as the result of

"ma¡'s" rational capacity to rise above mere self-interest, he nevertheless sees the self as a divided one:

I divide myself, as it were, into two persorui; and that I, the examiner and the judge, represent

a çlifferent character from that other I, the person whose conduct is examined into and judged of.
13

Transferred to the specific realm of moral choices confronting women, and confronting "woman" in the

novel, Smith's belief that "[the] most humane actions require no selfdenial, no self-command, no great

exertion of the sense of propriety" is very much at odds with the actual choices facing the desiring

subject, whether construed as "a male desiring subject" as in Foucault, or as "woman" in the discourse

of the novel. Smith assumes an abstract benevolence. Yet once gender has been factored into the situation

it is not obvious whether the natural impulse should be followed or resisted. Richardson's Clarissa points

up the problem in excruciatingly specific detail. The choice facing a young woman does not seem to

consist of "natural sympathy" nor obvious self-interest:

To be given up to a strange man; to be ingfafted into a strânge family; to give up her very name,
as a mark of her becoming his absolute and dependent property; to be obliged to prefer this
strange man, to father, mother - to everybody; and his humours to all her own -- or to contend
perhaps, in breach of vowed duty, for every innocent instance of free will. . . Surely sir, a young
creature ought not be obliged to make all these sacrifices but for such a man as she can love.
(Clarissa,I: 153)

The novel then becomes the discourse in which the Self can examine its choices, its obligations

and in which the nature of the rules governing "her" choices can be seen with more clarity. Smith's idea

that moral actions "consist only in doing what this exquisite sympathy wo¡ld of its own accord prompt

us to do" opens the door on a kind of laissez-faire in the moral sphere which given the revolutionary

temper of the times in both America and France, reintroduces the problem of the pursuit of happiness as

a form of inhibition of desire which we found in Descartes. The novel, N â geffe, picks up these
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concerns in its discussion of plots involving marriage, dowries, governe.sses and self-cultivation.

Descartes' Discourseraises several issues: the desire to keep from falling into "error"; the desire to live

within one's means and limitations; the relationship between pedagogy and self-training in achieving

happiness and peace of mind; and the problem of just what sort of self, in what sort of garden, we should

be cultivating.

A novel purports to offer a true account of consciousness either as a story told in the first person,

or, when told from the perspective of a third-person account, to offer a more perceptive insight into the

heroine's mind and actions than she herself can know. If it is a first person account, it demonstrates a

growing self-awareness, a bringing into consciousness and into the realm of judgement the mistakes of

the pæt, as well as a better understanding of one's unconscious motives. The novel then becomes the

arena of the divided self, whether the Cartesian variety or that of Adam Smith. It becomes, as in

Shakespeare's sonnet, the place where the self retires "to the sweet sqssions of silent thought," to sit in

self judgement, and to "summon up remembrance of things past."

With the rise of rationalism, the novel becomes a critique of the Cartesian paradigm in the

dominant discourse of the self constructed by culture, by science, by economics and by moral theory. But

it also provides new ideas for techniques of self-management, for the best attitude to take towards reality.

As such it becomes a tutor for teaching the kind of self-control over the realm of thougût and desires that

Descartes regarded as exemplary. The novel as a manual helps readers imagine new strategies of

negotiation with the chaos of social and personal life; it documents the unspeakable, the unsayable, the

known but the heretofore unarticulated realm of public and private life. This is particularly so with the

twentieth-century novel and its frank discussions of sexuality. For these novels construct the paradigm

of desire, the plot of gratified or frustrated desire and in their own way become a conduct book for

territory which has either not yet been explored by the reader or by writers up to that point. What is

represented æ reality in the pages of the novel, becomes representative of literature, of the "literary."
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However, by the mid-nineteenth century with the novels of Elizabeth Gaskell, or Charlotte

Gilman Perkins, gender increasingly begins to matter. The Subject constructed by the novel as one who

could "accommodate" herself to a wide variety of situations with resourceful ingenuity was beginning to

show signs of strain. The cracks in the "character armour" of the literary Subject begin to manifest

themselves in the ways different female literary characters chose to improvise, adapt or reject the "ideal

self," the ideal subject constructed in literature and "produced" by "schooling and society." The novel

thus begins to look at the specific details of the care of the self employed by women. In doing so, not

only are the "techniques" of self-care described but also the relationship which obtains between women

and their households, between the economic and financial sitr¡ation of women and the economic basis of

marriage. (See Appendix E and F for trro case studies of the novel).

The Dubious lægacy of Descartes

So what exactly is Descartes' "original sin?" [t is neither his valorization of thinking, nor his

identification of mind with soul and "pure intellect." Rather, in looking back on his innovation in the

creation of the modern Subject, we see tt .t p*..rtes' original "sin" was the denial or disowning of his

own certitude, of masking his certitude æ a childish fear of displeasing the grownups who have power.

The sacrifice of his intuitive self, his creative self, the repression of it under a different guise, turned

Descartes' ego, the thinking self of the cogito, into an instrument. That part of him of which he was so

proud, his thinking self, is used as means to an end, forced to mæquerade as a doubting self, an insecure

self, in order to secure a place in the world, to be allowed to flourish. One can imagine it is a child's

strategy: If I pretend to care about what they care about, instead of what I care about so passionately,

maybe they will let me stay, let me belong to this family, will not drive me hence, will not

excommunicate me. After my dissimulation hæ won me a place, once I am secure, I can henceforth be

more myself.l3

Descartes' rhetorical strategy of dissimulation is a technique of self-protection, of self-care. It is
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a double strategy, duplicitous in that it seems to seek to persuade on two fronts. Explicitly, Descartes'

narrative has been accepted at face value as an argument for proving a rational basis for accepting the

certainty of human reasoning. Implicitly, however, Descartes se€ms to be anticipating the rejection of the

right of scientists to reason independently of the authority of the Church, as in the case of Galileo.

Descartes thus creates a scenario in which he himself play's a devil's advocate, accusing himself of

possibly being deludúby "le malin gëníe" before the Church can do so. Moreover, he accuses himself

of delusions which the Church would not have dreamed of prosecuting. He thus sidesteps or forestalls

any charge of delusions of grandeur, by imagining an even worse scenario, that he is deluded that he even

exists. He imagines a scenario in which it is difFrcult for anyone to distinguish between the claims of

rationality held by any man, "mad man" or "mad scientist." When he emerges from the labyrinth of his

doubt, the clue to sanity and certainty are one and the same. As in an Escher drawing, he has drawn

himself into a maze of his own construction and ingeniously drawn the hand pointing to the door allowing

escape.

The brilliance of Descartes' strategy lies in his "performance," in the way he manages to "disarm"

the authority of the Church to pass judgement on the substance of scientific reasoning, by focusing on

"the method."/4 Descartes' method of doubt was seen as radical by the Faculty Theology in Paris, to

whom he had submitted his theory. One needs to use notions of reader-reception theory to reconstruct

Descartes' brilliant strategy. Suffice it to say that despite the radical doubt which Descartes' embraced,

the over all style of argument seemed consonant with "the method" of scholæticism. Moreover, Dascartes

repeatedly avows sharing the premises and values of the Catholic Church and his desire to be consonant

with those values. Accordingly, Dsscartes' contemporary critics of the Discourse and Meditations

focused on what was "novelr" Dqscartes' radical doubt.

In contemporary novels which foreground the ca¡e of the self, we see that we live for the purpose

of self-protection. This self-protection was the reason which motivated Descartes in his desire to split the
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realms of care, to provide the mind with room to explore while seeming to be a docile and obedient

subject of the church. The "doubting daughters of Descartes" distrust this strategy; they do not doubt its

efFrcacy as one pathway, one strategy, but they are dubious about a method of gaining knowledge or

power that stems from fear and doubt, that seems to generate both a distrust of others and a mistrust of

the self.

The problem facing Descartes was how to live in a world that will not allow him to be himself.

For Descartes, ultimate freedom would be the ability to exercise independent judgement, the freedom to

know, the freedom to exchange ideas without the fear of censure and without the need for self-censorship.

The problem for "Descartes' doubting daughters" is the problem posed in the novels of Atwood, Laurence

and Munro: how can I live in the world and still be happy without disowning aspects of my selfl How

can I integrate what I feel and what I know? How can I manage my life so I can live confidently and well

and pass that on as a legacy to my children?

In describing these techniques of self-protection within the context of self-care, Atwood, Laurence

and Munro do not regard these practices as innocuous. Their texts are very much aware of the

seductiveness of the art of dissimulation and dissembling, the ease with which one can win power, status,

recognition. They are also aware of the selfdistrust that such practices generate, even when they succeed

in the manipulating of others. The texts evoke the loneliness and isolation experienced by the Cartesian

self alone in "his" room, plotting ways to be accepted without being "transparent."

Althougb they protray characters who practice splitting mind and body, these writers see a

continuþ between the self as child, the self as adolescent and adult. They see a continuþ as well in the

evolution of the self despite the rupture wrought by the transformation necessitated by the transition from

the country to the city. The self is unified by its memory of itself as an historical entity, even as it is

aware of splitting itself off from its past, from the shame of childhood and provincial ignorance, from

the shame of actions which lacked integrity, or which betrayed love and friendship. If the Cartesian
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paradigm valorizes "thinking," these novels ask instead what is it that we do when we think. Atwood's

narrator in Surfacing sardonically describes her action of reading the maps as "using what they called my

intelligence." These novels ¿ue sceptical not about rationality but about what is called rationality, what

passes for intelligence, for thought.

What these three novelists have in common is the awareness that the representation of change in

an individual in terms of the organic metaphors of growth and maturation are misleading. Instead, they

show that the history of a self is the history of a construction. Instead of seeing the self as the result of

a continuous process of development, evolving naturally and predictably through rites of passage and so

on, it sees the individual's history as a genealogy, a series of ruptures, a series of strategic moves and

negotiations. The notion of genealogy brings us to Laurence, whose concept of the self is set within the

context of relationships.
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NOTES

1. For discussions of autobiography in Descartes' see John D. Lyons, "subjectivity and Imitation in
Descartes' Discours de la methode," Neophilologus, 6 (1982), 508-24. Also Dali Judovitz,
"Autobiographical Discourse and Critical Praxis in Descartes," Philosophy and Literature 5,(1981),91-
107; and also her Subjectívity and Representation: The Origins of Modern Thought in Descartes
(Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 1988).

See also Anthony J. Cascardi's discussion of the "account of a crisis in which the subject emerges
from the deceptions of its own autobiographical past" in The Subject of Moderniry, (Cambridge:
Cambridge UP, t992). Christopher Norris discusses the dilemma of the truth claims of the cogito as

speech act within narrative inhis Contest of Faculties, (London: Methuen, 1985). He takes as his point
of departure the well known essay by J. Hinitkka,"Cogito, ergo sumi Inference or Performance?' in
Willis Doney (ú), Descartes: A Collection of Critical Essøys (London: Macmillan, 196E).

2. I have adopted the term, "the subject of modernity" from Anthony J. Casca¡di's book of the same
name. The Subject of Modernity, CambridgeUP, 1992.

3. See Sarah Kofrnan's discussion of Nietzche's derisive dismissal of Descartes in "Descartes Entrapped."

4. The notorious pun has proved puzzling for modern critics of Swift who have detected the pun but
regard its presence in the text as gratuitous. I offer the only explanation which makes sense and honours
Swift's insight into the sterility of the new discourse which so enamours Gulliver that he prefers a life
of solitary adventure (and solitary pleasure) with its enforced celibacy to the pleasures of intercourse,
social and otherwise, with friends, wife and family for twenty years.

5. Dennis Cooley has captured the poetic elements in Descartes' style even as he inverts them in his
poem, "I think 'Ego": Ergo I Am, in Soul Searchizg, (Red Deer, Alta: Red Deer College P,1987),49.

6. Byron was referring to the accuracy of detail about the manners and customs of the Persian setting in
William Beckford's oriental tale, Vah¿k (1786). Cited in William Beckford, Vathek. Ed. with
Introduction by Roger Lonsdale.(Oxford: Oxford UP, 1970), xxiii.

7. The discussion of sameness and identþ, sameness through time, hæ been a staple of philosophical
discussion since [¡cke, and is satirized by Pope in the writings of Scriblerius. The most influential
treatments before Derrida and the deconstructionists include those of logical positivism: Bertrand Russell's
theory of Descriptions; Nelson Goodman discussions on "Likeness of Meaning;" a variety of discussions
on the notion of "synonymity" as for example that of Benson Mates, "Synonymity'; Willard V. Quine's
"On What There Is"; and Rudolf Carnap's 'Empiricism, Semantics, and Ontology" in Semantics and thc
Philosopþ of Language: A C-ollection of Readings, ed. Leonard Linsþ (Urbana: University of Illinois
P, 1952). The controversies around existent-referent, the unstable relationship of signifier to signified
which make up the contemporary discourse of literary theory and criticism, are too well known to need
further documentation here.
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8. A similar kind of dismissive disdain is showed by Hal towards Hotspur's claims for recognition, when
he tells his father that Hotspur is "but my factor my lord." This usage recalls the idea of stewardship in
the sonnets. Hal is claiming that Hotspur is merely the "steward" of Hal's excellence.

9. This point is made by N*,.y Armstrong in Desire and Domestic Fiction.

10. Paul Valery, Reflexions simple sur le corps. Problems de trois corps. Oeuvres, I, 926, Puis:
Gallimard. Cited in Eugene Detape,"Le corps vecu," Iz Corps, ed. ouvrages collectif, (Paris: Breal,
1992), r03.

11. The phrase comes from the title of David Carroll's discussion of the relationship of the new novel
to theories of the subject in the Subject in Question.

12. Tìne classic discussion of the new ideology cum theology of the Romantic sensibility in M. H.
Abrams' Natural Supernnturalism: Tradition and Revolutionin Romantic Literature (New York: Norton,
t97t).

13. Adam Smith, The Theory of Moral Sentim¿nts. (ndianaopolis: Liberty Classics, 1976), pt. 3, ch.1,
2M-207.

13. These phrases deliberately echo Milton's Satan, and Shakespeare's Hal in I Henry IV.

15. See Hintikka on Descartes' "performative utterance." See also Christopher Norris' discussion of
Hintikka in The C.ontest of Faculties
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TIIE GEI\{EALOGY OF THE SELF IN LAURENCE

The notion of the genealogy of the self is apposite to a discussion of Laurence's representation

of the process of self-construction within the context of family history, of birthright and legacy. The term

genealogy was first used by Nietzsche and later adopted by Foucault to de,scribe the historical

interrogation of discursive practices that produce "knowledge' and which also shape institutions. The term

is apposite because Laurence's novels show the relationships between discursive practices, their family

resemblances without, however, showing that history to be a continuous and steady evolution, nor

necessarily predictable and inevitable in its present form. Moreover, the concept of genealogy helps

illuminate the way power relations construct the subject. In Laurence's novels, Manawaka is the site of

subject formation, the place where the child learns to internalise the discursive practices of the culture.

Manawaka is the source of one's identþ, one's birth place, the place where one went to school as a

child. It is also the first place one learned to "school' oneself in the split between mind and body, that

is, to live in the realm of private thoughts which one learns to conceal from the eyes of the world. The

concept of genealogy is appropriate to a discussion of Laurence because it helps show the way the "self'

one is now, in the time present of the novels, has been constructed, invented from the "source materials"

of Manawaka.

As Laurence's characters face some decisive turning point or crisis of doubt in their lives, their

memories return to childhood, to adolescence, to those moments when they first learned to internalize a

set of beliefs which has since shaped their lives. Memory, then is not only the remembered history of

"what happened,' but the subtle interplay between the body memories which shaped thought, which in

turn shaped action, or, which provided that pattern of avoidance, of silence, of suppression, with which

the current "self is struggling. The past becomes the road into and out of Manawaka, as if the current

"self' were seeking to retrace the "error," the flawed premise or the moment of the road not taken, which

has led to the present impasse.
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Laurence's genealogy throughout the Manawaka novels is to place the individual self within the

network of relationships of family and community--one is almost tempted to say kinship structures--which

structure the individual's personality and consciousness, and which end up forming the self or having a

formative influence on what her characters regard as their core self. This presentation and development

of the self is also placed within the modern world, a world of economic relationships.

The concept of genealogy is also useful to describe the way that Laurence shows the

interrelationship between self and community, geography, and to what one has inherited as a legacy of

subjectivity from others remote in place and time. Thus, the Tonnerres, the Shipleys, the Gunns are

evoked as historical forms of subjectivity by their descendants who seek to model their subjectivity and

their identity on this legacy. The Manawaka novels all explore the legacy of the past. Fore exarnple, the

vagaries in the story of Jason Currie's pin show that even a small legacy can be lost, reclaimed by others

and acquire a value and meaning which differ from what the pin originally "sþified," as a signiñer for

members of a specific family. The concept of genealogy helps contain the continuities and discontinuities

within an individual life as well as in a coíture. Not only can an individual be disowned by a parent, as

with Hagar, but an entire people can be disinherited from their birthright, as in the case of the Metis and

the Tonnerre family. More important however, than Hagæ's being disowned by her father, is the way

that she consistently disowns aspects of herself.

The concept of genealogy is also usefrrl in the way that Laurence represents the evolution of the

self from childhood, through adolescence, to maturity and old age. Hagæ at ninety still feels herself to

be her many earlier selves: Hagar as a child, as a young bride, as a grieving mother. There is both

continuity in that she is still "Hagar' even though every circumstance of her identity has been changed

through time: her last name, her body, her social status, including the fact that she has been literally

disowned by her father. The genealogy of the self also includes the development of the individual ab ouo,

in the womb.l Thos, in A Jest ol God,Rachel's relationship to the embryo she fears is developing inside
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her is juxtaposed with the embryonic self she feels herself to be, not quite young and yet not quite adult

enough to be her own person. Accordingly, Laurence traces the genealogy of her characters to their

earlier selves. Her characters ¿ue first of all children who become students and then mothers and teachers

in their turn. The maternal role is fused with that of the teacher in the portrait of Rachel and also that

of Stacey who is very conscious of her responsibility as her children's teacher simply by virtue of being

their mother. Hagar, who is not allowed to become a teacher by her father, nevertheless fi¡nctions as a

transmitter of Currie value.s to her children.

The ideology of self-care includes how we cultivate ourselves, the cultivation of the mind and the

personality through work, study, effort, self-improvement. "Care" recurs as a theme in Laurence's work

in the multiple references to the practices of self-care, to the care provided by doctors, and to the care

of the elderly in the case of Hagar and of Rachel's mother. ln The Fireàwellers, Laurence focuses on

the rhetoric of care in the hucksterism surrounding the Richalife patent medicine regime which promises

a cure "in depth" for the problems of mind and body.

Laurence's novels trace the breakdown in practices of self-care as a breakthrough in self-

knowledge, a breaking down of the persona. But at the same time Laurence shows us that the public

persona, the "beside-herself," was constructed as the 'selfs' first line of defence in a world with

conflicting views of the value of the person, and of the authorþ of the self as subject. The novels trace

a growing arvareness of the mind/body problem, not Írs an abstract philosophical concept but as a lived

reality. The protagonists in these novels are beset with a sense of loss, often facing an unnameable

problem, the loss of satisfaction without apparent cause or with a sense that their dissatisfaction with their

life is somehou/ out of proportion. They are uncertain as to when things started to go wrong, if they had

ever been right, or whether the situation can be ufxedu by the discovery of some new technique, or

therapy or outlook.

Laurence's novels were written just before the ofñcial launching of the feminist movement in the
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United States with the founding of NOW (Ihe National Organization of Women) in 1970. The landmark

Supreme Court case granting women the right to an abortion, Roe v Wade (1973) was yet to take its place

in the American and Canadian psychic landscape. But these women are already living the experience of

the "disenchantment of the world" which Max rileber saw as the characteristic of the modern industrial

world and which these women, as modern subjects, experience as a lived bodily, reality. The revolution

in women's education, the change in the status of women, the changes in marriage customs and divorce

laws, in sexuality, all signal that oppression is not the problem. Rather there is a profound sense of loss

of self, a sense of estrangement from oneself. In ttre cæe of characters who are women, this estrangement

hæ profound consequences. For women not only reproduce the species biologically, but they also

reproduce "persons," "citizens," "subjects" through ideology, through the child-rearing practices ofthe

culture. The question these women face, quite consciously, is which set of beliefs, of ideas should they

be passing on to children. Furthermore, are these beliefs 'true," or even relevant to the experience they

themselves are having. Laurence'í women are trapped in conflicting theories of the self -- the Freudian,

the sociological, the biological, psychological, literary, and theological - all of them presupposing a

different idea of the "subject" or "rhe self.' This contest between the facultie,s of the self, to use

Christopher Norris' phrase for the conflict in discursive practices, would remain merely academic were

it not for the fact that these theories affect practice, affect real life children in the care of Stacey as mother

or Rachel as teacher. Moreover, the care of the self, so constructed in these discourses, becomes

problematic. Ever¡hing one does, every prescription of care one follows, seems to leave the self divided,

split between the domains of feelings, mind and body.

The practices involving the care of the self thus become the burden of "caren which is played out

in a number of ways in Laurence's novels. Thus, Hagar, at age ninety has become a problem which needs

"profassional care" according to her son and daughter-in{aw; Rachel Cameron's mother who suffers from

a "tricky heart" also poses the problem of care as a conflict. Rachel is torn between what caring for
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herself seems to require and the attentive care owed to her mother. This novel also shows Rachel's

mother's "technique" of managing her own care by manipulating a daughter into providing that care.

Rachel sees her motherrs "selfishness' and wonders if the two kinds of care are mutually exclusive,

necessitating endless ''self'-sacrifice on her part. The notion of care in this novel encompasses both the

living and the dead. The problem of how to honour the self is made coextensive with how to honour the

dead as the Cameron home is literally coextensive with their father's funeral home. Rachel and Stacey

are both conscious that the purpose of their father's business, his "stock in trade" is the care of bodies

which eerily duplicates the care living persons lavish on themselves. Even the dead body needs to be

clothed, housed, and to require powder, lipstick, makeup.

The attention, the foregrounding of details having to do with clothes, with fashion with makeup

emphasises that these women are clothing themselves, constructing an acceptable social persona, even as

they feel very removed from the public representation of this self which they have constn¡cted, fabricated

according to the conventions of their time. and place. There is a nostalgia for contact with a core self

which seems to elude them; they are uncertain if there even is such a thing. They experience self-

alienation as a sudden and bewildering emergence of a variegy of physical symptoms such as headaches,

or fatigue, chronic restlessness or insomnia. They feel the tension in their bodies, in their breathing; they

drug themselves against the pain through alcohol, through drugs, through food, or through sexual

relationships. These activities are not engaged in as avenues ofpleasure but as avenuqs ofescape, as an

attempt to get out of the split, and to become whole.

There are a variety of types of self-transformation available to women,. to all persons. There are

a wide yariety of techniques which promise better care or better cures. The technologies of the self

include self-transformation through religion, tbrough education, through fashion makeovers, through

plastic surgery and other cosmetic changes. Other techniques include sexual adventure or marriage and

child rearing, dieting and exercising or its opposite, inertia, resting and resisting change. The narrators,
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adult women of various ages and stages in life, reflect not only on the "techniques" or strategies open to

them now, but those they have used in the past-from childhood through adolescence through their adult

life. The novels have these characters preoccupied not only with a crisis in their lives but also

preoccupied with what they are going to wear, with how they look. Part of this is of course the kind of

realistic detail novels have always provided; but in the cæe of Laurence's novels, there is a different

twist. The details of drass, makeup and fashion are used consciously to construct the persona they present

to the world. However, the women themselves are ironically, and ruefully aware that the construction is

"out of date," no longer in touch with whatever they need or want now. They thus imagine ways they

could fiddle with their self-presentation: should I wear this or that as a variant of the question who or

what shall I be? T\e outer garment, the undergarments, the makeup are all ways of armouring the self,

girding the self for action. The questions are not idle nor their treaunent trivial. Clothing becomes the

vehicle for expressing the idealogy of the self in culture. The dilemmas surrounding the seemingly trivial

and frivolous are really another form of asking, What is a person supposed to be? what should she want

to be? What does she have to be? Want to, have to, ought to-the moral imperatives and the imperatives

of fashion and femininity are inextricably intertwined in the attitudes of Laurence's characters.

Thus, in A Jest of God, Rachel's clothing shows her self-consciousness, her lack of ease with

herself. Her relationship to herself is mediated by the ideology of the community, what everyone her age

is supposed to be wearing/doing/thinking. For Hagar, in A Stone Angel, fashion is a stick to beat others

with; it is part of social competition for the survival of "the fittest." Hagar always considers herself as

triumphing over Lottie or Doris, considering herself the fittest-though overweight. Clothing for Hagar

is not so much fashion as a way of showing one's sense of judgement, of what is fitting urd befining the

dignity of the self. For Hagar, no self-respecting person would dress as Doris does; thus clothing and

taste, show the respect one has towards oneself, and indicate.s the respect that is owed to the self by

others. ln The Divilærs, Morag's determination to dress properly is a deliberately learned behaviour
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which is shown to be part of an overall strategy to protect the self, to preserve the self from criticism,

and from ostracism. The right clothing will not only show one's willingness to conform, but also will

allow one to "fit" in,

Laurence shows through both direct and indirect means how feelings, the internal cues from the

mind, are systematically ignored by the self. The only feelings which we are trained to pay attention to

are those required by the bathroom functions. The self-control which can make someone "up tight"

derives from this early childhood training in control of the body. Thus, Hagar loses this earliest form of

learned self-control when we meet her atîgeninety. She is placed by Laurence at the moment of "second

childhood" when the self needs to unlearn everything in order to become her "true" self.

The way that Laurence constructs the problem of the subject, of the self in the world, can best

be seen by the way she addresses the issues in the care and cultivation of the self in The Stone Angel.

THE CARE OF THE SELF IN ZTæ STONE ANGil,

In the Stone Angel, the centrality of the body's needs is communicated through an old woman's

obsession with food and with the deterioration of her body. Hagar's aging body is corpulent, ungainly;

it embarrasses her. She is aware, and the text makes the reader aware of the body's intrusions into

consciousness:belching, breaking wind-the accumulation of fat, the tell-tale signs of perspiration brought

on by anxiety, her nighttime incontinence, the urge to move the bowels, the rumblings of hunger in the

stomach, the desire for food, for drink. Hagar's consciousness moves through all these visceral statcs,

these fleeting moments and sensations, all of which heighten our awareness of the body's importance to

the very young and the very old, but which most of us routinely filter out of consciousness.

However, as obsessive as Hagar is about her body, its needs, its clumsiness, the text makes us

aware that the human being must be something more than this ungainly, corporeal self. But in what does

this something more consist? Hagar considers herself as more than a body, as an important person if not

a personage. But her ingratitude, her selfishness, makes her merely a body, quite literally a heavy burden
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which must be cared for by others. But if the Self is not limited to the body, what is it that Self can do

when no longer able to "care" for itself. TVithout, beauty, without charm, without conversation or

patience, just what is it that Hagar can contribute when she is only this aging body? Hagar as she is now

seems to be only a nuisance, a body which is a burden for her to care for and a burden for others such

æ her son Marvin and Doris. But her memories of her earlier self, her earlier selves constantly remind

us that the body she is or was at any given moment is not all that is meant by the name "Hagar."

Laurence keeps the concept of "care," the ethics ofcare constantly before the reader by making

it a key element in the plot, by using it as the bæis of Hagar's ongoing quarrel with Bram about

appearance, by the many references to Hagar's vanity in dress in her old age, and by the repeated

recurrence of the word throughout the text of Tlu Ston¿ Angel. The concept of care functions as the

unstated binary to the idea of "neglect," neglect of one's person, of one's family, of one's duty. Laurence

rings every possible change on the various nuances of "care." It is used to mean love, to mean burden,

and inflected with irony to mean indifference. Thus the ninety year old Hagar can say:

What do I care now what people say? I cared too long (4). (emphasis added)

The young Hagar as bride can shrug off her father's refusal to attend her wedding with a dismissive

carelessness because she is 'unencumbered" by care:

What did I care? For the moment I was unencumbered (43).

Hagar seems to have little understanding of what it means 'to care." That the nurse should feel empathy

seems remote to Hagar who sees other people's emotions as somehow unreal, unlike her own or those

she recoguises as "legitimâto,' decent people of good family. Accordingly she is baffled by Bram's desire

that their first child be a boy:

I couldn't for the life of me see why he should care one way or another, except to have help with
the farm . . . "Why should you care if it's a boy?" I asked.

When Bram replies it would be someone to "leave the place to," she is appalled by his pretensions to
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"dynasty," blind to the natural desire for the self to leave a legacy as a trace of its own existence, as a

way of establishing continuity, "tradition," and "genealogy." Hagar's blindness to what she regards as

her husband's upstart ambitions, blinds her however to the quality of care she could give her child.

However, when her second child, John, is born:

Sometimes I used to think he'd be certain to die of some sickness, but that had nothing to do with
any weakness in him-it was only because I cared so much about him and could never believe
he'd be allowed to stay (108).

Or, again, at the close of the novel when she visis the cemetery to see the stone angel:

The angel was still standing there, but winters or lack of care had altered her . . . [a] young
caretalær was there . . Ql3)

The idea of "care" as empathy, compassion, is a persistent theme in the novel. Thus, when the hospital

nurse apologises to Hagar for not being able to give her any medication for her pain, Hagar snaps

bitterly: "Why should you care? It's not you. Oh, what do you know about it?" Q44).

Hagar cannot imagine someone could have empathy for a pain that is not their own. Yet in hêr encounter

with the hospital X-ray technologist, someone she regards as so alien a being that she refers to him as

the "X ray," she is suddenly overwhelmed by the simple expression of fellow feeling and sympathy, as

if his "x ray" vision could see into her soul:

So sudden is his gentleness that it accomplishes the opposite of what he intended and now I'm
robbed even of endurance and can only lean here mutely, waiting for whatever they'll perform
upon me (98).

Hagar needs her anger; it is her most reliable "technique" for self-care, for frrelling her determination,

for gearing up for the 'fight or flight response" in the face ofperceived threat or danger. The insight of

the "X Ray" strips her even of her enger so that she feels "robbed' of the energy that would have allowed

her to "endure" the indignity of exposure to the clinical, medical gaze. Without her anger she feels

vulnerable.

However the most important instance of Laurence's introduction of the concept of care to her

readers, occurs in the opening moments of the novel æ Marvin and Doris try to persuade Hagar to enter
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its relationship to herself in the advertising brochure for the nursing home. I have italicized the key word

ttcare":

Only the Best Will Do
Íor

MOTTIER
Do you find it impossible to give Mother the specializú care she needs in her declining years?
SILVERTHREADS Nursing Home provides skilled care for Senior Citizens. Here in the pleasant
cozy atmosphere of our Lodge . . . Mother will find the companionship of those her age, plus
every comfort and convenience. Qualified medical staff. Reasonable terms. Why wait until it is
too late? Remember the Loving Care she lavished upon you, and give the Mother the care she
deserves, now (46).

The platitudes of the advertising brochure remind us that Hagar does not see herself as having fulfilled

that kind of role in Marvin's life. Ironically, the advertisement urging adult children to give "professional

care" to "mother" suggests that no one wants to be burdened with "caring for' the elderly which only

serves to confirm Hagar's belief that being a mother is indeed a thankless task. However, the irony also

brings out the idea that providing care is a thankless task for children as well.

Hagar's poor memory of the events in the most recent past, her lack of awareness of the

exhausting physical effort expended by her son and daughter-in-law in taking care of her, suggest that

this blindness is part of the illusions of false autonomy created by her ego, that even when young and in

good health, she was not entirely self-sufficient, but was unable to realize the extent to which she

depended on the care of others. Hagar's illusions are punctured by others but she does not really process

this information; it is too threatening for her.

ln Thc Storc Angel, Laurence constantly juxtaposes the most basic practices of self-care, food,

water, shelter, and the most basic physiological functions with the refined cultivation of the self on which

Hagar Shipley and the Curries had prided themselves. Hagar still uses this notion of the cultivated self

as a yardstick for measuring the value and importance of others. At the end of her life, she packs up her

"carqs and rvoes" and runs away, willing to sleep outdoors and have crackers and water to sustain her.

It is her belief that this ii enough, that this will nurture body and ,ool. H.g., is willing to compromise
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that far, in order to preserve her dignity which she regards as the most important form of self-care.

Laurence contrasts different techniques and practices in the care and construction of the self as

a way of differentiating character, personality but also as function of class consciousness in Hagar's

contemptuous dismissal of Lottie and Arlene, and of Bram's daughters, lumped by Hagar in an

undifferentiated mass ofl'the Mables and Gladyses." Hagar's father takes especial pride in his family

background. When Hagar grows up, he sends her away to school so that she "learn" how "to be a lady"

so Írs to do him "credit." The pride Hagar and her father took in her cultivation and in her

"accomplishments" aft.er two years of "finishing' seem ridiculous to her now, but perhaps only because

her life circumstance.s did not allo\r¡ her to nusen what she had "learned":

When I returned after two years, I knew embroidery, and French, and menu-planning for a five-
course meal, and poetry, and how to take a firm hand with servants, and the most becoming way
of dressing my hair. Hardly ideal accomplishments for the kind of life I'd ultimately find myself
leading, but I had no notion of that then (36).

It is these rather superficial attainments, seen as refinements, that isolate her from others and isolate her

from her husband. Although it is her ambition to teach, and she quarrels bitterty with her father about

his refrrsal to let her teach, she never wonders what it is she would be teaching. She regards the narrow

values of her upbringing and clæs æ universal values to be transmitted unthinkingly. Her collection of

books and music attests to her limited world view. What separates her from Bram is a pride in what her

father regards as worldly knowledge and sophistication an evaluation she accepts at face-value.

Yet it was precisely Bram's lack of cultivation which seemed to have atfracted her. She

remembers her reaction,to his maleness, his animal and earthy physicality, all of which are imagined in

rougb and tactile imagery which is erotically chæged:

lrevelledinhisfingernailswith crescentsofingrovnearththatnevermet afrle.lfanciedLheard
in his laughter the bravery of battalions. I ttrougbt he looked a bearded Indian so brown and
beaked a face. \\eblacklair thrusting from his chin was rough as thistles (39). (emphasis added)

However, Hagar's fatal ambivalence is also present from the fust. She quickly dist¿nces herself from her
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next instant, though, I imagined him rigged out in a suit of gray soft as a dove's breast-feathers" (39).

As an old woman of ninety, Hagar is still vain about her clothes and prides herself on her taste

compared to the dowdy taste of Doris. Her clothing is a kind of armour; it gives her confidence and

enhances her sense ofherself. Thus, when she recalls her father's anger at her desire to teach school, she

can still remember a dress that had given her particular pleasure and confidence in her own judgement:

that day: "buttoned and armoured in my long dark gre€n, I glared at him" (38). Even when she runs away

from home, she is mindful of wearing her good shoes, a good straw hat and hopes no one will notice that

the cuff of her sweater has been mended. It is worth noting that one of her most embarrassing moments

occurred with Bram while she was shopping for underclothing at Simlow's Ladies' Wear. The incident

combined with her discomfiture and embarrassment about Bram's lack of knowledge about the opera when

they run into Charlotte, is enough to make her give up her weekly outings with him when she could dress

in her "bqst." (We later learn that she too.does not know much about music, simply enjoying the sight

of ladies in tulle skirts on the stage!) The humiliation surrounding Bram's "unspeakable" rudeness in the

incident is inextricably intertwined in Hagar's memory with the humiliation of Bram's violation of another

unwritten code. Thus, in shopping for "unmentionables," Bram publicly draws attention to her (and her

hidden body) by using a husband's prerogative to suggest which of the "unmentionables," he thought

would suit his wife. At the age of ninety, Hagar, quite comically, can still not forgive Bram for this

public parading of their intimacy, and holds him indirectly responsible for the loss of those shopping

expeditions which contributed, in her view to the eventual loss of her figure:

My waist was twenty inches when I wed. . . . It was not work that did it . . .No. I will maintain
until my dying day it was the lack of foundation garment (48).

The loss of her figure, of the her "shape, " seems emblematic of Hagar's sense of the loss of her self. But

at the same time, the seemingly trivial incident lays the foundation or exposes the lack of it in her life.

The incident begins the process of isolation from friends, the ensuing loneliness, the withdrawal of
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intimacy along with the lack of any social outlets where she could show off her appearance that lead to

her frustration and her overeating. Needlass to say, Hagar's overeating was a technique of self-

management, an attempt to mother herself, to nurture herself. Significantly, Hagar pores over mail order

catalogues and the pictures of women modelling 'corselettes." She is fascinated by their poise, by their

sense of being armoured in qualities she feels she has lost: "their faces aloof but confident, as though they

were unaware they faced the world clad only in their underclothes' (49).

Hagar attributes the lack of proper self-management to a source outside herself.

The climax in the development of this theme of the care of the self is also at the heart of the story

of her marriage. The great crisis in Hagar's marriage is precipitated by her shock at the loss of her

fastidiousness. Implicitly, she had believed as a young wife that it will be she who will make him change.

Her technique for doing this seems to be one of waiting for a magical transformation on his part, waiting

for him to make himself into a "self-made man.n She leaves him when she discovers, to her horror, that

it is she who has been changed, having become "the egg woman." The moment of atugnorísis, the

moment of self-recognition occurs when she goes to find a mirror to see what it is that others see when

they look at her. She is careful not to be seen, so as not to become the ñ¡rther butt of jokes, as a tvoman

who has so neglected her appearance but was still vain enough to want to see her own reflection:

No one was there. I made sure of that before I entered. I went in and found what I needed, a
mirror. I stood for a long time, looking, wondering how a person could change so much and
never see it. So gradually it happens.

I was wearing, I saw, a man's black coat that Marvin had left. It was too big for John and
impossibly small for Bram. It still had a lot of wear in it, so I'd taken it. The coat bunched and
pulled up in front, for I'd put weight on my hips, and my stomach had never gone flat again after
John was born. Twined around my neck was a knittd scarf, hairy and navy blue, that Bram's
daughter Gladys had given me one Christmas. On my head a brown tam was pulled down to keep
my ears warm. My hair was $ay and straight. I always cut it myself. The face-a brown and
leathery face that wasn't mine. Only the eyes were mine, staring as though to pierce the lying
glass and get beneath to some truer image, infinitely distant (117-118).

Her determination to leave Bram, who now appears æ much a stranger to her as she.appears to herself,

is conceived without hesitation in this moment. Hagar leaves Bram out of a sense of self-preservation,
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as a way of recovering lost dignity:

. . . in my head was only the thought of buying some decent clothes, clothes to render me decent.
I didn't have the money, but it seemed to me that as my father had begun the store they might
afford me credit for this once. I'd never æked for credit anywhere before (118).

In this passage the key word "decent" is Hagar's solution to redress the situation in which she finds

herself. To be "rendered" decent is to be rehabilitated, to be dressed in what is fitting for her identity and

to reinsert herself into the community of decent persons, rather than æ "the egg woman. " The need for

redressing the injustice she has done herself, to remedy as quickly as possible the harm she has feels she

has done to her essential nature, she then asks the store to give her "credit," in what she perceives as a

moment of urgent crisis, an emergency.

Horrified by her transformation, she decides to leave Bram, determined to restore her self-respect,

to recover the self she once was. However, her solution to the problem of taking care of herself is

conceived in terms of either/or. She thus believes she either can take care of Bram and be a "drudge,"

or she can leave him to take care of herself. She has no qualms about selling her mother's china to Lottie,

her arch rival. Ironically, it is her mother, whose picture seemed to show a "weak" young woman

"perplexed" about "how to please," who provides Hagar with the "wherewithal" she needs for her new

life, money for new clothes and train tickets to Vancouver.

Hagar's solution to the perplexity of being a woman has been to resist trying to please. But she

leaves Bram only to return to the role of playing housekeeper to an elderly man, just as she would have

done for her father but was unwilling to do then. Unable to care for herself or her family, she becomes

a paid "caretaker." The flattery, the accommodation, the compromises she was unwilling to do for her

father (or for her husband) she is forced to do now out of economic necessity. Laurence underlines the

irony by having her employer leave her a small legacy in his will. The ten thousand dollars she is left

is a far cry from the 200,000 she would have inherited from her father, but she has had to do go through

many of the "motions" of care, if not the emotions, to win a smaller prize.
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Part of Hagar's story is her realization that she lacked feminine subtlety with both her father and

her husband. Thus of her failure to persuade her father to let her teach she now comments: "Another girl

would have spent a week preparing him. I didn't know that then." As a motherless daughter, she lacks

experience in how to deal with men. She over identifies with her father's approach to life and has not

cultivated the motherly instinct of empathy. This is brought out in the episode with her brother, Matthew,

who asks her to pretend to be their mother to comfort their dying younger brother. Perhaps because he

remembers their mother, tte is able to play that role unself-consciously. Hagar, however, is literally

unwilling to assume the mother's mantle, to wear her mother's old plaid blanket and "to play" at being

"mother" even as a "role. " Such a role seems too alien too her, too much a violation of her identity, of

her bounda¡ies. That Matthew, a young male, is able to play this role for his brother's sake, to play at

being "mother" in order to be his brother's keeper, emphasizes this lack on Hagæ's part. The importance

of this episode with Matthew, that it ma¡ks a turning point in their relationship is underscored in the

subsequent references to the plaid blanket. Hagar's lack of empathy is also shown in her inability to

penetrate the motives of others. Thus she ridicules Matthew's practice of saving his money, unaware until

her Aunt Doll tells her why. Hagar, although his sister, hæ never inquired, hæ never talked with him

in such a way that he might confide his hopes and dreams to her.

The theme of "caren is bound up with images and ideas of mothering in ttris novel. What does

it mean to be a "mothern? What is or should be the relationship of being a peÌson to the idea of

mothering? One can biologically be mother and be uncaring-be a stone angel. Bram points out that he

ha.s never fallen into the custom of callìng his wife "Mother.n Hagar is so thoroughly a daughter of the

patriarchy that she internalizes the "common sense" of her father's world view and is unable to act on

any other perception of the world. Her lack of feeling is not lack of feeling for her brother, but what

psychoanalysis would call the internalization of her father's introjects: she is contemptuous of Matthew's

solution, ridiculing it perhaps, because her father is contemptuous of childish fears and weakness. She
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is rejecting not Dan nor Matthew, but the child within herself, rejecting her own need of mothering and

denying that the "signs" of mothering have any effrcacy.

The stone angel which marks her mother's grave is the sign of mother but not of mothering. Her

father sends her away to school because there is no one to teach her how to be "a lady." But her

education does not teach her how to be a woman, how to be a wife, how to be a person. She never

questions the values of represented by her father as "a self-made man" which she wishes her husband and

her son John to follow, even though she has been disowned by ttrat same father for choosing to marry

and have children with Bram. Similarly, she is either oblivious to or indifferent to that fact that her

employer, Mr. Oakley, built his fornrne built on the bodies of the young Chinese women smuggled into

Canada concealed in the holds of ships and sometimes dumped into the sea to avoid search by the

authorities.

It is not only that Hagar disowns the wlnerable part of herself, the child within her, but she

refuses to acknowledge the vulnerable, compæsionate self in others, in her brother Matthew, in Bram,

or in Marvin. That they need her is something she cannot acknowledge. The disowned daughter is not

only the daughter who is cut off from her father's "will" but is one who remains unacknowledged. In

disowning Brem, Hagar is failing to acknowledge her own need for him; is refusing to integrate this new

information about how she feels about him and about her own sexualþ into her evaluation of herself or

her situation.

Hagar is trapped by representations of love, marriage, social status, personal power. And is

unable to bridge the gap between what she actually feels and what she thinks she ought to feel and ought

to be. Her solution is always separation because she is unable to conceive of a reconciliation between such

unlikely realms as mind and body, æ unlikely æ her own marriage.

Although the figure of Hagæ is often read positively because there is something admi¡able in her

ability to survive with so much spirit and energy, nevertheless to Hagar herself, reviewing her life, she
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sees that she was trapped by "appearances. " That the joy of living, the jouissanc¿ she might have had

with Bram, the pleasure she might have taken in her children were lost to her because of her fear.

Although she had prided herself on her strength in contrast to the weakness she perceived in her mother,

she sees now that the strength was really a form of self-protection against fear, that the pride was an

armour against intimacy. The well-known passage dæerves to be cited at length:

This knowing comes upon me so forcefully, so shatteringly, and with such a bitterness as I have
never felt before. I must always, always, have wanted that --simply to rejoice. How is it I never
could? I know, I know. How long have I known, or have I always known in some far crevice of
my heart, some cave too deeply buried, too concealed? Every good joy I might have held, in my
man or any child of mine or even the plain light of morning, of walking the earth, all were forced
to a standstill by some brake of proper appearance--oh, proper to whom? When did I ever speak
the heart's truth? Q6L).

What is interesting about this passage is Hagar's realization that what she is able to admit knowing now

she may always have known. We can infer that she pretended -as we all do-not to know what she knew.

For had she been in touch with "the heart's truth," and had she uttered it, to her husband, to her father,

then the ba¡riers she had erected would.have dissolved, leaving her more naked and exposed and

wlnerable than ever. She realizes this too, that what prevented her from achieving joy and closeness wÍrs

the result of what Blake called "mind-forged manacles":

Pride was my wilderness, and the demon that led me there was fear. I was alone, never anything
else, and never free, for I carried my chains within me, and they spread out from me and

shackled all I touched. Oh, my two, my dead. Dead by your own hands or by mine? Nothing can
take away those years (261).

Hagar was trapped by her refusal to acknowledge her own desire, to admit to her own pleasures. She did

this to keep Bram in his place, so that he could not lord her submission over her:

It was not so very long after we wed, when first I felt my blood and vitals rise to meet his. He
never knew. I never let him know. I never spoke aloud, I made certain that the trembling was

all inner. He had an innocence about him, I guess, or he'd have known. How could he not have
known? Didn't I betray myself in rising sap, like a heedless and compelled maple after a winter?
But no. He never expected any such a thing, and so he never perceived it. I prided myself upon
keeping my pride intact, like some maidenhead (70-71).

Hagar as a young wife, a young woman, had confused maintaining her integrity with a sense of remaining
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intact, untouched. For her, "to let herself go," to surrender to pleæure would be a form of-self-

annihilation. She did not see that her sexuality was a form of empowerment, giving zest to her actions

and to her life. Instead, she opted for the safety of pretence, for a simulacrum of a self. Once again,

Laurence introduces the problematic relationship of mind and body. The aging Hagar seems to be merely

a corpulent body; the young Hagar seemed to have been trapped by her mindset, to such an extent that

she was not able to enjoy, for her own sake, the sensations her body was able to receive but which she

takes pains not to allow to register in her own awareness or that of her husband. This "abuse" of her own

sexuality makes her at ninety still a wilful virgin, intent on "saving herself."

In the case of Hagar, actions which ræemble care are divorced ftom the ability to feel compassion

or empathy-the actions in the novel which comprise care include the nursing of the sick--Matthew's

nursing of her brother Daniel, John's nursing Brflm, Marvin's and Doris' care of Hagar herself. But there

are also parodies of care--such as Hagar's and Lonie's interference in John's and Arlene's relationship.

Both mothers "care" for their children by trying to shelter their children from the "burdensn of love, from

the burden of having to care for themselves and their children in a world they believe is governed by

scarcity rather than abundance. Moreover, Hagar "carqs' for her house and herpossessions; she "cares"

for her reputation and what others think. She hæ internalized Jason Currie's notions of care, the letter

but not the spirit of caring. Thus, all the efforts Jason Currie has expended to care for himself and his

family finally becomes a legacy left to the town with a proviso that they take perpetual "care" of his

family's plot in the graveyard. This care for the "family plot," the romance of the family with its guardian

angel of unfeeling stone is a parody of the idea of care and of self-preservation.

THE CARE OF TIIE SELF IN / JHT OF æD

The issues of care in A Jest of M revolve around the way Rachel æ daughter, as person, as

teacher struggles with the ethics of care, with what constitutes proper care of herself, proper care of her

mother, proper care of "her children," in her classroom. The novel explores the care of the self takes
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the form of Rachel's meditation on what it means to be a body, to have a body, in the context of taking

care of her mother who has a "tricþ heart. " In order to care for her mother, Rachel has learned to have

a tight leash on herself, to control what she says, and what she does so as not to worry or upset her

mother. But the self-control, the discipline makes her feel one of the "living dead" to use Luke's phrase

ftomThe Fire-Dwellers.

Clothes and the Fashioning of the Self

Laurence uses descriptions ofclothes, offashion, ofpractices ofself-care to show how a character

becomes aware that these techniques for feeling good, for feeling powerfrrl are no longer adequate. The

descriptions are thus deconstructions by a given character, Rachel- but also Stacey and Morag - of her

own self-construction. This disenchantment with techniques and strategies which an earlier version of the

self had taken pains to master also allows these characters insight into the self-constructions of others.

Thus, Stacey deconstructs the personae created by Tess and Thor, for example. Such descriptions abound

in the text to show the artificiality of the self as consttuct, its inadequacy to the present moment, the

present crisis.

. Rachel's reflections on what she has chosen to wear on her first evening out with Nick is

ostensibly about clothing but her concerns are not about clothing but rather about the statement her

clothing will be meking about her. She is anxious about how Nick will 'readn her; her clothing is, in

effect, an interpretation of his text, his invitation. First her own reading of the situation:

My black linen, sleeveless, with the gold pin on the shoulder. But now I wonder if it isn't too
drassy. Only a movie, after all. Maybe I should have worn my blue and white cotton. Too late
now. lVill he think it looks as though I don't know what to wear? Or that I am giving some kind
of importance to this evening? That's not so. It isn't so at all. If I speak quite cooly, he'll realize
it (74).

The dress Rachel has chosen is the typically "understated" look of "the little black dress,n an item which

fashion decrees should be a staple in the wa¡drobe of every woman if not everywoman. But the "black

linen, sleevelqss" with its discreet, equally understated gold pin, while an understated fashion statement
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may nevertheless seem an overstatement, as if one is over eager about an invitation to the movies.

Rachel's fashion sense is not the issue; she is anxious lest he think she doesn't have "sense," doesn't

know how to dress for this occasion because she didn't capture the sense of his understated invitation.

More importantly, her solution to her anxiety not to be thought over anxious, is to be cool in her

behaviour towards him: "If I speak quite cooly, he'll realize it.' If fashion were the transparent activity

it pretends to be, then is primary purpose is to attract attention, to charm, to beguile the beholder; but

Rachel knows better than'to look "merely" charming and attractive. She is worried that she has

miscalculated the "calculated seductivenqss" she is supposed to bring to the evening as her contribution

to the "date." Since the non-verbal realm of her appearance may be "saying too much," she plans to

undercut the impression she may be creating by countering it with cool behaviour on the verbal level.

The point need not be belaboured, but what is important to notice here is that this passage is not

about a woman merely fussing about what she is wearing. The pæsage takes a typical, even a

stereotypical concern of women and shows how Rachel's beliefs about a whole variety of issues makes

her unable to respond "naturally," spontaneously, "simply". She second guesses herself not because she

lacks confidence in her looks, but rather because she is all too aware of the split betrveen what she feels

she is at her core and the appearance she presents to the world. She distrusts her reading of Nick because

she does not trust her own instincts.

This basic selfdistrust is shown in another passage which seens to be about what is the best way

to behave with men. As in the above passage, Rachel take,s for granted that women must play roles, must

dress for the part they æe supposed to "play" in order to elicit male admiration and more specifically the

proper, that is sexual, response:

I can be poised, good company, gay. Men don't like women to be too serious. Is that true, and

who told it to me first? My sister, likely. She used to go to every Saturday evening dance from
the time she was sixteen. It never bothered her. Or if it did, she never said. She used to tell me

what they had said to her, how they had said please please. I used to wonder if it were all true
or if she had embroidered. I guess I never really doubted it was true for her. I wonder how she

managed to draw that response from them, invariably instead of occasionally.
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Could a person be Calla's way, without knowing it, only it must be obvious to a man,
say, or at least sensed, and then he wouldn't---no that's impossible. It's mad. I must not.

What will I wear? (89).

The passage moves from a confident, although unintentionally comic, assertion "I can be poised, good

company, gay".to the stereotypically "feminine" question: What will I wear? The opening assertion takes

for granted that the qualitias that me¡ supposedly like in a woman can in fact be assumed by her, a pose

which can be adopted, a role which can be played: Rachel says "I can be poised, good company, Eãy,"

not "I atn poisd."

Interestingly enough, Rachel also takes for granted a kind of Newtonian model of cause and effect

in the relations between men'and women; that is, that for every action there is an equal reaction. Thus,

a woman can take certain actions and unfailingly produce a certain reaction. How she wonders did Stacey

"manag[e] to draw that response from them, invariably instead of occasionally"? Her selfdoubt about

what men really like and her inability to elicit that response "invariably instead of occasionally" leads her

to wonder if failure to project such an aura is a sign that one might be "Calla's wây;" that is, that one

might be a lesbian. Ironically, her anxiety exposes another meaning to her earlier confident assertion, "I

can be gay." She does not reject the idea of such a possibility from any firm convictions about herself

and her own preferencas, her own instincts, but rather wonders whether men have an instinct which can

"sense" this about a woman. The culmination of the passage ends with the frightened thought that she has

let herself speculate too far afield. She asks herself "What shall I wear?' as a rvay of distracting herself

frsm thinking about how she feels. The question veers away from probing self-knowledge in favour of

figuring out how to dress to express the self she wants to appear to be.

Undressing

The constant self-scrutiny, self-surveillance, self-monitoring which Rachel's interior monologue

reveals is often expressed in terms of seeing oneself æ if one were in a film, as if one were projecting

one's persona onto a screen and watching its actions as if they are not one's own. This ability to step out
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of character as it were, is such a common practice in a culture dominated by television and frlm that

Rachel's responses are part of the normal course of things. But Laurence picks up on something slightly

different. Rachel's perceptions of her lover in the act of undressing are mediated by the realm of images

from film, from literature:

In the mind, in that deep theatre, no one ever had to stumble through the awkward acts of
undressing. The clothes vanished by themselvæ. I don't want to watch him, although God knows
he does it neatly, slithering out of his grey flannels like a snake shrugging off its last year's skin.
No, not a snake, of course (97).

Her perception, that he performs these preliminaries "neatly," is immediately transformed into a literary

metaphor, a phallic image: "slithering out of his grey flannels like a snake shrugging off its last year's

skin. " She catches herself mediating the image, seeing it through the veil of preconceived notions, imagas,

received ideas, Freudian cliches, and brushes the thought away: "No, not a snake, of course." If the

problem is being trapped in the realm of representations and split off from feeling, Rachel at least sees

that once she has the possibility of surrendering to feeling, it would be folly to interpose images berween

what she is seeing and experiencing.

However, once she has returned home, she cannot help but replay the experience in "the [mind's]

deep theatre":

And the way I rushed off like that. What's thc hurry? He was amused. No wonder. Crash! And
I'd pushed him away and flashed into my clothes as though there were an unseen audience ready

to hoot and caw with a shocking derision. . . . I can see myself now, the frenetic haste, like a
person in some early film, everything speeded-up comically (101).

Rachel feels embarrassment, shame at what she feels must have seemed a "comic' performance. She may

have had a pleasurable experience but she is embarræsed by the haste with which she repudiated it when

she was still with Nick. Now she is also repudiating her own instinctive reactions. She is embarrassed

that she could not control these reactions to nan 
unseen audience ready to hoot and caw with a shocking

derision." She seems to be implying that what is comic is her unsophisticated fluster at making love

outdoors. But one suspects that what shocks her and what she wants to mock but cannot is her own desire
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to make love and "let herself go."

When Rachel returns home, she rushes to "repair" her face and hair: "[nto the bathroom, quickly,

to redo my makeup and hair. There. Now I look neat, usual" (100). This time, Rachel applies her

makeup not to look alluring or attractive but merely to "look . . usual," to conform to her mother's

expectations of what she should look like after being out with a man: unchanged, unmoved, "usual."

Quite understandably she does this to preserve her privacy, to spare herself from having to answer her

mother's questions. But the necessity for secrecy, however understandable the motives, maintains the split

between the way she chooses to represent herself to the world--calm, unruffled, self-sufficient-and the

way she is in fact aware of feelings, of desires which need to be fi¡lfilled.

Rachel's careful sense of how she should conduct and construct herself, how she should have

dressed and undressed, is given a different twist in her deconstn¡ction of her mother's style, her mother's

"moves" in managing herself and managing her environment (which includes Rachel). When Rachel

returns from her evening with Nick, she looks in on her mother who projects simultaneously the air of

a frail old lady who seems to have managed on her own, but whose very determination to show that she

can take care of herself emphasises her vulnerability. Rachel eyas her mother's preparation for bed as an

elaborately contrived bid for sympathy:

Scarlet and blue capsule, and a glass of water. She is lying propped up on three pillows. She has

washed offher powder and what liale lipstick she uses, but she's brushed her hair, I see, coæred

it into grey lace around her head, so that although wan she looks her best. Very touching. Oh-
can I possibly be this mean? She might have really be¿n ill when I was out, and might have died,
and then I would have been forever in the wrong, not so much for going out, but for feeling this
way, for letting myself (79-80).

The careful constn¡ction of the self extends to the most private and intimate moments as well.

Images of undergarments are strewn in Laurence's texts the way that they might be sÍewn across the

bedroom floor. The description of underclothing has the effect of l'ëffet du rëel, inthat they allow readers

to get close to the "skin" of the character. Like private thoughts, the undergarments are there for the

person but they are concealed from everyone else. The Fire-Dwel/ørs begins with an extended description
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of Stacey's bedroom, with her girdle on the floor, and the novel closes with this image, like a cinematic

shot. Similarly, in A Jest of God. a lengthy excursus on the problem of posed by underwear occurs early

in the novel, as Rachel remembers with embarrassment an episode in which she felt shamefully exposed

to her sister Stacey. The lengthy passage has been broken up for the purposes of discussion. The first

section makes generalizations about the proper attitude one ought to have toward underwea¡. Although

underwear is not seen by anyone else, appearances must be kept up as it were, for the sake of self-

respect:

My underwear is all getting that shabby, too-much washed look. I must get some more. I always
think what does it matter--who sees but me? But that's a wrong attitude. It's not even the thought
of being run over and taken to hospital and pried into, everything underneath seen and sized up,
it's self-respect, really.

What is interesting here is how "natural' this attitude is on the part of most women. Rachel denies that

she is worried about what people might think were she "run over and taken to hospital and pried into."

Instead, she fears how much her private clothing, her private habits, her most private assessment of what

is necessary to clothe herself would be "ieen and sized up." But like thought, which is hidden from

others, these private undergarments represent "ever¡hing underneath." The passage moves on from these

apparently matter-of-fact generalizations on Rachel's part, to consideration of a most specific memory:

When Stacey was here the læt time she came into my bedroom while I was dressing. She never
knocked or said could she come in. Maybe in her house everyone is so casual they never bother.
She saw me putting on the same things I'd worn the day before, the same ever¡hing. She said,
"Don't you change every day?" And then, as though she believed she intended it only to explain
or pardon me, "Well, I suppose it doesn't matter quite so much if you're not living with anyone."

But it was only because I hadn't got my laundry done over the weekend, and I hadn't got it done
on account of her, for she'd just arrived then. Usually I changed. It hardly ever happened that
I didn't. I told her so. My voice was not upset in the slightest. "Don't be ridiculous,' I said.

Q6-27).

Rachel's memory of the event preserves her shame and her embarræsment and yet even as she feels

ashamed she realizes that her sister had meant to provoke this response: "And then, ds though she

believed she intended it only to explain or pardon." Rachel's sentence construction shows she understands
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perfectly well that her sister is pretending to be unaware that her comments can be construed æ attack.

(Stacey is also pretending not to be aware of the disruption to the household routine her visit has caused).

Rachel sees through her sister's feigning of innocence at any catty, underlying motives in her remarks,

yet this does not help her to dismiss her sister's condemnation. In commenting so apparently blandly on

the state of Rachel's underclothing, Stacey is not-so-subtly- attacking Rachel's femininity, as a lack of

daintiness and fastidiousness; she also attacks by excusing because the excuse she "finds" for her sister's

"lapse" is that she has no man in her life for whom she might have made more of an effort to affect a

fastidiousness she does not really possess; she also attacks by implying that she, Stacey not only has a

man in her life but that she would find it unthinkable not to be attractive and feminine even in a state of

undress, of deshabille. (Pointedly, Laurence begins and ends The Fire-Dwel/ers with the image of Stacey

in a torn nightgown, her girdle disca¡ded on the floor).

Rachel's memory of this incident also includes her sense that her privacy was violated, that her

privacy was not rcspected:

. . . she came into my bedroom while I was dressing. She never knocked or said could she come
in. Maybe in her house everyone is so casual they never bother.

In walking in, unannounced and uninvited, Stacey uses this moment of seeing her sister in a state of

undress, to expose, to strip her sister of dignþ. Implicit in this attack disguised as explanation and

pardon are the criticisms: "You don't take proper care of yourself. No wonder you don't have a man.

It is unlikely you will ever have a man. Therefore how you are in private will never matter to anyone."

By including Rachel in a general amnesty from the unwritten etiquette which govenui the lives of lucky

women fortunate enough to be married or have lovers, Stacey pointedly excludes Rachel from this

"sorority. "

Rachel first "mis-remembers' the incident; that is, she imagines she replied in an even voice:

"Usually I changed. It hardly ever happened that I didn't. I told her so. My voice was not upset in the

slightest. 'Don't be ridiculous,' I said." However, she immediately corrects herself, realizing this is
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wishful thinking. In fact she had been unable to reply, but she attributes this to a kind of stupidity, a lack

of ready wit with which to defend herself, to protect herself from her sister's patronising criticism/attack:

I didn't, though. I didn't say a word. I don't know why I didn't. Stupid. Stupid. How could I not
have? What is more stupid is to think of it now. As if it mattered. I've been very careful ever
since then, though. A person could let themselves go, without noticing. It could happen Q6-27).

Rachel is angry with herself for still brooding over this ntrivial" incident. She ignores her legitimate

grievance with her sister, suppresses her anger and distre,ss, choosing to regard this episode as a kind of

inner command to "be more careful" so as not "to let herself go," in the sense of neglecting oneself,

becoming sloppy in one's personal habits. But it is also clear from the passage that she is repressing her

anger at Stacey. Her silence then, like her fear of "talking in tongues" is the fear of "letting herself go,"

of allowing herself to feel her authentic feelings. Rachel is 'mindful" of embarrassment and shame and

as a result tries to distance herself from her emotions. But the split in Rachel's rwo points of view of the

situation in the trivial matter of underclothing illustrates a split between the authentic selfs understanding

of her situation and the criticism of the culture's "gaze" embodied in Stacey's point of view. Stacey

articulates the cultural consensus of what femininity is at its essence-- a nnaturaln fastidiousness in the

ca¡e of the body.

Laurence's style not only conveys the dynamics berween the sisters, but more importantly shows

how the mind is rapped within the narrow confines governed by a code of trivialities. Rachel's thinking

about "underwear" is a cover. The import of this glimpse into her conscious mind shows that the powers

of the mind for dreaming, for creative thinking and problem solving, are being wasted, blocked from

considering anything new, endlessly condemned to recycle the detritus, the garbage of the past, endlessly

re-enacting, and re-hearsing the past. The novel does not give us a protagonist with an "intere.sting mind,"

but rather a mind obsessively confining itself to compulsive consideration of rule,s about how one should

be, how a person is supposed to be. Instead, Lawrence gives us a random sample, of the "stuffl' that is

actually in the consciousness, hardly uplifting. But the compulsive re-consideration of this event is
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purposety adopted by the self as a self-protective strategy. Such recycling of "thought," looks like

thinking, but is in fact an alibi for not thinking about what needs to be addressed in one's life now.

Rachel has internalized a set of cultural conventions. Brooding about such violations is iself an elaborate

technique to protect the self from awareness by suppræsing thoughts which seem disloyal to the self one

is stuck with after all. Brooding over this trivial incident prevents consideration of other questions such

as: Why don't I have love, intimacy in my life? Why aren't I taking better care of myself in areas which

really count? Rachel's fear of her body being examined by strangers, is nothing as threatening as her own

fear of examining her mind, her real thoughts about her life, her self. Rachel's "thoughts,"

rationalizations, her defensiveness about threadbare or shabby underwear are a substitute for action, for

summoning the energy she needs to make a change, for her own 'self-respect." For the reputation she

has with herself, rather than "her reputation' with the prying public. She allows her anger, her energy

to be deflected by lighting on a sister's insensitivþ rather than at the situation which needs to be

changed. She was caught off-guard by her sister; she imagines being in an accident and being caught off

guard again. Her elaborate pattern of selideception is the technique her mind has adopted (she has

adopted), to protect herself from being caught off guard by her innermost thoughts, more private, and

closer to the self than underwear to skin. But this repression, this denial of one's real feelings hæ effects

on the body physiologically as well, manifesting itself in Rachel's tension headache,s.

That Rachel is aware of the power and the convenience of selfdeception is shown in her ability

to see through her mother's defenses and manipulative ploys. However, Rachel, despite her apparent self-

awareness æ the cenüal intelligence of the novel, is still deceived about how "invested" she is in

preserving and protecting her "self,' by preserving the construction of the self, the persona, she has

created since childhood. This lack of self-knowledge is exhibited by Lawrence through Rachel's uneasy

relationship with her body, her restlessness, her sleeplessness, her sexual longings, her headaches, her

tension. To rela¡ç would be to become "lax," sloppy, to let herself go, at the level of personal care and
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at the level of language. To lose self-control, is to become hysterical, like a "mae nad."2 Thus, Rachel's

"hysterium," her womb becomes the focus of her attention, and causes her to question what she do with

this "growth," whether it is a child which should be cared for, or a condition which must be "cured."

Geneatogy of the Self, Continuities, Discontinuities and Ruptures

In her novels Laurence posits several continuities and ruptures in the idea of the self. On the one

hand there is a continuum in the biological self, the self as organism from embryo to adult. Hagar's

conception of herself, her persistence as a definite entity and a forceful personality, seems in her eyes to

be all of a piece with her sense of herself from her earliest childhood. Rachel perceives a discontinuity

between the adult and the child; she sees the disowning of the childish/childhood self. Both Cameron

daughters inevitably see a continuity between the bodie.s of the "unspeaking dead" in the family's funeral

home, and the funereal gloom of a household in which the father is withdrawn and silent, and living

among the dead, away from his wife and children. ln Thc Diviws, there is also a contin¡um between

the childish/childhood version of the self and the adult one has become as the result of those experiences.

The rejection of the childish, and of children, is seen as the rejection of the child within oneself

and as well as the rejection of the vitalþ of children. Hagar admonishes her son John who wants to

marry without the means of supporting himself and Arlene, that "only a child' wants instant gratification.

Although there is a continuum in the self as body, a single life line from the foetus to the dead adult, the

novel questions what we mean by fostering children, and ourselves. The body "grows" but does it

maturê?

For Rachel, when children ngrow" they change into somelhing else, becoming literally

unrecognisable:

Summer holidays will begin in another two weeks. this year's children will be gone then, and
gradually will turn into barely recognised faces, no connection left, only hello sometimqs on the
street (60).

Moreover, there is no longer any apparent connection berween the charm of the children when they first
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come to school, and the guarded, defensive selves they learn to become:

"Oh--hello." I don't know her. Whoever she once was--that's long gone. Some child I was drawn
to, perhaps and may have shown it, and she remembers and can't forgive it, for she detests now
and would like to kill forever the little girl who believed it was really something if the teacher
was pleased with the work she'd done (62).

But the process of transformation is obvious to Rachel when she sees her Grade Twos the following year.

Already, these children are ashamed of their "childish" past self and intent on distancing themselves from

what they perceive as childish weakness. Rachel notices the "character armour" forming over the bodies

and personalities of the Grade Two children in her care. She sees them change slowly:

...they are remembering, with condescension towards their ignorant earlier selves, the time when
they entered mutely or shamed themselves by bawling for their mums (161).

When Rachel does recognise former students, now teenagers, she ruefrrlly calls them "Venusians"

as she thinks about the way they have changed, the way they have deliberately transformed themselves

through a kind of secret knowledge about self-care which she finds an almost "alien" intelligence:

I taught them in Grade Two. Now they're about sixteen, I guess. Their hair is incredible. Piled
high, fine spun, like the high light conical mass of woven sugar threads, the candy floss we used
to get at fairs. Theirs is nearly white and is called Silver Blonde. I know that much. It's not
mysterious. It's held up by back-combing, and the colour sprayed on, and the whole thing
secured with lacquer like a coating of ice over a snowdrift. They look like twins from outer
space. No, not twins necessarily. Another race. Venusians. But that's wrong, too. This is their
planet. They are the ones who live here now. . . .But what beats me is how the Venusians /e¿rz
to do all thase things for themselvæ. They don't have their hair done. Who teachcs them? (18-
19). (emphasis added)

This description not only shows Rachel's uneasiness with these older girls, but also to reveal her

prrzzfs¡¡s¡f. She wonders who has taught them, but she is really puzzledby how they have managed to

"learn." She wonders at their resourceñ¡lness, thei¡ enterprise. Implicit her reflections is the rueful

awareness that these "Grade Two" students have surpassed their teacher. Not necessarily in the

knowledge one is "supposed" to learn in school, but in the knowledge of how to manage, how to take

care of the self, present the self in such a way as to command awe, recognition, acknowledgement,

respect. Good taste is not the issue here but the ability of these girls to convey a seru;e of their own power
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and authority.

Rachel's puzzlement is not confined to those who are younger, but also to her mother who is

considerably older and who "should" be too sick, too preoccupied with her frail constitution to be taking

pains with their appearance. As Rachel considers her mother's style, she wonders "where does her

cuteness come from?':

She stands beside the stove. Her heart is very tricky and could vanquish her at any moment. Yet
her ankles are still slender and she takes pride in wearing only finedenier nylons and never
sensible shoes. Her hair is done every week, saucily stiff grey sausage curls, and the frames of
her glasses are delphinium blue and elfin. Where does this cuteness come from, when she is the
one who must plump up the chesterñeld cushions each night before retiring and empty every
ashtray and make the house look æ if no frail and mortal creature ever set foot in iA QI)

Rachel's many roles, her situation as a teacher, N il adult child caring for her mother as her "elderly

child" (208), place her in the peculiarly privileged position of being able to see the self as a continuum

from the embryonic self to the dead body in the tomb.

Rachel is very much aware of the disowning of the self which seems to be an inevitable part of

growing up. She sees that although there ii a physical continuity of the body, there seems to be a series

of ruptures between the way one lvas and the way one now would like to be, to the extent of disowning

the childhood self, or the earlier version of the self:

People forget the songs, later on, but the knowledge of them must be passed like a secret
language from child to child-how far back? They seem like a different race, a separate species,
all those generations of children. As those they must still exist somewhere, even after their bodies
have grown grotesque and they have forgotten the words and tunes and learned disappointment,
and finally died, the last dried shell of them painted and prettified for decent burial by mortal men
like Niall Cameron, my father. Stupid thought. Morbid. I musn't give houseroom in my skull to
that sort ofthing. It's dangerous to let yourself. I know that (8).

Rachel herself has undergone this process of disowning. Authorþ seems another childish illusion:

...I remember myself skipping rope to that song when I was about the age of the little girls out
there now . . . . It would certainly have surprised me then to know I'd end up here, in this room,
no longer the one who was scared of not pleasing, but the thin giant She behind the desk at the
front, the one with the power of picking any coloured chalk out of the box and writing an¡hing
at all on the blackboard. It seemed a power worth possessing then (7).

As an adult however, she dare not recognise fellow human feeling with her students, her children:
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I cannot say I'm sorry. Not in front of them all, twenty-six beings, all eyes. If I do say this, how
shall I appear tomorrow? Cut down, diminished, undermined, very little left. (59)

She is also aware of the way that even children will distort themselves and their reality, will in

fact lie, in order to make things "fit" the way "ought" to be, as if their contribution to the culture is to

make certain that there are no chinks in the identity they think they are expected to assume and the

children they actually are. The lie is their way of mimicking, imitating the adult world they want to join:

Interesting creatures, very young girls, often so anxious to please that they will tell lies without
really knowing they're doing it. I don't suppose more than a few of them $/ere actually out in the
country at all. They only think I'd like to hear it (11).

She expresses some of her feelings to Nick on their first evening together. As soon as she does confide

in him, she feels awkward and embarrassed for "caring" so much. There is a sense that she feels it is not

the done thing, that Nick will think her unprofessional as a teacher, someone who is not being "adultn

or "mature" in the view she takes towards her profession, confusing teaching with mothering:

"But mine are only seven, and I see them around for years after they've left me, but I don't have
anything to do with them. There'i nothing lasting. They move on, and that's that. It's such a
brief thing. I know them only a year, and then I see them changing but I don't know them any
morg."

His face looks momentarily troubled. I shouldn't have said all that. What will he think?
(1 14)

The confusion between how to ca¡e for a child, how teach him, by mothering or by disciplining is

introduced in the story through Rachel's dilemma with Jame,s Doherty. As a "professional" in charge of

educating children, she regards his mother, her high school classmate, as probably indifferent, and

uncaring. Yet when she learns that Grace has known about the her son's truancy and in fact encouraged

it as a way of fostering his creative spirit, Rachel is shaken at her own possessiveness and jealousy.

The continuity between the adult and the child is also suggested in the novel's use of glossolalia.

In describing the man who begins to speak in tongues during her visit to the Tabernacle, Rachel sees his

halting speech in this new unfamiliar way of speaking "like a child learning, imiøting' (41).
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This childlike awkwardness of the adult reminds us that the root meaning of the word "infant" is

" infantia," inability to speak. In Laurence, the episode of speaking in tongues underlines the mystery of

human speech, of our ability to articulate meaning. Laurence also suggests that this ability to form

meaningful sounds does not end with the mastery of speech in childhood, but is an ongoing process. For

Rachel, speaking in tongues, is a dangerous way of "letting herself go."

Although Rachel lovqs "her" children in her Grade Two class, she rejects the child in herself, just

as the children themselves reject their 'childish" selves who loved and admired the teacher, the giant She.

We see this in Rachel's irritation at Calla's constantly calling her "child:"

"Hallo, child."
Calla. I wish she wouldn't call me child. It sounds ridiculous. I've asked her not to, but she

doesn't stop. (15)

When I'm older. She speala as though I were about rwelve. What a strangely pendulum life I I

have,fluctuatinginagebetweenextremes,hardlyknowingmyselfwhetherIamtooyoungortoo
old. (63{a)

The continuity of the self, its double nature as both child and adult is of course captured in the

"misunderstanding" Nick deliberately fosters when he shows Rachel the photograph of himself as a young l

boy:
He pulls out his wallet and extracts a photograph. It has been in there for some while, and the

edges of the paper are softened with handling. It is a picture of a boy about six years old, not set

against any background, just a boy standing there. A boy whose face and eyes speak entirely of
Nick.
Why is it that it should never have occurred to me, that he wæ married and had children?
"Yours?" '

My voice is steady. When it actually comqs to it, I can manage at least this much. Your son?

What a nice photograph.
"Yes,nhe says, taking the picture away from me.
"Mine.'(155)

Rachel'smisunderstandìngoftheidentityofthechildinthephotographunderscoresthepointLaurence

is making about the continuþ between the child and adult self. Nick deliberately misleads Rachel when

he allows her to think the child in the photograph was nmine." Nevertheless, the child Nick once was,

is not just "himself' as a child, but his core Self. That Nick identifies the photograph in this way allows
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him to forestall any idea of marriage that Rachel might have had, but it also seems to suggest he is the

"adult child."

The theme of childhood in the novel represents the earliest form of the self and also the vitatity

of the self which both adults can easily lose or which children can relinquish as valueless. But the "adult

child" the oxymoron that has become the latest catchword in the recovery movement (as in the adult child

of alcoholic syndrome) expresses in a paradoxical form the continuity of the self in that every adult is still

someone's child. But the phrase also captures, as it is meant to do in the current recovery movement, the

adult arrested at some stage of its development. The adult child is thus one who is overly adult, has never

had the chance to be a chitd, and whose vitality within is stillborn.

The Embryonic Self

In this novel, Rachel's fear that she may be pregnant and that she may have to face aborting the

child, lead her to question the relationship of this embryonic self growing within a woman's body to the

self it will become with the proper care. As she thinks of the various terms, medical and colloquial, she

repeatedly retums to the image of the body as úre house for the self:

Steady, Rachel. There is no time for letting go. Not now. You've got to do something. If I were
very careful, perhaps it would be alright. How could anyone be calculatedly careful about a thing
like that? They're surprisingly difficult to kill. I've read that. No delicate probing would ever
dislodge it.
Dislodge. It is lodged there now.
Lodged, meaning it is living there. How incredible that seems. I've given it houseroom. It's
growing there, by itself. It's got everything it needs, for now. I wonder if it's a girl or a son.
(t7e)

Rachel's language veers unsteadily perhaps between thinking of embryos in the plural: They're

surprisingly difficult to kill; and thinking of the fetus, the embryo as a thing, an "it" which is "living in

there now. . . it is lodged there now." She concludes by wondering if "it's a girl or a son." The

contrasting words for two genders are not identical; "girl" refers to the gender of the unborn child; but

Rachel's use of "son" instead of "boy" places the unborn child in relationship to her as its mother.

As Rachel tries to decide what she rñust do, she finds herself speculating both on what the embryo
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is in its essence, and then on what its value should be to her. The problem of whether existence precedes

essence is embodied in concrete form in a woman's reflections on the nature of the "growth" in her

womb. This split between fact and value is yet another aspect of the mindibody problem. The Cartesian

self values the mind over the body in the adult self who gives the matter thought. But if the adult body

is of negligible value, how is the embryo, as yet without a developed mental faculty, and infinitesimally

small to be valued?

All right. I know, I know. I know I have to do something. I can't bear it. I have to get rid of it.
I guess that is the phrase which is used. Get rid of it like a casual itch which one could scratch
and abolish. I have to get rid of it. Excess baggage. Garbage. If I could just get rid of everything,
and belong to myself, and not have to consider anything else. I have to get it out of me.

It will be infinitesimal. It couldn't be seen with a human eye, it's that small, but the thing will
grow. That is what will happen to it and to me. It will have a voice. It will be able to cry out.
I could bear a lÍving creature. It would be possible. Something you could touch and could see that
it had the framework of bones, the bones that weren't set for all time but would lengthen and
change by themselves, and that it has features, and a skull in which the convoluted maze did as

it pleased, irrespective of theories, and that it had eyæ. It would be possessed of the means of
seeing (169).

Left to myself, would I destroy this only one? I can't bear it, that's all. It isn't to be borne. I
can't face it. I can't face them (171).

These reflections take place while Rachel is watching some teenagers dance. She is both worried that they

will notice her and think she is intruding, but is also defensive about her right to be there. She is thus

in the same position as the unborn child, at once physically present yet disregarded as being of no value.

And like Rachel, perhaps, having as much right to participate or watch the dance of life as any "body":

The faces of the dancing children are hovering around me, but I don't seem to see than clearly.
Do I know them? Do they know me? It doesn't appear so. They don't look at me. They're
looking at one another, naturally, and don't see me. Thank God for that, anyway. I'm
anonymous, as though I weren't here. And now I feel I'm not here, and I wouldn't mind if they
looked in my direction, whatever expression was on their faces. It would prove something (171).

Laurence plays with the philosophical quastion of Cartesian mind/body problem by applying it to the

unique situation of the "pregnant subject," whose mind is worried about the possible 'duality" of her

body. Thus Rachel reflects on the fact that the return of her menstrual cycle now indicates that she is not
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pregnant. Cartesian dualism becomes a "pregnant" metaphor: "If you think you contain two realities,

perhaps you contain none" (139). [n a similar fashion, Nick too is led to play with the philosophical

conundrum, by imagining it as a game, would you step into my parlour said the spider to the fly. Thus

he tells Rachel:

"Complexities all around. Goddamned spider webs. Am I the spider or the fly? Philosophical
question. Never mind" QØ.

The boldest use Margæet I,aurence makes of the complex conundrum of body/mind occurs in the

section of the novel in which Rachel unearths the ancient douche bag belonging to her mother. The

episode fills her with rewlsion. Not only because she has used something so personal and intimate

belonging to her mother of all people, but also because it must set off a dizzying series of considerations.

Rachel, in using "that contraption' is using a device that might have prevented her own birttr. She cannot

name her anxiety except to say reiterate brokenly: "[s]omething revolts, something revolts me and revolts

in me-and--" (123), Moreover, the subliminal association with her own non-existence makes it difficult

not to æsociate disposing of "the equipment in [her] hands as thouglr it were a dead foetus, something

to be rid of forever." The hiding place she chooses contains a forgotten souvenir of her childhood.

"A small pale straw hat tumble,s out ribboned with icing sugar pink. I had that hat when I was twelve,

and it is still here." The hat, "icing sugar pink," is a tangible reminder of the tastes and preferences of

a child. The hat's continued existence is as surprising as her own. What should have been discarded is

still here: 'I had that hat when I was twelve, and it is still here." The association of these ideas of "being

and nothingness" points up the absurdity and oddity of her situation of sexual inexperience in the modern

world:

Women like me are an anachronism. We don't exist any more. And yet I look in the mirror and

see I'm there. I'm a fact of sorts, a fantasy of sorts. My blood runs in actual veins, which is as

much of a surprise to me as to anyone Qßa).

When she returns to thinking about the terrifying possibility of becoming pregnant, her articulation of

anxiety about her future fate could just as easily apply to the fate of her own "conception. " The miracle,
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the unlikelihood of having a future, is displaced onto her sense of inadequacy. Thus when, she considers

the possibility of carrying a child, to term, it is "inconceivable":

Wat would become of me? I can't believe it could happen, though. A thing like that-to grow
a child inside one's structure and have it born alive? Not within me. It couldn't. I couldn't really
believe it could ever happen (I24).

Overlaying this anxiety, is the child's fear that her mother might waken and punish her for being where

she is not supposed to be: ". . . don't let her awaken and hear . . . Did she hear?" For all her mother's

learned helplessness, we have here a picture of her one great power, the power of refusal. If May

Cameron can do nothing else, she could have refrrsed, resisted the possibility of Rachel's existence.

Indeed, in this powerfully imagined fictional possibility, Laurence brings together the mother's and

daughter's practices of self-care at the moment when they have most in common with each other--their

moment of greatest co-incidence--only to show how coincident, how contingent the situation of coming

into existence is. Here, in this vignette of a woman worrying about pregnancy, we have the conundrum

of the mind/body problem presented in its baffling circularity, like Escher's drawing of the hand drawing

the hand drawing itself. The vertigo brought on by this experience is grounded in a doubt and uncertainty

that renders Descartes' sense of his own contingency rather artificial, if not a parody of the "real thing. "

Mind/Body Problem Once More lVith Feeling

The theme of glossolalia allows Laurence to show the blurring of the bounda¡ies between mind

and body as ecstatic utterance, the speaking in tongues becomes a combination of body movements with

articulation; the release of speech releases emotion and which is also experienced as a release by the

body. The alien "tongues" remind Rachel of the kind of "cr5ptic" meanings she associates with ancient

Egypt and with death and dying. But also with the physical tongue, with its ability to produce an eerie

vibrating wail:

Chattering, crying, ululating, the forbidden transformed cryptically to nonsense, dragged from
the crypt, stolen and shouted, the shuddering of it, the fear, the breaking, the release, the
grieving-(4243).
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But the notion of glossolalia-of letting the self go-also implies a deterioration, a letting down of

standards, thus linking it with Rachel's feæs that her shabby underwear might "bespeak" another form

of "letting oneself go. " Rachel's fear of shameful selfdisclosure is experienced as bodily tension, which

she identifies with the frightening physical symptoms manifested by the man beside her:

Are we seated? There is a kind of hiatus, a holding of breath in the lungs, a waiting. The quiet
man beside me moans, and I am shocked by the sound's openness, the admitted quality of it. Hæ
his pulse been quickened or made indefinitely slow? Impossible to tell. But I can see the vein in
one of his wrists. Throbbing.

Calla is holding herself very still. I can feel the tension of her arm through our two coats.
If she speaks, I will never be able to face her again. I can feel along my nerves and arterie,s the
squirming and squeamishness of that shame, and having to walk out of the Tabernacle with her
afterwards, through a gauntlet of eyes (42).

Repeatedly in the novel, Rachel experiences physiological pain as part of the conflict she feels;

there is physical resistance in her body, and mental resistance in trying to deny that there is a problem,

that she is living an unfulñlled life. Rachel chooses to comfort herself by trying not to think, by

displacing the mental pain she feels to physical pain in her body. Thus repeatedly she refers to her mind,

to the thoughts in her mind, by the place she imagines houses the mind, the "skull":

Stupid thought. Morbid. I musn't give houseroom in my skull to that sort of thing. It's dangerous
to let yourself. I know that (8).

Or again: "Rachel, shut up. Shut up inside your skull. Yes, I am, that's it. Oh, stop this nonsense" (183).

But the most interesting, and most extensive use of this image in conveying Rachel's obsession with the

pain of the body/mind is found in the following passage:

This pain inside my skull-what is it? It isn't like an ordinary headache which goes through like
a metal skewer from temple to temple. Not like sinus, either, the assault beginning above my eyes

and moving down into the bones of my face. This pain is not so much pain as a pulsing, regular
and rhythmical, like the low thudding of a drum.

It's nothing. How could it be a tumour? It's nothing. Perhaps I have a soft spot in my
head. This joke doesn't work. I can't hold on to the slang sense of it, and its other meaning
seems sinister. Fontanelle (24).

With the word "fontanelle" Rachel connects several ideas at once; one of which is the strange continuity

Laurence keeps before us in the relationship of the infant's body to the adult body. The fontanelle is
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literally the soft spot on an infant's skull, but to speak about an adult's having a "soft spot on the head"

is to imply that she is mad. Ironically, the adult who starts to pay attention to the body, feels as though

she is losing her mind. Rachel is obsessed with images of become mad and going berserk like the

Maenads.

Rachel distracts herself from having to confront the psychic pain she feels, the refrrsal to think

about the emptiness of her life, by concentrating on the actual pain in her "skull," the persistent headaches

that keep her from sleeping: "Each day dies with sleep. I wish it did. My headache has gone but I am

restless" (emphasis in the original) (65) .

This restraint of feeling, as well as its denial, also restrains and inhibits thinking as well. The

images which convey this most tellingly, as it were, are the memories Rachel hæ of her father which are

disguised as memories of the "silent ones" the dead which people her father's funeral home, housed in

the same home as his family, the living. The dead are "the silent ones, the unspeaking ones,"'conveying

a kind of horror that something could be human but resolutely inarticulate. The dead are inarticulate, non-

speaking by definition, and therefore nonftuman, inhuman. The horror is displaced from her father's

frightening silence, his uncommunicativeness with his wife and daughters to the objects of his ncare."

Significantly, the dead, like the living, are also "rouged and powdered' as a final publication presentation

of their persona. They appear garbed in their social identity, their social personallty. This peculiar status

of the dead body, still neæding to talce cognizance of its appearance as if what mattered while it was alive

is still of "vitaln importance, blurs the boundaries between life and death in the minds of the Cameron

daughters. The many references to Egypt and to the pharaohs is used by Laurence as yet another way of

showing the continuity of the self as a dialogue between mind and body we have been weaving since the

Egyptians. Thus, the daughters regard their father, entombed with his mysterious vials and substances

a kind of pharaoh, the "king of the dead." Although alive, he is like the dead, unspeaking,

uncommunicative.
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This strange continuity between the realm of the living and the dead, and anxiety as to where one

f,rts in that continuum, is shown by Rachel's worry that she may look old, that she has lost her youth

without having acquired the fruits of maturity, a husband, or children:

I don't look old. I don't look more than thirty. Or do I see my face falsely? How do I know how
it looks to anyone else? About six months ago, one of the salesmen who was calling on Hector
Jona.s, downstairs, asked me out and like an idiot I went. We went to the Regal Cafe for dinner,
and I thought every minute someone I knew would see me and know he sold embalming fluid.
Of course someone has to sell it. But when he told me I had good bones, it was too much. As
though he were one of the ancient Egyptians who interred the pharaohs and knew too intimately
the secrets of the core and marrow. Do I have good bones? I can't tell. I'm no judge (23).

Rachel is haunted by images of insubstantial bodies and skeletal selves because she is haunted by a sense

of shame, that she has betrayed her Self, abdicated responsibility for her self at the core of her being.

Thus, even when she feels good about the way she looks, merely catching a glimpse of her distorted

reflection reminds her of the true state of affairs, as if the reflection is an X-ray which sees beneath the

surface of the welldressed woman:

This raincoat is the only new thing I've bought this season. I'm glad I got white. It looks quite
good, and I thought that on a blacÉ night such æ this it would be almost luminous, more easily
seen by a driver ifl am crossing a badly lighted street.

Reaching River Stre¿t and passing the locked and empty stores, I can see myself reflected
dimly, like the negative of a photograph, in the wide glass of display windows. The white coat
stands out, but not ¡rs handsomely as I'd hoped. To my passing eyqs it looks now like some
ancient robe around me, and the hood, hiding my hair, makes my face n:urow and staring. As
in the distorting mirrors at a fair, I'm made to look even taller than I a¡n. I have to p¡tss myself
again and again and see a thin streak of a person, like a stroke of a white chalk on a blackboard.
(3s)

The mind/body conundrum seenrs to be a riddle, a joke, suggesting that this may be one of the meanings

of the novel's title, a jesl of God. Rachel retums to the Cartesian dualism, the dreams of the thinking,

dreaming self, and the limitations of the body:

The layers of dream are so many, so many false membranes grown around the mind, that I don't
even know they are there until some knifing reality cuts through, and I see the sight of my other
eyes for what it has been, distorted, bizane, grotesque, unbearably a joke if viewed from the
outside (157).

Rachel returns home from the hospital to be cared for by her mother and is now "mindful' that it is not
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her body that needs care but "that unnamed other:"

I wanted only to take great care. Not of my flesh and bones, which were resilient enough, as I
had discovered, but of the other. Nothing must disturb me. That's what I thought. Nothing must
happen to disturb me. Everything must be exceedingly calm. We must have no difficulties. Do
not let there be any arguments or anyttring unexpected which demands decision or response. This
was all I prayed, to no one or to whoever might be listening, prayed unprayerfully, not with any
violence of demand or any violence of hope, but only sending the words out, in case. Do you
read me? This message is being sent out to the cosmos, or into the same, by an amateur
transmitter who wishes for the moment to sign off. Don't let anything happen.

I wasn't quite myself. (192) (emphasis in the original)

Rachel's "amateur" transmission to the cosmos is a request, which she realizes is impossible that "nothing

happen" while she "signs off' for a short while. What she wants is the stopping of the cosmos so she can

manage without having to cope. But as she looks in on her mother she realizes that life means change,

a constant pattern of dying. She accepts this "adult" view but even as she expresses a rueful acceptance

of reality, there is a mourning for stillborn wishes and dreams:

That was the night I quit sending out my swaddled embryo wishes for nothing to happen. No use

asking the impossible, even of God (193).

When Rachel decides to take her mother and move to Vancouver, there is a fine nerv "carelessness" about

her; for the first time she feels "carefree" no longer burdened by the sense of care she has had for her

mother. When her mother protests at the risk to her health such a move would imply, Rachel replies quite

simply that the matter is "in other hands":

I've spoken so oddly and ambiguously, not knowing I was going to deliver this nineteenth-century
cliche until I heard it, compelled out of some semi-malicious hope that she would be bound to
be flummoxed by the phrase, and that she might not decently be quite able to deny some

sovereignty, even though she still attempts to believe in her physical immortality which must be

bolstered with huge doses of quiet, care, cups of tea, heart boosters and heart calmers, sleeping
potions, and every available brand of sorcery. And yet, what I said was also meant,

unintentionally intended, and I really wonder now why I have been so ruthlessly carefrrl of her,
as though to preserve her throughout eternity, a dried flower under glass. I'm not responsible for
keeping her alive. There is, suddenly, some enonnous relief in this realization (202).

The oxymoron "ruthlessly careful" is an evocative one, suggesting that it is not an act of compassion, of

"ruth" to preserve the body as if for eternity. That kind of care is itself a kind of living death, akin to

the ancient practices of embalming, of "mummification."
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The Care of the Self in Tlrc Fire-Dwellerc

The characterization of Stacey in Laurence's The Fire-Dweller,r can be read as a feminist critique

of the plight of "the average modern woman," trapped by housework and marriage. In my reading of

these novels however, I regard Laurence's women characters as representative of the problem of the

modern self-the modern subject-who experiences himself/herself/itself as a divided self, a "beside-

herself. " Stacey's inner monologue is a relentless form of chatter, of bitter and negative self-tatk which

is painful to read. This inner voice as "chatterbox" is Laurence's version of the Joycean stream of

consciousness, given a different twist because it is the interior monologue of "an average" housewife who

describes herself as "self-educated but zanily.'

The "chatterbox" within Stacey's mind is full of banal ståtements and observations, mostly of her

fears and her sense of inadequacy. The interior monologue is difficult for a woman to read (when that

women feels she herself is more than average and meeting her responsibilities more than adequately).

These fears are the worst fears a woman faces, the fear that one is ordinary, that this is all that there is

to one's life, that one is no longer desirable, that one is not going to be "successful,' that life is passing

or has passed one by, but above all, that one's children are not safe and cannot be kept safe in a

dangerous world. These fears in Stacey's mind are expressed not so much "information" but as "noise,"

a relentless "static." Stacey's stream of consciousness is a powerfully mimetic inner monologue, almost

too much so. That is, as a reader, one might have wished for a more "literary,' less banal range of

rumination, for more wit and less fear. Laurence, like Joyce, has structured this interior monologue

within an archetypal pattern however. Archetypal patterns of metamorphosis and transformation are kept

before the reader through Stacey's sa¡donic references to "Thor the god ofthunder,' to her sci-fi fantasies

of painless transformation, and through the atmosphere of evangelical zeal used to promote the magic

"pharmacopoeia' of "Richalife.'

Stacey's conflicted thoughts produce tension in the body and a split between feeling and action.
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Stacey believes her thoughts have no influence outside herself; yet she is afraid of her thoughts. She

believes that her mental conflicts are harmless and confined only to herself. This seems to mean that she

does not regard her own mind as powerfrrl enough to change the opinions of others, to alter the behaviour

or beliefs of her children or of others in her environment. The mind, in Stacey's view is a tool which

diagnoses problems, but is powerless at creating solutions and in carrying them out in action.

Since she believes her ttroughts are a harmless internal dialogue, merely the way she spends her time, she

can not help but lose respect for her mind. That is, she loses the basis of self-respect which must come

from feeling a sense of efficacy.

Her lack of respect for herself is shown in her endless self-mockery of her appearance, of her lack

of fashion sense in comparison to that her daughter, Katie or that of her neighbour, Tess. Her half-

serious, half mocking despair at her weight gain, her failed attempts at dieting confirm her sense of

powerlessness over her appetites, her actions, her thoughts, all of which seem out of joint. Her conflicted

thinking, her sense of powerlessness are painful for her to consider and so she drinks a great deal, æ

soon as she feels it is safe and she is no lónger "on duty," a favourite expression of hers, meaning she

no longer has to exercise hypervigilance of her children, and of herself, in the role of "mother. n The "off

duty mother" is therefore free to drink, to numb the pain of the divided consciousness, or at least to

achieve a sense of artificially induced relaxation from the endless voice in her "skull."

Stacey's interior monologue is always turning on the discovery of some technique, the right

combination of moves or gestures or words which would unlock the barriers to communication with her

husband, most of all, but with others as well. She is also looking for some technique to put herself right

with the world, to find a way of overcoming a nameless dissatisfaction, of managing to live contentedly,

happily in the life she has managed to create for herself. This life is the product of her effort: she effected

her escape from Manawaka, ma¡ried a man she loves, and up until now hæ found satisfaction in the work

of caring for children.
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As a modern person, the heir of centuries of belief in rational self-management, Stacey feels that

she can rationally think her way through problems facing her family and herself and institute a change,

environmentally, that will alter or prevent the outcomes she dreads. The ideal that a mature person ought

to be able to "manage," and to bring rational management in all areas of life make her feel super-

responsible for the outcome in her children's lives, a feeling she has not manufactured on her own but

is one she absorbs from the magazine articles and self-quizzes with which she feels inundated. These

quizzes, a kind of modern examen of conscience, cause her to feel she is always failing, never meeting

the "emotional needs" of the people entrusted to her "care."

The realism of Laurence's style lies in way she uses the messy detail, the cacophony rather than

the harmony of family life. Stacey's stream of consciousness reveals a messy, disordered inner state. This

is not so much the sign of neurosis as it is a new kind of realism about the way a modern person actually

lives her life, presenting one personality on the outside and doubt and uncertainty within.

The Uncorseted Self

Laurence begins and ends The Fire-Dwellers with a description of the disorder in Stacey's

bedroom. The description stresses the details of the unmade bed, of discarded clothing and underwear,

all of which are doubled in the reflection in the mirror:

The full length mirror is on the bedroom door. Stacey sees images reflected there, distanced by
the glass-like humans on TV, less real than real, and yet more sharply focused because isolated
and limited by a frame. The double bed is unmade, and on a chair rests a jumble of her clothes,
carelessly shed stockings like round nylon puddles, rollon girdle in a shape of a tire where she
has rolled it off. On another chair, Mac's dirty shirt is neatly folded. Two books reside on the
bedside table.-Tlv Golden Bough and Investtnents and You,Herc and His, both unread. On the
dressing table, emifl the nonmagic jæs and lipsticks are scattered photographs of Katie, Ian,
Duncan and Jen at various ages. Hung above the bed is a wedding picture, Stacey twenty-threæ,
almost beautiful although not knowing it then, and Mac twenty-seven, hopeful confident lean,
Agamemnon king of men or the equivalent, at least to her. Sitting on the bed, Stacey sees
mirrored her own self in the present flesh, insufficiently concealed by a short mauve nylon
nightgownwith the ribbon now gone from the neckline and one shoulder titt yantø offby s-ome
kid or other (1-2).

Stacey lools at her underwear on the chair but makes no move toward it. Her eyes are drawn
back to the mirror.
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-Everything would all right if only I was bener educated. I mean, if I were. Or if I were
beautiful. Okay, that's asking too much. Let's say if I took off ten or so pounds. Listen, Stacey,
at thirty-nine, after four kids, you can't expect to look like a sylph. Maybe not, but for hips like
mine there is no excuse. I wish I lived in some country where large-beamed women were
fashionable. Ever¡hing will be all right when the kids are older. I'll be more free. Free for
what? What in hell is the matter with you, anyway? Everything is all right. Everything is all
right. Come on, fat slob, get up off your ass and get going. . . . Funny thing, I never swear in
front of my kids. This makes me feel ['m being a good example to them. Example of what? All
the things I hate. Hate, but perpetuate (2-3).

Stacey regards the images in the mirror, including herself, as if they were "images reflected there,

distanced by the glass-like humans on TV, less real than real, and yet more sharply focused because

isolated and limited by a frame."

The disorder and untidiness suggest that Stacey is feeling the inertia which is the inevitable

companion of despondency if not depression. The second paragraph shows her argument with herself,

as she first wishes first that she werc "better." She immediately amends this to if "everything" were

alright, and her immediate denial: "Ever¡hing is all right. Everything ß att right.Come on, fat slob,

get up offyour ass and get going. . ." Stacey's "selftalk" is contemptuous. She addresses herselfas she

feels someone as "ugly" and as uneducated as she is deserves to be treated, daserves to be regarded, so

seeing herself as she might be seen in the eyes of another, she addresses herself as "fat slob." The

demeaning remark is meant to be a bracing dose of realism as an antidote to what she regards as her

excessive, self-indulgent self-pity. She regards her inertia- "get offyour ass"--as a kind oflaziness. But

the paragraph also reminds us that Stacey's self-evaluation, at the ripe "old age" of ttrirty-nine may be

as un¡eliable as when she was 'twenty-three, almost beautiful although not knowing it then."

The way Stacey names and diagnoses, or misnames and misdiagnoses her condition, is shown by

Laurence to be aspects of the same problem. Stacey is dissatisfied with her life and identifies her

nameless, groundless dissatisfaction with a dissatisfaction with her self, with her body, with her

uneducated mind. The books, "His and Hers,' both unread, attest however to the desire for self-

improvement on both her part and Mac's, but the same inertia, is operating there too. Both books are
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"uffead." Mac's reading material is meant to give him more understanding and control over the

household finances. Stacey's reading material is meant to provide understanding about the invisible

structure of rèality. Both books-for all their promised rewards--are a far cry from what would

immediately remedy Stacey's situation: the room more organised and tidy, the business of living being

addressed at the practical level. Sew that nightgown, fix that bed, put away those discarded

undergarments, tote that barge, lift that bale.

The mirror reflects not only the "unmade" woman on the "unmade bed" but also "a jumble of her

clothes, carelessly shed stockings like round nylon puddlqs." A discarded girdle worn to disguise the

spare tire around her waist, lies in the "shape of a tire where she has rolled it off." The girdle, a kind

of protective armour, leaves Stacey in her flesh, the uncorseted, unarmored self as it were. The makeup

on the dressing table is described as "the nonmagic jars and lipsticks' putting them in the same category

of futile jabs at self-improvement as the clothing and the unread books. The picture of disorder Laurence

gives us lacks the charm of Pope's description of Belinda's dressing table with its inability to distinguish

between orders of importance-bibles and billet doux" receiving the same careless attention. By contrast,

Laurence's description does not so much show us a woman with skewed priorities so much as one who

is overwhelmed by the fact of having to 'pull herself together" for the sake of her children, her family

and possibly (though not certainly) perhaps for her own sake as well. The confusion and disorder in the

room is in contrast with Mac's orderly approach: "On another chair, Mac's dirty shirt is neatly folded.'

It is through Stacey's eyes, through her reflections on the reflections in the mirror that we see Mac's

neatness, so much at odds with her own untidinass, and scattered attention.

Implicit in Stacey's self-criticism, her quizzical attitude towards her "transgressions" is the notion

that there is a proper way to take care of the body, there is a proper way to educate the mind, a proper

way to diet, and that if certain techniquas are properly followed than all will be well, and the nameless

dissatisfaction which haunts her would vanish, perhaps even magically vanish. As Stacey sits before the
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mirror however, we also see her disillusion about previous techniques: the discarded girdle is a discarded

technique; she may have adopted it as a secret strategy for concealing her figure but now she does not

care who sees that she wears it, and that she hasn't bothered to put it away; the scattered clothing, her

own deshabille are the strategies she once relied on to create her aura of femininity and beauty and which

she now has discarded æ useless or futile. The torn shortie nightgown, in nylon mauve, represents the

latest attempt to keep sexual glamour alive-in her marriage and the fact that it is now torn and still being

worn suggests that this technique also didn't "work" at least not enough to revive her energies, her drive

to keep the family system going. Even the book lying unread beside the bed suggest attempts by both

Mac and Stacey to make bedtime more "productive." The fact that ttréy too have been discarded, left

unread, suggest their own disillusionment with this time honoured path for cultivating the self. Mac's

reading is about "inve.stment;" Stacey's vestments and investments in herself are scattered around the

room-- represented by everything from clothing, to books, to the makeup in the "nonmagic jars." The

picture of the woman alone in her room is a picture in which she regards herself with disenchanted eyes

even as she remembers the early magic and enchantment with her husband who once seemed to her

"hopeful confident lean, Agamemnon king of men or the equivalent, at least to her."

Interastingly enough, Stacey's moment of self-reflection is regarded by her not as a necessary

pause in her chaotic life, as a moment for necessary self-reflection, but rather as a moment in which she

judges the self she sees in the mirror æ inadequate, overweight, ugly and above all lazy . She regards her

lack of energy as a sign of her laziness-"Come on, fat slob, get up off your ass and get going. . . "not

as a sign that she needs to pay attention to her feelings, that they are worth attending to. Instead, she

views her dissatisfaction as an undefined dissatisfaction with her life which seems to be caused (at least

in her eyes) by her dissatisfaction with her altogether unsatisfactory body/mind. If we say that this is a

picture of sadness, of discouragement, we feel $¡e are overstating the case. Stacey herself would

immediately want to deny this description, rushing to dismiss its significance as being only the momenury
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discouragement everyone feels from time to time.

The sadness and discouragement we see in this opening picture of Stacey is one which the

Richalife regimen is intended to address and to cure. The depression and anomie which Thor Thorlalson

describes in his testimonial is meant to strike a responsive chord in his audience. He expects them to

recognise their own malaise in his catalogue of symptoms and to want to be "cured." In his "confession,"

he names the variety of coping strategies he used to use before he was "saved":

I've gone off booze ha-ha. Never was a heavy drinker but used to enjoy a martini before dinner.
That was in BR days-Before Richalife. Same with caffeine and nicotine--you could sat that the
shackles have been lifted. Yes, you could definitely put it that way-the shackles have been lifted.
Once upon a time I could barely face the morning without three cups of coffee and as many
cigarettes. Then I started reaching for a Richalife instead (33).

The changes are supposedly not merely cosmetic or superflrcial changes but "deep" change which affects

the mind by the way it works on the body. Thus, for example, Thor attributes his apparent power for

total recall to the va¡ious vitamin programs offered:

. . . I frnd now my memory potential was hardly being tapped at all, before. Alertness-wise, the
change has been really gratifing..I always had a good memory, mind you, but not what you
would call really excellent. Now I ttrink I can honestly and truthfully say it's reached the
excellent mark (34).

The Richalife regimen is a package deal for solving the mind/body problem in one month. Thor prods

Stacey to start herself on the vitamin therapy program. What is interesting about Thor's sales pitch is its

easy ¡rssumption that she, like everybody else is suffering from a universal failure of energy, and a loss

of any sense of well-being. This is in fact the cæe as we know, yet what he offers seems irrelevant to

Stacey's situation. Having more energy does not answer the question of what her energy should be used

for, and, if in fact it woutd make any difference in the schême of things. Thor correctly diagnoses that

Stacey's energy is scattered, that there is a disjunction between will and desire, because he knows this

is a universal problem and one from which he has not been exempt. He recognises that fatigue and a

sense of failure are common enough in the human condition:
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Time your program was designed for you, Stacey. I'll bet you make lists so you won't forget
things-come on, now, don't you? . . .Think of the moment when you can throw away your lists.
That'll be a red letter day. Not to mention energy. Are you satisfied with your present level of
energy? I'll bet some days you feel just pretty beat and exhausted, don't you? It's certainly not
a very pleasant feeling I don't know from personal experience--never having been a mother ha-ha-
--but I surely can sympathize (35-36).

In Stacey Laurence articulates the problem of "the housewife" trapped in her roles as her only

social identity. The situation of the housewife is that of the self "house bound" yet suspecting that there

is a core self that is "myself." Stacey, no longer certain of her "self," feels exposed as inadequate,

insufflrcient without her children or husband as props:

The kids don't belong to me. They belong to themselves. It would be nice to have something of
my own, that's all. I can't go anywhere æ myself. Only as Mac's wife or the kids' mother. and
yet I'm getting now so that I actually prefer to have either Mac or one of the kids along. Even
to the hairdresser, I'd rather take Jen. It's easier to face the world with one of them along. Then
I know who I'm supposed to be (83.

But if the kids "belong to themselvqs" at what point is this "self-possession" lost? In Stacey's imagined

letter to her mother she confesses to her nameless fears, to the sense that neither her body nor her life

seems to be in her control:

I don't know what to do. I worry. I get afraid. I drink too much. I get unreasonably angry. The
valleys under my eyes look like permanent blue-black ink even though I get enough sleep, and
my hips are nobody's business (L32).

The key line in this quasi-confession is the admission: I drink too much. Stacey is conscious of using

alcohol as a coping technique, much as her father had done. She feels guilty; she feels she ougfu to be

able to cope without resorting to drinking:

Any normal person can cope okay, calmly, soberly. And if you can't, kid, then there's something
wróng with you. No there isn't. Everything is okay. Everything is all right, see? Only I'm tired
tonight and a little tense. Why not try Ovaltine, then? Oh get lost, you. (122)

She's under no illusions that this activity is a ha¡mless coping technique. She remembers her father's

deterioration all too well. Moreover, her drinking seems to be an admission of failure, that she had not

been able to be as strong or as authoritative as she had once believed possible:
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Okay, Dad. Here's looking at you. You couldn't cope, either. I never even felt all that sorry for
you, way back when. Nor for her. I only thought people ought to be strong and loving and not
make a mess of their lives and they ought to rear kids with whom it would be possible to talk
because one would be so goddamn comprehending and win them over like nothing on earth, and
I would sure know how to do it all (151).

Stacey is aware that her use of alcohol is really dependence on a drug, as we see in her parody of Tess's

euphemism, her way of evading that both women are drinking too much:

Come on, Stacey, let me freshen your drink. That's what Tess says. Yes, she does. She's a very
dainty type. Freshen, indeed. Let me give you another slug of this drug-she doesn't say that
(41).

She is also aware of her own deceptions and rationalizations:

Do we deceive ourselves by any chance, Stacey, doll? Very well, then, we deceive ourselves.
Bugger off, voice. I am happy as I am, at least momentarily (184).

Stacey's dialogues with God, are a form of conscience about what she feels she ought to be doing, a form

of selfdefence protesting against the rules, against harsh judgements: "Shut up God. I feel too lousy not

to eat. Bananas tomorrow" (78).

If Stacey is neglecting her own nryr, she is very much aware that Mac is not taking proper care

of himself, regarding these small signs of the betrayal of the body as a signal, a red flag that something

is on his mind, and that the techniques he is using to manage his pain are to deny the problem, to isolate

himself from his family. Moreover, Stacey feels his techniques for coping are themselves signs that he

is not coping well, that he needs help and comfort but that he is trying not to give in to the n\ryeaknsss"

of turning to his wife:

But he keeps on smoking nonstop and gets mad æ blazes if I say anything. It worries me, but it
revolts me, too, to hear him hoicking up phlegm from his inner recesses. It disgusts him that I
pluck out handfuls of my eyebrows with my fingers without knowing it. No one ought to have
repulsive mannerisms. We all ought to be physically perfect. I need a state of unblemishment
more as the years go by, but I have it less (31).

Stacey notices Mac's smoking but immediately suppresses her alarm by labelling the smoking and

coughing merely "re¡ulsive mannerisms," coupling it with her own rather hard to credit habit of

"pluck[ing] out handfuls of my eyebrows with my fingers without knowing it." Laurence seems to be
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signalling to the reader that Stacey herself is under considerable stress and that her unconscious

"mannerism" is as much a red flag as Mac's smoking.

Stacey's various techniques for coping, and also Mac's technique of silent withdrawal, are set

within the context of a widespread and universal malaise, a response to depression and stress. The very

banality of the techniques Thor describes in his testimonial attest these are socially accepted

rationalizations for widespread malaise. Laurence makes it clear that this depressed behaviour is not

defined to one gender only.

Cosmetic Solutions/ Cosmic Problems

One theme in this novel is the fantæy that science will somehow solve the mind/body problem,

painlessly solving cosmic problems with the wave of a cosmetic wand. Stacey has a number of these

fantasies:

Soon she will emerge from the chrysalis. That is what the mechanism is called. One of the
butterfly priestesses comes over, checks the controls. All set--the transformation is complete. She
steps out. The entire room is made of a substance which reflects softly. She stares. Her? This
very young woman has her features, but altered, made finer, the shape of the bones incredibly
beautiful under the cream-textured'skin (87).

A related fantasy in the technologies of the self and of life management is provided by the

"superwate" party clearly modelled on Tupperware. Superware holds out the promise of better living

through modern "plastic solutions." A technology which provide a form of "packaging- up- your-

troubles" will bring about a serere utopia:

Along with the Superware, families are shown on each page. Kids beam peacefully and
undisturbedly. Mothers with young untired faces glow contentedly. Fathers with young untired
faces smile proudly and successfully. Grandmothers with young untired faces gaze graciously and
untroubledly Q9).

But what Stacey fantasizes about, Thor and Tess seem to have achieved. They represent the

successfi¡l application of a whole host of techniques of self-management to transform themselves,

successfully, into the images of the ideal self touted by the fashion at the moment. Thus Thor appears

to have used every technique open to an individual to re-invent himself, including cosmetic surgery:
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Thor Thorlalçson is not actually taller than Mac, but he carries himself carefully straight as

though he practices every morning in front of a fi.rll-length mirror. His suit a costly blue-grey,
giving the impression of a luminous uniform, a doorman in heaven or perhaps a mace bearer
behind the celestial throne. His features have clearly been sculptured by an expert, and is hair
is silver. Above the out-jutting jaw and the young face, the silver hair forestedly flourishes, a
lion's share of it which he tosses imperially back as they walk along a slippery hall.

--How do you like that? How has he achieved that crowning glory? No peroxide in the
kitchen sink for him, you can be quite sure. No damn crew cut, either (33).

However, this perfection of form, reminds Stacey of his resemblance to "the Venusian warlock" in a

science fiction film she had seen recently. Thor seems to her to be pure image, rather than human being.

She sees through the image he has constructed: "[s]tanding be.side a grey-veined marble fireplace he looks

almost as striking as he presumably intends (35). Later, she will tell Mac that he had been afraid of a

"strawman." Nevertheless, although Stacey regards Thor with a sardonic eye, seeing through the carefully

constructed image, she realizes he is impressive. She also ruefully acknowledges that if he is shallow,

he nevertheless seems to be better at managing this business of living better than she is:

--Here's to the god of thunder. He's right. If I spent my life pouring myself full of vitamins and
tomato juice instead of gin, coffee and smoke, maybe I would be a better person. I would be
slim, calm, good-tempered, efficient, sexy and wise.

Also beautiful. Beautiful and infelligent (39).

Stacey connects the qualþ of the food and drinks she consumes as having a direct bearing on qualities

of the mind as well as the body.

Just as Thor represents the well-engineered masculine body, so Stacey's neighbour, Tess,

represents ttre ideal of feminine self-management. She is slender, always well-groomed and beautifully

dressed. Like Thor, she has taken to heart the culture's prescriptions for what a "goodn person ought to

be. She not only loots like a model but she is the model student of the regimens in the care of the self.

Stacey is both bemused and also mildly envious of her neighbour's band-box perfection. She ruefully

wishes she could imitate it, but at the sane realizes that whatever it is that drives Tess is somehow

peripheral to what should be of interest to anyone. Laurence gives an extended description of one of their

encounters, which ostensibly seems to turn around stereotypical feminine concenn with cosmetics but
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which Laurence shows to be a result of a wish to be rescued from a kind of despair. Paradoxically, Tess's

heroic selfdenials in her dieting regime are her way of "nurturing" herself. Her eager enthusiasm for a

new line of cosmetics shows that she still believes in fairy tale transformations:

Stacey opens the front door and Tess comes in, fawn-graceful in new dullorange dress, carrying
in her hands a number of swan-necked gilt-headed bottles and portly drum-bellied jars, like a
collection of princesses and frogs.

Look, Stacey, my new facial stuff. It's fabulous. Just simply arnazing.I've only been
using it a few days but I can notice the difference already. You can't buy it in the drugstores--it's
only sold door-todoor. This awfully nice woman came around and I asked her in more out of
politeness than anything you know and then we got talking and well I mean I don't usually buy
cosmetics door- todoor but this sounded so interesting. They're all natural products. (165)

Tess displays them one by one, cuddling them berween her long smooth fingers. Well, this one's
Geraniutn l-eaf Skin Astringent, for toning up the skin. This is Pircapple Slntnpoo, for restoring
the natural oils of thehair. And Rose and Rhubarb Night Creant-this pale-pink one--rhubarb may
sound a little fu*y, but it's so refræhing, really, and just smell it--the roses are for the perfume,
and the rhubarb juices are for the skin-cell restoring process. Ãnd, Violet-Rosemary Hand Crean--
smell-isn't it lovely? And Strawberry Under-Eye Intion, and you've seen the Avocado Wrinkle
Crewn (16ó).

The conflation of the names of different foods, fruits, vegetables and flowers contrive to suggest that

these "nurturing substances" will in fact nourish the self, not just the skin. As Tess gushes on about her

latest interest, Stacey detects something unhealthy about all this "relish" about some new "delicious"

creanrs, as it were: "My God doqs she lpply them or eat them, Stacey thints."

For Tess the cosmetics represent a way of taking better care of herself, by taking better care of

her skin. She is hoping to satisry what must be an inner hunger by zealously applying food to the skin,

the outer layer of her persona. As she tells Stacey:

I think they've made a lot of difference to my skin. I really firmly believe they have. Don't you
think so?

Yes-I think they probably have. I always thought you had a marvellous skin, anyway, though.
It takes a lot of looking after, believe me. I've got one of those skins that has a tendency to

be dry. It needs nourishment. I just have to keep at it (197).

Although Stacey's life doesn't lack for activity and is not ¡rs empty as that of Tess who is childless, she

nevertheless recognizes that they share a similar sense of lack, a sense of hunger and longing. In her
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thoughts, Stacey addresses Tess with a frankness which is not characteristic of their usual small talk:

-Tess. What's the matter with us? Or maybe you really are only talking about the outer skin?
I don't know. I can't get through the sound barrier any more than I can with any of them. Is it
only me who wants to? (Is it only I who wants to?) Goddamn. I can only break through with one
person. Luke Luke Luke (198).

The delicious flavours for Tess's new skin regimen represent indulgences she would otherwise

not allow herself. Thus she cautions Stacey:

No sugar or cre¡ìm for me, thanks Stacey. I just have it black.
Oh sorry. Absent-minded. I don't see why you diet.

I just feel I mustn't ever let myself go, that's all. How's your diet coming along, Stacey? (167).

Tess's state of watchful self{eprivation is seen as a distorted form of self-care. Thus Bertha offers this

homely theory after hearing about Tess's suicide attempt:

She never ate enough, Tess didn't. She starved herself. No wonder she got so run down and
keyed up. When she gets home, I'm going to make good and sure she eats Q46).

Tess's loneliness, her hunger for companionship also are suggested by the way she recounts the story of

her purchase to Stacey:

This awfully nice woman came around and I asked her in more out of politeness than anything
you know and then we got talking and well I mean I don't usually buy cosmetics door- todoor
but this sounded so interesting. They're all natural products (165).

Tess's "politeness" to "this awfully nice woman" is a cover for her loneliness, her desire to have a

visitor, someone to talk to even if it is only someone selling door-todoor. The encounter energizes her,

and also offers her an excuse to call on Stacey, ostensibly to share all this 'vítal" new information. The

newness of the products, the latest information on "health," on the scientific management of the skin

provides what she regards as a plausible cover for a visit which takes on the guise of a generous sharing

of information rather than a pathetic and un-modern lack of self-sufñciency and old-fæhioned lonelinqss.

Tess has so few outings she dresses up in order "to drop by" and she brings her latest cosmetics as a kind

of toy, a fairy tale treasure:
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Stacey opens the front door and Tess comes in, fawn-graceful in new dull-orange dress, carrying
in her hands a number of swan-necked gilt-headed boules and portly drum-bellied jars, like a
collection of princesses and frogs (165).

The childless Tess c¿Ìresses the bottles as she describes them to Stacey, "cuddling them between her long

smooth fingers."

The Care of the Self as a Secular Religion

The Richalife regimen differs from the cosmetic regimen only because it strives to effect "deep

changes" in the body and in the self, as Thor tells Stacey. The implications are.that one month of vitamin

therapy will effect changes "in depth" in the body--presumably at the cellular level-but that these changes

will also affect one's emotional and mental outlook, will change one's spirits, if not the spirit. The heart

of the novel however is not the diagnosis-that is, Stacey's state of mind-but the putative cure, Richalife.

Significantly, although Stacey herself does not use Richalife vitamins, she nevertheless depends on the

vitamins since the economy of the household depends on her husband's income as a salesman.

The Richalife sequences show the ca¡e of the self have become a secular religion whose aims are

modelled on those of religion without however the guilt. The technique of salvation is through vitamin

therapy rather than through ingesting the host. Significantly, Mac, a preacher's son, has turned to

salesmanship, as a new kind of preaching.

Implicit in Thor's sales' pitch is the idea that the body once it is healed will automatically

manifest the qualities of a "richer life.' People will become more productive in their lives because of their

vitality and 'deep change" and richer in that they are free to make a living without feeling depressed.

Thor represents the religion of modernity, that is, a desire to be free of pain, to achieve deep inner

change without soul searching but rather with a "pharmakon." The new religion is a form of self-

salvation, in which the individual turns to techniques of self-management rather than wait for

"deliverance." The advertising jingles sung by a chorus dressed in choi¡ robes provides the liturgy for

the new religion of feeling good about oneself, of overcoming, depression and anxiety by treating the
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body. The key signifiers in the jingle attest to a dissatisfied longing írmong people, and a promise for an

easy cure to the problem of pain in the human condition, "the trouble and the strife. " The transformation

wrought by the vitamin therapy is one which will heal both body and soul. The cure promises that

"Anyone can reach a Richalife" characterized by a mind/body which is "combined" in harmony with

itself: "Peace of mind . . combined with a quality of living, with "vigor," with "fun"(130). When Thor

comes on stage for his sales pitch, he elaborates on the theme that a "richer life" is one which abounds

with vitality rather than with "money in the bank.' His speech is interesting because of the way he

assumes the audience shares his sense of discontent, and wants a cure, "a healthy mind in a healthy

body." Thor offers the prospect of miraculous transformation, a salvation which requires no effort only

self-medication. Faithful adherence to the program will assure "that the human body and the human spirit

can be changed, changed beyond belief, in the short space of one month" (128-9). Thor's sales pitch

includes a confession of his own inadgquacy which is quite telting. lVe can infer that despite the many

techniques of self-management he has usedto construct a self, he has not been able to "quell" the painful

memories of his life as Vernon Winkler. Thus even in his cosmetically altered body, his tailored clothing

and tailored good looks, he can say quite truthfully: Once upon a time I could barely face the morning

without three cups of coffee and as many cigarettes, then I started reaching for a Richalife instead. And

that is just what I got-a RICHER LIFE' (128-9).

Laurence places Stacey's dismissal of the sales pitch within the ironic context of showing her

dependency on pills to give her 'peace of mind":

Stacey suûeptitiously slips out of her purse one of the tranquillizers Doctor Spender has given
her for her pulsing-head condition, conceals it in her handkerchief and slips it into her mouth
under the pretext of blowing her nose.

-Lucky for me I always could swallow pills without water (127)

The mindlqss conformity of the testimonials attests to the wishful thinking of the consumer rather than

the efficacy of the product. The young girl who intends to testiry to the power of Richalife to transform

her life testifies instead to the ordinary fears, anxieties and loneliness of people living in the modern
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urban environment:

I grew up in a small town, like, and when I came to the city I was sort of nervous. . . And then
it got so I couldn't sleep very well nights. And at the ofFrce they started saying why did I look
so tired out but it was only because I wasn't sleeping very well and so on. Well things sort of
went from bad to wotse . . .so I ried [Richalife] it and it worked. I mean, my anxieties and this
nervousness I had, well, they were just so much alleviated . . . (131).

As Stacey listens to the testimonials she imagines this cure æ a sci-fi fantasy, the "lemming syndrome"

in which an entire species would hurl itself to its death as a coping strategy.

Suicide as a Coping Strategy

The Richalife regimen is meant to provide a cure for the loss of vitality, but the novel also shows

suicide as the result of despair at the loss of vitality. Laurence thus includes suicide in this compendium

of modern techniques of the self care. If drinking is one form of numbing the self to pain, suicide is a

"painless" technique of achieving freedom from pain. Some characters in the text adopt suicide as a

technique of protecting the self from further pain. There are a number of suicides in the novel, bringing

the atmosphere of violence in the international news closer to home. Thus, news bulletins report as a

matter of course the latest suicides in the city. Tess attempts suicide and Stacey realizes that Valentine

Tonnerre is probably cooly hinting at her own death, aware that her style of living is a long slow suicide:

How long you been here, Val?
Oh, going on three years now. Won't be here much longer.
tgVhy? You going somewhere?
Valentine smiles, the ruby creamed mouth now askew. Yeah. Long trip. The last one.
How do you mean?
Don't ask, Stacey. You don't want to know.

-Heroin? Booze? Sickness? A knife under the ribs? Luke was right. You can't ask. You don't
have the right. You haven't lived in that particular cave (238).

Not only does Buckle meet his death after repeatedly playing the suicidal game of chicken on the

highway, but his mother also commits suicide. Buckle's mother's suicide is the result of a determined and

macabre effort to take her own life, despite her physical helplessness and blindness:

Well, she trie.s to cut her throat, see? Only she can't find the butcher knife. \ilhen they come in
the morning there she was, still crawling around the floor, feeling ever¡hing, but she still hadn't
found it. Ever see her? Built like the back of a barn, she was. She must've looked real cute,
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crawling around on her hands and knees, with her great big tits bumping along the floor, there.
Q34-3s).

Stacey sees the woman's life and death in terms of the wider context of violence committed by human

beings on one another even in the womb:

She may not have been much, but she didn't abort him all that time ago, at least not before his
birth. She had him and brought him up. She did that (235).

Lawrence underscores that the central purpose of techniques in the care of the self is to sustain

life by underscoring the pervasive presence of death in this novel. The importance given to death, to

burial rites, to ways that people die, whether violently or slowly, by suicide or accident is a persistent

thread of concern throughout Laurence's oeuvre. This theme is given even more importance by the role

given to the Cameron sisters-Rachel in A Jest of God and Stacey in The Fire-Dwellers -- since they are

the daughters of Niall Cameron, the undertaker in Manawaka. Inevitably, the body insinuates itself as

symbol and metaphor in the ways that the adult daughters think about themselves and the categories of

their experience.

To face the fact of death, squarely, as Laurence does in her fictional world, is to force us into

awarenqss of the bodily reality of the body, its vulnerability, its mystery. The mystery of the body is

evoked through the evocation of the burial rites and ceremonies of Ancient Egypt, with the realization

that however much civilization may have progressed, the actions and ceremonies surrounding death have

not. That the potions and unguents used by the pharaohs are not far removed from those employed by

Niall Cameron in the prosaic life of Manawaka. The grandeur and mystery of death exist in both places,

as geographically remote and removed in time æ they are:

Everything was dusty and jumbled, bottles once booze mixed with the jars and potions of a
profession old as the pharaohs (211).

The mystery of the living, breathing body becomes reduced to the problem of hou, to dispose of bodies,

as Hector Jonas tells Rachel. Stacey wonders about what happens to the bodies of the dead when the

discourse of the body is dominated by the clinical model of the cadaver:
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How do they stash them away? In gray-metal drawers like outsize filing cabinets, chilled for
preservation? I don't want to know. And I think of it, and what it would be like to be lying there,
¡Lmong them, one of them, not in a hospital with fragmentary hope but there with none,
everything broken, drained out, gashed. Don't be ridiculous, Stacey. As if you'd know, if you
were. But somehow I always think I would know it, be able to see myself battered and wrecked,
extinguished (2 10-1 1).

But despite this breezy bravado in the face of death, Stacey, who grew up in a funeral parlour wants to

shelter her children from knowledge about death. When a young boy is hit by a c:r on their street, Stacey

wants to protect her children from the painful realization that life must end. It is a naive and rather silly

ambition particularly as Stacey believes that the fear of death is something that is "passed on" to orie's

children "along with the chromosomes and genes":

Some people don't know they're ever going to die until it happens to them, but Ian knows he's
going to die. He knows it will happen to him someday. He's ten, and he knows that already. rWas

it Peter's death that taught it to him? Or has he known for a long time, in ways I don't know
anything about? Maybe he thinlcs of it as I've always thought of it, wondering what form it would
take for me, what face it would wear, what moment in my time it would choose for our
encounter, imagining it as sudden severed or seared flesh and then again imagining it æ
something to be fought for in senility when there isn't any strength for even that battle and they
keep you going against your will on tubes and oxygen, the total indignity, imagining it in order
to defeat it, like as a kid I used to. imagine the dead men below in the mortuary, conjure them
up on purpose, so they wouldn't take me by surprise, although in reality I never saw even one

. of them. I always thought that wæ why I thought about it, but lan does too and åis father deals
in rejuvenating vitamins. Have I pæsed it on, along with the chromosomes and genes? (I92).

The many references to death and ñ¡neral ritr¡als are outrageously flamboyant in Laurence's fiction may

be overdetermined, but it underscores the vulnerability of the body; to deny death is to deny the frailty,

the vulnerability of our bodies and also to act as if we are immortal, as if we have all the time in the

world to complete our life's work. Hagar's life æ a ninety year old woman seems to be a life in which

she is merely flesh. Just the care and maintenance of the flesh takes, time, energy and money, again as

with Gulliver ¿rmong the Lillþtians.

The theme of care in Laurence's work is intertwined with the notion of "the self." As the plot

involving Hagar and her son and daughter-in-law make us realize, the care of the self requires a complex

set of attitudes which facilitate "caring' relationships with others and with one's own sense of self. As
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an old woman, Hagar's mass of flesh, like that of Prin's inthe Diviners, requires constant attention by

others. But we see that even as a young woman Hagar was not really aware of what her body needed,

what it required; the neglect, the inattention to feeling forms a lifelong pattern. At the end of The Fire-

Dwellers, Stacey ruefully imagines she might evolve into a "matriarch." While for many readers who feel

affection for Hagar look on this as a positive attribute, Laurence's own ironic portrayal of both Stacey

an! HaSar suggests a different reading. The evolution of "matriarch" may merely be a pattern that is set

in stone.

The Care of the Self in Tlu Divùws

lnTh¿ Diviners, Margaret Laurence has created a signifying system in which the self, the identþ

of the self, is placed within the context of several narratives: first, that of one's own personal narrative

of childhood, adolescence and adulthood; secondly, within the narrative of one's culture; thirdly, within

the entwined narratives of kinship relationships. These relationships may be actual kinship through "blood

tias," but also include a dense network of ongoing relationships, past and present which include kinship

relationships as well as chance encounters with srangers, with legendary figures from history and from

m¡hology, from lite¡ature and one's own imagination. Unlike Hagar who imagines her name to hold an

essential relationship with a core self, in Morag Laurence uses the name to explore the construction of

the self. The name of a person thus encapsulates synchronic and diachronic meanings. Thus the name

'Morag' refers to the child Morag whom the adult Morag remembers, reconstructed from memory and

photographs. However, the name also refers to the legendary and heroic Morag Gunn of Christie's

stories, as well as to the adult self who is a writer, who is a mother, who is a neighbour, to various

incarnations as a school age child, a preschool age child, an adolescent, college student and young wife,

and then divorced woman and single mother. The name 'Morag' encapsulates all these states of being,

these states of mind, the reference including both the diachronic and the synchronic. The self-like

Laurence's famous description of the river of memory-- flows both ways, forming patterns which move
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is made up of these seemingly opposite patterns of flow.

The name, 'Morag' refers both to the "person" Morag at different stages of growth, of

development, but also she to her "self' as project, as na¡rative. "Moragr" represents what she hopes she

will yet become, what she has been; the name includes her childish fears, her distorted perceptions of

herself, her abandoned childhood ideals and idealizations æ well as those realized as a writer, mother,

friend. 'Morag' is a name, a word which stands for both the person and her historical project as well as

her process of growth. The heroic Morag of Christie's stories provides a concept of personhood, a way

of being in the world that Morag the child wants for her own and makes her own.

What can be said of Morag can be said of all the other cha¡acters as well. To Morag, Pique is

both the child, the baby she once was, as well as the rebellious grown up daughter who is taking a

different direction in her life, one her mother had not anticipated. Similarly, Jules is himself as the boy

Skinner Tonnerre, soldier, lover, father, brother and son. Moreover, as song writer he is also the

memorialist of his family and of his peopte. The names are thus not so much set in the stone of character,

but like the river, written in water--moving, shifting changing and yet preserving their character, just as

the river, maintains is identity of "rivern even as it flows and changes through time.

The novel thus has a double dynamic; in the present time of the novel, Morag is waiting and

worrying about her daughter, worrying that this child of hers may be lost-- lost to her mother, lost to

herself, lost to life. In the middle of this anxiety, Morag also looks at photographs of herself as a child.

Interestingly enough, Morag-as-mother, waiting for her lost child, Pique, to ren¡rn home, retums to

herself as child. As Morag looks at the photographs of herself as a child, as a toddler, she never refers

to the image in the photograph as "f," as in "here I am at age. . ." but instead repeatedly refers to the

image of herself as a child in the third person:
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SNAPSHOT:
The child sits on the front steps of the house. She has lost the infant plumpness which presumably
she once had, but she is built stockily, at about age two (7).

SNAPSHOT:
The child, three years old, is standing behind the heavily wire-netted farm gate, peering out (8).

SNAPSHOT:
The child's straight black hair is now shoulder length and she is four years old (10).

SNAPSHOT:
The child is standing ¡rmong the spruce trees . . . she is now five (11).

"Morag doesn't let on": The Child's Strategies for Self-care

Thc Diviners is unique among the Manawaka novels in that it includes not only the adult's

strategies for self-ca¡e, but also those of the child. Strategies for self-care as a child for both Morag and

Brooke include concealing one's thoughts from others, and then working in secret to impose one's will.

We see the inception of this strategy as a defense when Morag first starts attending school. She is

repeatedly described by the tag line, "Morag doesn't let on," whenever she is confronted by a fearful and

unfamiliar situation. She conceals both hei fe¿r and ignorance, as a meåsure of self-protection.

One of Morag's techniques æ a child is telling stories "inside the head" which is at once a

childhood activity, the seed for her future talent as a writer, but it is also a strategy of self-care. Morag's

childhood habit continues into adulthood, as "memorybank movies" and also as "inner film." This adult

usage of a technique as a 'technology" means that the technique is conscious, is seen ironically as a

fabrication an edited version of realþ, a constructed version of events remembered with one's own biæ

as the director of one's own home movies. The ironic reference to "memory banks" on the part of

Lawrence signals to the reader the implicit acknowledgement that this is a technique widely practised in

the culture. Moreover, it accepts as a given ttrat the memorybanks of others would contain different

"moviqs" as "memories" of "rryhat happened."

Childhood strategies are the core of adult strategies as well. Laurence shows the continuity
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between the childhood self and the adult self in the defenses the adult still maintains in the face of his/her

own fear and insecurity. The blurring of boundaries between adult and child behaviour in this regard is

shown by Laurence in the way she linls the linguistic usage of children in such words as "puke/vomit"

and "guts/gutlessness" to the signifieds of these words in adult experience. Thus the literal and the

metaphorical uses of these words merge; "guts" a child's name for courage, "gutlessness" for cowardice,

become literal in the war experiences recounted by both Christie and Jules in which bodies are quite

literally turned inside out, blown apart exposing the body's guts or state of gutlessness. Similarly, the

word used by children "puke" to indicate disgust also becomes literal when Morag ffinnot help but vomit

after she sees the charred ruins of the Tonnerre shack. The involuntary physiological reaction is one in

which moral and physical revulsion become one and the same. The childish exaggeration for what is

disgusting as something which makes one want to "puke," becomes the only reaction and action possible

in the adult when moral and physical revulsion merge in the involuntary physiological reflex (159).

The Cultivation of the Self in Tlu Dúvfuprs

Part of becoming one's "self' requires undergoing a period of discipleship in the art of fashion

and "cultivation." ln Tlæ Divircrs, Morag's process of self-cultivation is shown, the process of the

cultivation of "good taste," of "good manners," a certain decorum in speech and in private behaviour.

Curiously, this theme connects with the way that the Tonnerres are used in the story as well. They are

human beings who a¡e seen as the signs of "half-breed" in contrast to the "well bred' in Manawakwa.

Morag realizes she must "cultivate" the appearance of good breeding if not the actual fact; the correct use

of fashion, having 'fashion sensen is thus a way of communicating to others that one knows what's what

and who's who, and that one is obeying, conforming to unwritten, untauglttstandards. The language of

fæhion is thus a secret vernacular that only people born into a certain milieu will ever pick up

"naturally. "

The novel thus gives us extensive descriptions of the process of self-cultivation Morag designs
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for herself through her part-time job at Simlow's Ladies Wear. The descriptions function to show us how

Morag's education in "good taste" is perceived by her as absolutely vital to becoming the person she

wants to become. The store is a kind of frnishing school for Morag where she can see what elegance and

refinement are "supposed" to be like and how she is "supposed" to look in order to be accepted and

acceptable:

Morag isn't allowed to work in Dresses, not yet. That is Millie Christopherson's territory. She
needs a helpei, and maybe soon it will be Morag. Millie is old (well, older, anyway, :ts you
might say) and she's tiny and light like a dandelion seed, very skinny legs (si/,t stockings, always,
never lisle). She also looks kind of like a dandelion in fr¡ll bloom, on account of her hair which
is pufr and permed and a dandelion-yellow. She rø)es it; imagine having the nerve. But it is a
gorgeous colour, and does not make Millie look cheap at all. Millie has very Good Taste (111).

The concept of "Good Taste," and Millie's instructions in colour "harmony" are eagerly absorbed by

Morag, who is eager to use the rhetoric of fæhion to broadcast her self-worth, her value as a person as

well as to show her intelligence, her competence in making these subtle discriminations. Morag admires

Millie's knowledge, her "nerve," and accepts Millie's expertise as le dernier cri, oblivious to her

mentor's country graurmar:

"Good Tæte is learnt," she says to Morag. 1'No *oul in this here world is born with it, Morag.
It is learnt honey, and I am going to learn a teeny bit of it to yoa.'

Morag is proud to have been chosen, and listens carefully (l l l).

Morag's descriptions of her dress, of her studious disciplaship, apprenticeship at Simlow's ladies wear

shows how easily she slips into self-reification by the way she adopts and echoes the discourse of fashion

and department store clerks and advertisements in dascribing her own appearance. Laurence captures the

tone of a teenager's awe of glamour, combined with a child's unquestioning acceptance and allegiance

to unfamiliar rules, because she so wants to play the game well. Laurence's style brings together a

sþarming and incongruous mixture of discourses and attitudes:

Morag has never felt such warmth before. She loves Millie with all heart and soul.
Morag is in Lingerie. At first it seemed fu*y, that people would go to all that expense

and bother to wear really nifty underwear when who would see it, unless you were married, but
now it seems as though it would be lovely if you could afford it. Mostly the demand is for rayon
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pants and cotton brassieres, the cheaper lines, but sometimes people will buy one of the beauty
garments. Morag sorts and folds them, constantly rearranging. They are nice to touch, cool,
slippery. Specially:

the blue satin nightie with a deep band of lace at the neck
the pale peach slip with tiny appliquéd flowers at the neck
the pastel pink panties very short not at all like bloomers (112).

I aurence devotes several pages to Morag's sense of pleasure and privilege to be working in a dress shop,

the epicentre of luxury and worldly knowledge, of a discourse and a way of being in the world she is

determined to master:

Simlow's Ladies Wear is a lovely place. There are carpets, even, sort of wine-coloured with
black circle patterns, and there are long counters and you stand behind one and say, Can I help
you? lt's nice to work here on Saturdays, and you get paid for it as well (110).

The racls of dresses are at the back. Morag has looked through them when the store isn't busy.
Right now they have:

printed silk rwo-piece dresses for the frrller figure
a whole load of cotton housedresses blue green yellow et cetera
silk or rayon afternoon dresses some with velvet bow at the shoulder
little girls' party dræses very cute with full skirts and embroidery
dirndl skirts with bright e¡enge and blue flowers printed
blouses with lace ruffles at the neck

AND
oh

the most adorable red dressmaker suit size 14

Morag cannot afford the suit but is saving for it. Will it be bought first by somebody
else? She keeps her finger crossed. When anyone looks at it, she fixes them with the evil eye.
When anyone tries it on she holds her breath (111).

Laurence's style captures Morag's eagerness (her anxiety even) to master both the code of good rnanners,

good grammar and good taste. For Morag, Simlow's provides a window into the larger world she wants

to enter, a world of culture, beauty, refinement. Morag's speech teeters uncertainly between department

store-ese, country idioms, Ch¡istie's forthright swearing, and grammatically correct English with lady-like

inflections. These careful descriptions of fashion, of hair style, shows us the complexity of details in this

grammar of fashion-in order to make a fashion statement-but also in order to make a social statement,

to indicate that one knows how things are done.

Morag not only works hard on her own fashion image, but also works hard to help Prin, who
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successful entry or re-entry into society. She is using Simlow's Ladies Wear as a "supplement" to her

education; it is her finishing school in learning how to be a lady, how to be taken seriously as a person

to be reckoned with. She is afraid Eva's air of defeat will be catching, an{ may jeopardise the way she

is wants to be perceived.

When Morag enters university, she allows a classmate's sister to help her achieve a new look,

and perhaps a new self:

Bernice does Morag's hair --a home permanent, because Morag cannot afford to go to Miss
Bonnie, where Bernice ministers to the betteroff. When the apparently endless process is finally
over, Morag looks at herself in the long mirror in the Gerson's bathroom. Her hair is still quite
long, and falls darkly shining into a pageboy style, very little curl, just enough to make the hair
curve under. She feels peculiar. Not like herself. Yet better. Hopeful? (184).

Even Mrs. Gerson with her radical, socialist views is described as "stand[ing] in admiring awe of her

daughter's prowess in the beauty game" (184). Her socialist beliefs about conspicuous consumption do

not invalidate her awe at the power mere cosmetic changes can confer. However, from Morag's point of

view, the transformation is not merely to "catch a man" but to experience herself as a value. By "paying"

attention to herself, she hopes others will ;pay" attention, giving her a sense of value, of worth:

The New Image, courtesy of Bernice, does not actually alter Morag's social life out of all
recognition. Still, she is æked out several times, albeit by boys in whom she is not interested.
She feigns interest, though. Aims to please. She would go out with Dracula if he asked her,
probably. This is a dæpicable attitude to have. She hæ it. It is not the loneliness of not going
out which she cannot bea¡. She's in fact rarely lonely when alone. It is the sense of being
downgraded, devalued, undesirable. She knows men feel pain, too: But doe,s not yet wholly
believe it, having never really seen it, except in Christie. Or Lazarus. Or Lachlan. Or, in some
way she doesn't understand, Niall Cameron. But like Christie there pain seems in another
dimension, pain perceived frighteningly by her, scarcely to be looked at. (186-87)

But the values transmitted by fashion a¡e also those which entrench class distinctions, which prize the

appearance of success and of moneyed leisure:

Morag Skelton, age twenty-four, has now lived in Toronto for four years. She is able to go
downtown without getting hopelessly lost. She has long learned the various colleges of the
universþ, which city bookshops are best, where to buy clothes that Brooke will like on her, and
how to do verbal battle with hairdressers in order to achieve (even if only partially) the style she
wants, without submitting to the outlandish creations which they always seem to want. . . .' Her long straight black hair has been cut much shorter and permed in the prevailing
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manner of the day, described by Helen of Miss Helene as just afew sofi curls, Mrs. Slælton, and
a little swirl over your brow. She feels slightly peculiar each time she gets her hair done but
Brooke likes her this way, and she has to admit it does look more feminine Q20\.

The desire to look right is equated in this paragraph with all the other kinds of "right" knowledge-the

right names for the colleges, the right book stores, the right clothes. In these opening paragraphs of "the

memorybank movie" simply entitled "The Young," Morag, remembering herself as young woman, as

young wife, gives equal weight in her memory to the trials of becoming familiar with the unfamiliar in

Toronto. These range from learning how to negotiate her way in the city to learning how to negotiate her

style so as to please her husband in ordér to fit in the "real" world outside Manawaka. Her sense of

alienation, of being an outsider in the big city, is exemplified in her memory and in her experience at the

time as feeling alien in the geography of the city but also feeling a stranger to herself, to her own looks,

to her own appearance. Accordingly, "she feels slightly peculiar each time she gets her hair done. " She

feels caught between her husband's idea of what she should look like, his desire that she look "this wa],"

and those of hairdressers who are in the business of re-constructing her according to "the prevailing

manner of the day." The "verbal battles" with hairdressers are so she won't have to engage in verbal

battles with her husband, although his idea of what she "ought" to look like and presumably "be like"

is at odds with her own inner feelings.

What Margaret Laurence does with this description is as important as \ilhat she does not do. T\e

convention in commercially successful fiction is to show the heroine's pleasure at her transformation-

from small town girl to attractive, sophisticate. The pleasure of the makeover is missing here however.

What is stressed is Morag's sense of estrangement--from herself, and implicitly from her husband- whose

pleasure at the fact that she looks "this way" is made to seem at odds with her own doubt and then with

her acquiescence: "she has to admit it does look more feminine."

This is no rape of the lock, but there is an underlying sense of coercion, of outside prsssure, to

change, to be something other than what she is; the result is a compromise--'only partially the style she
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wants" but one which resists "submitting" to what the hairdressers want for her. Her mentor in these

"verbal battles" is "Helen of Miss Helene" (the repetition of the signifier reminding us of the original and

archetypal Helen of Troy, whose beauty launched a thousand ships and launched a war over her

possession). The haircut they "give" her, artificially strives to duplicate "the natural look" of uncontrived

arrangement, so that her hair "do" become.s a text, a representation of the "naturally feminine": 'Just a

few soft curls, Mrs. Skelton, and a little swirl over your brow."

These memorias, as the older Morag looks back on her younger self, are of the conscientious,

the almost literally painstaking care with which Morag constructed and then maintained a certain version

of herself in her unfamiliar new life. Her actions are not those of a confident young woman enjoying the

sensual pleasures of shopping, of dressing up, the whole glamour of being a woman in the prime of life.

But rather these are the hesitant and painfully self-conscious efforts of keeping up appeÍtrances. It requires

concentration, constant self-monitoring and scrupulous attention to detail:

She watches her diet very careñrlly and is slender. She wears lightly tailored suits in the da¡ime,
with pastel blouses, sometimes frilld. In the heat of the summer, cotton dresses with flared
skirts. Her shoes have what is known as lllusion heels, so that she will appear to be wearing high
heels without adding too much to her height. In the evenings, meeting academic friends, she goes
in heavily for the little black cocktail dress, not necessarily black, of course. She looks smart
Q20-221).

The attention to detail becomes exhausting. In fact detail becomes so important it is no longer detail but

a full time job in its own right. When she returns to Manawaka, a compliment from Christie makes her

conscious of the gap berween what she strivæ to appear to be, "the external self' and how she feels

"inside":

"You're looking smart Morag," Christie says.
She's dressed in a fairly pricey dress and light blue summer coat, her hair short and

swept back. and upwards. At this moment she hates it all, this external self who is at such
variance with whatever or whoever remains inside the glossy printed shell. If anything remains.
Her remains Q48).

The effort, the stress, in maintaining this serene, seemingly self-possessed appearance is conveyed in the

tiny insertion of the adjective "pricey." The slang term is from Morag's p¿tst; the word she might have
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used in confiding to a girlfriend. The adjective does not fit her image but does convey the cost of her

effort, to project a certain image, to watch her figure, to watch herself and to watch her budget. The

personal cost of this split between mind and body is also conveyed in the metaphor Morag uses to

describe the loss of what she perceives to have been her essential self. The body, the outward appearance,

is only a "glossy printed shell" housing "her remains," whatever or "whoever remains" of herself.

Once Morag begins working on her novel, when she has "real work" to do and something

important on which to concentrate, the effort of maintaining the house, maintaining her appearance

become too much for her. When she forgets to cook dinner because she has been caught up in her

writing, the conflict between what her body really needs (sleep), and what she thinlc Brooke thinks she

needs, a quick refreshing of her appearance literally makes her head ache:

'Well, never mind," Brooke is saying. "It doqsn't happen often. We'll go out to eat. You run
along now and make yourself look presentable."

She wants only to go to sleep for about fourteen unbroken hours. But goes and puts on
a decent dress and does her hair. It is, after all, kind of him. It really is. He might have been
angry and has not been.
She takes three aspirins and tries to make herself look especially nice Q30).

Yea¡s later, when Pique is confiding in her about wanting to leave Gord, she asks Yotrg "Do you think

I am mean?" Morag's reply, as she herself is aware, has probably more to do with her relationship to

Brooke ttran it doæ to Pique's current situation:

"Not wantonly cruel, no. What's the alternative? To go on with him and feel diminished or
destroyed yourselfl " (238).

The difference between mother and daughter is that the younger woman can find such a description overly

"dramatic."

As Morag's first novel progresses, the way she takes care of her appearance merges with the way

she is seeking to express herself through her writing. The text she presents to the world through her

body, her appearance must have the same authenticity and integrity as the text she is writing. The change

in her attitude to herself, to her work, and to her husband, is indicated by the way she chooses to "let
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herself go" changing her appearance to the way she used to be, the way that is more like herself æ she

remembers herself being. This change in fashion, in hairdo brings about a crisis in their relationship:

Morag stops going to the hairdresser and lets her hair grow. How could you ever let your hair
down if there wasn't anything there to let down? This is, she suspects, abizarre concept.

"We're going to the Morgans' tomorrow," Brooke says. "I suspect you'll be getting your
hair done."

"No," Morag says carefrrlly. "I thought I'd let it grow out. I can't go to the hairdresser
any more, Brooke. . . .I don't like those places Brooke, I never have. You don't know what it's
like- atl these mauve-smocked linle perfumed dollies floating around, making me feel
fantastically inadequate, and yet I don't agree with the way they turn me out. I don't want to look
like that. I don't know. I can't explain" (255-56).

As she writes her novel, and then finishes it, she se€ms, like Lewis Carroll's Alice, to have grown taller,

and is no longer able to tolerate being Brooke's "little one,' rejecting this and his other diminutive for

her:

She is, she realizes, very very angry, and at the same time doubtful about her right to be angry,
at him or at the composition of her own composite self (257).

The "composite self is herself and her background, Christie's language and Christie's swearing.

Although she has switched from the "well-ntodulated voice" in which she presumably speaks with Brooke,

using the same well-modulated voice as his students, she realizes as she dips into Christie's language that

this is not "her voice: "

Morag stands absolutely silent. I don't totow tlu souttd of ny ownvoice. Not yet, anyhow" Q57).
(emphasis in the original)

As Morag discovers her voice as a writer, her style as a writer she also discovers, or rediscovers

her own voice, her accustomed way of speaking, her style of speakiàg more honestly seems allied to her

ceasing to go to the hairdressers and quite literally "letting down her hair." The slang expression for

honesty becomes synonymous for Morag with honæty in her self-expression as a writer. The letting down

of hair, as in the fairy tale of Rapunzel, is also a way out of a tower, in which she feels imprisoned.

There is a world of difference in the way Morag describes herself as she is now:
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A tall woman, although not bizarrely so. Heavier than once, but not what you would call fat.
Tanned, slightly leathery face. Admittedly strong and rather sharp features. Eyebrows which met
in the middle and which she had ceased to pluck, thinking what the hell. Dark brown eyes,
somewhat concealed (Sood) by heavy-framed glasses. Long, dead straight hair, once black as tar,
now quite evenly gray (28).

The details are given in such a way by Morag herself ¿rs to suggest a certain satisfaction in her

face, in her looks and in her character. Details such as the fact that she is "heavier" but not "fat," that

she wears "heavy-framed glasses. " The objectivity of the description conveys the sense of a woman of

strong character, looking at herself as if she were describing the face of someone she didn't know, or as

she might write as a novelist, describing a "character" of "her own." The details are presented in a

random yet orderly manner, ranging from the figure, to the complexion, to the eyes and then the hair.

The focus on a specific detail--"Eyebrows which met in the middle and which she had ceased to pluck,

thinking what the hell"--suggests Morag is free from a slavish following of conventions of beauty or

perhaps grooming. (Whether or not plucking the eyebrows is a question of beauty, of grooming or merely

a matter of convention, the question of how one might label the practice which Laurence's character has

abandoned, suddenly makes the irreverent (female) reader wonder, but would the middle-aged Morag have

given up shaving her underarms or her legs? And the impudent reply, I think not. Laurence, otherwise

so careful of her detail, seenn oblivious of the common feminist bugbear of the Seventies-to Shave or

not to Shave. Unlike the eyebrows, Laurence may regard this as more a matter of good grooming, as in

the comic description of how Vanessa's mother tried to hints as much to their hired girl in A Bird in tIæ

House.)

This description of Morag as she is in the present time of the novel has the function of traditional

description in the novel, that of providing the reader with an idea of what characters look like. But the

description also conveys 'the quality of personality, of character, above all of the qualþ of self-

possession, of being her own woman. The process of becoming "her Self is part of the process of

writing. As Morag works on her novel, secretly at first, she becomes increasingly aware of how much
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she has sealed off from Brooke and from her self. Morag becomes increasingly conscious of the game

in her marriage to Brooke; the split in consciousness is symbolized by the growing awareness of the

difference between the image of herself she has cultivated for her husband's approval and the one which

she feels is "really" herself. She begins to see their relationship in terms of substance and image. Her

metaphor for their marriage has Platonic echoes, as Morag increasingly begins to regard their apartment

which had once seemed beautiful and perfect, as "a cave" albeit "a cave with windows." The Platonic

allusion carries over to the way she begins to think of their relationship as one in which Brooke needs

her more as a Platonic idea of light, rather than light itself. Morag realizes however that to continue to

help Brooke would entail her remaining a shadow of herself:

His terrible need. His terrible need for someone who could bring him light, lightness, release,
relief. How could you fight that? How could you withdraw from the terrors of the cave in which
he lived almost always alone? But what if remaining there meant to be chained there forever to
that image of yourself which he must have and which must forever be distorted? Q57).

As she compares his yearning for a lost India, Morag wonders if her own situation isn't similar. Both

the India of Brooke's childhood memory and the Manawaka of Morag's memory seem to inhabit the same

fictional plane. For her Brooke is:

Trapped in the garden of the mind, a place which no longer has a being in external realþ. Is
everyone? Not Morag. She wouldn't go back to Manawaka for all the tea in China or Assam.
And yet the town inhabits her as once she inhabited it Q27).

This characterization of Brooke, as an adult still wounded by the experiences of childhood and specifically

of a child of the British ruling class in colonial India, is linked with the colonization of the mind, so that

Morag's mind set, and that of Brooke, and finally also that of Jules Tonnerre are seen as part of a similar

problem in learning how to adapt to and survive unequal power relations.

The split between mind and body, between what one wants to do and what one is expected to do

also crops up in their conversation about India. The technique which Morag silently resolves to use to

help console Brooke for his unhappy childhood is "will," conscious self-control to maintain the outline

of the self Brook¿ needs:
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"Keep on being happy and cheerful--it's a kind of leaven. It's what I need from you."
I will never let him see the Black Celt in me. Mong, shortly before marriage. It seemed an

easy thing to undertake, then.
"Brooke, I will. Be-the way you said. I will."
Will is a strangg word. Will she, then, by an act of will? And if this act of willing, however
willingly undertaken, is false to her can it be true to Brooke? (227).

The many plays on the word "will" evoke Shakespeare's sonnets and Polonius's famous advice "to thine

own self be true."

Significantly, Morag's decision to leave Brooke is expressed through a new attitude to the body.

Her deliberate decision to make love with Jules, to reveal her pregnancy and to keep her baby all indicate

a new centredness in Morag. The connection with Jules is her recognition of her rootedness in her own

past; this is Lawrence rewriting the Catherine-Heathcliff scenario in Wutlærtng Heights. The decision to

give birth to her child coincides with her determination to start a new life for herself. The new life inside

her is a moment of rebirth for her as well. The decision _to "split up" with her husband, is in fact a

decision to heal the split within herself, between who she has pretended to be, and what and how she feels

she "actually" is. Her attitude towards her. "illegitimate" pregnancy symbolizes for her the recognition

of her own "legitimate" needs. Laurence rewrites the conventional plot of romance in which the heroine

may be seen pathetically or tragically. To have a baby under these circumstånces entails the loss of status,

approval and to suffer economic hardship. However, in laurence's use of this classic plot, the novel shows

that the heroine can not afford not to have this baby, that the price she is paying for approval and status

is too high. Accordingly, self-preservation demands flight in a completely different direction. Morag's

pregnancy and her move to the West are not merely events in her life, but decisions deliberately taken

to re-fashion her identity, to re-identiS with her body's rhythms and needs.

Laurence uses Morag's friendship with the exotic dancer, Fan, to show the issue of self-care in

another light. As an exotic dancer, Fan makes her living by using her body and her beauty. Self-care for

her is thus not a form of self-love so much as it is rational economic self-interest. Her body is quite
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literally a capital economic asset, the only thing she owns which has "real value." But the care of her

body is a form of work for Fan, a coercive form of labour she would just ¿ts soon prefer to give up. Fan's

profession as exotic dancer also allows Laurence to show the gap between the practices which a woman

consciously adopts to become sexually attractive to men and her own pleasure. Fan, as someone who must

perforce take care of her body as the instrument of her work, shows the split between mind and body.

What Môrag takes in as she looks at Fan is that despite all the care she lavishes on her body, it is not

a source of pleasure for her:

Fan kicks off her grimy green-feathered slippers and puts her bare feet on the balcony rail.
Pedicured toenails with tangerine polish, but her feet, like all the rest of her, are shapely and
strong. Beside her, Morag feels too heavy-boned, too tall, despite the fact that her legs are better
proportioned than Fan's, and she prefers her own long straight black hair to Fan's wildflower
arrangement of auburn whorls and curls. Fan is studying her feet and legs with an apparently
absorbed and even narcissistic interest. She frequently appears obsessed with her own flesh,
although (or so Morag suspects) not so much at home within it (316).

Moreover, Fan indicates indirectly to Morag that she herself might prefer to be a lesbian. This aside

points up the gap between the reasons she cares for her body and the way she feels about it. She creates

a suggestive phallic dance with a snake foi her male customers, constructs herself along lines that she

correctly intuits to be their fantasy of a seductive ideal, but she herself is removed from the effect she

seeks to produce, even ds she is its cause.

"How far back does anything start?": Genealogy and the Myth of Origins

The concept of genealogy is particularly appropriate for Margaret Laurence's conception of

"character" because the Manawaka novels and short stories are a kind of genealogical map of the

relationships between self and others and betrveen self and environment. By keeping the locale the same,

Laurence shows the different ways persons respond to the cues in that environment, whether by resisting

as in the case of the Tonnerres or by adapting as in the case of Rachel, or by running away-Írs in the case

of Morag, Stacey and Thor Thorlakson (the child Vernon Winkler that was). But the concept of genealogy

is also appropriate in that the lineage of the self derives not only from family but also from the events,
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the people, the places one has chosen to incorporate in what Laurence calls the "mosaic of myself in

Vanessa's recollections of her childhood in A Bird in the Hous¿. Laurence has set herself the ambitious

task of showing the writer's identity as a constant self-construction, a constant revision of memory, of

rethinking one's self-invention, self-interpretation and one's interpretation of others. The writer's

awareness of the conflict between fact and fiction, between the fabrication of truth and identity.

On the one hand, Laurence's Morag seems to believe in the idea of origins as a solid kernel of

certainty :ts to what a self is, what a family is. The Book of Genealogy seems to provide in its listing of

family names, crests and war cries an essence, a core of identity which if it can be traced to its origins

will provide not only a clue about the past but will be a somehow infallible reliable guide to identþ, to

character in the present. Whether Laurence believes this or whether this is Morag's belief, the text

generates ambiguity about this idea of origins. Morag is very much aware of the fictional nature of

Christie's myth of origins; the text implies that Christie's purpose in telling Morag this story \ryas to

provide her with self-esteem, with a sense of a heroic lineage òn which she could model her own conduct

and which would provide the self-respect that other people derive from a family's current social status

and financial security. The idea that origins are reliable foundation for the self is also seen in the stories

Lazarus tells his children and in the songs Jules composes for his family and his people. When Christie

tells his version of the battles with Riel, he pronounces Riel's name as 'Reel.u His mis-pronunciation

allows Laurence to reintroduce the idea of the fabrication of the "real" and of its interpellation in an

individual's own memorybank movies, the inner "reel" of personal history.

Laurence regards memory as a kind of screenplay for the cinema of the mind. The mind is thus

seen as a screen on which images can be projected and then recuperated as "memory." This use of

memory, coupled as it is with the metaphor of both the technologies of ñlm and computers, as in

"memorybank movias," becomes a "technology of the self," an operation on the self, rather than a

"natural" functionof themind. As such, memory, as atechnology of theself is related to thenotionof
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the way meaning is constructed, projected on a "screen" as in semiotic theory.

The Genealogy of the Self: The Child-Adult Continuum

There is a child- adult continuum of the self in this novel just as in z{ Jest Of God. Pique's

odyssey in the novel is the odyssey not of an adult male, nor fully adult woman, but the child self. In this

novel, Laurence represents the child's self as the creative self, the problem solving self, the originally

ambitious self. We see these qualities in the story of Jules's refusal to conform and play the expected

cultural role in school. In his story we also see the thwarting of his early ambition to be a lawyer as a

way of improving his own situation and also contributing to his people. We see in Brooke's portrait of

himself as child, the quality of "selfdetermination" which he sees as still a central part of his adult

character, his core self.

The novel gives not only the childhood backgrounds ofthe central characters, but also those of

a many others as well. For laurence, the index to character, to understanding oneself and also

understanding others, is the insight into the childish self left behind and the values and integrity of

childhood which the adult remembers and honours. Eva Winkler's devotion to Prin and Christie is one

such example. The failure in courage and spirit in the adult Prin is a mark of her traumatic adolescence.

Thus when Christie sees her, he doæ not see merely the corpulent flesh which Morag sees, but the lost

child, the vulnerable self she once was and still is. The child-adult continuum is present even in the detail

of the death of Morag's parents, who are said to have died as a result of "infantile paralysis," the older

term for polio.

Each adult character is in the text in his/her present "incarnation" but also trailing not clouds of

glory but the confusion and the woundedness of the past, and particularly the wounded inner child. These

are the third acts in "the drama of the gifted child," to use Alice Miller's suggestive phrase. Brooke,

Morag, Pique, Jules, Eva and Vernon Winkler, even Prin-have a double identity in the text, as both

children and adults. Morag's own narrative is set within a larger narrative, in which we se€ who these
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children become as adults, or what these adults were like as children, the persons they struggle to

become, the kind of personality they try to escape becoming. The narrative plots their attempts to self-

correct the flight they have taken and their eventual return, or perhaps arrival, at a kind of spiritual

homecoming.

Moreover, each adult is a caretaker of others whom they regard as children who need care. Thus

Brooke, the adult male professor, regæds Morag as "little one" and yearns to protect this "child."

Christie is caretaker not only to Morag but also to Prin whom he continues to see as the fragile,

vulnerable young girl she once was. But the adults are also victims of the caretaking of others; the

survival strategies they learned as powerless children do not serve them well as adults and prevent true

self-care. In this regard, the horrible childhood of the Tonnerre children is redeemed in Jules eyes by the

fact that his father, Lazarus, was at least always there for his family. The physical care of the children

may have left a lot to be desired, but the adult Jules honours and acknowledgas this basic commitment

to care, to responsibility on the part of Lazarus. Their father's commitment to care itself becomes a

legacy, laying the cornerstone for the commitment to caring for lost and abandoned Metis children on the

part ofJules'brother.

Child abuse is also an important issue. The physical abuse suffered by Brooke, by Eva and

Vernon Winkler at the hands of their fathers, point to the part that abuse plays in subject formation. The

child is disciplined and punished as part of a pedagogy, a discipline intended "for his/her own good. " 3

However, even without physical abuse, all children are "subject" to the idea of the ideal self projected

by the culture. The child's own perception of ttre gap between what he/she "is" and what one ought to

be produces a sense of shame and also as sense of determinatidn, either to conform and overachieve as

with Morag, or to rebel and reject the standards entirely as with Jules. The ideology of the self thus

produces a certain kind of pedagogy-a certain kind of parenting. The pedagogy, the child rearing

practices of "discipline and punish" are meant to foster this notion of the self, what Foucault calls "docile
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bodies. "disciplined self.

Morag's situation with Pique shows how diff,rcult it is for the woman who is continuous with the

child she once was to apply these precepts, when she is in a position of authority, as mother "raising a

child." She knows from her own experience how harmful some of these theories are--yet she is in the

dilemma of having to teach her child the rules, of inculcating the practices which will help the child "fit

in," to adapt. The logic and illogic of issues of care are repeatedly confronted by Morag and Pique in

their own convoluted relationship and in their relationship to Jule.s. For Pique, to conform to white

culture would mean to disown the legacy from her father. Furthermore, Jules' story shows that how one

adapts to the culture or adopts its rules directly impinges on the fostering of creativity and originality in

oneself and on the children in one's ca¡e.

Laurence's concern with the genealogy of the self explores the relationship of child to adult in

family relationships, but also in the sense that ttre child is father of the man; the child is the parent of the

adult self it will become. Its body literally provides the skeletal structure of the self which the process

of living will consciously flesh out. Thus, underneath the mass of flesh that is Prin-is the lost child-

whose muscles, whose body is lost in its overwhelming sense of powerlessness--whose flesh pads and

protects her against the slings and arrows of fortune.

Prin lies in the hospital bed which is really too narrow. The white bedclothing rises over her,
over her flaccid hugeness, her quietness. Her body is mercifully hidden by the pre-shroud around
her. Her hair is thinner even than Christie's now, wisps and straggling feathers of the almost-bald
headskin, reminiscent (unbearably) of the dead half-bald baby birds fallen from nests in the spring
of the year . . . ¡n{oragl sits for a while, her hand upon Prin's white unmoving lard-carved hanã
Q4e-s0).

When Prin dies rwo days later "in her sleep," Morag observes that Prin had been "in her sleep for years

now, but whether there were dreams or nightmares in there, no one can know" (250). Laurence is

fæcinated by the obese body for it bespeaks of a neglect of the self, as if the self had abandoned all care

for the body while paradoxically continuing to care for it by feeding it. The huge, bloated body of Prin

and of Buckle's mother in The Fire-Dwelleru servqs to underline the mysterious connection of mind to
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body. What mind would design such a space for itselfl Is there in fact a mind inside that vast amount of

flesh? One thinks of Hal's lines over the body of Falstaff, when he thinks that the latter had died on the

battlefield: Could not all this flesh, keep in a little life?

The child is also the pioneer self, the "first person" and the "first person singular" to arrive and

claim the territory that will be ours. ln The Diviners each of the characters is rendered as adult but also

as wounded child. The adult Royland is now is not the same he was as a young man and young husband.

Morag's father is a young man old enough to be a soldier and then a father, but is still a boy who needed

Christie's care on the battlefield. The theme of the child as the pioneer self also connects with the many

references to Catherine Pa¡k Traill in the novel who serves as an impossible ideal, a role model for the

care of the self; someone who not only managed to cope but also managed to write, to produce books on

techniques of management, of the household and of one's self, overcoming fear, inertia, discouragement.

Christie adopts, that is, he claims Morag, re-claims her, as he does all that is abandoned, the re-

fuse and the refused of the culture. He not only reclaims Morag, he champions her. This act of

reclaiming, of championing, of being a child's advocate-(the christly function of the Holy Spirit) must

be done for all members of a culture. Does the story have to be true to be a "saving fiction"? Laurence

would seem to say not necessarily. What is important is that stories linking the self to its mythic past be

told, to cultivate courage and self-respect ¡rs one's natural legacy, one's birthright.

The novel poses the question æ to the mysterious well-springs which feed and nurture the human

self. It also suggests what it is that children need to become full persons, rather than "half-breeds," half

a self. Like Royland's talent for water divining, which works mysteriously and then stops (at least for

him) the act of divining the location of the well-springs is also part of the way we trust that inner

resource.s can be renewed'when we feel desiccated, exhausted.
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Conclusion

Laurence's characters, and perhaps Laurence herself, seem to believe there is some solid ground

under reality; that the way out of the maze of perceptions can be found, if one only remembers enough,

makes more of an effort to understand the relationship of past choices to the present impasse in which

one find oneself. Laurence is silent on whether this search for clues out of the labyrinth is usefi.¡l or

possible. On the one hand, the novels each end with a sense of affirmation, particularly in The Diviners,

but the basis for this positive ending is not clear, and must be doubtful given the realism of Laurence's

descriptions of the problems. It is not clear that these characters have latched on to a viable solution or

merely to a new strategy which allows them to move on, not necess¿uily confident of their destination

but at least content that they are moving again, no longer feeling stuck. The novels seem to end with

Laurence's characters' deep acceptance of the way things are now, an apparent release from worry about

the future, assuming responsibility in a new way, giving up the desire for control, accepting one does not

have control and seeing that the desire for,control is really a barrier to living well.

Iù the Manawaka novels Laurence sees that there are strong biæes in both cultural and religious

practices which prevent people from speaking about their feelings and developing closeness and intimacy.

Her use of language as a novelist is intended to reveal the lack of tools for self-expression as well as to

articulate the unnamed longings and yearnings felt by quite ordinary men and women. This represents

a problem in reading Laurence; are the rapid shifts in moods and feelings which she records for her

characters too ordinary, so ordinary as to be banal, or does their very ordinariness make them "universal"

a word which has fallen into disrepute. Moreover, are these feelings which Laurence is describing but

not necessarily naming, leaving it to the reader to infer, are these feelings related to gender? Laurence's

novels seem to argue against gender identification here. In each of her novels, pairs of male and female

characters seem to undergo the same disruptive and unhappy childhood experiences which lead to the

same strategies of isolation, sadness and withdrawal from others. One thinks of Jules and Morag or
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Morag and Brooke; of Royland as well æ Christie. Niall Cameron as well as Mrs. Cameron. Stacey's

silence and Mac's uncommunicative style; Nick and Rachel. Moreover, Stacey's sadness and

discouragement, even her depression, seem universalized in the response ¿rmong consumers which

Richalife products and advertisements seem to evoke.

The minimalism of Laurence's resolutions suggests however that Laurence regards the efficacy

of an action as one which, no matter how small, will in fact make a big difference. As in the Derridean

theory of dffirance at the linguistic level of the signifier. Thus Rachel literally changes her direction at

the close of her novel, by moving West to a new job in Vancouver. This small change in her life has the

effect of removing the burden of responsibility for her mother's "care" in "God's" hands, or at least fate.

The small assertion has momentous consequences in her relationship with her mother. The move will also

allow her to have more support from Stacey and her family. In a similar fashion, Stacey at the close of

The Fire-Dwellers,takes the initiative in inviting her father-in-law to move in with them without checking

with Mac first. She also "adopts" Matthew by calling him "Dad" for the first time, thereby rewriting her

own genealogy. By acting on her own authority in this way, Stacey is creating a new family dynamic,

making new "living arrangements." The single change has a domino effect. Thus, to make room for

Mac's father, Mac is moved out of the isolation of his study into the "family room." The children are told

to be quiet so that Mac can work there (which means the ever present over eye of the television will

fTnally be turned off). More importantly, Stacey marches in a peace demonstration. Again a small action

on behalf of her care for her own nuclear family, gives her the needed courage to take a stand on the

nuclear threat to all families. Significantly, she is shown to persist in the march despite her fear of

embarrassment at being seen by Luke and her sense of her own foolish awareness of being dressed

inappropriately. Laurence leaves open the "depth" of change by closing the novel with the identical scene

with which it began, Stacey in her bedroom, clothes still on the floor, books still un¡ead. One would feel

bener if she were mending that torn nightie. In the proairetic code of action in the novel this suggests

stasis, a return to inertia.
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NOTE-S

1. By describing Laurence's genealogy and narrative method as ab ovo, I am juxtaposing her
organization of the narrative with Horace's famous praise for Homer's narrative strategy in the ltiad
which dares to begin the story of the fall of Troy inmedias res,rather than starting ab ovo, from the
birth of Helen hatched from the egg. Needless to say, Lawrence is very much aware that Helen of Troy,
the archetype of the most beautiful woman, was quite literally the "egg woman." Laurence's novel
juxtaposition of two "egg women" generates a sly ironic critique of the two major sources of subjectivity
in western civilization, dubbed as "Hebrew and Hellene" by Matthew Arnold.

2. The numerous references to "maenads" in this text are yet another manifestation bf the way Laurence
uses mind/body binaries. The allusions seems rather farfetched for a teacher in a small town. But
Laurence's overreaching for literary allusion here is perhaps better understood if we remember that
Rachel, keeping a tight Apollonian grip on her emotions is both tempted by and also frightened by the
possibility of Dionysian ecst¿tsy. For RachêI, even to consider letting go in this way is "madnqss"- The
cultural construction of this Apollonian self-control is also seen in the way Nestor the Jester is mocked
for his exuberance. To be taken seriously, one must behave "rationally," seriously, not comically.
Ecstatic utterance heals body and mind but only if you "let yourself go."

Celebrate confusion. Let us celebrate confusion. God is not the author of confusion but of peace.
What a laugh. Let Dionysian women rend themselves on the night hills and consumed the god.
(42)

Will there be ecstatic utterances and will Calla suddenly rise and keen like the Grecian women
wild on the hills, or wail in a wolfs voice, or speak as hissingly as a cell of serpents? (37)

I'm out of my mind. Mad as any Grecian woman on the demented and blood-lit hills. (122)

No words for my anger could ever be foul or wounding enough, against him, for what he's
saying. I could slash gouges out of his seemly face with my nails. I could hurl at him a voice as
berserk as any car crash (184)

My speaking voice, and then only that other voice, wordless and terrible, the voice of some
woman mourning for her children. (187)
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3. The phrase "discipline and punish comes from Foucault of course. Less well known perhaps in literary
criticism is Alice Miller's study on the punishment of children as am ideology of our culture in such
suggestively titled works as: For Your Own Good: Hidden Cruelty in Child liearing and the Roots of
Violence; Thou Shalt Not Be Aware: Sociery's Betrayal of the Child, and Banished Knowledge: Facing
Childhood Iniuries. Alice Miller is concerned with the paradigms governing child rearing practices and
connects them to the tolerance of citizens for violence and repression in the political order.
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CHAPTER III
Self-Fashioning and the Grounds for Authority

in the Fiction of Alice Munro

The care of the self and the cultivation of the self in the frction of Alice Mun¡o is placed within the

problematics of what it means to be a self, to be a body, and to be a person. The characters in Mun¡o's

fiction seek to invent personae, ari a way of caring for the self. They see self-fashioning as the ground

of authority. More immediately, such techniquæ provide them with the means for escaping from the

narrow, old-fashioned confines of rural life. Indeed, Munro's work can be seen as the exploration of the

theme, "How I Became Modern." Munro shows "modelling" as a primary technique used by her female

characters. That is, they use the technique of close observation of others and a careful appropriation of

new behaviours, in an attempt to create, invent a self which will overcome the limitations of background,

education, and breeding. As in Laurence, the small Onta¡io towns which figure in the lives of these girls

and women are the limitations of the self which they seek to escape, to overcome. Munro foregrounds

the techniques of self-care which young girls learn from their mothers, or their contemporaries, by

documenting changes in female fashions as well as fashions in sexuality and self-presentation. Practices

of self-care are presented within a wide array of practice.s of self-presentation which include rhetorical

ploys, as wells techniques for makeovers in the realm of fashion, makeup, clothes.

This wealth of det¿il is used not only to document the lives of girls and women but also to show

the ideologies, the varieties of "modes of subjection' which have shaped their subjectivity. The care of

the self then includes all those practices which cultivate mind and body and which also help construct the

social self in order to present it with authority and power. In the series of stories which constitute

Munro's oeuvre, the stylas of self care are presented dispæsionately æ strategies and also ab traps. It is

Munto's ruthless determination to expose the fictions which women weave which is the boldest aspect

of her art. l

In Munro's fiction, women are shown observing their mothers and their elder female relatives with
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a wary, critical eye as they try to decide which style they should, borrow, adapt or reject. These "styles

of the self' are like techniques in the art of being a woman which must be mastered to negotiate the

passage from girlhood to womanhood successfully. At the same time, the very phrase "Lives of girls and

women" is problematÞed in Mumo's text. For Munro shows that while the conjunction "and" suggests

an inevitable passage from one stage to another, or that the stages are separate and well defined,- this

is a girl, that is a woman-the transition can best be understood as a series of discontinuities; even lives

which seem continuous with their past conceal gaps, ruptures, discontinuities.

Mun¡o exposes the fictional status of what we call 'character' in life. What we call character, is

shown to be a series of conscious decisions about strategies copied from other women, or modelled on

literary roles or imitations of passing cultural fads. The sense of "character" is weak in the women of

Munro's world. Their array of techniques serve to invent a social self as a substitute for the lack of "a

proper self." On the premise that a small town upbringngis declassé, and lacks social cachet, Munro's

protagonists seek to invent a self which will escape the limitations of the past and also propel them

forward. Part of the prograss of her characters is really an attempt to show their movement away from

such fictions. The linked stories in the collections each represents an episode in this journey, as fictional

self-constructions are discarded like out-moded garmens, even perhaps, as so many snake.skins.

Jubilee: The Archaeological Site in Lbns of Girls øtd Wonun

lnThe Lives of Girls and Women, Munro uses the town of Jubilee, for an archaeological site, that

is, as a set of intersectrng discursive practices, and as a site of subject formations Such a theoretical

formulation is arid and uninformative compared to the dense descriptions provided by Munro's style.

Viewing the discursive practices Munro includes in her text from a Foucauldean perspective, allows an

insight into her methodology cunningly disguised in the narrative. The wide variety of discursive

practices in the text include: novel writing and reading, tabloid journalism, radio broadcasts, revival

meetings, operas and operettð, ð well as chain letters, dirty limericks, advertisements and gossip.
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Significantly, the various mothers in the text serve æ a conduit for a number of discourses. Thus the

discourse of biology is conveyed through Addie's "heirs of the living body" speech; the discourse of

sexuality and midwifery through Naomi's mother, and the institutional discourse of pedagogy, of final

exams and IQ testing through Jerry Storey's mother. To these we must add a variety of local knowledge,

arts and crafts which are not part of a "science," a textualized discourse, but which nevertheless are

important forms of self-management. These include the aunts' art of domestic management and the

practices of farming on the margins.

Each one of these is a "cultural transmitter" and also the site of a subject formation as we see when

we link each of these practices to the person in the text who "transmits" the discourse. Thus Mr.

Chamberlain is the radio announcer who transmits the news from the outside world; it is Fern who

produces "operatic effects" and it is Miss Farris who "produces" operettas year after year. Even Bobby

Sheriff produces a discourse of nutrition as a way of caring for the self.

Jubilee is the site of social energy.. Desire/power/knowledge circulate in all their forms in boolcs

and letters, through the scraps of intelligence Mr. Cha¡nberlain wants from Del, the desire and "scientific

curiosity of adolescents, through the seduction of knowledge and of art. In each case, the discursive

practice forms other subjecæ. The school children are subjects who a¡e formed, affected by Miss Farris'

subjectivþ, just as she herself has been formed by her passion for operetta.

That Jubilee is an archaeological site is also attested to by the children, Del and her brother, Owen,

who try without success to enumerate the "wealth of wreckage" at Uncle Benny's house, the site of fiffy

years of accumulated debris, that of his parents and the discards from everyone else. At the end of the

novel, Del as an older narrator, longs for total recall of Jubilee in its minute particularitiqs and takes to

writing lists to recapture every detail.2

The idea of continuity and discontinuity is established in the metaphor of "The Flats Road,' the title

of the opening chapter. The communþ which lives along this road embodies the discontinuities, gaps,
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ruptures in people's lives and their fortunes. Although Uncle Benny's personal style is at one extreme,

the various occupations of Del's father, as well as those of others along the road suggest that both

downward and upward mobility are possible. The Flats Road signifies a continuous connection with the

town, although movement toward the town and away from it shows both houses and people in various

stages of evolution, degradation or dissolution. The road provides a n¿urative thread linking town and

countr|, in an illusory continuity. Nevertheless, the name "Flats Road" implies they are all on the same

plane of existence despite the fact of differences. Thus Uncle Benny's strange world mysteriously lies

"alongside" the world Del and her parents inhabit, just as in Del's imaginative life, the fictional town of

her Epilogue, lies 'behind' the town she lives in.

The name, Jubilee, refers at one and the same time, to the joy of performing music, thereby linking

it to the opera and operetta motifs in the novel. At the same time, the name evokæ the biblicat idea of

"the jubilee yeff, " a sabbatical year in which fields were left uncultivated, so people could return to their

family roots, and land be returned to the original heirs. The signifier thus embraces two aspóts of life

in Jubilee, ttre notion of two different kinds of cultivation-the cultivation of the land and the cultivation

of the self.

Munro's text, the linked short stories which comprise Lives of Girls and Womcn, is often read

as a htnstlerromr¿n, and its affinities with Joyce's Pomait of thc At'tist as a Young Manhavebeen widely

recognised. We usually gloss Joyce's title to mean the portrait of the artist when he was young. However,

when the artist is a young tryoman, the emphæis in the famous phrase shifts to the artist as "a young

woman," faced with different kind of issues. In Munro, in Laurence and in Atwood, we do not have a

portrait of the artist as a young woman, so much as the portrait of a young woman who happens to be

an artist. The gender of the artist forces us to recognize that the métier of the writer requires one set of

techniques, the métier of being a woman requires other, perhaps conflicting, techniques. One is not born

a writer, just as one is not born a rvoman, As Simone de Beauvoir has pointed out. However, the
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technique of constructing frctional characters somewhat resembles the technique for constructing the self.

In this sense, women, like novelists produce themselves as texts. And like novelists, rvomen plot their

desire, creating the realm of action in which they will play their romances. The woman writer's task

however is complicated by the fact that she, like all women, has been constructed by the plot of desire

culrent in literature and in the culture, while as a writer she is also a producer of such frctions. The

question is, what should she select from the cultural repertoire, from the offlrcial ideology of art and

literature as well as the unofficial knowledge, the ideology of fashion and beauty to construct, to create

the female self.t

Cosmetics and Cosmology

Munro foregrounds the construction of the self through references to make-up, beauty rituals and

fashion. Beverly Rasporich sees these details as part of the "folkloren of women's lives. I see this as

"local knowledge," the unofficial knowledge of self-construction. It is not part of the official discourse

of knowledge, and yet the cult of fashion, beauty and glamour are an inevitable part of the media culture

surrounding women. However, Munro inserts these descriptions within more serious issues. The famous

passage in which Del's mother describes the magazine a¡ticle "heirs of the living body' is a case in point.

I have divided the lengthy passage into six units to show how Munro constructs the problematic of

being a person within the field of narration. The mother's exposition in the mimetic narrative of a modern

scientific reductionism fused with an optimistic belief in a kind of immortality, is juxtaposed with the

diegetic narrative in which her daughter, all ears, is also all eyes, in describing her mother's routine

method of 'putting herself together."

The two styles of narration create an ironic juxtaposition of body, person and self, of which the

mother herself seems to be unaware. The mature Del makes the reader aware of the ironies by the way

she creates discontinuities in the mother's articulation of thought as part of the continuity of motion. As

Del's mother instructs her daughter on this view of the self and the body, she moves from one room to
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another, from one level upstairs, to another downstairs in the kitchen, all the while arranging the various

combinations--dress, hat, rouge-- which make up her "self."

The diegetic narrative which frames the speeches of the mother on the scientific view of the body,

is concerned with the cosmetic, while the dialogue in the mimetic narrative is concerned with a scientific

cosmology, in which the body is seen as a sum of its parts rather than as a whole. The episode is framed

by the act of dressing. Del's mother first worries about what Del will wear:

1. My mother had gotten my Black Watch plaid dræs out of moth balls, brushed it, aired it on the
line.
"It's all right for summer, cooler than cotton, that light wool. Anyway it's the only dark thing
you own. I don't care. [f it were up to me, you could wear scarlet. . . . But I know your aünts,
they'll expect dark clothes, conventional to the last hair."

2. "What is Death?" continued my mother with ominous cheerfulness. "What is being dead?"

'Well, first off, what is a person? A large percent water. Just plain water. Nothing in a person
is that remarkable. Carbon. The simplest elements. What is it they say? ninety-eight cents' worth?
That's all. It's the way it's put together that's remarkable. The way it's put together, we have the
heart and the lungs. We have the liver. Pancreas. Stomach. Brain. All these things, what are
they? Combinations of elements! Combine them -combine the combinations-- and you've got a
person! We call it Uncle Craig, or your father, or me. But it's just these combinntions, these
parts put together, and running in a certain particular way, for the time being. Then what happens
is that one of the parts gives out, breals down. In Uncle Craig's case, the heart. So we say,
Uncle Craig is dead. The person is dead. But that's just our way of looking at it. That's just our
human way. If we weren't thinking all the time in terms of persons, if we were thinking of
Nature, all Nature going on and on, parts of it dying- well, not dying, changing, changing is
the word I want, changing into something else, all those elemenß that made the person, changing
and going back into Nature again and reappearing over and over in birds and animals and
flowers--Uncle Craig doesn't have to be Uncle Craig! Uncle Craig is flowers!"

"I'll get carsick," I said. "I'll vomit."
"No you won't." My mother, in her slip, rubbed cologne on her bare arms. She pulled her navy
blue crepe dress over her head. "Come and do me up. What a dress to wear in this heat. I can
smell the cleaners on it. Heat brings out that smell. Let me tell you about an article I was reading
just a couple of weeks ago. It ties in perfectly with what I'm saying now.n

She went into her room and brought back her hat, which she put on in front of my little bureau
mirror, hastily scraping the front, hair underneath and leaving some back tails out. It wæ a pill
box hat of a hideous color popular during the war-air-force blue.

"People are made up of parts," shs resumed. "Well, when a person dies-as we say--only one
part, or a couple of parts, may actually be worn out. Some of the other parts, could run thirty,

3.

4.

5.
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forty years more. Uncle Craig, for instance-he might have had perfectly good kidneys that a
young person with sick kidneys could use. And this article was saying--some day these parts will
be used! That's the way it will be. Come on downstairs."

6. I followed her down to the kitchen. She started putting her rouge on, at the dark mirror over the
kitchen sink. For some reason she kept her make-up tIere, on a sticky tin shelf above the sink,
all mixed up with bottles of dark old pills, and razor blades, and tooth powder and Vaseline, no
tops on anything.

7. "Transplant them! For instance eyes. They are already able to transplant eyes, not whole eyes,
but the cornea, t think it is. That's only the beginning. Someday they'll be able to transplant
hearts and lungs and all the organs that the body needs. Even brains-I wonder, could they
transplant brains? So all these parts won't die at all, they'll go on living as part of somebody
else. Part of another combination. Then you won't be able properly to speak of death at all.
'Heirs of the Living Body.' That's what the article was called. We would all be heirs of one
another's bodies, we would all be donors too. Death ¿rs we know it now would be done away
with!" (4041).

In this speech, Del's mother articulates the modern myth of the body derived from the scientific

discourse of the body. She "invqsts" it with optimism, as the writer of the article has done by

appropriating for its title the phrase,"heirs of the living body," from an older religious discourse in which

each living is part of the Church, as a living social body, which is in turn part of a sacred and sanctified

order. Yet the phrase does not so much evoke this poetic metaphor as to show how much of a "dead

metaphor" it has become. (Yet as the episode with the dead cow reveals, even the dead metaphor has

power). The ease with which Del's mother has adopted this view rather resembles Uncle Benny's similar

ability to discard one interest for another. Thus when the children ask him about a recent project, he

replies contemptuously: "'Aw, I'm not botherin' my head about that business no more,' as if he felt sorry

for you for being so far behind the times" (3). The phrase "heirs of the living body" in its diachronic

sense captures the whole history of the Western Christian tradition, but in its synchronic meaning reveals

it to be a dead metaphor, the belief of old-fashioned, country people.

Del's diegetic narrative, however, "divests" her mother's view of any coherence. Thus Del's

description of her mother's pharmacopoeia, the hodge podge ofjars--"on a sticky shelf'- suggests a kind

of sloppiness which seems to "spill over" into her mother's rhetoric. The open jars of cosmetics all mixed
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up with "dark bottles of old pills" suggests out of date nostrums, prescriptions that have lost their force,

but which are reiained as part of the clutter. The disorder is reminiscent of Pope's Belinda, whose "puffs,

powders, patches, bibles, and billet{oux" also seem to show an inability to discriminate sufficiently.

Moreover, that her mother keeps her make-up in the kitchen suggests an inappropriate method of

classification, of ordering categories. The narrator thus makes much of the mother's moving back and

forth between two different mirrors--the small one over "my little bureau," and "the dark one" over "the

kitchen sink." Aside from the fact, that everything including the kitchen sink makes its way into the

preparations to go to the funeral, the small mirrors on two different levels also suggest that the mother

does not have the whole picture. She can only see partially, and "through a glass darkly" at that.

The possibility that these modern ideas represent an intellectual fashion which can become outdated

is conveyed through the description of her mother's hat, "a hideous colour popular during the war--air

force blue. " The description of the hat suggests that her mother, like other ìvomen, could be gulled, could

become a fashion victim in the name of being up-todate, and that her militant modernism, like her

fashion statement of "air-force blue," out of date now that the war is over, may be equally "hideous" even

though once "popular."

Del's initial reaction to her mother's "briskness and zeal" in fortifring herself and her daughter

for the funeral ordeal is that it "seemed false and vulgar. I did not trust her' (39). The passage juxtaposes

conventionaltty and unconventionality, but while the mother's views a¡e unconventional about mortality

and immortality, her attention to tucking in her hair under her hat unexpectedly recalls the phrase she

used to characterise the aunts: "conventional to the last hair.'

However, the scene does not end here. Del's father intemrpts this lecture and asks mildly if she is

planning to discuss all these ideas at the funeral. Del's mother replies no, 'in a back-to-earth voice." She

becomes agitated at his concern that she might upset and embarræs everyone: "I never mean to upset

anybody. . . I never do!" she cries. Del's father "touches her in such a gentle, compassionate, grieving
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way, his grieving having not much to do with Uncle Craig" (41). At her husband's comforting touch,

Del's mother's body "slumps ...her back showed [what] her words never would" that she could "go meek

and bewildered." The passage describing the power of touch shows that her husband is sensitive to his

wife's wlnerability despite the brave words in which she has armoured herself; mindful of the social

armour she has put on, he "holds her lightly and gravely, carefi,rl not to disturb her hat and her newly

pink face" (41).

In this image of a wife embraced and comforted by her husband, we see that as with Garnet and Del,

words between people may be "enemies," creating misunderstanding, but that a different kind of comfort

can be communicated through touch. The mother's confident æsertions about the body are thus set against

the doubt and confusion, "the meek bewilderment" expressed by her own body. And the body, which

seems to be so valueless--only ninety-eight cents' worth of chemicals-- is shown to have its own

mysterious power to comfort and communicate. Munro juxtaposes Addie's disenchantment with religious

views about the body and her enthusiastic endorsement of a new scientific "religion" against the comfort

provided by "love's body," to use Norman O. Brown's phrase. The tender moment between her parents

"alarmed" Del (al) in its sudden evocation of the body constructed by romance: "I wanted to shout at

them to stop and turn back into their separate, final and unsupported selves." Having ofren "wished for

that very thing...[that would] affrrm romance,n Del is suddenly "afraid that they would go on and show

me something I no more wanted to see than to see Uncle Craig dead" (42).

The Care and Maintenance of the Self

The cultivation of the self, the cultivation of intelligence, of abilities that one associatæ wittr

emergence of the person, or of the artist, is one strand of Del's development. But in the case of the artist

as a young woman this cultivation of the self has anoihér aspect, the care of the self as a body which is

to be made beautiful, sleek, well-groomed and desirable. These two modes of care of the body versus

cultivation of the mind, are at odds in Del's view as she begins the final phase of her studies in high
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school, preparatory for entering university. In the story entitled "Baptizing," Del refuses to undergo the

rite of baptism urged on her by Garnet French, æ a prelude to mæriage and as a sign of her commitment

to him. Del refi¡ses both the religious and also the symbolic aspects of becoming submerged under

Garnet's authority. Nevertheless, as important as this episode is, the chapter does not begin with the

description of her new found sexual relationship with Garnet nor with their courtship. Instead, it focuses

on Naomi's transformation, on Naomi's baptism into the lives of girls and women. The biblical "Naomi"

is the one who prompted Ruth to promise: whither thou goest I will go, thy people shall be my people.

Ruth's words to her mother-in-law are often included as a special marriage vow the bride makes to her

husband. In this story, Del rejects this traditional feminine role, following neither Garnet nor Naomi.

"Baptizing" begrns with the change in Naomi as she switches from the academic program in

high school to the commercial one, in the process undergoing a trensformation in her appearance and in

her interests. Del describes the change in Naomi in terms of the way Naomi has started to take care of

herself: "Naomi's nails were coral; she had done her hair quite successfully; she wæ wearing a pink and

green plaid skirt and pink sweater. New" (148).

When with Naomi and her new friends, Del feels "instinctively out of place;" she is all too

conscious of "the ink on my red hands, my slipping woollen kerchief, wild hair, schoolgirlish pile of

books' (149). Del goes on to describe in great detail the differences between her and the caste of well-

groomed girls which Naomi hadjoined so successfully. There is a sharp and painful contrast between how

Del usually ¡þinks of herself and the way these polished, well- groomed girls can make her feel:

Well-groomed girls frightened me to death. I didn't like to even go near them, for fear I would
be smelly. I felt there was a radical difference between them and me, as if we were made of
different substances. Their cool hands did not mottle or sweat, their hair kept its calculated shape,
their underarms \4'ere never wet--they did not know what it was to have to keep their elbows
pinned to their sides to hide the dark, disgraceful half-moon stains on their dresses-and never,
never would they feel that little extra gush of blood, little bonus that no Kotex is going to hold,
that will trickle horriffingly down the inside of the thighs. No indeed; their periods would be
discreet; nature served and did not betray them. Nor would my co¿rseness ever be translated into
their fineness; it was too late, the difference ran too deep for that. But what about Naomi? She
had been like me; once she had an epidemic of warts on her fingers; she had suffered from
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athlete's foot; we had hidden in the girls' toilet together when we had the curse at the same time
and were afraid to do tumbling-one at a time, in front of the rest of the class--afraid of some
slipping or bleeding, and too embarrassed to ask to be excused. What was this masquerade she
was going in for now, with her nail polish, her pastel sweater? (149).

The passage juxtaposes the actual physical sensations Del experiences with the ideal of the well-groomed

girl. However, it is also set within the context governed by the maxim framed on the walls of the

classrooms in the business classes at the high school: "Ttme and Energy are nty Capital; if I Squander

them, I shatt getno Other" (148). Del's lengthy description is thus set against thetime and energy the

care of the female self involves, an endless routine of self-care and maintenance. Time, energy and capital

are being channelled by Naomi and her new found friends, her co-workers at the creamery, a business

which has supplied endless metaphors for the perfection of the female complexion, and which now will

provide its modern dairy maids with the wherewithal for launching themselves into the business of

modern love and marriage.

The construction of such a self demands careful discipline, faithfr¡l discipleship to the regimen a

recommended by fashion magazines and by-the cultural code. In a lengthy passage, Del describes in detail

all the particulars of this curriculum, the expenditure of time, money, energy required to achieve mastery

in Naomi's new program of studies. The pæsage deserves quoting in its entirety to show the seamlessness

of Del's na¡ration and to show the way she alternates between the "caren expended by Naomi and her

friends and her own "carelessness" which nevertheless does not leave her feeling "carefree."

She was soon great friends with Molly and Carla. Her conversation, when she came over to my
house or stunmoned me to hers, was fi¡ll of their diets, skin-care routines, hair-shampooing
methods, clothes, diaphragms (Molly had been married for a year and Carla was to be married
in June). Sometimes Carla came to Naomi's house when I was there; she and Naomi always
talkd about washing, either washing their sweaters or washing their underclothes, or washing
their hair. They would say, nI washed my cardigan!" "Did you? Did you wash it cold or
lukewarm?" "Lukewarm but I think it's all right." "'What did you do about the neck?" I would
sit there thinking how grubby my sweater was and that my hair was greasy and brassiere
discoloured, one strap held on with a safety pin. I would have to get away, but when I got home
I would not sew my brassiere strap on or wash my sweater. Sweaters I washed always shrunk,
anyway, or the neckline sagged; I knew I did not take enough trouble with them but I had a
fantastic feeling ttrat they would shrink or sag whatever I did. Sometimes I did wash my hair, and
did it up on horrible steel curlers that prevented me from sleeping; in fact I could spend hours,
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now and then, in front of a mirror, painfully plucking my eyebrows, looking at my profile,
shading my face, with dark and light powder, to emphasize its good points and minimize the bad,
as recommended in the magazines. It was sustained attention I was not capable of, though
everything from advertisements to F. Scott Fitzgerald to a frightening song on the radio- the girt
that I marry will have to be, as soft and pink as a nursery-- was telling me I would haveto, have
to learn. Love is not for the undepilatd (150). (emphasis in the original)

It is not the male gaze which places these constraints on Del but the gaze of other women,

constructing themselves along the lines imaged in the culture: "ever¡rthing from advertisements to F. Scott

Fiøgerald to a frightening song on the radio." Whereas the school curriculum can sep¡uate the girls who

will go on to business careers from those who will enter university, the "real" curriculum of the culture

does not make these divisions in learning, and the course of studies is not optional: "I would have to,

have to learn. " A well-known passage in Thc Lives of Girls and Women on the difference between men

and women shows the way that this conflict betwe€n the curriculum of women and men is constructed

by the culture as a basic difference in their natures rather than as different modes of "subject formation:"

As for hair washing: about this time I started to read an article in a magazine, on the subject of
the basic differences between the male and female habits of thought, relating chiefly to their
experience of sex (the title of the article made you think it would tell a great deal more about sex
than it actually did). The author was a famous New York psychiatrist, a disciple of Freud. He
said that the difference between the male and female modes of thought were easily illustrated by
the thoughts of a boy and a girl, sitting on a park bench, looking at the full moon. The boy thinfs
of the universe, its immensity and mystery; the girl thinlls, "I must wash my hair." When I read
this, I was frantically upset; I had to put the magazine down. It was clear to me at once that I was
not thinking as the girl thought; the full moon would never as lopg as I lived remind me to wash
my hair. I knew if I showed it to my mother she would say, "Oh, it is just that maddening male
nonsense, women have no brains" (150).

The magazine article posits a disturbing possibility for Del, an eitheror betrveen the pleasures of being

a woman, the pleasuras of femininity and the pleasures which come from having the wide scope for action

available to men. Her mother's ability to dismiss the point of view of the article as "male nonsense" is

one Del is unable to adopt: "Women like my mother were in a minority. I could see that. I wanted men

to love me and I wanted to think of the universe when I looked at the moon. I felt trapped, stranded; it

seemed there had to be a choice where there couldn't be a choice" (150).
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The "self-respect" Addie Morrison tries to tell Del is something on the way in the "lives of girls

and women" is connected to power, status, privilege for women in what she imagines will be a new

promised land. This last image, of a bright future for Del's generation, is reinforced by the biblical

echoes in Del's family name, "Jordan," the river to the promised land. However, the text continually

stresses two different paths to self-respect. For Addie's mother, self-respect entails the cultivation of the

self by submitting to the formal requirements of a university curriculum and by "graduating" from it. Her

vision is vague and undefined as to how this cultivation will actually increase a woman's status, power,

privilege. Contrasting with Addie's view of the best way a woman can care for herself, is the one adopted

by Carla and Naomi. A mute (and undoubtedly miserable) Del hears them say that "no self-rqspecting

woman" would neglect the attention to minute details of her appearance. Del's secret is that she does, she

has, and that she is incapable of the rigorous "training" such a programme demands.

This stress on training in the lives of girls and women in the obvious sense refers to the academic

training Addie is hoping her daughter will ¡eceive and for which she is supposed to be preparing herself.

But the text shows the rupture which almost inevitably occurs in the course of the training and which

neverthele,ss seems to be part of the lives of girls "training" to beÆome "women." Thus, Addie's own

education, her ambition to go to Normal school and train to be a teacher, is disrupted by the Depression.

Similarly, Fern's training as an opera singer is disrupted by either an unwanted pregnancy (as local gossip

has it) or, as in her own account, by her ambivalent ambitions, those two binarie.s of female experience,

training versus pleasure:

"Did you plan to be an opera singer?" I æked.
'No. I just planned to be the lady who worked in the post offtce. Well I did and I didn't. The
work, the training. I just didn't have the ambition for it, I guess that was my trouble. I always
preferred having a good time' (121).

Construction of the Self

Within this text there are many women who are presented in terms of their constructed selves. Del's

aunts, for example, are pre.sented as one kind of subjectivity which Del sees as a challenge to her
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mother's way of being in the world. But removed from their farm, the "outlines" of what had seemed

natural begin to show:

They told their same stories, they played their same jokes, which now seemed dried out, brittle
with use; in time every word, every expression of face, every flutter of the hand came to seem
something learned long ago, perfectly remembered, and each of their two selves was seen to be
something constructed with terrible care; the older they got the more frail and admirable and
inhuman this construction appeared. This was what became of them when they no longer had a
man with them, to worship and admire, and when they were removed from the place where their
artificiality bloomed naturally. . . with so much effort and with a final sense of obligation they
kept their outlines intact (emphasis added) (50).

By contrast, Del's mother has gone through many transformations and yet she seems to have retained all

those earlier selves:

My mother had not let anything go. Inside that self we knew, which might at times appear
blurred a bit, or sidetracked, she kept her younger selves strenuous and hopeful; scenes from the
past were liable to pop up at any time, like lantern slides, against the cluttered fabric of the
present (62).

The most artfully constructed self in Lives is that of Nile whose name and charisma evoke the archetypal

feminine personified in Shakespeare's description of Cleopatra: " . . . age cannot wither nor custom stale

her infinite variegr."

She is the young, expensive wife of Del's uncle, and her faultlessly constructed appearance fascinates Del:

The door opened on the other side of the car and a tall lady got out, slowly, with difflrculty
over her hat. This hat went high on one side of the head and low on the other; green feathers
sticking up made it even higher. She wore a three-quarter length silver fox coat and a green dress
and green high-heeled shoes, no rubbers (69).

Adaptability was not one of her strong points. Why should it be? It would put into question her
own perfection. She was perfect, and younger than I had thought at first, maybe only twenty-two
or-three. Her skin was without a mark, like a pink teacup; her mouth could have been cut out of
burgundy-colored velvet, and pæted on. Her smell was inhumanely sweet and her fingernails-I
saw this with shock, delight and some misgiving, as if she might have gone too far--were painted
green, to match her clothes (70).

Do you wear Nile green because your name is Nile?" I said, still prodding. "Is that color Nile
green?" I tttought she was an idiot, and yet I frantically admired her, was grateful for every little
colorless pebble of a word she dropped. She reached some extreme of feminine decorativeness,
perfect artificiality, that I had not even known existed; seeing her, I understood that I would
never be beautiful.

"It's just a coincidence my name is Nile." (She might even have said cocinidence). "lt was my
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favorite color long before I even heard there was a color Nile green."
"I didn't know you could get green nail polish."
"You have to order it in" (72-3).

Del is fascinated by the success with which Nile has constructed herself as an artefact, as a perfect sign-

"perfect artificiality. " She has decorated the surface with attention to every detail-complete to the

matching colour of clothes, nails, shoes, which in turn seem to match her name. The "coincidence" of

sign and signified is not entirely the coincidence she would have one believe; the nail polish is not the

result of chance: "You have to order it in" Q2-3). Her artful self-fashioning evokes and is meant to

evoke, an older subjectivity, an age old idea of "woman" and of the "feminine." Significantly, at the

conclusion of the chapter, after Nile and Del's uncle have left, Addie asks Del for the name of an

Egyptian god, to fill out a crossword pvz,zle. Del responds by supplying the name "Isis" (76), knowing

it is the wrong answer but reminded by this encounter with Nile of the Egyptian goddess and her god-like

powers.

Yet another intriguing aspect in this encounter is the discussion which takas place between Addie

and her brother about the economics of trying to breed silver foxes, as Del's father is trying to do. The

discussion of economics is interwoven with the description of Nile's coat, "a three-quarter length silver

fox coat." With a shock we realize that Del's father's occupation, seemingly provided as just another

rather picturesque detail in the brilliant reconstruction of life on the Flats Road, is in fact an economic

practice, which depends on women's desire for conspicuous consumption, or on the desire of men to

indulge "their" women with luxury goods, of little or no practical utility. The coat becomes the focus of

much discussion:

. . Uncle Bill helped Nile off with her coat and said to me, "here now, you take this and hang
it up. Hang it up some place by itself. Don't hang it up next to any barn jackes!' Touching the
fur, my mother said to Nile, "You ought to go out to our farm, you could see some of these on
the hoof." Her tone was jocose and unnatural.

"She means foxes, n Uncle Bill told Nile. "Like your coat is made from. " he said to us, "I don't
think she even knew that fur come off a creature's back. She thought they manufactured them
right in the store!"

"It's a handsome coat," said my mother, with more dignity.
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Uncle Bill looked at her regretfully. "Your husband'll never make any money this end of the
business, Addie, it's all controlled by Jews. . . " (70)

Nile's coat, like Nile herself, is treated with the "care" and "consideration" only expensive objects can

command. As a woman, Addie is made uncomfortable by the power differential between the two women.

Nile, for all her lack of knowledge, seems to have a greater "authority" since she is able to demand and

receive expensive luxuries.

Another style of self-construction in this text the figure of the music teacher, Miss Farris whose

"passion" for operetta provides an annual oppornrnity for the young to experience what it is like to step

outside "our transformed childish selves" (118). Munro shows her in terms of the fictions which govern

her life, and thereby undermine her authority as a woman, as a teacher and as a member of the

community. She has fashioned herself out of a certain style of subjectivity dating, like her make up, from

the nineteen twenties. She is frozen in the role of "dashing ingenue" in which she had cast herself in her

youth:

Miss Farris was not young either. She hennaed her hair, which was bobbed in the style of the
ninete€n-twenties; she always put two spots of rouge and a rash, smiling line of lipstick. She
skated in circles, letting her sky-blue lined skirt fly out. Nevertheless, she seemed dry and
wooden and innocent, her skating after all more of ã schoolteacherish display of skill, than of
herself.

She made all her own clothes. She wore high necks and long chaste sleeves, or peasant
drawstrings and rickrack, or a foam of white lacy frills under the chin and at the wrists, or bold
bright buttons set with little mirrors. People did laugh at her, though not so much as if she had
not be€n born in Jubilee. Fern Dogherty, my mother's boarder, said, "Poor thing, she's only
trying to catch a man. Everybody's got a right to do it their own way, I say."

If that was her way, it did not work. . . . (102).

The series of costunes, each linked by the conjunction, "or" suggests that each style is a different style

of selt a different costume for a slightly different role. The style she adopts is meant to convey the

"effect of naturalness," a kind of spreaanra. Indeed, the compliment Mr. Boyce pays her in passing,

"C.on brio, Miss Farris!" marks her and becomes her signature, the hallmark of her style and its

assessment by others:
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We got a hold of con brio, weplanned to tell. We did not know or care what it meant, only that
it was absurd-- all foreign words were in themselves absurd-and dramatically explosive. lts
aptness was recognised. Long after the opereúa Miss Farris could not walk down the hall at
school . . . without this phrase floating slyly in her vicinity. Con brio, Miss Farris. We felt it
was the final touch to her; it wound her up" (109).

What Del's minute description of Miss Farris reveals is that Miss Farris affects a style which is

"theatrical naturalness," a "peasant look" which is meant to be unstudied but which is belied by

everyone's knowledge of the time she has "in-vested" in making these clothes which have the effect of

"costumes." Her attitude, like her "skating costume," is revealing: "such a costume gives a good deal

away, and in more ways than one."

The "studied" aspect of this style is stressed in the fact that she is na native of Jubilee," and that

like her own students, she too "had gone to this school, had marched up these long stairs..." (102). Her

style then is something she has invented, contrived from the same milieu as all these other students. On

whom has she modelled herselfl At some point en route from girl to woman she had adopted this style

of self-presentation and seems frozen in time. Miss Farris shows that in the apparent continuity of life

as girl and woman, she has tried to frenze herself into a perpetual gaiety, a perpetual ingenue. Her house

is constructed "almost like a playhouse," part theatre and part doll house:

Her house was small, almost like a playhouse; white with blue shutters, a peaked roof, a tiny
gable, scalloped boa¡ds over the door and windows. She had had it built for herself, with the
money she had got when her parents died. And though in the movies one often saw houses like
this-which set out to be charming, whimsical, which looked as if they were designed for play,
not life- they were not seen yet in Jubilee. Compared to the other houses in town, hers appeared
to have no secrets, no contradictions. What people said wæ, "It's such a pretty house, doesn't
look real." They could not explain more than that, what there was not to trust about it (106-7).

Miss Farris takes her techniques too seriously @ace Mr. Chamberlain who detests people who "take

themselves too seriously"). Her style undermines her authority as a teacher and æ an adult personality.

Far from empowering her, her techniquæ undermine her credibility, her power, revealing her to be

overly dependent on fictions. The unreliabilþ of fictional structures, the necessity of differentiating

difference in kinds, can be seen in Del's own re-assessment of her imagined novel once she meets Bobby

Sherriff, recounted in the epilogue:
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. out, unreliable structure rising from this house, the Sherriffs, a few poor facts, and everything

else that was not told (208).

Del, unlike Miss Farris, can break the spell of her own fabrications once she sees that the

ficiional enterprise "had lost authority" (208). This relationship between authority, trust and reliability

is an important one for Munro. Del as the would-be author is searching for the grounds of authority in

her memories of Jubilee. "Authority" is not so much the writing of fictions; it is the sense of power

which can emanate from individuals. For example, Nile's image is authorized by the culture, by the

glamour of fashion. The novel asks us to see how this power circulates as social energy in Jubilee. Those

who should have authority -such as Miss Farris, or Del's mother- seem to lack personal power, and are

frequently not seen as major "players" in the town. The question is why not? Where do the charismatic

figures in the novel derive their authority, their power? This is a question which fascinates Del. Part

of the source for authority is the quality of performance. Roles are improvised to make the most of one's

personal capitd. Miss Farris's improvisation smacks of being "extravagant," in the sense of the overly

theatrical, and also in the sense of being wastefr¡I. We are told for example, that she has spent her capital

inherited from her parents on this "playhouse," this dubious theatrical whimsy. Through this detail, she

is aligned with the many "wise and foolish virgins" in this novel. Moreover, her techniques, like her

skating, is "schoolteacherish, a display of skill rather than of hersef' (emphasis added). The description

of Miss Farris's form of sùbjectivity asks us to consider what it is such techniques are meant to achieve:

"Whatever she was after, it was not Mr. Boyce. Fern Dogherty notwithstanding it could hardly even be

men. The operetta was her passion" (103). We have an insight into the nature of this passion, and of its

meaning for Miss Farris, in Del's description of what working on the operetta meant to the school

children: "Devotion to the manufacture of what uras not ttue, not plainly necessary, but more important,

once belief had been granted to it, than an¡hing else we had" (110).

Miss Farris, in presiding over the operetta, presides over both rehearsal and performance. That

is, the chapter we read is all about the excitement that takes over the school as the season for the operetta

nears and all school activities are suspended (as in the year of a jubilee) in the hustle bustle of school
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rehearsals. But what is being rehearsed by Naomi and Del, and the other students, is not only the

movements and gestures they will use on stage, but also the romantic roles they try on for size and

imagine playing in "real life." There are plays within plays in this chapter as the students mimic the

stylized pattern of romance in the operetta by improvising their own romances. They project the drama

of an eternal triangle between Miss Farris, Mr. Boyce and his unseen wife. They also project their own

imagined melodramatic romance with the boys in their clæs: "We called them F.A's. It stood for Fatal

Attraction" (110). Paradoxically, rehearsal is "real life" in the life of the school and the stage

performance is the theatrical event, the "play." The excitement generated in the school by Miss Farris'

passion for drama blurs the boundaries between the illusory romance of the world of operetta and the

illusory dramas projected by the children beyond the boundaries of the scripted performances.

Paradoxes about performance have an important impact on the aesthetics of the novel and Del's own

aesthetics as a novelist. Performance creates audience and requires an audience. Even in private, when

action takes on the aura of performance, we constitute our actions as a performance for an imagined

audience. Thus, Miss Farris' solitary performance on the ice is a weekly ritual performed complete with

a fur-trimmed costume of her own manufacture, to project the illusion of a self who is happy to be on

her own, enjoying herself for the nsheer pleasure" of the exercise. Art for art's sake as it were.

But the gratification which comes from such "self-gratification" bears a suspicious resemblance to

Mr. Chamberlains's "performance. " In that episode, Del is audience, but her presence seems superfluous:

"It did not se€m to have anything to do with me" (141). Ironically, Mr. Chamberlain's "superfluity"

spatters on "the hem of my skirt'(1,10) that highly charged symbolic location/locution of romance: the

hem of her garment. Although technically, Del remains "a virgin" she is not left untouched by this

episode. We are not sure what to make of a trace that leaves no trace to "stain her honour or brocade."

When performers--Miss Farris, Addie, or even Del as author-- need an audience only to gratify

themselves, the performance leaves the audience ncold." The aunts therefore look unkindly at Del's
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mother at her soirée, because they have been invited, not to participate as guests, but to watch a command

performance. Del's mother as hostess, plays the role of stage manager, "full of organizing fervor" (61).

She "scripts" the evening rather than allowing her guests, "major players," in the town scene, to

improvise their own part in the evening. As a result, the aunß, maliciously "misunderstand" Fern's

operatic performance of the song, "What is Life without My Lover?" (61). Unlike "mad Madeleine"

whom the mature Del remembers as someone who merited our "belated, heartless applause," the invited

guests, restrain their applause: "the ladies contained themselves, and clapped from a distance" (61)..

Munro carefully delineates types of performancæ, reminding one that at a successful stage

presentation, the audience is transformed from people who applaud dutifully, to a community united in

their response, united in and by fellow feeling for the performers and for what has been represented. The

self-gratified performers in this text, do not communicate a desire for community but only their desire

for applause. The aesthetics and the ethics of reception, of receptivity to the performance of others is an

important related theme to Del's development as an artist and performer in her own right. The coolness

of audiences when they suspect that someone is merely "showing off' suggests they are mindful that their

pleasure has been marginalized, that they have been relegated to the rank of mere 'spectator" rather than

equal participant. As such, their performance, like Del's response to Mr. Chamberlain, is cool, distant,

disapproving. Mr. Chamberlain's obliviousness is one extreme and easily recognised form of "showing

off," but there are many other such examples. Indeed, Del's mother's "virginal brusquenass, her

obliviousness of other contexts, other feelings in the matter," is simitarly self-absorbed.

The ethics of novel writing, then, for Del, are complicated by a variety of factors. The first version

of the story she will eventually tell about the town featured both Gothic sensuality and frustrated desire.

Her construction of desire in this imaginæy novel very much resembles her own autoerotic fantasies in

the chapter in which Mr. Chamberlain plays such an important role. In her fantasies, Del likes "the

thought of whoredom, not my fault . . . a restful, alluring thought, because it was so final, and did away
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with ambition and anxiety" (128). She constructs a number of different scenarios, trying to imagine

herself as a young ltalian prostitute of her own age or again as herself being seduced, without resistance

or cooperation.

In her novel, Del imagines the fictional Caroline as part "nymphomaniac," part "witch" a combination

which nevertheless is far from "simple":

She bestowed her gifts capriciously on men--not on good-looking young men who thought they
had a right to her, not on sullen high-school heroe.s, athletes, with habits of conquest, but on
middle aged weary husbands, defeated salesmen pæsing through town, even occasionally, on the
deformed and mildly deranged. But her generosity mocked them, her bittersweet flesh, the color
of peeled almonds, burned men down quickly and left a taste of death. She was a sacrifice spread
for sex on moldy uncomfortable tombstones, pushed against the cruel bark of trees, her frail body
squashed into the mud and hen dirt of barnyæds, supporting the killing weight of the men, but
it was she more than they who survived Q04-5).

The plot of desire which Del has conritructed may owe more than she is willing to acknowledge to her

experience of breaking away from Garnet French, a denial of the pain she feels, masked by a plot which

has her inflicting pain, even as she receives it. Be that as it may, the fictional heroine has "bestowed her

gifts capriciously," perhaps as Del believes sheherself has done. She turns her body into a tool which

"mocked" men, yet in these transactions she fantasizes it is she who is using rather than being used. The

fictional satisfaction with which Del endows her heroine is ttre passive one of watching male energy "burn

down quickly."

Munro places the story of Del's development as woman and as artist in tandem with that of her male

rival, the well-na¡ned Jerry Storey. Moreover, Munro shows that just like Del and Addie, Jerry and his

mother con¡ititute a pair- the student with the mother as mentor and partner. However, Munro shows the

differences in the way that Del and Jeny approach the stated and unstated curricula of their lives, despite

the fact that they share the same site of subject formation, attending the same school, and "taking" the

same "subjects. However, Del's private curriculum, her supplements to the school texts, are the texts of

romance, of novels, of fiction, all of which make Jerry, as would be scientist, impatient. Munro uses the

figures of these two as would-be scientist and would-be novelist to contrast the two different kinds of
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narratives constructed in culture. The two illustrate the differences in the discourse of the Subject in

constructed by science and the discourse of Self constructed in the novel. Thus, Jerry imagines his own

role in the future in great detail; his life is mapped out through the Ph.D, several postdoctoral positions

and eventually a chance at the Nobel Prize. Nevertheless, he imagines his personal trajectory within the

context of the ultimate destruction of the planet through thermonuclear destruction. through the very

technology in which he plans to participate at the conclusion of his "training" as a "subject." His own

project is thus conceived against a background of frrtility for the human race, yet his "story" is one he

imagines as a continuum.

In contrast to Jerry and his mother, both of whom see his future in vivid detail, neither Del nor

her mother are able to visualize a future life for her in such concrete terms. At first sight, this may serve

to account for the way that Del loses her concentration while preparing for her scholarship exams. On

the other hand, this unconscious form of self-sabotagewhich costs her the opportunity to attend university

may nevertheless be Del's surrender to the- "self-created gesture," the act which allows her to disrupt the

conventional pathway of self-cultivation to follow the less conventional one of the writer.

Muffo's text thus questions the way women construct the plot of desire in their own lives as

well as questions the responsibility of writers for the way they re-produce, re-present the plot of female

desire. Thus, the opening chapter hæ Del helping Uncle Benny write a letter, his own plotting of desire.

Fictions of desire, forms of romance circulate throughout this text. Munro's text shows how the body is

constructed through a variety of texts, including romance as well æ role-playing, both on and off stage.

However, serving as an important sub-text in the novel is the New Testament parable of the wise

and foolish virgins which Naomi's father offers as an instructive "lesson for young girls" (13). The text

is used to illustrate Naomi's indifference to her father's religious literalism; Del who has never liked the

passage, nevertheless responds to the beauty ofthe language, the flavour ofthe words. She realizes that

the old man understands the parable as having something to do wittr sex, rather than with "prudence or
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preparedness, something like that" (130). Mumo's use of the parable connects it with the persistent

thematic concern the best use of (female) energy. The maxim in Naomi's typing class overarches the text

as a whole: "Time and Energy are my capital, if I squander them I shall have no other" (1a8). The

pæable serves much like Hesiod's Worlcs and Days, to make us question what constitutes "works," the

function of "opera" in our lives. Thus the aunts disapprove of Addie's style of being on "the road,"

selling encyclopaedias. For them, this activity is a futile squandering of energy. They see their well-

ordered domain and the arts (and craft) which maintain it in sharp contrast to the disorderly world Addie

inhabits, a world in which unironed clothes, unweeded gardens and undarned socks are left to proliferate,

while Addie writes letters to the newspapers. Del, as observer, is fascinated by the aunts' mysterious

power to project an aura of power and garner a certain social power which Addie lacis despite her efforts

at self-cultivation.

Addie's authority, in her own eycs, derives from her accumulation of the cultural capital of the

past. Her selling encyclopaedias links he¡ to the eighteenth century ideal of the encyclopedists who

imagined the systematic organization of knowledge, and its dissemination to the masses, as one of

empowerment. Addie shares in this belief. Ironically, Addie, for all her resentment of her own mother's

gesture of giving away hundreds of dollars worth of bibles to the countryside, has a similar faith in the

power of the book to bring about change. Her secular faith seems progressive to her in that she is selling

the books rather than giving them away and she regards her transaction as profitable, worthy,

businesslike. It is her brother who sees the futility of such a scheme, as far fetched in its own way as her

father's and Benny's schemes for getting rich from "silver foxes."

Mun¡o is not interested in merely delineating differences in styles between \ryomen, but is

interested for the source of an individual's power. As a daughter, Del is very critical of her mother's

accomplishments, perhaps unchæitably so. Nevertheless, Del sees that Addie uses writing under the nom

de plume "Princess [da," as merely a kind of performance meant to establish her mother's social identity
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in Jubilee. Addie's authorial stance, her scraps of learning, though valiantly acquired, have been acquired

as a kind of social capital, meant to invest her conversation with authority but unable to provide the basis

for effective action. Her personal style, like her rhetoric, commands attention, but does not persuade,

does not "charm."

Authority, then in Del's eyes does not only reside in written texts. However, her own quest for

authority, is complicated by her awareness of the way that power seems to "flow" through Jubilee. Her

task as a novelist (if in fact the text we have been reading is the one she set out to write) will unmask

fictions as well as create them, and furthermore will seek to discover the well-springs of power. In a

world in which every one constructs a role for himself or herself, what is the role of the artist? Mun¡o's

answer seems to be that the writer's task lies in deconstructing the fictions created by everyone else.

WHO DO YOU THIN{K YOU ARE?

Questions of performance and role playing bring us to a consideration of Munro's novel, Wo Do

You Think You Are?, a novel which in many ways is a companion piece to the novel of the artist in Lives.

In the figure of Rose, we have woman as'actress, both in her "real life" and in her career as a kind of

minor radio and television celebrity. The role of improvising one's life, or one's way through life is given

in great detail by Mumo, and its realism is disturbing in its depiction of a different kind of female

subjectivity.ln Lives, Del is the observer who watches on the sidelines, carefully noticing the different

kinds of persoruE adopted by members of her family, by classmates and townspeople around her. She

is mindful of the subtle differences in the construction of these public "selves," and of the status such

differences can garner for the individual in social power, in influence and authority. As a fledgling writer,

but also as a fledgling female self, she is fascinated by how she might adopt or adapt such strategies for

"her self." However, n Wo do You Thittk You Are?, Rose is not trying to write texts so much as

produce herself as text. She is an acEess, a description that does not so much define her in terms of work

she is pæsionate about, æ it defines her in terms of an activity which she can use to create an interesting
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life.

The "self' Rose seeks to create is a fiction, but one which is designed to fit into a certain kind

of life. Like Oscar Wilde who claimed that he put his genius into his life and merely put talent into his

work, so it is with Rose, whose creativity and drive go into her life. Her work, her career, as a well-

known minor celebrity in Canadian television and theatre seems to be a by-product of her improvisations

rather than the achievement of an intended result. This split between being and doing which characterises

Rose makes her representative figure, despite the eccentricities of her choices, of the conflict in women

between their desire to be loved and admired for "themselves" and the desire to live a productive life,

to produce admirable works. As actress, Rose is a woman who is a generator of signs; she is thus not

merely a spectator of culture, but is herself a participant in producing that culture. In Canada, this means

she has acted in radio plays, on the stage, in television series; she has appeared on television as the

interviewer as well as the interviewee. Yet despite this element of 'productivity," Munro suggests that

there is something passive, something of the spectator in Rose, who despite her ability is still waiting for

some external validation, for what one is tempted to call a phallic signifier, to make her into something,

a sign of something. Thus the production of her "self is partly in her own hands, and partly, in her eyes

at least, something which requires the masculine other.

Munro's style, her brilliantly detailed surface, disorients us with is particularity. To what extent

are we to integrate these details she gives us? Thus for example, what aÍe we to make of thg prominent

place given to "the royal beatings" which Rose receives at the hand of her father and at the instigation

of Flo? Are we to regard their placement in the first story of the collection as serving as a first cause,

an explanation of Rose's "character," of her seeming lack of any ethical centre? Munro avoids moralizing

and yet she placas the beatings in a moral context. How are we to integrate these details she hæ given

us? Despite the apparently omniscient third- person point of view, the narrative is curiously decentred,

even as it draws us into the fictional world. Although the narrative renders the nuances of Rose's feelings,
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her realizations, as well as her blind spots, the narrative does not give us sign posts by which we can

come to a generalized understanding of her behaviour. Instead, like Rose who lives moment by moment,

the reader, moves through the events of Rose's life, each time fully understanding the moment, in all its

complexity, but unable to "figure Rose out." On the one hand, Rose is a recognisable literary type, a

dreamer like Emma Bovary for example. Unlike Emma, however, she seems able to take action, to move

on, to acceptteaching jobs, oracting jobs. Nevertheless, for all her apparent "success" and "fame," she

seems an artist manqué, as if she has still missed her calling, as if she is still improvising, still trying to

cope rather than having achieved the kind of mætery one would want to see in a post-feminist literary

character.

Rose thus seems an unsatisfying hybrid, at once heroine and a kind of victim, but we are not sure

of whom or what. She is a type of heroine, in that she manages to leave situations in which she has been

unhappy. Nonetheless, she seems a failure, because she seems so rootless, so unfocused. Thus Beverly

Rasporich notes that with Rose "the fictions asks for less sympathy towards its protagonist-towards her

essential rightness-invites at the very least the reader to observe the cracks and spaces in her psyche"

(Rasporich, 59). These judgements are brought to bear by the way Rose is constructed in the narrative.

Her marriage fails, ostensibly on the grounds of incompatibility, and yet the narrative makes us aware

that somehow this incompatibility is one that has been "manufactured" by Rose, contrived by her as an

elaborate escape route from a marriage she herself seems to have engineered. She sabotages strategies she

herself has menaged to bring about as solutions to earlier problems.

It is difñcult to think of Rose, without being judgmental. She is not a character one can like; she

lacks an ethical centre. Yet even as one repudiates her choicæ, one recognises in her aimlessness, in the

nomadic and restless quallty of her life something of the same improvisatory quallty that characterise the

modern self, both male and female. How Rose becomes Rose, why she is the way she is, is part of the

pvzzle of the text. Muffo's text seems transparent, so accurately does she capture the instantaneous shiffs
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in emotions and the resulting decisions "which a minute will reverse." As a result, readers can readily

understand the way things seem to "happen to" Rose and also the way Rose manages to manipulate things

into happening through her desires. There is thus a kind of passive/aggressive quality to Rose's

interactions with others. She perceives herself æ passive, as drifting; yet she is perceived by others as

manipulative. She herself is undecided as to what she is really like. She is in constant turmoil about how

she is being perceived. In these brief generalizations, I am being somewhat unfair both to Rose and to

Munro's subtle portrayal which is at once sympathetic but objective. Mun¡o's portrait of Rose allows us

to see "the drama of the gifted child," in Alice Miller's phrase. Rose's creativity as a is distorted by both

the familial situation as well as the cultural situation in which she is reared. Rose's techniques, her "bag

of tricks" have been forged in her childhood, as a way of defending herself in her family, and have been

forged at university and in her marriage as a defence against the feeling of shame and inadequacy about

her background.

Even as she forges these defensive strategies to protect "h., .df," she fleBs from recognising the

pain and shame she feels, using denial to suppress recognition. Munro shows the complex negotiations

of denial and recognition in the detailed description of Rose's emotions in the story, "Simon's Luck," to

which I will return in a later discussion.

On Performancc and The Theatrical

Munro foregrounds the importance of the idea of performance very early in this text. It is not

only that Rose becomes an actress as an adult, but that mimicry is a talent she has cultivated from

childhood and which forges an important bond for her in school with Ralph Gillespie. Moreover, Munro

repeatedly shows how adept Rose is at rehearsing and visualizing scenes with others before the actual

encounters. This is not seen as a character flaw in Rose, Uut * an inevitable coping strategy for anyone

who lives in the realm of the simulacrum. Munro introduces the idea of performance early in the text and

links it with the theatricality and with "shame," as twin conjunctions throughout Rose's life. The idea of
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performance is first presented in terms of Flo's dark suspicions about incestuous relations in their rural

community:

Relations performing.
That was Flo's word for it:. perform. Back in the country, on the hill farms she came from, Flo

said that people had gone dotty, been known to eat boiled hay, and performed with their too-close
relations. Before Rose understood what was meant she used to imagine some makeshift stage,
some rickety old barn stage, where members of a family got up and gave silly songs and
recitations. What a performance!Flo would say in disgust, blowing out smoke, referring not to
any single act but to everything along that line, past and present and future, going on anywhere
in the world. People's diversions, like their pretensions, could not stop astounding her ( 26).

At first, this episode is prasented in the light of Rose's appropriation of such stories as the basis of her

social capital. She mines her past, reconstructing this "wealth" of detail as anecdotes which she can

offering for the Írmusement of guests at dinner parties. She is "dining out" and "feeding" offthese stores,

finding a way to make them "compensate" her, much like Michel Serres' "parasite" who is able to convert

words into "payment" by "singing for his supper":

Rose knew a lot of people who wished they had been born poor, and hadn't been. So she would
queen it over them, offering various scandals and bia of squalor from her childhood. The Boy's
Toilet and the Girls' Toilet. Old Mr. Burns in his toilet. Shorty McGill and Fanny McGill in the
entrance to the Boys' Toilet. She did not deliberately repeat the toilet locale, and was a bit
surprised at the way it kept cropping up. She knew that those little dark or painted shacks were
supposed to be comical-always were, in country humor-but she saw them instead as scenes of
marvellous shame and outrage (24).

Despite her social success in using the,se stories as an inexhaustible supply of useful anecdotes, Rose

herself does not regard them merely as humorous instances of rural life seeing them "instead as scenes

of marvellous shame and outrage.' What in later life will become a matter of using these "scenes" from

childhood in order to 'épater le bourgeois," the socially privileged people in her adult life, initially forms

the basis for the secrets she suppresses: "She was building up the first store of things she could never

tell" (25). In keeping with the importance of performance and theatricality in the text, Muffo shows

Rose's memory of the past as if it were illuminated like a scene on a movie set. Like Laurence's

characters Rose too has her own "inner films:"

When Rose thought of West Hanratty during the war years, and during the years before, the two
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on film and the film had been printed in a different way, so that on the one hand things looked
clean-edged and decent and limited and ordinary, and on the other, dark, grainy, jumbled, and
disturbing (38).

However, a person's flare for mimesis can allow a wonderful freedom, for daring transformations

of the self. Thus the bold stratagem used by Flo's friend, Mavis, who transformed herself into "a movie

star" for a weekend adventure, appeals to Rose:

Mavis had warts on her eyelids that looked like they were going to turn into sties but they didn't,
they went away. Maybe she had them removed, Flo didn't ask. She was very good-looking,
without them. There was a movie star in those days she looked a lot like. The movie star's name
was Frances Farmer.

Frances Farmer. Rose had never heard ofher.
That was the name. And Mavis went and bought herself a big hat that dipped over one eye and

a dress entirely made of lace. She went off for the weekend to Georgian Bay, to a resort up there.
She booked herself in under the name of Florence Farmer. To give everybody the idea that she
was really the other one, Frances Farmer, but calling herself Florence because she was on
holidays and didn't want to be recognized. She had a little cigarette holder that was black and
motherof-pea¡I. She could have been arrested, Flo said. For the nerve.
Rose almost went over the Gift Shop, to see if Mavis was still there and if she could recognise
her. She thought it would be an especially fine thing, to manage a transformation like that. To
dare it; to geqaway with it, to enter on preposterous adventures in your own, but newly named,
skin (65{6).r

Much of Rose's pleasure in this story (and ours as readers) comes from our knowledge of the boldness

of Mavis' deception. Indeed, Mavis' pleasure in her adventure, comes not only from her the possibility

of being mis-talen for Francæ Farmer, but also in the sheer pleasure of impersonation. Munro also uses

the story to point out that an even more important aspect of Mavis' pleasure in the whole adventure is

her ftnowledge that Flo knows of her deception. The episode illustrates yet another way Munro rings

changes on the phrase she has chosen for title and theme: "Who do you think you are?" Mavis with a fine

insouciance, a fine 'care-lessness," has the "nerve" to pretend to be something, someone, she is not. (this

is reminiscent of Morag's admiration of Millie's "nerve" in pretending to be "blonde.") Mavis invents

a wonderfully ingenious technique for treating herself to a pleasure, for taking care of herself. She hæ

the further gall not to be ashamed but to take pleasure in the deception and to share the news of her

impersonation with Flo who passes on both admiration and outrage to Rose as she recounts the story yet
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again.

Rose has a multi-fold response to this series of deceptions and truth+elling. First, she is startled

to realize the ease with which one could in fact become someone, something else, that one's identity is

not unalterably fixed once one leaves the town where one is known. Mavis ¡tssumes the "authority" for

this new identity, simply by "fiat. " The ground's of this self+ransformation are thus simply derived from

by one's own self-authorization. Rose's second response is that self-transformation need not necessarily

involve impersonating someone else, but only being "mis-taken" for a more glamorous version of herself.

This new self can then be passed off æ her "normal everyday self," a strategy she in fact does adopt for

some time in her relationship with Peter.

Yet another aspect which Rose borrows from Mavis is the deconstruction of the deceptions

involved in role playing. Mun¡o shows this in the way she details how Rose, after marriage, and

increasingly after her divorce, feels the urge to rehearse for friends and acquaintances the small town

gaucheries from which she hds escaped.. By these private "performances" for her friends, Rose

momentarily transforms herself into a figure from that past to allow them to see her real performance:

the Rose she has constructed so artfully in the years and the miles since Hanratty. Just as Mavis has an

alter ego-Frances Farmer--in her time away from home, so Rose needs her own self as an alter ego. Like

Mavis, Rose needs to be recognized as "who she really is," that is, as someone who dares to be pretend

to be something she is not. Thus, Mavis as an actor pretending to be a Francæ Farmer who is pretending

tobe incognito, actually needs two audiences: one, which will mistakenly accept her impersonation and

be duped; and another audience who accepts her desire to impersonate and also accepts/forgives her acting

on that desire. In neither case, is complete success required. Whether or not Mavis managed to convince

anyone she was a mysterious stranger travelling incognito in order to avoid being "recognised," as is not

æ important as the key pleasure of daring-a "performance." Moreover, whether Flo believes her to be

a successful impersonator is not as relevant as the fact that Flo does believe Mavis is bold enough to have
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acted on her desire. It is her chutzpah which is real, and it is this boldness which Rose admires.

Like Mavis' dependence on Flo as audience, Rose too needs an audience who is in the "know"

as an important aspect of her own ongoing performance in the persona of "Rose," sophisticated urbanite.

However, mixed with a pleasure in the sense of superiority of having conned others is the sense of

shame.4 Rose is puzzlúat the compulsive nature of her confessions: "She did not deliberately repeat the

toilet locale, and was a bit surprised at the way it kept cropping up" (24). Her talent for mimicry is the

basis of her self-confidence. Yet there is a sense of self-betrayal, of shame at the ease of her betrayal of

"confidences." She has a sense of bemused superiority that she has "managed" t0 dupe others into

thinking she has always-already been as she is now, a seemingly cultured, well-bred person. However,

she also fears that she is merely pretending to friends to have escaped her background, as she finds

herselfpersistently dependent on the past, on using it, referring to it, parodying it, to give herselfa self-

definition she fea¡s she lacks.

In this paradox of acting, the spectator is invited to observe a double performance. Lewis Beck

White discusses the paradoxes that se€m to be generated when we do not accept one performance as a

frame, or meta-narrative for another. At Rose's dinner partie,s, what is being enacted is a play within the

play: Rose as witty cultured guest, draws attention to her performance of someone acting like a witty,

cultured person who is then able to mimic, to parody "her people," the people she "came from. " But who

is this director-stage-manager-actor-spectator behind these rwo playlets? lVhoever this ghostly, elusive

person or personage is, the Shakespeare to her own self-æ-Hamlet, tlut chuacter is the one we are

reading about or which we are watching. Munro in setting these performances within other performances

sets up another rnise en abtmc. For in the act of reading, the reader is momentarily a unified subject, that

is, someone who is nsincerely,n reading, not merely acting the role of reader. However, for us to

recognise Rose's duplicþ, as normal human psychology, even in its tendency to yield to the "imp of

perversity," means we too have such duplicitous moments; that Munro herself, the author of this text has
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andnot only seen through this fiction but has deconstructed its origin, its genesis, its morphology

pathology.

Mun¡o places the anecdote about Mavis in a chapter in which Rose sets off to Toronto in order

to effect some dramatic transformations of her own. She plans to use the prize money she had won for

her vision on "cosmology," titled "Art and Science in the World of Tomorrow," to buy the needed

cosmetics to turn herself into "a vision." Significantly, on the train journey she feels "West Hanratty

flying away from her, her own wearying self discarded as easily as everything else" (59).

The items she seeks to buy seem banal and trivial in contrast to the ideas which served as the

source of her essay. The essay was thus merely a piece of rhetoric, a strategic move in order to obtain

the self-transformation Rose desperately wants. Each item she plans to buy at the "pharmacy" represents

a dream of transformation to Rose by the magic of the pharmal<on. ForRose, the jars of cosmetics have

not yet become "non-magic" as they are for Laurence's Stacey. Yet the "magical transformation" requires

that Rose needs to purchase her supplies secretly and anonymously. The techniques for the care of the

self do not just require resorting to the plurnalø¿,' self-care also requires that Rose protect herself from

the gazeof others who could see she is still her old self, her new self merely a nmade up" appearance:

For herself Rose wanted to buy hair-remover to put on her arms and legs, and if possible an
¿urangement of inflatable cushions, supposed to reduce your hips and thighs. She thought they
probably had hair-remover in the drugstore in Hanratty, but the woman in there was a friend of
Flo's and told everything. She told Flo who bought hair dye and slimming medicine and French
safes. As for the cushion business, you could send away for it but there was sure to be a
comment at the post office, and Flo knew people there as well. She also hoped to buy some
bangles, and an angora sweater. She had great hopes of silver banglas and powder-blue angora.
She thought they could transform her, make her calm and slender and take the frizz out of her
hair, dry her underarms and turn her complexion to pe¿rl (59).

When Rose goes away to university, she rejects the identity that her would-be mentor, Dr.

Henshawe, tries to impose on her, the identþ of a young woman on her way to becoming a "scholar,"

but Rose "did not seek or relish that definition of herself' (71). She has no desire to join the ranks of the

young women Dr. Henshawe had sponsored in the past, the procession of librarians and dieticians and
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teachers whose graduation photographs were in Dr. Henshawe's Hall of Fame:

Rose did not care for the look of them, for their soft-focused meekly smiling gratitude, their large
and their maidenly rolls of hair. . . .There were no actresses among them, no brassy magazine
journalists; none of them had latched on to the sort of life Rose wanted for herself. She wanted
to perform in public. She thought she wanted to be an actress but she never tried to act, was
afraid to go near the college drama productions. She knew she couldn't sing or dance. She would
have really liked to play the harp, but she had no ear for music. She wanted to be known and
envied, slim and clever. She told Dr. Henshawe that if she had been a man she would have
wanted to be a foreign correspondent.

"Then you must be one," cried Dr. Henshawe alarmingly.
"The future will be wide open, for women. You must concentrate on languages. You must take

courses in political science. And economics" (71).

Munro uses clothing to convey information about Rose's social class, her insecurity, anxiety and failures

in confidence.. Thus Rose, arriving at universþ feels miserable and frightened at her resemblance to

other girl scholarship winners, dreading the unglamourous stereotype toward she seemed to be heading:

It seemed to be the rule that girl scholarship winners looked about forty and boys about twelve.
It was not possible, of course, that they all looked like this. It was not possible that in one glance
through the window of the door Rose could detect traces of æzema, stained underarms, dandruff,
moldy deposits on the teeth and crusty flakes in the corners of the eyes. That was only what she
thought. But there was a pall over them, she was not mistaken, there was a terrible pall of
eagerness and docilþ. How else could they have supplied so many right answers, so many
pleasing answers, how else distinguished themselves and got themselves here? And Rose had done
the same (72-73).

The passage impresses with the way, in Rose's mind at least, the marks of powerles.rn¿ss are imprinted

on bodies which are not well-cared for, well-maintained; as if the body is merely a vehicle for

information stored to be retrieved in order to provide "pleasing answers" to a superior, in much the same

way they "dish" up food in the cafeteria:

She could see herself working in the cafeteria. Her figure broad enough already, broadened out
still more by the green cotton uniform, her face red and her hair stringy from the heat. Dishing
up stew and fried chicken for those of inferior intelligence and handsomer means. . .. Boys could
get away wittr that, barely. For girls it was fatal. Poverty in girls is not attractive unless
combined with sweet sluttishnæs, stupidity. Braininess is not attractive unless combined with
some signs of elegance: c/¿ss. Was this true, and wæ she foolish enough to care? It was; she was

Q3).

The line between the 'real" and the "imaginary" is captured in the very sentence stn¡cture of the double

question and its double answer: "Was this true, and was she foolish enough to care? It was; she was."
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The split between Rose's diagnosis of social "truthu and the way she "cares"is mirrored in the sentence

structure: "It was; she was." The question makes problematic the wisdom of responding in this way, of

being "foolish enough to care." In these bodies which ¿re eager to please through "eagerness and

docility," Rose reads signs of both intelligence and inferiority, reversing the usual values the educational

system and even literature may endorse. Just as Del realizes that knowledge does not impress everyone,

and is embarrassed by showing off her "encyclopaedic knowledge" for her mother's potential customers,

so Rose is painfully aware that in the cæe of these scholarship students, their fund of knowledge is a

confession of powerlessness. She begins in this pa¡isage to mark her quest as a pursuit of "signs of

elegance" and "class. " The desire to turn herself into a sign has'a kind of pernicious quality to it in that

her transformation is going to consist in outward signs, masking the reallty. On one level, what she wants

to do is no more than what seerns "natural" in a young girl: to make herself attractive through carefrrl

use of clothing and cosmetics and the right hairdo. But in Rose's case, she is all too aware that what she

needs to do is project an attitude, to play a part. Her shrewd observations of social reality means that she

will invest her intelligence strategically, for its overall social effea, rather than invest her intelligence to

produce something. But Rose's "cure" for this, is to adopt the strategy offered by the Fashion System.

Roland Barthes' definition of the woman of fashion as an actor is relevant here. He defines her as

someone who is:

. . . a collection oftiny, separate essences rather than analogous to the cha¡acter parts played by
actors in classical theatre; the analogy is not arbitrary, since Fashion presents the woman as a
representation, in such a way that a simple attribute of the person, spoken in the form of an
adjective, actually absorbs this person's entire being. The paradox consists than of
maintaining the generality of the characteristics (which alone is compatible with the institution
of Fashion) in a strictly analytical state: it is a generalþ of accumulation, not of synthesis: in
Fashion, the person is thus simultaneously impossible and yet entirely known. @arthes, The
Fashion System, 254-55.)

The point is that what Rose will want to produce is the appearance of a certain kind of "self'; she will

construct her self as a work of art or as a social artefact, rather than producing works of art or creating
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artifacts. She will thus be involved in the realm of signs, what Baudrillard calls simulacra. The realm

of simulacra turns "reality" into "imaginary." In this realm, the speaker constructs herself as an actor,

a performer, speaking the lines someone dressed for her part might say. The self then that Rose imagines

she wants to project has no reality; it is fiction she has scripted and staged. Diderot's observations on the

paradoxes inherent in the actor's mimicry of human emotions is relevant to Munro's representation of

Rose's self-representations :

At the very moment that lthe actor] touches your heart he is listening to his own voice; his talent
depends not, as you think, upon feeling, but upon rendering so exactly the outward signs of
feeling, that you fall into the trap. He hæ rehearsed to himself every note of his passion . . ..
The broken voice, the half-uttered words, the stifled or prolonged notes of agony, the trembling
limbs, the faintings, the burst of frrry-all this is pure mimicry, lessons carefully learned, the
grimacing of sorrow, the magnificent aping which the actor remembers long after his first study
of it, of which he was perfectly conscious when he first put it before the public, and which leaves
him, luckily for the poet, the spectator, and himself, a full freedom of mind. . . . He puts off the
sock or the buskin; his voice is gone; he's tired; he changes his dress: or goes to bed; and he
feels neither trouble, nor sorrow, nor depression, nor weariness of soul. All these emotions he
has given to you @iderot, 19).

Diderot's comments on the actor's performance take on a slightly more sinister meaning when we realize

that this is the way women, and most certainly Rose, decide to play out their lives, according to the

conventions constructed by romance, literature, film. Unlike the "professional" actor, who can discard

his role along with his costume, Rose, and presumably all persons as social actors, are never completely

off stage. They are always "performing," always "rehearsing" emotions and then "enacting" them. The

lack of feeling Diderot attributes to the actor once he is off stage, differs from that of the social actor

whose performance is also her life. In such cæes, although husbands and lovers may be moved or

troubled by the actions of the performer, the actress herself remains curiously detached from the feelings

she is representing as part of her "role. " Rose constructs herself in her subsequent maffiage with Patrick,

and then just as easily deconstructs ttris self, destroys the marriage, rewrites the script.

Here is Rose in her relationship with Patrick; one can't help echoing Flo's "What a performance!"

with which tttis discussion began. When she and Patrick become lovers, Rose is very conscious of having
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to provide a "performance," an "unpractised counterfeit of pæsion":

They clung together shivering and giggling. Rose was doing the giggling, She felt a need to be
continually playful. She was terrified that they would not be able to manage it, that there was a
great humiliation in store, a great exposure of their poor deceits and stratagems. But the deceits
and stratagems were only hers. Patrick was never a fraud. He managed, in spite of gigantic
embarrassment, apologies; he passed through some amazed pantings and flounderings, to peace.
Rose was no help, presenting instead of an honest passivity much twisting and fluttering
eagerness, unpractised counterfeit of passion. She was pleased when it was accomplished; she did
not have to counterfeit that. They had done what others did, they had done what lovers did (83).

When Rose finally experiences climax, a genuine one rather ttran a counterfeit one, her reaction

is anti-climactic:

When pleasure presented itself, the fifth or sixth time they were together, she was thrown out of
gear entirely, her passionate carrying-on was silenced.
Patrick asked, "What's the matter?"
"Nothing!" Rose said, turning herself, radiant and attentive once more. . . she was really
grateful now and wanted to be forgiven, though she could not say so, for all her pretended
gratitude, her patronizing, her doubts (83-84).

One is reminded Nietzsche's famous observation to the effect that woman is always acting, even when

she is not acting.

"Constructed with Terrible Care": The Self in Munro's Fiction

In Munro's collection of stories, Who Do You Thittk You Are? the care and construction of the

self take on a different dimension. Whereas, inLives, the central intelligence in the narrative is that of

Del, who seems to be aware how others construct themselves more than how she constructs herself, in

Wo Do You ThinkYou Are,Rose constructs herself as a text. Munro makes her an actress, someone who

plays roles on stage and off, someone who scripts her life, rehearses and imagines scenarios æ a way of

becoming a self, if not 'her self.' But this self is born out of opposition to the self as constructed by

Flo:

There was a long truce between Flo and Rose in the beginning. Rose's nature was growing like
a prickly pineapple, but slowly, and secretly, hard pride and skepticism overlapping, to make
something surprising even to herself (5).

Rose's way of becoming herself,- the activities she enjoys, her ambitions and dreams-- are contrasted
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with those of her father, who seems to have shared similar ambitions but who has managed to overcome

them in himself. Rose is aware of his disappointment with her, and experiences ftis disappointment as her

shame:

But all her needs for flaunting, her high hopes of herself, her gaudy ambitions, were not hidden
from him. He knew them all, and Rose was æhamed, just to be in the s¿rme room with him. She
felt that she disgraced him, had disgraced him somehow from the time she was born, and would
disgrace him still more thoroughly in the future. But she was not repenting. She knew her own
stubbornness; she did not mean to change (46).

The language used to contrast their personalities is the language of condemnation; although it is the

narrative voice which gives us this contrast between her "mooning" and his "will to combat" such :

tendencies in himself, the narrative also allows us to see that she has internalized these judgements even

as she resists them and rebels against them with her "stubbornnass," refusing to 'irepent":

So part of Rose's disgrace wæ that she was female but mistakenly so, would not turn out to be
the right kind of woman. But there was more to it. The real problem was that she combined and
carried on what he must have thought of as the worse qualities in himself. All the things he had
beaten down, successfully submerged, inhimself, had surfaced again in her, and she was showing
no will to combat them. She mooned and daydreamed, she wæ vain and eager to show off; her
whole life was in her head. She had not inherited the thing he took pride in, and counted on--his
skill with his hands, his thoroughness and conscientiousness at any work; in fact she was
unusually clumsy, slapdash, ready to cut corners. The sight of her slopping a¡ound with her
hands in the dishpan, her thoughts a thousand miles away, her rump already bigger than Flo's,
her hair wild and bushy; the sight of the large and indolent and self-absorbed fact of her, seemed
to fill him with initation, with melancholy, almost wiür disgust.

All of which Rose knew. Until he had passed through the room she was holding herself still, ,

shewaslookingatherselfthroughhiseyes.Shetoocouldhatethespacesheoccupied.Butthe
. minute he was gone she recovered. She went back into her thoughts or to the mirror, where she
was often busy these days, piling all hair up on top of her head, turning part way to see the line
of her bust, or pulling the skin to se€ how she would look with a slant, a very slight, provocative 

..*r
slant, to her eyæ (4647).

What is interesting about this passage is the complexity of the judgements Munro brings to bear on Rose 
:

by her father. What seemed a simple, stereotyped opposition between the daughter's love for "the arts,"

and the father's resistance to deparhrres from conventional patterns of femininity, is given an added

dimension here. The father's judgements --his "irritation, melancholy, disgust"-- have as much to do with

flaws in her "character" as they do with flaws in her femininity. His disgust is the craffsman's contempt
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for carelessness. Thus, his "thoroughness and conscientiousness" is cont¡asted with her "slapdash"

approach which is "ready to cut corners." Her general sloppiness is epitomized for him both in the way

she performs her work "slopping" in the dishpan, and in her appearance--"her rump already bigger than

Flo's, her hair wild and bushy." He sees these as tell+ale signs of a character that is "indolent and self-

absorbed. " That Rose has internalized this view of herself is shown in the line: "She too could hate the

space she occupied. " The split in Rose then is not only the split between mind and body--"her whole life

was in her head"--but also the double consciousness of the difference in the way she views herself and

the way she is viewed by her father. She knows that in his eyes she is all wrong, "female but mistakenly

so." Thus, even as Mun¡o gives us a "t5pical" portrait in the lives of girls and women--Rose primping

and preening before the mirror--trying to gauge, as well as to project, her attractiveness-- she also allows

us to see Rose critically. Rose's technique, her way of coping with this dichotomy is to freeze as she feels

her father's contemptuous disapproval, but to dismiss it from her consciousness the moment he leaves the

room, returning to "her own thoughts or to the mirror."

In this passage, Munro juxtaposes õur understanding of certain conventions of the cultural code--

the opposition between male and female, father/daughter, artisan/and would-be artist- with p,,zzli¡g

juxtapositions in the hermeneutic code as well. For it is not clear whether the ethical judgements brought

to bear on Rose are solely those of the father or are shared by Munro, as artist. Thus, Rose's vanity

seems empty when contrasted with the father's "pride in his skill, in his thorougbness and

conscientiousness." The number of subtle calibrations between Rose's vanity and the father's self-esteem

makes the reader wonder what is or what should be the ground for self-esteem.

The split between mind and body, between thought and action, is shown in the way Rose's father

judges her "gaudy ambitions." Thus she wants to be thought pretty and to be the centre of attention, but

seenn too lazy to take care of her body properly so that she can in fact rælize her ambitions. In her

father's view, Rose's "indolence' is central to her character; but Rose herself dismisses these judgements
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as marginal to her own perception of "who she thinks she is," to paraphrase the title. This tension

between the central and the marginal is repeated throughout the stories, both in Mumo's own presentation

of details, and also in Rose's experience of their importance. To what extent are we to consider this as

a key to her character? Is Munro, as artist pointing to a failure in Rose's make-up, an inability to self-

correct? Are we to see this in contrast to Del's ability to be self-critical, to re-envision her youthful idea

for a novel, to be willing to revise it, to rethink it, even to go through the arduous work of writing it

rather than merely carrying the idea in her head.

What complicates our view of Rose here is the phrase, "gaudy ambition." Is this Rose's own

ironic hyperbole for herself or is it the narrative voice's construction of the father's view of Rose and her

ambitions? Does the phrase show that Rose can accurately assess with the mot juste, her father's view

of her, using the very words he might use, or is this the narrative voice þerhaps Munro's) whispering

sedition into the reader's ear, planting doubts about Rose's "character"? The subtle interweaving of value

judgements, whatever their origin, shows the complexity of the way Rose necessarily must view herself:

she must either filter out what her father thinks or what other people think, other people being the voice

of conventional judgement represented by the "omniscient" narrator. To "see herself' as she is or would

like to be, she must imagine other eyes, other judgemens and play to that imaginary audience if not to

that "imaginary." The paragraph thus shows us Rose's deliberate corurtruction of her self; her

deliberations as she tries to invent herself, but also shows the constructions she is trying to escape. The

varied set of perspectives Munro manages to bring to bear in this description is the verbal equivalent of

a cubist portrait of Rose. The technique,s for the care of the self, for the cultivation of the self thus

involve techniques of self-assertion and self-construction in Rose's use of her mirror, as well as

techniques of avoidance and denial, as she stubbornly refi,¡ses to let her father's perspective alter her ego,

æ it were.

Rose's father, a man in love with language like to repeat fragments of words and phrases to himself
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while working alone in his, but is embarrassed to have this known. We can infer that Rose's love for

poetry, for memorising undoubtedly comes from her father, although they cannot share this pleasure with

each other or publicly acknowledge their similar taste. Munro places the father's "private performances"

in the same realm as shame at being caught in the "performance" of bodily functions:

Now and then some words would break through and hang clear and nonsensical on the air. When
he realized they were out, there would be a quick bit of cover-up coughing, a swallowing, aú
alert, unusual silence.

"Macaroni, pepperoni, Botticelli, beans---"
What could that mean? Rose used to repeat such things to herself. She could never ask him. The
person who spoke these words and the person who spoke to her as her father were not the same,
though they seemed to occupy the same space. It would be the worst sort of taste to acknowledge
the person who wæ not supposed to be there; it would not be forgiven. Just the same, she
loitered and listened.

The cloud-capped towers, she heard him say once.
"The cloud-capped towers, the gorgeous palaces."
That was like a hand clapped against Rose's chest, not to hurt, but astonish her, to take her

breath arvay. She had to run then. She had to get away. She knew that was enough to hear, and
besides, what if he caught her? It would be terrible.

This was something the same as bathroom noises. . . . The person creating the noises in the
bathroom was not connected with the person who walked out (4).

These private language games are a harmless pleasure, and yet they are surrounded with the same

sense of shameful secrecy as "bathroom noises" both on the part of her father who would be embarrassed

if "caught" murmuring these words to himself, as well as on the part of Rose, who feels she must run

away in case she gets "caught." That a grown man, an adult, can nevertheless still take a childish

pleasure in words, in stringing words together for the sheer pleasure of their sounds, with no attempt to

have them make sense, or to have any referent in the outside world is an attractive notion. Her father's

language games are part of his private world, in which he is working with his hands, refinishing furnitr¡re

or repairing it wittr consummate skill. Ye¡ the secrecy with which her father surrounds this harmless

habit, and the shame he would feel at its discovery, reminds Rose of "bathroom noisas," and the split

between the private needs of the body and the public denial of those need$. This split between mind and

body, between private needs and public denial of those needs, becomes embedded in Rose's way of being

in the world. The narrative voice stresses her sense of her father's disappointment with her as a sense of
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shame, of "disgrace":

The idea of 'shame' as a signifier in the text is literally underscored in the account we are given

of Flo's letter to Rose in, the penultimate story in the collection, "Spelling." In it, Rose recounts her

experience in a television producti on of The Trojan Women, in which she took on a non-speaking part,

largely as a favour to a friend, and which scandalized much of rural Canada because the actresses

performed their roles, with one breast bared:

Flo took to pen and paper over that, forced her stiff swollen fingers, crippled almost out of use

with arthritis, to write the word Shame. She wrote that if Rose's father had not been dead long
ago he would now wish that he was. That w¿¡s true (190).

Let me interrupt the passage at this point, to point out that Munro includes Rose's initial reaction to this

letter as one of mockery, the basis of which is not clear even as Rose feels some remorse for her reaction.

The above passage thus continues:

Rose read the letter, or part of it, out loud to some friends she was having for dinner. She read
it for comic effect, and dramatic effect, to show the gulf that lay behind her, though she did
rcalize, if she thought about it, that such a gulf was Dothing special. Most of her friends, who
seemed to her ordinary hard-working, anxious, and hopeful, people, could lay claim to being
disowned or prayed for in some disappointed home.

Halfivay through, she had to stop reading. It wasn't that she thought how shabby it was, to be
exposing and making fun of Flo in this way. She had done it often enough before; it was no news
to her that it was shabby. What stopped her was, in fact, that gulf; she had a fresh and

overwhelming realization of it, and it was nothing to laugh about. These reproaches of Flo's
made as much sense as a protest about raising umbrellas, a warning against eating raisins. But
they were painfrrlly, truly, meant; they were all a hard life had to offer. Shame on a bare breast.
(1e0)

From Flo's point of view the shame was in literally baring one's breast in public. But Rose herself has

deep shame about the way she bares her breast, her soul, metaphorically, exposing aspects of herself that

make her cringe. Here is one such example:

It was part of her job to go to local television chatting about these productions, trying to drum
up interest, telling amusing stories about things that happened during the tour. There was nothing
shameful about any of this, but sometimes Rose was deeply, unaccountably ashamed. She did not
let her confusion show. When she talked in public she was frank and charming; she had a

puzzlú, diff,rdent way of leading into her anecdotes, æ if she was just now remembering, had
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not told them a hundred times already. Back in her hotel room, she often shivered and moaned,
as if she were having an attack of fever. She blamed it on exhaustion, or her approaching
menopause. She couldn't remember any of the people she had met, the charming, interesting
people who had invited her to dinner and to whom, over drinks in various cities, she had told
intimate things about her life (181).

The emotion of "shame," or rather then sense of shame is pervasive in Rose's sense of herself

Thus, when she takes Patrick to Hanratty to introduce him to Flo, the experience is one in which social

embarrassment and awkwardness is experienced bodily by Rose as shame:

Rose tried to start some conversation, talking brightly, unnaturally, rather as if she was an
interviewer trying to draw out a couple of simple local people. She felt ashamed on more levels
than she could count. She was ashamed of the food and the swan, and the plastic tablecloth;
ashamed for Patrick, the gloomy snob, who made a startled grimace when Flo passed him the
toothpick holder; ashamed for Flo with her timidity and hypocrisy and pretensions; most of all
ashamed for herself. She didn't even have any way that she could talk, and sound natural (89).

But this embarrassment and awkwardness had been present at Patrick's house as well. There Rose's sense

of cultural shame, of being æhamed of her background, also has a physical effect; her body feels drained

of energy:

There was a terrible amount of luxury and unease. After a day or so there Rose became so

discouraged that her wrists and ankles felt weak. Picking up her knife and fork was a chore;
cutting and chewing the perfect roæt beef was almost beyond her; she got short of breath
climbing the stairs. She had never known before how some places could choke you off, choke
off your very life. She had not known this in spite of a number of very unfriendly places she had

been in (85-86).

a sense of shame also dominates her memories of her attempts to make conversation with Patrick's

mother; she remembers "her voice came out full of false assurance, eager, and inappropriately

enthusiastic. . . She cringed afterwards, thinking of these efforts, the pretense of ease and gaiety, as cheap

and imitative as her clothes" (86).

But Patrick too is in an embarrassing and awkward situation with his family. He is disliked by

his father because of his refusal to go into business, for his adopting an intellectual approach, and is

further disliked by his family for choosing Rose. This is Patrick's way of rebelling against his family;

he may have also chosen Rose because he felt he could be sure of her eternal gratitude if not love æ in
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his reference to their relationship as rather reminiscent of the painting "King Cophetua and the Beggar

Maid."

The emotion of shame also surfaces in the descriptions of Rose's engagement period as she "turns

herself into a fiancee," playing the role exactly æ scripted by the culture but somehow betraying her self:

Paths were opening now, barriers were softening. And Rose-oh, this was the worst, this was

the shame of it--Rose, instead of cutting the dentist's wife was blushing and skittishly flashing
her diamond and saying yes, that would be a lovely idea. When people said how happy she must

be, she did think herself happy. It was æ simple as that. She dimpled and sparkled and turned
herself into a fiancee with no trouble at all (91).

Oddly enough, in the story "Mischief," the painful memories of the failed arrangement for adultery with

Clifford in Powell River, are stored not ¿N loss or anger, but as overwhelming shame:

She could not hear any of this music for a long time without a specific attack of shame, that was

like a whole wall crumbling on her, rubble choking her (125).

Although Clifford decides against their having a sexual encounter because it would only cause "mischief

in their lives, Rose nevertheless lies to Patrick in the guise of confessing the truth, that she "had an

affair" with Clifford. The question is, what is the event or the experience she remembers with shame?

Is it the shame of her naked desire, her desire thus so nakedly exposed? Is it the complicated

arrangements she had made to fulfil this desire, only to be spurned? Is it the shame of open pursuit

followed by open rejection? Is it the shameful lie, shameful because of the desire to commit adultery

matched with the confession of a nonexistent adultery? The aftermath in her marriage however, makes

one wonder if the scenario of 'royal beatings" from her father isn't something she is still re-enacting with

Patrick in her marriage. Does she tell Patrick this lie in order to provoke a beating because she is

ashamed? The pattern of their violent arguments is brought out as Rose remembers the end of her

marriage:

It was true, they did not have fights any more. She had scars on her wrists and her body, which
she had made(not quite in the most dangerous places) with a razor blade. Once in the kitchen of
this house Patrick had tried to choke her. Once she had run outside and knelt in her nightgown,
tearing up handfuls of grass. Yet for Anna this bloody fabric her parents had made, of mistakes
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and mismatches, that anybody could see ought to be torn up and thrown away, was still the true
web of life, of father and mother, of beginning and shelter. What fraud, thought Rose, what fraud
for everybody. We come from unions which don't have in them anything like what we think we
deserve. (137)

On the one hand, Rose acknowledges that the break was planned from the beginning, was foreseen

on her "wedding day" as absolutely vital because without such a rupture, "she might as well be dead."

On the other hand, there is a kind of pæsivity about engineering the break. Is the insight that "she had

done nothing intelligently," a description of Rose from Munro's point of view, or is it Rose's own

evasion? Does mismanaging a relationship somehow makes one less responsible? less calculating? Yet

she accepts that the "betrayal was hers" (136-7).

What Munro does is to foil our understanding of what "character" is in the novel, to frustrate our

desire for the heroine as the origin of successful effort, of successful agency. Rose's behaviour does not

add up to a "coherent" character. Her name, Rose, suggests a multifaceted, mulitfoliate character, or

identity even as it is a name which is extraordinarily ordinary. It is a signifier at once absent of meaning

and yet redolent of literary meaning, as with Burns' rose, Jean de Meun's Roman de la Rose, Blake's

rose. Yet Rose is problematised for both the male and the female reader. She frusrates our desire for

progress, for lessons learned, for mastering something at last, achieving something at l¿rst. Does Munro

seek to unmask this idea of agency, this sense of achievement, as a fiction of our fiction? Or is the idea

of "character" itself an unstable fiction? Rose's identity at once seems to cohere with her past, even as

it represents a series of deliberate ruptures with the past.

Rose's restless, nomadic life seems to be the result of her choice to be an actress; she must of

necessity go where the jobs are; she must often be on tour. And yet, in the story, "Simon's Luck," she.

bolts from her job, as a way of running away from the pain of being rejected by Simon. When he does

not call her after their weekend together, she rehearses in her mind an entire scenario, imagining her

pursuit of him, her obsession with him and his rejection of her. Unable to face the humiliation of this

script, feeling powerless to change what she regards as the inevitable pattern of her own behaviour, her
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inevitable response to waiting for the current man in her life to call her, she decides to run away from

the situation entirely. Her action seems decisive. Her emotional salvation is more important to her. Her

face saving strategy overrides financial considerations. She bolts from her job without notice; she

abandons the house she has rented. None of these practical, financial considerations is as important to

her as escaping from the pain of humilation. What frightens her is what she regards as the inevitable

erosion of her self, of her self-esteem if she stays. She is convinced she will reenact the pattern of fr¡tile

pursuit she has followed in the past. Unable to trust herself to resist her own behaviour pattern, she

decides to flee, rather than "stand her ground. " But as she makes her preparations to flee, we realize that

this nomadic existence is not due to vagaries of the acting profession, but to her pattern of involvement

with men:

And as she crouched in the front seat, writing the letter, which she could have more comfortably
written in the house, she thought of how many crazy letters she had written, how many
overblown excuses she had found, having to leave a place, or being afraid to leave a place, on
account of some man. Nobody knew the extent of her foolishness, friends who had known her
for twenty years didn't know half the flights she had been on, the money she had spent, the risks
she had taken. . . who would guess what mortifications, what memories of mortifications,
predictions were beating in her head? (172).

To what extent is Rose herself aw¡ue of her own evasions? As the story, "Simon's Luck" begins, we are

told that:

She had driven down to Kingston just for this party, a fact which slightly shaned her. She had
not met the hostess before. She had known the host last year, when he was teaching at the
community college and living with another girl (157).

We gather that if Rose is "ashamed" it is simply because she would not want anyone to know how lonely

she has been feeling living in isolation, that she is desperate enough for friendship, for glamour, that she

will drive all the way to Kingston just for a party, and when she hardly knows her "host and hostess."

In fact the story opens with a juxtaposition between loneliness and invitations: "Rose gets lonely in new

places; she wishes she had invitations" (156). The paragraph which follows, the story's opening

paragraph, gives a lengthy description of her fantasising being invited into the houses she sees as she goes
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on walks. She is not bothered by the lack of coûrmon ground. The simple fact of the invitation would be

enough for everything to go well: "Rose is an actress; she can fit in anywhere" (156).

Rose's "shame" driving down to Kingston, thus seems the kind of hyperbole one says to oneself as

if a harsh description of one's motives is the penance we are prepared to pay for indulging ourselves in

something we wish we could ræist. Shame in these circumstances is a wry way of salvaging pride. But

in the awkward and embarrassing aftermath following the ghastly insult Rose receives at the party, we

learn that her relationship to "the host," who remains nameless, is more complicated than the initial

description acknowledged:

The host appeared in a velvet jumpsuit and took hold of þerl other arm, more or less
symbolically, at the s¡rme time kissing Rose's other cheek, because he hadn't seen her when she
came in. "Must talk to you, " he murmured, meaning he hoped he wouldn't have to, because there
w¿rs so much tricky territory; the girl he had lived with last year, for one thing, and a night he
had spent with Rose at the end of term, when there had been a lot of drinking and bragging and
lamenting about faithlessness, as well as some curiously insulting though pleasurable sex (160).

Given this past history, if Rose is feeling "ashamed" for driving down to Kingston just for a party,

perhaps she is feeling æhamed of feeling so dæperately lonely that she is willing to go to a party when

there is "so much tricky territory' involved. But the memory of "the curiously insulting though

pleasurable sex" surfaces just after Rose has been insulted, accused of indulging in degrading sexual

practices. The story, "Simon's Luck," thus seems to be organised around convolutions of shame: the

initial trvinge of shane before ttre party; her embarrassment at the hostess' reaction to what Rose had

intended as an amusing anecdote about her cat; the embæræsing innuendos of the insult at the party, the

potentially embarrassing situation with the host and hostess, right through to her "mortification" at

Simon's imagined rejection, a week after the party. Even the ending of the story evokes a note of

"mortification" as Rose learns of Simon's death and is embarræsed ttrat "even at this late date [she] could

have thought herself the only one who could seriously lack power" (177).

As Rose waits for Simon to call, she rehearses the way the relationship will play itself out. Yet even

in this imagined scenario of desire, Rose sees her own need as shameful and duplicitous. She, however,
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displaces this shame onto women as a whole, then imagines "the burden" of her own body with self-

loathing:

So much female touching is asking (this is what she would have learned, or learned again, from
him); women's tenderness is greedy, their sensuality is dishonest. She would lie there wishing
she had some plain defect, something her shame could curl around and protect. As it was, she
would have to be ashamed, burdened by, the whole physical fact of herself, the whole outspread
naked digasting putreffing fact (173).

It would seem that for Rose, female sensuality is dishonest because it is dependent, it is needy. It does

not seek satisfaction as a pleasure in itself, but seek to use sensuality as a means to an end. The

sensual/sexual relationship of woman to man's body is thus another form of the relationship of the king

to the beggar maid. It is the man who holds the power, who can say "come here" or "go away" (173).

The above passage thus develops its theme in the following way, where what is being forgiven is the

flawed flesh as well as any other character "flaws":

Her flesh could seem disastrous; thick and porous, grey and spotty. His body would not be in
question, it never would be; he would be the one who condemned and forgave and how could she
ever know if he would forgive her again? Comc hcre, he could tell her, or go away. Never since
Patrick had she been the free person, the one with that power; maybe she had used it all up, all

. that was coming to her (173).

The nature of this ever present shame Rose carries about with her is illuminated for the reader

in the final story's description of her encounter with her high school classmate Ralph, the original model

for Rose's ambition to become an actress. Rose is unhappy with her "performance" in that encounter;

ashamed of the "\rrong note" she had struck with someone who had been important to her:

But when Rose remembered this unsatisfactory conversation she seemed to recall a wave of
kindness, of sympathy and forgiveness, though certainly no words of that kind had been spoken.
That peculiar shame which she carried around with her seemed to have been eased. The thing she
was ashamed of, in acting, was that she might have been paying attention to the wrong things,
reporting antics, when there wæ always something further, a tone, a depth, a light, that she
couldn't get and wouldn't get. And it wasn't just about acting she suspected this. Everything she
had done could be sometimes be seen æ a mistake. She had never felt this more strongly than
when she was talking to Ralph Gillespie, but when she thought about him afterwards her mistakes
appeared unimportant. She was enough a child of her time to wonder if what she felt about him
was simply sexual warmth, sexual curiosþ; she did not think it was. There seemed to be feelings
which could only be spoken of in translation; perhaps they could only be acted on in translation;
not speaking of them and not acting on them is the right course to take because translation is
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dubious. Dangerous, as well Q@-210).

It is Ralph Gillæpie's attentive listening, without criticism and with sympathy and respect that comforts

Rose, and provides her with relief from "that peculiar shame which she carried around witl her."

A Barthesean reading, in the manner of SZ, would bring to the fore the mixed associations of

pomp and ceremony Rose associated with the idea of the "royal beatings" as a child and her actual

experience of them. Moreover, the pomp and ritual associated with "the royal beatings" also connect in

the novel's symbolic code to the images of King Cophetua and the Beggar Maid. There are a number of

parallels between the provocations Rose creates in her marriage and the "royal beatings" of her childhood.

In both her relationships with her father and with her husband, Rose is cast as the supplicant. Patrick

eroticises this encounter as the basis of their marriage. But the ttreatrical scene of "the royal beatings"

means that the erotic encounter will be turned into a violent scenario. Mun¡o's subtly here consists in the

way she manages to avoid coming down on one side or the other. The economy of the household-both

in Hanratty and in her marriage- is somehow bæed on a sadistic-masochistic exchange between all the

participants. There is a pleasure in the cruelty, there is a strange forbidden release through the martyrdom

to pain.

Rose's story of her beatings at the hand of her father is set within the frame of merely another

story about Hanratty. But the anecdotal material, seemingly randomly recounted is woven around the

story of the beatings the butcher's children receive at the hands of their father and the "horsewhipping"

the father receives at the hands of three young men from Hanratty, one of whom Rose hears being

interviewed many years later on the radio on the occasion of his hundredth birthday. The "royal beatings"

which Rose receives at the hand of her father are thus set within the Gothic and melodramatic tale of the

butcher's daughter, a dwarf kept prisoner by her tyrannical father, and the elaborate punishment wrought

on the father, with the young men blackening their faces and attempting to hold a mock trial outdoors

in the snow. Within this anecdotal frame, the story of the butcher's daughter, of Rose's beatings at the
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hand of her own father, and Rose's amused reaction to the radio interview, all meld together to form a

picture of the culture in a rural Ontario town at a certain point in time.

Focusing on the actions recounted in the story, in what Barthes calls the proairetic code, we see

that "the royal beatings" are central to the story, rather than a thread in the tapestry of Rose's

"background" in Hanratty. The "royal beatings" which Flo threatens Rose will receive at the hands of

her father are the "normal" child rearing practices, the counterpart to the Gothic horror being enacted at

'rOld Man Tyde's" house. This juxtaposition of the abnormal with the normal-the dwarf, crippled

daughter being beaten and the "normal" daughter also being beaten- seem part of the tapestry of life in

Hanratty. The question is, are we to regard these descriptions as part of a generalized background for

Rose, or are we meant to infer "chafacter," personality ftom this?

Mun¡o's style problematizes the literary idea of "character." Her style presents all details as

equally relevant, seemingly not privileging one sort of background detail over another. That Flo is an

excellent mimic, that Rose's father loves language, that Rose receives beatings or that she loves to read

and daydream, or as we learn in the final story on Milton Homer's antic, that Rose admires Ralph

Gillespie's mimicry and seeks to emulate it--all these details are held suspended, at the same distance from

Rose, without any one detail seeming to serve as cause or effect.

Munro's style thus raises questions about the notion of "self." She seems at once to expose as a

fiction the notion of a stable ego ¡rs well æ exposing the notion of "character" constructed by "literature"

as a fiction. Part of the p¡zrls of the text is thus posed by the complex relationship between the

hermeneutic code in the text and Munro's representation of the cultural codes which construct the notion

of self. Does Rose lack a robust sense of self.f Or, is the idea of a robust sense of self itself an illusion

fostered by literature? Munro does not point to an explicit cause and effect relationship in Rose's

psychology, although the grounds for such inferences along the traditional lines of psycho-pathology are

not only scattered through this story but seem central to it, given the prominent stress Mumo's places
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on "royal beatings" in the story's title.

Yet although Munro does not make explicit connections, the construction of the stories, the order

of narration suggests certain implicit ways readers may be meant to construct or re-construct the

hermeneutic code of her naffation. Rose's character is recognizably modern, contemporary. Munro leaves

unanswered the question of how that character came to be, giving us instead the variety of cultural codes

at play, to which Rose either resists or adaps. Unlike Flaubert's attitude to Emma, Munro does not

suggest a morally preferable way of operating. Instead, she repeatedly givæ us Rose's sense of shame,

the central emotion around which Ros;'s life seems to be organised. That is to say, it is the central

emotion and yet escaping from the sense of shame, and living in denial of it are the centrifugal forcas in

her life, more important, more forceful than her desire for success or her ambitions as an actress. The

care of the self, in the portrait Munro gives of Rose, involves protecting the self from a knowledge of

that which one remembers or experiences with shame.

The melodrama of Old Man Tyde and the beatings he routinely gives his children carries over

into the description of the "royal beatingsr Rose received at the hands of her father "the king of royal

beatings." Not only does Rose as child picture the possible meanings of the pr:zzling locution in terms

of theatre and pageant, but the actual "royal beatings" she experiences are described in terms of

"theatricality. " Thus Rose displays 'theatrical unconcern" to Flo's question, "Who do you think you are?"

(13). Flo herself "goes beyond her ordinary scorn and self-possession and becomes amazingly theatrical

herself' (13). The theatricali¡y continues in the "role" Rose's father adops:

Her father wipes his hands, listening to Flo. He takes his time; He is slow at getting into the
spirit of 1þings, tired in advance, maybe, on the verge of rejecting the role he has to play (15).

His face, like his voice, is quite out of character. He is like a bad actor, who turns a part
grotesque. As if he must savor and insist on just what is shameful and terrible about this. That
is not to say he is pretending, that he is acting, and does not meån it. He is acting, and he means
it. Rose knows that, she knows everything about him (16).

This entry into the realm of the sadistic is seen by Rose in later years in terms of theatre and
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audience:

She has since wondered about murders, and murderers. Does the thing have to be carried
through, in the end, partly for the effect, to prove to the audience of one---who won't be able to
report, only register, the lesson--that such a thing can happen, that there is nothing that can't
happen, that the most dreadful antic is justified, feelings can be found to match it?(16-17).

Munro's narrative sees this regime of corporal punishment as a complex transaction between body and

mind in all the members of the family, seen as a kind of corporate entity. Thus, Flo's anger is provoked

by Rose's lack of respect, some invisible sign of attitude, of thought, rather than anything specifically

said or done by Rose. This sign is interpreted by Flo as "humiliation." Flo takes offense while she is

scrubbing the floor, feeling "brought to her knees" in providing "care' for her stepdaughter. The "scene"

is set and the theatrical carnival of punishment begins. The description of the father's actions, of Flo's

frightened response, and Rose's own actions all seem to have been scripted and are re-enacted again and

again, with minor variations. The lengthy passage is worth quoting in detail because it shows the terrible

specificity of the experience; this is not merely a quaint memory of "royal beatings" but a carefrrlly

detailed one of every "crack of pain" given and received:

At the first, or maybe the second, crack of pain, she draws back. She will not accept it. She runs
around the room, she tries to get to the doors. He blocls her off. Not an ounce of courage, or
stoicism in her, it would seem. She runs, she screans, she implores. Her father is after her,
cracking the belt at her when he can, then abandoning it, using his hands. Bang over the ear, then
bang over the other ear. Back and forth, her head ringing. Bang in the face. Up against the wall
and bang in her face again. He shakes her and hits her againqt the wall, he kicks her legs. She
is incoherent, ins¿ne, shrieking. Forgive m¿! Oh, please,forgive ne!

Flo is shrieking too. Stop, stop!
Not yet. He throws Rose down. Or perhaps she throws herself down. He kicks her legs again.
She has given up on words but is letting out a noise, the sort of noise that makes Flo cry, Oh ,
what if people can hear her? T}oie very lætditch willing sound of humilation and defeat it is, for
it seems Rose must play her part in this with the same grossness, the same exaggeration, that her
father displays, playing his. She plays his victim with a self-indulgence that arouses, and maybe
hopes to arouse, his final sickened contempt (17) (italics in original).

The memory is suffused with the memory of her humiliation, but as Rose attempts to escape the beating,

she uses a variety of "techniques," of coping strategies. Part of the scripted quallty of the encounter is

conveyed by Rose's realization in the midst of the beating that she must "exaggerate" her role as
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"victim," overplay it by miming "self-indulgence" as a way of getting her father to stop, not by arousing

his pity, but his "sickened contempt." What is interesting is her harsh self-condemnation, her own self-

contempt: "Not an ounce of courage, or stoicism in her, it would seem."

Just as the "royal beatings" are part of a ritual script in the conflict between Flo and Rose, so too

is the scene of reconciliation another ritual, in which Rose, confined to her room, nevertheless is sent

special treats for dinner. Rose's memory of this aspect of the "royal beatings" is also pervaded by shame

at her lack of self-control, seen as a failure in pride. She is ashamed she cannot hold on to her anger:

Soon in helpless corruption, she will eat them all. She will drink the chocolate milk, eat the tarts,
eat the cookies. She will get the malty syrup out of the bottom of the glass with her finger,
though she sniffles with shanc. Too late (19) (emphasis added).

However, following these stormy scenqs, there is a calmness which descends over the family and over

Rose. At such times, Rose feels as if she were "floating" in her "bodily pain," experiencing a sort of

"superior state" as if she is "drugged." In this state, she can contemplate a number of possible endings,

the third act to the family drama, family romance played down below, possibly her own death or suicide:

"They will be embarrassed, but rather le.ss than you might expect, considering how they have behaved.

They will feel a queer lassitude, a convalescent indolence, not far offsatisfaction" (20). Such scenes are

followed by scenes of family solidarity, by the family's sitting together with Rose's father and Flo

exhibiting "a geniality not exactly false but more emphatic than was usual, without company" (20). In

retrospect, these scenes seem to Rose at once so perfectly stylized they can only be seen as a kind of

"performance." Yet the brutal beatings were not sham, theatrical gestures, the simulacrum of a beating

actors perform on stage, but actual blows to the body. Munro's style in describing the complicated

relationship between the father as "actor" in a drama scripted by his wife, Flo, links these passages to

the sickness Flo rejects so contemptuously in describing incestuous relationships as "Relations

performing" (24).

Yet another way that these episodes resonate in the text is in the way that Mun¡o suggests
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parallels between Rose's experiences at the hands of her father and her later experiences with in her

marriage to Patrick. Thus, does Patrick's fantæy that he and Rose are somehow reenacting the story of

King Cophetua and the Beggar Maid, have anything to do with Rose's own conception of her abject,

pleading role in the rituals enacted with her father "the king of royal beatings"?

Scenes of violence and reconciliation are re-enacted in her marriage to Patrick, with the difference

that as an adult, Rose is able to fight back, to express her anger as an actor, playing the role she could

not play with her father. Her self-consciousness of her anger as performance, seems to provoke Patrick

to a similar stylized anger reminiscent of her's performance:

She said that she and Patrick had been married ten years, and that during that time the scenes of
first break up and reconciliation had been periodically repeated. with her saying again all the
things she had said the first time, and the things she had held back, and many other things which
occurred to her. She hopes she did not tell people Out thinks she did) that she used lo beat her
head against tlæ bedpost, that she smashcd a gravy boat through a dining room window; that she

was so frightened, so siclcetæd by what she had done that she lay in bed, shivering, and begged
and beggedfor hß forgiveness. Which he granted. Sometimes sheflew athim; sometimes hc beat
her. The next morning they would get up early and make ¿ special brea$ast, they would sit
eating bacon and eggs and drínkingfiltered coffee, worn out, bewildered, treating each otherwith
shamefaced kittdttcss (97). (emphasis added)

Rose is bewildered by the compulsive rituals of their mutual behaviour. The descriptions of the

aftermath of such scenes in her marriage recall the atmosphere which settles on the household after the

"royal beatings. " Rose's motives for persisting in the role of the abject 'beggar maid' seem to her

unfathomable except æ a kind of masochism, although she see.s that her abject role may merely have been

the result of financial powerlessness, her relatively "beggared" economic status in her marriage:

Calmed down, they would say that most people probably went through the same things like this,
in a marriage, and inde€d they seemed to know mostly people who did. They could not separate

until enough damage had been done, until nearly mortal damage had been done, to keep them

apart. And until Rose could get a job and make her own money, so perhaps there was a very
ordinary reason after all (97-98).

Causal explanations are sought by Rose, as she recounts the reasons why she married Patrick and

also why she left her marriage. She comes up with a variety of fashionable explanations for her disastrous
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marriage to Patrick which would exculpate her from her fear that her failure was the result of a disastrous

character flaw:

When Rose afterwards reviewed and talked about this moment in her life--for she went through
, a period, like most people nowadays, of talking freely about her most private decisions, to friends

and lovers and party acquaintances whom she might never see again, while they did the same--she

said that comradely compassion had over come her. . . . Then she went further into it and said
greed, greed. . . . she was frightened of the world and she had not been able to think up any
other plan for herself. . . . When she wæ seeing life in economic terms, or was with people who
did, she said that only middle clæs people had choices anyway, that if she had had the price of
a train ticket to Toronto, her life would have been different (97).

What these public explanations, or this public review, leaves out is Rose's consciousness that she may

have sabotaged her happiness. It is not clear which was the "real" self, the posturing, theatrical self in

her violent quarrels with Patrick or the one who could find happiness in the banal actions of ordinary life:

What she never said to anybody, never confided, was that she sometimes thought that it had not
been pity, or greed, or cowardice, or vanity but something quite different, like a vision of
happiness. In view of everything else she had told she could hardly tell that. It seems very odd;
she can't justify it. She doesn't mean that she had perfectly ordinary, bearable times in their
marriage, long busy stretches of wallpapering, and vacationing and meals and shopping and
worrying about a child's illness, but that sometimes, without reason or warning, happiness, the
possibility of happiness, would surprise them (98).

Munro introduces the possibility of Rose's self sabotage, by making Rose conscious of this general human

tendency. However, Rose sees this tendency not in terms of her own behaviour in her marriage, but

rather in terms of an erratic desire on the part of others to sabotage the presentation of one's public self.

This is the explanation she comes up with to explain Patrick's seemingly inexplicable look of hatred when

she encounters him years later in an aþort. In coming up to greet Patrick, Rose sees him deliberately

looking at her with "a truly hateñrl, savagely warning face; infantile, self-indulgent, yet calculated; it was

a timed explosion of disgust and loathing. It wæ hard to believe. But she saw it" (99).

Rose's explanation for Patrick's reaction focuses on it as a gesture, a mask adopted for a

"calculated" effect. She sees Patrick's look as a "move," as an actor's representation, rather than as the

expression of an instinctive, spontaneous feeling of dislike. She his gesture as one in keeping with a

desire she had seen in other people "to sabotage themselves, make a face or say a dirty word" (99). She
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have wrought in her marriage. Instead, she imputes this "universal truth" as part of the psychology of

others:

She had seen Patrick; Patrick had seen her; he had made that face. But she was not really able
to understand how she could be an enemy. How could anybody hate Rose so much, at the very
moment when she was ready come forward with her good will, her smiling confession of
exhaustion, her air of diffident faith in civilized overtures?

Oh, Patrick could. Patrick could (99).

Having discarded her role in her marriage to Patrick, Rose cannot understood why Patrick cannot accept

her in her role, in her desire to play the part of someone capable of "civilized overtures" in keeping with

her convincing "air" of good will. In her encounter with Patrick, Rose is 'smiling" in her willingness to

"confess" to the weakness of "exhaustion," rather than a rueful confession or acknowledgement of the

her weakness in her hurting him.

Rose's ability to revise her past allows her to believe that her actions are part of an ever-shifting

performance, that her words and actions are not meant to be taken seriously as a permanent part of her

essential self. In the same way, Del is astonished that Garnet could have mistaken what she had offered

"in play." Just as Rose was able to ignore her father's silent criticism of her desire to "cut comers," so

is she also able to reject Patrick's present view which fails to see that her essential self, the "real Rose,"

is someone "ready to come forward with good will. . . with diff,rdent faith in civilized overtures." It is

this current self which Rose would like taken at "face value," not the historical selves with which she has

experimented and cast off.

Munro presents the idea of the "beside herself in the she presents Rose's memories of her

marriage. Thus, Munro shows Rose's continued bafflement at the bewildering way in which periods of

calm and happiness in her marriage could alternate with those of violent, angry quarrels. Rose's only

explanation for this is that the happiness must have been the result of dissembling, a kind of imposture:

"Then it was as if they were in different though identical-seeming skins, as if there existed a radiantly

kind and innocent Rose and Pauick, hardly ever visible, in the shadow of their usual selves' (emphasis
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addd) (98). Because Rose seems blind to the complex patterns of her own duplicity and complicity in

the pattern of her marriage, she can attribute a kind of free-floating, capricious malice to Patrick to

account for his reaction on seeing her in the airport. However, her resorting to Patrick's malice as an

explanation fails to see how his hatred might be a response to what he perceived as "self-indulgent,

infantile" on her part, the result of a perverse desire to make mischief, to sabotage their relationship by

producing "timed explosions of disgust and loathing."

To what extent are readers meant to seize on the episodes of the "royal beatings" as an index

to Rose's character? Can we say that Rose was a neglected, battered or abused child? Munro's

sophisticated handling of narrative detail makes such an assertion seem overly simplistic and reductive.S

It is unclear whether Rose chose Patrick and this way of relating to Patrick because of the her own

peculiar pathology derived from her father's royal beatings, or whether this trans¿s¡ion betrveen men and

women, fathers and daughters is not somehow part of the peculiar pathology of the self in our culture if

not our world.

In the absence of overt moralizing'by Munro, it is tempting to think that Munro means for us to

see that Rose's identity derives from more a complex set of circumstances than that of her father's brutal,

"royal beatings." Surely, the scenes in Hanratty are meant to be seen as something more than the scenes

of childhood abuse? Rose's own ambivalence to the past makes interpretation even more problematic.

Ironically, despite the differences between them, Munro's juxtaposition shows that for both Rose and Hat

Nettleton, the past has become the source of anecdote. Mun¡o's third-person narration problematizes how

Rose positions herself within her own memories. Because the stories are not told ftom the perspective

of the first person, Munro can show both the selfdeception, the self-evasions and the self-accusations

involved in a person's access to memory, without producing a seemingly causal explanation for

behaviour. Rose, as actress, as social raconteur, uses her childhood memories to construct herself

socially, yet there are aspects of that childhood which she disowns.
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Mumo's short story titles--"privilege," "mischief," "the beggar maid"-- seem to suggest her

method. That is, which details of experience ought we to "privilege?" Thus, Rose is at first shown to

be amused when she hears Hat Nettleton being "transformed" into a relic of quaint rural past. Yet Rose

herself may be motivated by the same sentimental impulse as that oi ttte interviewer on CBC. That is,

she to domesticate the violence of the past, she forgets Flo's role in instigating them in her wish to share

the absurdity of Hal's apotheosis with Flo. Lest we ourselves succumb to the impulse to sentimentalize

Flo, and see her as well-meaning, but harmless, Munro gives us the final unforgettable image of Flo, at

once comic and sinister. The story closes with the image of the now senile Flo "sitting in the corner of

her crib, looking crafty and disagreeable" literally biting the hand ttrat feeds her: "she occasionally

showed her feelings by biting a nurse."

Characterization and Narrative Focalization

Rose learns to exploit what can only be viewed as an "awful childhood" as anecdote, converting

it into successful social currency, a kind of treasure trove, like endless gossip,-able to entertain, to

shock, to scandalise and also confound. She uses her socially déclassë background for one upmanship in

social exchange, in which ironically, it is stories of high life, glamour, and name dropping which usually

fulfill this function. Rose finds the manners and mores of rilest Hanratty endlessly useful, just as an

anthropologist who has lived in exotic regions and participated in the natives' bizarre practices and

customs might turn such material into anecdotes. At the level of character or plot, this aside, "Later she

would learn how to use it" suggests a certain kind of character for Rose, but it also compresses into a

handy form of shorthand between Munro and her reader, reminding us that this type of social action (or

action sequence to use Barthes' terminology) -the act of going to dinner parties- requires the witty

exchange of stories, experiences, anecdotes. Indeed, the poetics of the dinner party, part of being a good

gust, requires that one have a "well storied turn."

However, this distancing on Rose's part of her experiences has the effect of distancing us, ¿rs
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readers from the content of what narrative theory would call the text's "story." Thus, in "Royal

Beatings," if one takes the extensive descriptions of the beatings into account, the story is really about

a horriffing routine of corporal punishment. However, the beatings do not seem completely to function

this way in Rose's memory. Although, Munro makæ it clear that as an adult, Rose has often thought

about these experiences, Rose is still ambivalent in her reactions to these beatings and to a certain extent

in denial about the role they have played in her sense of her self. Thus, on the one hand, she can

remember her father in his grotesque "performance" and yet also remember Flo, the instigator of the

"royal beatings" with something like fondness, wishing she could share with her the irony of Hat

Nettleton's apotheosis into a quaint local figure.

The attention Munro gives to the details of these beatings, the prominence she gives to them by

having the story "Royal Beatings" as the first in the collection, invites the reader to speculate as to

whether these beatings are meant to be necessary to understanding Rose's "character, her motivations.

The fact that she uses some of this material to regale and entertain friends suggests that she makas light

of what is central in another kind of fiction, the portrait of childhood suffering that we find in the work

of the Brontes or Dicken's, in which it is often se€n as the basis of character formation. But Munro's

characterization of Rose's own ironic descriptions of life in Hanratty in terms of parody do not permit

readers an easy access to the emotions contained in this "signified" in order to n¡rme it with any degree

of clarþ.

The modern and postmodern penchant for irony forbids access to this suffering as suffering. The

literary critic (and perhaps readers as well) is in the uncomfortable position of violating a literary

decorum by taking this aspect of Munro's text quite literally and by discussing it too specifically. Munro's

style of narration clearly avoids any kind of cause and effect in the motivation of her central character,

Rose. There is neither interior monologue by Rose nor judgement on the part of Mun¡o. Not to make

inferences, makes the beatings Rose received pa¡t of a textual construction of reality, the same sort of
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unspoken, undiscussed "script" her family seemed to follow during these outbursts of violence. But the

realistic details of the father hitting face, ear, bones, limbs; the details of blow after blow make such a

split between the body represented in the text and the thoughts such words suggest in the mind of the

reader, and implicitly in Rose's own mind as she recovers in her room afterward, seem a kind of

linguistic gaffe. Rose's denial, her refusal to breach the split is in keeping with a certain kind of

character. The question is, if the critic replicates this denial, this avoidance, is s/he complicitous with the

attitude towards discipline and punishment which the text exposes as pervasive in Hanrauy.

It is important to talk about the role of deception and pretending in the lives of Munro's girls and

women. In Rose, this is elevated to the level of art in her own life, in her personal relationships and also

at the level of stagecraft, of acting as her profession. We see deception as a technique of the self used in

various ways in the collection of stories entitled Something I've Been Meaning to Tell Íoz. Moreover,

this collection of stories considers the wide variety of ways individuals might use "the material" of their

past to invent and reinvent themselves. In this collection of stories, Mun¡o fr¡rther problematizes the

techniques characters adopt to "manage" their lives by the way they "revise" and edit their personal

histories.

Deception as Techniqueof Self-Care in Wng I'vc Been Meaning n Tell You

The title of Munro's collection of stories, Somcthing I've Been Meaning to Tell Yo¡¿, focuses our

attention on a predominant theme in the storie.s and on a technique in the care of the self: on deception

and pretending as a strategy in conflict with a pressing need to the tell the truth. Suppressing the truth,

repressing or withholding it figures in many of the stories, and is related to a need for authority. As the

title suggests, this strategic withholding of truth is not so much a deliberate act of lying as a denial that

one is lying, a denial which is disguised by the promise held out to oneself, and to the other as well, that

there is "something I've be¿n meaning to tell you." Deception thus figures importantly in these stories

as a conscious strategy to fool, or to deceive others, but also ends up by an unconscious form of self-
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sabotage, of self{eception as well. The authority gained by this method however leaves the characters

in these stories inarticulate in the sense of being unable to articulate an important message at a key crisis

in their lives.

Repeatedly in these stories, Munro shows that an important technique in the "care of the self is

the strategy of withholding truth, of pretending compliance, friendship or fidelity. Such deception seems

to buy an individual some elbow room in a relationship, space in which to have a great freedom of action.

In that sense, pretending to conform, pretending to be loyal, might be a strategic way to protect the self.

On the other hand, Mumo's representation of deception not only entails a loss of vitality but also that the

suppression of truth thwarts creative energy.

Mun¡o shows these techniques-telling a social lie, faking sexual pleasure, "fibbing," withholding

information-as ways of gaining or keeping power in a relationship. At the very least such techniques are

a form of strategic manoeuvre which allow one to avoid conflict and "needless" complications with

others. Like Munro, Harriet Goldhor in Thc Dance of Deception: Pretending and Truth Telling

in Women's Lives (1993), sees this as a pervæive pattern in "the lives of girls and women." Lerner

defines deception as encompassing a wide variety of behaviours: "We all repræs, deny, project, distort,

tune out, and get sleepy" (26). Her discussion provides a context for understanding the hermeneutic code

in Munro's texts. Thus, Lerner points out that the counterweight to the self-protection provided by the

technique of deception is the empowerment which comes from our abilþ to detect deception as part of

our capacity "to observe and name reality" (26). Such abilities include "empathy, intuition, reflection,

autonomy, objectivity, integ¡ity, mah¡rity, clarity and courage' Q6).Significantly, she finds that the

capacity for objective observation is empowering because it allows us to detect "deception and incongruity

in ourselves and others" (Lerner, 26).

Thus while practising deception-on others æ well as ourselves-may seem to provide a sensible

way to take care of the self in a world hostile to our wishes, in fact, it is the awakening of the self to
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these practices of deception that foster a true care of the self. In this collection of Munro's stories both

dynamics are very much in evidence. There is the strategic suppression of information about the self, and

there is also a growing sense of the incongruity between what one knows privately about oneself and the

image of the self one projects to the world, to one's husband, one's lover, or one's family.

When we must constantly watch ourselves, even when we do so effortlessly, almost automatically,

we use up energy which could be going to more creative ends; the process dissipatas energy and erodes

our sense of self (Lerner, 29). The lie, the image we seek to project, the facts we seek to hide or deny,

are never self-contained; they are neverjust "a solitary lie," to use Lerner's apt description. Instead, they

involve the creation of a context in which the lie can seem to be true, can seem to blend in naturally

among the other "facts" we seek to project about our life, about ourselves. This sense of constantly

watching ourselves, constantly monitoring the self, is of which that Munro's various n¿urators in this are

very much aware in other people as well æ in themselves.

Munro sees this form of deception or suppression æ closely related to the idea of "management,"

the management of one's life, both in the sense of managing one's emotional life and also in the sense

of managing one's "material" circumstances, ot ménage. Mun¡o uses the words "managed," or "watched"

in a number of important ways in these stories. Thus in the story "Material,n the narrator notes that her

husband, Gabe, "does not watch himself' Q2). He claims his energy goes into living, not into

self-consciousness. Thus, he tells the narrator during their courtship, "I enjoy life," a statement which

strikes her as too naive to be a tnre description ofhis character, or self.

By contrast, in the story, "Walking on Water," the elderly Mr. Lougùeed notices that Eugene,

a young man whom he regards as an interesting, even admirable figure, shows signs of a consciously

constructed personality, a person who has assumed a watchful and deliberate attitude to himself:

At some point there had been a breakdown, a lengthy crisis from which he still, perhaps, believed
himself to be recovering. Yes, he had the air of someone who gauges and guards his

convalescence. He was deliberate, even in his supple movements, his light-heartedness. He wore
his hair like a medieval page boy's. His hai¡ and his eyes shone, soft and foxy, reddish brown.
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He had a little mustache which did not help him look his age (58).

Similæly, in the short story, "Winter Wind," the narrator describes her grandmother's achievement of

"authority:"

My grandmother had schooled herself, watched herself, learned what to do and say; she had
understood the importance of acceptance, had yearned for it, had achieved it, had known there
was a possibility of not achieving it (165).

The idea and the ideal of management as a body of techniques in the care of the self loom large

in these stories. The idea of self-management is best articulated by the narrator of "Material," who comes

to realize that both her husbands, despite their different professiorxi, one an engineer, the other a writer,

have a similar knack for successfr¡l "management," for making "arrangements" which suit them:

Both of them have managed something. Both of them have decided what to do about everything
they run across in this world, what attitude to take, how to ignore or use things. In their limited
and precarious ways they both have authority. They are not at th¿ m¿rcy. Or think they are not.
I can't blame them for whatever arrangements they can make (36). (emphasis in the original)

The ability to manage well, to negotiate with life seems to mean, to the n¡urator at least, that these men

do not find themselves in the victim position of "being at the mercy" of circumstances. For her,

management means a superior sort of control, which may also account for the positions of authority in

which these men, and other males in the story have in contrast to ttrat of the narrator and her female

friends.

The elusive ideal of management also surfaces in "The Executioners," in which the narrator, a

ten year-old girl, constantly teased and bullied at school, "marvels at the way some people managed"

(1I2). At the end of the story, looking back on her life, she sees that her childhood belief "that with good

luck and management I could turn out to seem like anybody else" had in fact been borne out. Munro also

explores the management of the emotions of grief and betrayal in these stories. Thus, in "Tell Me Yes

or No," the narrator, grief-stricken by the death of her lover, and angry at his series of deceptions,

wonders how other women manage such loss, the women one reads about in the advice columns: "I cry

with Martha T. and Emily R. and wonder what possible way they managed to cure themselves" (95).
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The importance of technique in the technology of the self under the rationalist paradigm allow

Munro's characters to "rationalise" (tell plausible "rational lies") their failures and disappointments as

failures of poor management, of faulty technique. The prosaic idea of "mere" management seems a far

more "manageable" virn¡e than the more intimidating and diffrcult ideals of self-control, or self{iscipline

which seem to require heroic-efforts of will. Whereas self{iscipline seems to require a set of beliefs and

practices not open to everyone, the ideal of "management" like the related idea of "menage" or household,

seems within everyone's gröp, and therefore it is particularly galling when it remains elusive. Thus, in

the short story, "Material," the narrator, for all her resentment that both her husbands, Hugo and Gabe,

"have managed" something, also uses the idea of management as the least amount of effort of which one

is capable. She can mock herself and Hugo for the way she deconstructs his life, his character, from the

photograph on the dust jacket of his new book, comparing what he has managed in his life to what is

manageable in fiction:

. . . how shopworn and simple, really, are the disguises, the identities if you like, that people

take up. In fiction, in Hugo's business, such disguises would not do, but in real life they are all
we seem to wânt, all anybody can manage. (2a) (emphasis added)

Implicit in the wording of the title, "something I've been meaning to tell you," is the idea that

what has been withheld is a mere scrap of information, scraps of "material," or information that could

be conveyed in a short letter, rather than in volumes. Interestingly enough, in these stories, images of

"material" in the,se stories can take the form of letters which the narrators want to write but cannot, or

as drqssmaking fabric. The 'material" of stories, like dressmaker's "stuf is something which has to be

"fabricated," has to be pieced together. In the title story of the collection, "Something I've Been Meaning

to Tell You," one sister, Et, is a drassmaker; her sister, Char, the beauty, is the one for whom she sews.

Since Et harbours a dangerous secret, suspecting herself of having driven her sister to suicide, she

functions in the story as the knowing eiron, and her sister the unwitting dupe, if not the dressmaker's

dummy.

In this story, the elements of plot, of secrecy and deception are interwoven, as it were, with
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repeated images of material and fabric, literally the washing of (dirty) linen in all its forms. Thus, Et first

notices Char's beauty while the latter is busy ironing; she comes upon Char and Blaikie making love

when she goes out to bring her dress in from the washline; Char tries to commit suicide by swallowing

laundry blueing; and Et realizes that Char and Arthur are no longer sleeping together when she sees Char

hanging up double the number of bed sheets out on the line.

In keeping with the centrality of "material" in the story, Mumo makes Et a dressmaker, a

fabricator, and her talents as a dressmaker seem somehow related to her talent for ruthless irony. Et

thinks of herself in terms of "mockery. " Muffo incorporates the idea of irony ftnown in the Renaissance

as the "dry mock") into the name she gives for the setting of the story, "Mock Hill." Et's skill at

mockery and her skill at dress construction make for a devastating social weapon:

She's a terror, they said about her, Et's a terror. She had them at a disadvantage, she had them
in their slips and corsets. Ladies who looked quite firm and powerful, outside, were here
immobilized, apologetic, exposing such trembly, meek-looking thighs squeezed together by
corsets, such long sad breast creases, bellies blown up and torn by children and operations (15).

In this story, Et, the dressmaker, takes caré of her sister as if Char were a doll, or a mannequin: "Et kept

Char beautifully drassed" (15). The syntax creates an analogy between Et's relationship to Char, and that

of the "lady ventriloquist" who treated her dolls "as if they were real people" (6). Significantly, it is råis

"lady venEiloquist," rather than Char whom Blaikie Noble ends up marrying. The theme of acting and

ventriloquism in the story suggests that when secrecy and silence dominate as strategies in human

relationships, speech becomes a bogus form of communication, a form of ventriloquism, of speaking

througlr another. lnde€d, Char's supreme moment of triumph was her portrayal of a living statue in the

school play, in which her abilþ to stand absolutely still and silent astonished everyone. The scene is a

telling one, because Char triumphs by speaking through her beauty. Under the circumstances, silence and

deception seem necessary adjuncts to beauty, which needs no other rhetoric than the appearance of youth,

beauty and charm.

Et thus "supplements" Char's techniques of self-care, helping her construct and maintain the
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glamorous image she seeks to project over the years, even collaborating in the deception.of how Char

really "takes care of herself':

Char fought hard all these years to keep her figure. Nobody but Et and Arthur knew what effort
that cost her. Nobody but Et knew it all. Both of their parents had been heavy, and Char had
inherited the tendency, though Et was always as thin as a stick. Char did exercises and drank a
glass of warm water before every meal. But sometimes she went on eating binges. Et had known
her to eat a dozen crqlm puffs one after the other, a pound of peanut brittle, or a whole lemon
meringue pie. Then pale and horrified she took down Epsom salts, three or four or five times the
prescribed amount. For two or three days she would be sick, dehydrated, purging her sins, as

Et said (15-16).

These techniques of self-construction are not confined to the women. Munro is conscious that

fashions change in the way that people construct themselves, and that there are differences between

American and Canadian culture in the same period. Thus, Blaikie Noble is described in terms of the time

he had spent away: "His manners were democratic, his skin was tanned. This was at a time when people

were not usually tanned as the result of leisure, only work. His hair was bleached by the sun" (6). His

self-mockery points up the ttreatricalþ of his style: "Blaikie Noble behaved like a man imitating a boy;

he mocked himself, but was graceful, like.an actor" (7).

More rrMaterial" DifFrculties

The way that characters become blocked in their ability to articulate what they need to say is

illustrated in the short story, "Material.' In this story, the narrator ostensibly means to tell her ex-

husband, Hugo, that she admires a short story he has managed to produce out of the "material" of their

early life together. But she finds she cannot write the graceful note she set out to write. As she starts to

write, she discovers she cannot praise him because she is too angry at his "appropriation" of her

"material," the stories she had woven for him about the activities of their landlady's daughter whom they

have dubbed the "harlot in residence." (fhe phrase evokes the idea of the writer in residence as someone

who prostitutes himself to make a living, æ she suspects Hugo hæ done.)

When we return to the opening of the story we see that from the beginning "care" is an issue

in the story. The world the short story's opening paragraphs describes seems to be divided up between
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authors --male--and their adoring audiences-female. These two groups are further polarized by the fact

that the women the authors live with-their wives, lovers--are the caretakers and care givers who make

the writer's life possible:

The wives of the men on the platform are not in that audience. They are buying groceries or
cleaning up messes or having a drink. Their lives are concerned with food and mess and houses

and cars and money. They have to remember to get the snow tires on and go to the bank and take

back the beer bottles, because their husbands are such brilliant, such talented incapable men, who
must be looked after for the sake of the words that will come from them (20).

The paragraph continues wittr a dæcription of the differences between the writers and their female

audience, a polarization of taste and economic class between the male writers they admire and their own

husbands. The writers' wives who are absent are contrasted in their turn with the absent husbands of the

women in the audience, the "engineers or doctors or businessmen" (20) whose work, like that of the

writers' wives is in the realm of the "material," sustaining the larger economy of the world and who read

the work of "Arthur Hailey" a writer who enjoys a worldly, "material" succqss, unlike the writers their

wives respect:

The women in the audience a¡e married to engineers or doctors or businessmen. I know them,
they are my friends. Some of them have turned to literature frivolously, it is true, but most come
shyly, and with enormous transitory hope. They absorb the contempt of the men on the platform
as if they deserved it; they half-believe they do deserve it, because of their houses and expensive
shoes, and their husbands who read Arthur Hailey Q0-21).

The women feel disqualified to appreciate "art" because of the nmaterial" comforts in their lives,

"because of their houses and expensive shoqs." Similarly, Hugo's biography printed on the dustjacket of

his book stresses the supposed lack of "material" comfort in a life seemingly passed in lumber camps and

fa¡ from civilisation. The narrator cynically deconstructs the fictions of Hugo's public persotu in the

short biographical description of "the writern accompanying his photograph: "Look at Hugo's picture,

look at the undershirt, listen to what it says about him" (2a). The undershirt, is a thread in Hugo's self-

construction that the n¡urator can pull, unravelling what Hugo has fabricated with such care.

But the apparent clear cut contrast between the narrator and Hugo is blurred by her recognition

of the games they had played. Thus she and Hugo turned their landlady and her daughter into
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"characters," to amuse themselves and their friends with witty anecdotes at their expense. They even

playacted in public, pretending to quarrel to shock strangers in public placæ. The distinction between

"real life characters" and "fictional constructs" which the nærator wants to maintain through her ironic

deconstruction of Hugo's photograph, becomes ethically blurred the more "material" from her past she

recalls.

For example, although the narrator regards Hugo's many marriages, and re-arrangements and

disarrangements of the lives of his various wives and children with disapproval, regarding them as a

series of postures, of poses, she seems to accept the possibilities of imposture with Gabe with more

equanimity. It seems that her present husband has also re-constructed himself and his past:

His name is Gabriel but he prefers the name Gabe. In this country he prefers the name Gabe. He
was born in Romania, he lived there until the end of the war, when he was sixteen. He has

forgotten how to speak Romanian. How can you forget, how can you forget the language of your
childhood? I used to think he was pretending to forget, because the things he had seen and lived
through when he spoke the language were too terrible to remember. He said this was not so. .

. . Then I thought he might not be Romanian at all, but an imposter (21).

In describing her present husband, Gabe,.she is uncertain whether what attracted her to him was his

appearance or what might be "some half fraudulent mystery" about his past:

. . I would look at him sleeping and think that for I knew he might be a Canadian faking a past
and an accent to make himself more interesting (21).

The story turns on narrator's mounting anger at what she regards as an act of betrayal on Hugo's part.

In the past, Hugo had denied any ethical obligations to Dotty, but now he seems to have made up for this

by writing a story that is a tribute to her. When the narrator and Hugo had actually known Dotty, Hugo

had repeatedly rejected Dotty, rejected any fellow feeling, refusing to acknowledge her value; now,

however, he has used the stories his wife had told him, "her material," to construct a story that seems

to redeem his own actions toward Dotty in the past and, because the story is so well-written, it will

advance, promote, his career æ a writer, "materially."

From the narrator's point of view, how Hugo has managed to write the story is of a piece with

Hugo's ability to take care of himself, by finding a succession of women/wives to care for him, while
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he moves on with his own career. By contrast, the narrator's ethical commitments do not seem to give

her the authenticity she seeks nor the "authority" she finds in both Hugo and Gabe, despite their talent

for assuming disguises. In reviewing her own failure to act ethically toward Dotty, she compares herself

to "what a woman of firm character would have done" (32):

Long after I was away from him, I wondered too. I could have turned on the pump, as I have
said, taking responsibility for both of us, as a patient realistic woman, a really married woman,
would have done (34).

The flood of subconscious awareness, like the flood in the basement is dammed within her. She avoids

anger until it is too late to do anything; even then she doe.s not use her powers. She recognises this as

she tells the story; her creative energy goes into projecting on to Hugo, to wrestling with Hugo, and still

avoiding the creativity she may have within.

What the narrator struggles with is the conflict she feels between herself as a reader who wants to

thank the writer for creating "Art," for creating a powerful literary experience, and her feelings as an ex-

wife who is all too aware of both the "material" which has been left out of the story, and the author's

failure to acknowledge her role in bringin! the "Dotty" material to his attention:

I described it to Hugo. "That is a whorehouse lamp," I said. Afterwards I wanted to be
congratulated on the accuracy of this description. I told Hugo he ought to pay more attention to
Dotty if he wanted to be a writer. I told him about her husbands and her womb and her collection
of souvenir spoons, and he said I was welcome to look at them all by myself. He was writing a

verse play (27).

But the "material" of the story links up to other material aspects of the story, the economic values of the

labour of husbands and wives in the opening paragraphs of the story. Thus, what had been seen as slight

value when she had first offered the material to Hugo has now achieved an economic value in his

handling which it never had through her use of it: "that what was all scraps and oddments, useless

baggage, for me, was ripe and usable, a paying investment, for him" (36).

The economic evaluations are neatly captured in the way that she contrasts "real life" to "fiction,

Hugo's business." The narrator's insight into the essential similarity benveen her present husband and

her former husband- "Both have managed something...both have authority"-- suggests that both the
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engineer and the writer are engaged in bricolage. The narrator teaches history, ("part time at a private

girls' school") so perhaps it is difficult for her to understand that neither the writer nor the self need be

bound by history. This seems to be the essence of what her two husbands have "managed" to do. They

have managed not to be victims "to be at the mercy" of events, perhaps because they have been able to

"edit" their lives. This does not make them paragons, but their techniques of editing the past, constructing

a new text for themselves, calls into question what we owe the past and what we owe to our past selves.

At the end of the story, after the dinner hour is over, the narrator who has struggled over this emotional

tutmoil during the course of preparing and serving dinner for her family is silently angry with Hugo. The

graceful letter she had meant to write, acknowledging his craftsmanship turns into a series of short angry

sentences she cannot send to him: "77¿i is not enough Hugo. You think it is, but it isn't. You are

mistalrcn, Hugo. That is not an argument to send through the mail" (36) (emphasis in the original).

The story concludes with a closing image of the narrator, sitting immobile at the table. She is left

alone by her husband, Gabe, "who raspected my unhappiness as he always does; respected the pretense

that I was not unhappy but preoccupied, burdened with test papers; he left me alone to get over it" (36).

The narrator preserves her apparent calm, her apparent self-possession by holding back her anger. She

does not confide in her present husband; she does not confront her ex-husband, and it is unlikely that she

has managed to write the short story we are reading so as to transcend or overcome the issues in the "raw

material" of her past. The not speaking, the holding back, is a fiction of self-possession her husband can

see through.

What blocks the narrator in this short story is her ambivalence about the relation that should

obtain between aesthetics and ethics (a Kierkegaardian dilemma we also see in Arwood).ó The narrator

sees the truth of the situations past and present in their messy "raw" state including her own complicity

in the falsity and bad faith of her life with Hugo. However, to do justice to Hugo's story as a work of

art seems to mean she must commit an injustice towards her own ethical values, perhaps even condemning

herself. On the other hand, to be "nice," to Hugo, to spare him the unpleasantness of receiving an angry
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or unpleasant letter, means she creates emotional turmoil for herself which she cannot "manage." Her

husband leaves her "alone to get over it. " That is his technique of taking care of a potential problem. The

technique the narrator habitually uses to "manage" her emotions, is to suppress her feelings. But the

silence she imposes on herself, the technique she uses, leaves her feeling helpless, mgry, powerless.

These disowned, undischarged emotions, although they are intangible, "immaterial" as it were, are also

"material," in the sense that they are relevant, that they are the material of the story Munro has written

and which we are reading. Moreover, these thoughts in the narrator's mind, her response to the words

on the page have had a material effect on he¡ emotio¡ur. That there should be a connection at all between

the mysteriously insubstantial and immaterial, in a writer's fiction or in her recollection of the facts of

their history, is part of the mystery of what Munro regards as the "material" of story and storytelling.

The relationship of mind to the "material" is an aspect of the mind/body problem and is a

predominant theme in all the stories in Somcthing I Have Been Meaning to Tell You.lt is often presented

as the theme of "mind over matter," which is specifically enunciated in the story 'rilalking on Water."

All the would-be letter writers in these stories are trying to find a way of managing their grief, anger,

and bitterness, by transcending them through an act of mind and through the technique of writing. Their

difficulty stems from regarding their dilemma in terms of which "style" is more "appropriate" to their

situation rather than coming to tenns with the depth of their feelings. Their habitual ability to strike the

right note, the right pose, is at odds with their current, urgent need to express the truth about their

feelings. The risk seems insurmountable to them because silence has been so profitable, allowing them

to enjoy the luxury of ambivalence and to indulge in irony.

The Construction of the Self in "Winter lVind" and ulValking on lVater'

The care and construction of the self and the ability to "manage" the chaotic details of one's life,

whether in one's household, one's mërug¿ or in one's emotions is central to the structure of "Winter

Wind.' In this short story, the grandmother represents an historical stage in feminine self-construction

in a masculine culture which denigrated women's emotional expression. She thus took to heart the male
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contempt for the stereotype of the hysterical woman, and sought to achieve that ideal of control and of

calm which would give her authority. Although she does not manipulate through emotional outbursts of

"female hysteria," she does not eschew more subtle methods of manipulation, expressing her preferences,

through "indirect" methods which seem "remote, full of uaditional authority, not personal" (163). The

narrator recognises this type of self-control æ the process of long training, and one that not every

member of her grandmother's generation necessarily achieved:

My grandmother had schooled herself, watched herself, learned what to do and say; she had

understood the importance of acceptance; had yearned for it, had achieved it, had known there
was a possibility of not achieving it. Aunt Madge had never known that (165).

That the grandmother had not always been this sure of herself, had not always been the kind of woman

she is now, is shown by the narrator's description of her appearance as a young wife and mother in a

family portrait:

My grandmother is done up in something with floppy sleeves and a wide velvet collar, and a sort
of vest with crisscrossed velvet trim; something is askew at the waist. She wears this outfit with
no authority and indeed with a shamefaced, flushed, half-grinning and halfdesperate apology. She
looks a great tomboy, her mop of hair rolled up but sliding forward, in danger of falling down.
But she wears a wedding ring; my father had been born (156).

The grandmother's process of self-management, of self-control is related to her skill at household

management as well. She has learned to manage herself as she has learned to manage her household.

There is a sharp contrast berween the well-run household of her grandmother and aunt and that of her

own. This is not entirely due to the fact that the narrator's mother is an invalid, but rather that she has

never acquired a proper sense of how to organise her priorities in managing herself or in managing her

household tasks. The n¿urator gives us a picture of the order which reigns in her grandmother's house

and the contrasting chaos at home:

Aunt Madge was ironing (they ironed everything, down to underwear and potholders) and my
grandmother was making a carrot pudding for supper. Lovely smells. Compare this to the scene

at home. The only warm there was the kitchen; we had a wood stove. My brother brought in
wood, and left tracks of dirty sno$, on the linoleum: I swore at him. Dirt and chaos threatened
all the time. My mother often had to lie on the couch, and tell her grievances. I argued with her
whenever possible, and she said my heart would be broken when I had children of my own. We
were selling eggs at this time, and everywhere there were baskets of eggs with bits of straw and
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feathers and hendirt stuck to them, waiting to be cleaned. I believed that a smell of hencoops
came into the house on boots and clothes and you could not get rid of it (155).

The narrator feels ashamed of this disorder and tries to clean before her grandmother visits. At the same

time the two totally different styles of household management allow her to luxuriate in having two quite

different personalities :

The loud argumentative scandalous person I was at home had not much more to do with my real
self than the discrete unrevealing person I wæ in my grandmother's house, but judging both as

roles it can be seen that the first had more scope. I did not get tired of it so easily, in fact I did
not get tired of it all (162).

In this short story Mun¡o shows the effort, the sheer labour that is involved in being the kind of

person the grandmother and Aunt Madge are, and the resistance in the self, in the circumstances of reality

to achieving this well-managed household interior. The sense of control the grandmother has brought to

bear on all aspects of her self has invested her with authority but has nevertheless left her vulnerable:

I had never heard my grandmother lose control before. I had never imagined that she could. It
seems strange to me now, but the fact is I had never hea¡d anything like plain hurt or anger in
her voice, or seen it on her face. Everything had been indirect, calmly expressed. Her judgement
had seemed remote, full of traditional authorþ, not personal. The abdication here was what

' amazed me. There were tears in her voice, and when I looked at her there were tears in her eyes

and then pouring down her face. She was weeping, she was furious and weeping. (163)

Methods of self-construction are not limited to women; modern men and women are shown as

consciously constructing themselves according to the currently fashionable ideas of what is the best way

to live, to be. Even Eugene, whom Mr. Lougheed finds an interesting, even admirable figure, shows

signs of the consciously constructed personality. Thus, Eugene's smile was 'frank and kind. And yet--

what was that fr¡nkness? It was not natural, it was achieved. . . . Eugene in all the ordinary movements

and exchangss of life was an achievement, in the face of something he did not mention. His breakdown?

His bursting knowledge? His understanding?" (59).

Eugene's techniques of self-care include meditation and yoga exercises, but the personalþ which

he creates seerns as "contrived" as the yoga exercises which contort his body in ways Mr. Lougheed

regards as unnatural but which Eugene claimed were "delightful, of course":
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Yet he could do all these contortions, twist and stretch his body into the most distressing-looking
positions, which he claimed were delightful, of course (56).

The theme of the story is among other things the relationship of mind to body; or, as Eugene would have

it, the experiment of walking on water is meant to show the control of "mind over matter. " The pt;ø:zling

relationship of mind/body to the self is at the heart of the story. Mr. Lougheed recognisas that there is

a change in sensibility in the world, a change between the sensibility of his generation and that of those

fifty or more years younger than he. But he is unprepared for the loss of "common sense," for the

ordinary respect for the laws of gravity. Eugene's desire to defy the laws of gravity, to achieve sufficient

weightlessness to walk on water, implies the loss of cultuial gravitas, with the concomitant danger of

becoming intellectually lightweight.

M-un¡o uses the story to convey modern attitudes about sex, about New Age spirituality and the

mystique of the "natural" and the "rural. " This clash of discourses is what this collection of stories seems

to be about. Thus in the story, "Memorial," there is a desire on the part of the characters for some sort

of order, some meaning, which is displaced, however, on to the pieties of Gestalt, of Eskimo carvings,

the Primitive, and the ethnic, The confusion between values æ a confusion in thinking is shown in

"Walking on Water.l' Eugene's explanation of what he wants to achieve mixes a scientific discourse with

that of magical belief; irrational and rational belief systems are 'rationalized" into a plausible new

discourse of mind and body in which equal measures of credulity, sophistication and gullibility, and a

modern faith in the unseen, mystiry Mr. Lougheed:

"If I could stop an¡hing it would be for the minutest space of titttc. Secottds only. I am nothing
but a neophyte. But it would be enough to make people think. Also I am interested in leaving the
body. I have never been able to leave the body."

"You have to make sure you can get back in."
"People can. People have. Some day it may be something we learn, just like skating. Now
suppose I stepped out on the water and my apparent body-rfus body-sinls down like a stone,
there is a possibility that my othcrbody will rise, and I will be able to look down into the water
and watch myself' (62). (emphasis added)

Eugene solves the mind/body problem by placing his faith, or exaggerating his desire, for mind to

overcome matter. As such, for all its seeming mysticism it is an outgrowth or a logical development of
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one aspect of Descartes' faith in the ego/mind/soul æ the only "thing" that "matters." Moreover, he

believes in the "progress" of the "soul," that eventually some form of technique will be discovered: "some

day it may be something we learn." a future generation may thus be able to master this technique and

shed the body so that "my otherbody will rise, and I will be able to look down into the water and watch

myself. " This is the desire to have physically that which Descartes imagined metaphorically. It is another

fantasy of the Cartesian myth, the desire to have one's cake and e¿t it too, to have an out of body

experience while still having a body.

But Mr. Lougheed also has paradoxical experiences regarding the apparent "weight" of the people

in his dreams compared to the insubstantiality of the waking world. Like Descartes, the waking Mr.

Lougheed wonders about the realrty of the dreaming self, and of the authorþ of remembered figures from

the past:

The dream had brought him in touch with a world of which the world he lived in now seemed
the most casual imitation-in texture, you might say, in sharpness, in authorþ. It was true, of
course, that his senses had dimmed. Nevertheless. The weight of life, the importance of it, had
some way disappeared. Events took place now, in a diminished landscape, and were of equal, or
no, importance. Mr, Lougheed riding on a bus through city streets or even through the
countryside would not have been much arnazú, to see anything you could name--a mosque, for
instance, or white bear. Whatever it looked to be, it would turn out to be something else. Girls
at the supermarket wore grass skirts to sell pineapples and he had seen a gas station attendant,
wiping windshields, wearing on his head a fool's hat with bells. Le,ss and less was surprising
(67).

The difference between what Mr. Lougheed calls "then and now" makes him seem to himself a sort of

time traveller: 'Nobody could get from one such time to another, and how had he done it?" (67). The

strangeness of the modern world is defamiliarized through ttre eyes of someone of a different generation

who sees that his contemporaries pretend "to believe that ttris was still the same world they were living

in, with some dreadful but curable aberrations, never to understand to understand how ttre whole

arrangement had altered" (67').

In "Walking on Water," if Eugene is the subject, then "the subject" literally disappears without

a trace. The story asks us to consider what we mean by bodies, persons, selves. What has happened to
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the subject, textually and contextually, might as well be possible physicatly as well.

This blurring of boundaries between the body/mind and the selves of others is a theme. Where

are boundaries to be drawn? When can we say those boundaries have been violated? Betrayed? Thus in

"Memorial," a woman makes love to her sister's husband. In the title story of the collection, one sister

has perhaps murdered the other in order to "acquire" her husband. There are a myriad of triangles in

these stories; triangles involving children and adults, insiders versus outsiders, people who are in the

know and people who are not. There are degrees of innocence, ignorance and vulnerability in the same

person. The stories juxtapose many comparisons between the narrative's "then and now. " Thus, in the

story, "Tell me Yes, Tell Me No," the narrator can remark: "In those days I was a young girl but didn't

know it because times were different then" (87). From the perspective of the time present, the narrator

regards her "young self, pushing the stroller . . . innocent through no fault of my own"(92).

In the short story, "Memorial," ttle ostensible subject of the story is the memorial service

arranged for the narrator's teen-age nephew. The memorial service is a ritual organised around the

recognition of the mysterious connection betwee¡ self and body. In mourning for the "loss of life," it

acknowledges the essence of the mind/body problem. The moment simultaneously honours a "life" while

also marking its de¿th. Munro's exploration of modern interpretations of this age-old human custom is

appropriate to the thematic consideration of the care of the self. Thus, Plato, in his usage of the phrase,

the care of the self, uses the same word for "care" used in ancient Greek to mean "honouring the

deadJ7 However, Munro uses the setting of the memorial service to memorialize a kind of collective

loss of the self in the culture. She creates the effect òf bestrangement by having events seen through the

consciousness of "a stranger," someone who, as the aunt of the deceased, ought to be familiar with the

customs of her sister's house and yet finds her sister's psychology alien. As the visiting sister, Eileen,

surveys the people her sister has invited to the service, she sees in their modern subjectivity a kind of

loss in a substantiality people used to possess. She is plzled as to when this change occurred and

whettrer it is because such a subjectivity is no longer fæhionable, or whether it has been deliberately
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abandoned.

Eileen, speculates about this change in the culture as she considers the bewildering proliferation

in the styles of dress pæple have selected as appropriate to a "memorial service. " Eileen deconstructs the

wide array of coping techniques and experiments in the construction of "self in the social personae at

the service. The collective confusion about what is appropriate dress to wear at this traditional rin¡al

marking "death," suggests the collective sense of insecurity about what is "appropriate" to the demands

of "life." The clothing not only conveys ncharacter," in the sense ofpersonality but also in the sense of

rectitude:

Unlike his wife, he had come conservatively dressed, he looked as men used to look at fr,¡nerals.

Such couples were common nowadays-husband responsible, respectable, wlnerable, only slightly
longer hair and timid sideburns, tie and clean cuffs, a faintly apologetic or ridiculous air of real,
though deplorable, money and power; wife careless, making-up-less, anything but matronly,
trailing the garments of exotic poverly. Occasionally there was a couple who were the mirror-
oppôsite of these-wife coiffed and pastel-suited and button- earringed, husband in an embroidered
velvet vest, amulets and crosses twinkling among the hairs of his chest. . . . the living room

[was] full of just such people . . . Shawls and caftans, printed cotton from India, jeans, expensive
tailoring. It would not have been difñcult, even two or three years ago, to tell the rich friends
of Ewart and June, their neighbors., from the Unitarians, the Growth Group friends. Now it was

impossible. Some of these people were probably both (174).

Munro uses, fæhion as a kind of rapid shorthand, summing up a situation or a person by a single

reference to his or her style of clothing. This technique is nothing new; Chaucer used it in the "General

Prologue' to The C.anerbury Tales. Similarly, Munro uses telling det¿ils in the "materialn of style to

deconstruct cultural assumptions about person, self and role. How people 'put themselves together," at

an important and sober ritual indicates not only "taste" but a philosophy. Munro uses the rhetoric of

fashion to signal changes in cultural usage. Clothing thus acts as a signifier which indicates changes in

cultural signposts. The spectrum of fashions at a single event offers a time contiuum which captures both

diachronic and synchronic meanings in ways of looking at the world and at the self. Munro's naming of

fashions shows us the familiar signs of contemporary culture but in a way which produces

defamiliarization.

Munro uses the contrast between the two sisters to show two different avenues adopted in the
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project of self-construction. At the memorial service, Eileen does not confine her observations to those

others who are "just such people" but also includes her sister and herself in considering what such a

process of change might mean. She sees the change, the transformation of the pmple at the service as

indicative of the transformation of the idea of the self in the culture. The transformation is seen as a kind

of moral deterioration, albeit originally undertaken as a conscious form of self-improvement. The pæsage

deserves to be cited at length for the way it shows the sheer variety of technologies of the self grasped

at to achieve "self-actualization. " Eileen's own fear, unexpressed except for the way she tightens her grip

on her glass, shows her fear that all this relentless experimentation may only be a mask for self-betrayal,

for a flight from the self:

At one time she and June had been worth more consideration than they were now. At one time
they had been less offensive. Was that not so? Ewart too, the neighbors too, the Unitarians too.
At one time we could all be trusted to know what we meant, but not now, although we all mean
well. June has been in Growth Groups, she has learned Yoga, she has looked into Transcendental
Meditation; she has been naked, with others, in a warm place on an expensive island. As for
Eileen, she has read a great deal, and knows how to be offended by all kinds of cheapness. You
would think that they would be better offthan their mother was. But something is wrong just the
same. The only thing we can hope for is that we lapse now and then into reality, thinks Eileen
and falls asleep for a few seconds, to wake up scared, fingers tightening on the glass (177-
78).

Eileen's sister June, has effected her transformation more "successfully" than Rose in Wo Do You Think

You Are?. Like Rose, she has married into wealth; unlike Rose, she has made the marriage work, by the

successfr¡l use of manipulating the discourse of sociology and psychology into a social "technique":

By. majoring in psychology June had ried to get around the problem of their mother, just as

Eileen had tried to do by the study of English literature. June had been more successful. Eileen
was gratified by the high incidence of cruy mothers in books, but failed to put this discovery to
any use. June on the other hand was able to present their mother to her friends with no apologies
but plenty of prior explanation and post{iscussion. . . . June told lEwart] he was getting a
firsthand look at the delusions fostered in people of a certain temperament, by a no-exit
socioeconomic situation. (She was learning by leaps and bounds the language that would serve
her well for the rest of her life.) Eileen could not help but be impressed by this unexpected
reaping of advantages, this sudden objectivity (171).

June appropriates the discourse, the 'Jargon" of science, psychology and sociology in which "the person"

has given way to the "subject." This "move" gives her a social leverage. She can stand outside herself
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and use the "material" of the past much æ Rose has learned to use West Hanratty as social capital. June's

success in "self-fashioning," in emerging as a "new person" centres on her ability to Írssume the subject

position of a voluble anthropologist, turning both her sister and her mother into voiceless "subjects" as

she chatters on about them:

"It's easier for me of course because I'm the second child," June told her, and anyone else who
might be listening. "I was released from guilt," she said, "it was all piled unto Eileen." Under
the kind but hard scrutiny of those Psychology, Sociology majors, Eileen gloomy enough by that
time anyway as a graduate student, saw herself moving guilt-crippled, unaware; dragging her
irrelevant, mistaken courses in Literature, her disagreeable lover (Howie, that was, the man she
later married and divorced); blundering like a bat in daylight. Astonishing how in one year June
was able to shed her teen-age plumpness, her fumbling for words, her innocence, dependency,
confusion and gratitude. Who would have thought she had a loud clear voice waiting, a flushed
bony face and nervous hurrying body waiting to be reveald, 6 well as that certainty? Only a

couple of years before, she had written poetry, she had read the books Eileen was reading, she
had seemed to have some vague idea of fashioning herself after her older sister. Not a chance.
(L7t).

Although Eileen has come to help her sister "cope," to get through what she presumed would be a period

of grief and mourning for her son, she fînds instead that June has exerted her usual managerial control,

overcoming grief, or the appearance of grief, by an impressive appearance of "matter-of-factness."

By contrast with June's carefrrlly constructed pø rsona, along the best contemporary lines of what

a mature person is, or ought to be, Eileen seems to drift through life, lacking June's drive, her

perseverance. Yet Munro suggests that there may be more to Eileen's style than mere formlessness. This

is especially telling at the moment when Eileen should lose our sympathy as she allows her brother-in{aw

to make love to her. As "inappropriate" as her behaviour may be judged by others, there is also her

recognition of the maleness, the otherness of her lovers, a respect for "their seriousness":

Women like this, women who think like this, are generally believed to be lackadaisical, purely
wanting in spirit, dazed receptacles, pitiable. Other women expressed this opinion and men too,
the very men in fact who have burrowed in them with every sign of gratitude and appreciation.
Eileen knew this. She found it far from the fact. She supposed she was easily aroused. At the
moment, not very much so; she did not anticipate great pleasure from her brother-in-law, Ewart--
who was now maneuvering her with more determination and adroitness than she would have

expected, toward the back seat of ttre larger car-but she did more than suffer him. Nearly always
she did more than that. She liked their faces at these times. She liked their seriousness--lovely
devout and naked seriousness, attention to realities, their own realities (I79).
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At issue in these stories is the psychology of self-esteem. The practices for the care of the self

are meant as ways to honour the self. But they are also meant as ways to win honour and respect from

others. Self-esteem depends on the actions one takes on one's own behalf, and also on the way those

efforts will be perceived by others. In the moment of crisis which these stories record, there is a clash

between the self so carefully constructed and the parts of the self which have been disowned, abandoned

or denied. The diffitculty these characters have in writing their letters, in voicing their concerns, their

cares, is due to the fact that they are not certain which voice they should be honouring. Should they

honour the howl of pain within, or the carefully modulated tones of the rational and ironic self they have

taken such pains to create. In the course of the stories, Munro's "material" allows the reader to infer or

at the very least to speculate about the modern pieties governing the definition of personhood, of what

is adult, childish, adolescent, mature, sophisticated, innocent. The stories remind us of the ways these

definitions have evolved by showing the dismay of the elderly confronted with new ideas of subjectivity,

æ in "Walking on Water," or by showing the desire of the young, as in "How I Met My Husband" to

master these new ways of knowing and of being in the world.

The differences between these categories are also blurred since they become part of an

individual's own history. The child's desire for self-importance, for recognition is not really different

from that of the adult in 'Executioners.n The memory of the incident haunts the adult woman and the

moral shadings cannot be dismissed or easily assimilated into the moral categories held by the adult. The

known categories of experience, adult/child, town/country, are demythologized; they are not privileged.

Thus, the point of view of Dr. and Mrs. Peebles, the transplanted urbanites in "How I met My Husband, "

is not privileged, but shown to be limited in its own way. It is provincial in assuming that its values are

the only values, its view the only view of a situation. The knowledge these characters have acquired does

not add up to wisdom, to discernment; the poses struck as part of the glamour of the pastoral are shown

up as self-congratulatory, as artificial as any behaviour they have left behind:

But the young people in the store, with their long wild hair and Indian headbands and their
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costumes of striped overalls and underweæ with holæ (what was that but a costume? No farmer
in his right mind, no matter how poor, would appqr in town in such a get-up), and their lilting,
pious discussions of gardening and food, had disturbed him so much that he had stopped going
in. They took too much praise on themselves. Bread had been baked before, turnips had been
harvested before. This was artificial, in some way it was more artificial than the supermarkets.
(Walking on Water, 57)

In Munro's stories one doesn't find characters who are trying to cultivate their intelligence so much as

characters who are trying to manipulate the cultural code. These characters, reflecting a postmodern

reality, take on a Falstaffian attitude, constructing themselves rhetorically, in terms of rhetoric rather than

through action, through style rather than substance.

In "The Spanish Lady," Munro once again brings together the problem of self-management and

its relationship to a household economy with the idea of the ménnge à trois, much as in the title story,

"something I've Been Meaning to tell You." Here, however, tïe theme of the care of the self becomes

intertwined with theories about the care of the soul. As in "Material,' this short story begins with the

dilemma of writing a letter. The difficulty of composing a letter reflects the difficulty the narrator has

in composing herself, in trying to decide wtrat attitude she should adopt toward her husband and her best

friend who are having, and had been having a passionate love affair for some time. The first version of

the letter she writes is didactic, impersonal, attempting to strike a mahlre, adult tone in order to transcend

the experience: "If I can feel strong and happy in myself, then Hugh's love is not necessary for my self-

esteem" (141). The second letter, printed immediately below the first is an angry and biner denunciation

of what she sees as a cruel, double betrayal by husband and friend:

Dear Hugh and Margaret,
The thing that molces me suffer is not just that you were høting an affair but tlat

you betrøyed mc so skilÍully. It is tenible to find our thot your idea of reality is not tltc
real realíry. Surely having Margaret at the house all thc tbne and having us three go out
togethcr and Margaret pretending to be myfriend was unnecessary teachcry? How often
you must have been laughing at me exchanging your careful læartless glances when we
were together. It was all a show put onfor your own cruel unusement and my being such
a dupe and afool of course lent spice to your lovemaking. I despise you both. I could
never do that. I could never malce afool of someonc who had been good to mc and was
my fnend-(lal). Qtalics in the original)

Although both letters are articulate in the sense that they are fluently written, the narrator feels
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an inarticulate rage because she is unable to "manage" her conflicting feelings of hurt, outrage,

jealousy and betrayal. More precisely, she is uncertain how she ought to feel, how she ought to

arrange to feel, to react. She is unable to figure out what is the right thing to do, both in the

sense of the right sort of civilized behaviour æ well æ whether it is right to try to retrieve and

salvage her marriage or her ego. What is the right amount of outrage she should use in a

confrontation with her husband and her friend? Should she create sound and frrry or should she

"take another position"?

This latter phrase does not appear in this story but does appear in "Memorial" when

Eileen describes her mother's character not in terms of manifesting character "fla\rys" or even

"behaviour" but rather in terms of having adopted a "position" as one might in an argument or

debate, that is arbitrarily, rather than because of one's "nature," or because one has had a

"change of heart," or an Aristotelian moment of recognition, an anagnorisis;

Their mother who was most of the time a dangerous person, full of mysterious hurts,
unnameable grievances, seemed to have abandoned her usual position, to have turned
neutral, undemanding, and, of all things, slty (177).

The notion of position also appears in Et's description of her reaction to Blaikie Noble: "The

position she had taken up right away on Blaikie was that she didn't like him. . . Blaikie didn't

mind. He had taken the position that he liked Et" (7-8). However, in "The Spanish Lady,' the

narrator is unable to decide on a 'position," unable to send either of the letters she has

"managed" to compose. She is unable to assert her innocence in the face of their duplicity, as she

is all too aware of her own deceptions in the course of her marriage. She admits to herself, that

"it is not so simple, not so plain a case as my grieving now, my sure sense of betrayal, would

lead anybody to believe." Her own pattern of duplicity and complicþ in her cunent situation is

laid out in her description of how she managed her household by the "supplement" of extramarital

love affairs:
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Later on, a few years married, I took steps to solidify fantasies. At parties, with my
push-up brassiere, my tousled ltalian cut, my black dress with the shoe string strap, I
kept on the lookout for some man to fall in love with me, involve me in a volcanic affair.
That did happen, more or less. You see it is not so simple, not so plain a case as my
grieving now, my sure sense of betrayal, would lead anybody to believe. No. Men have
left marks on me which I did not have to worry about hiding from Hugh, since there are
parts of my body at which he has never looked. I have lied as well as I have been lied
to. Men have expressed ravenous appreciation of my nipples and my appendix scar and
the moles on my back and have also said to me, as it is proper for them to do, "Now
don't make too big a thing of this,' and even, "I really do love my wife." After a while
I gave up on this sort of thing and went secretly to see a psychiatrist who led me to
understand that I had been trying to get Hugh's attention. He suggested I get it instead
by kindness, artfulness, and sexiness a¡ound the house. I was not able to argue with him,
nor'could I share his optimism. He seemed to me to have a poor grasp on Hugh's
character, assuming that certain refusals were simply the result of not having been
properly asked. To me they seemed basic, absolute. I could not imagine what tactics
could alter them. But he was shrewd enough. He said he assumed that I wanted to stay
with my husband. He was right; I could not think, I could not bear to think, of an
alternative (147).

There are several striking aspects to the way that the narrator sees the circumstances, the context

of her past actions. First, there is the reversal of the conventional pattern of seduction and

betrayal, in that a love affair does not just happen. The narrator is quite frank about the steps she

took to make it happen, even before theré is a potential candidate: "I kept on the lookout for

some man to fall in love with me, involve me in a volcanic affair." Moreover, the style she

consciously adopts, her choice of wa¡drobe, her hair cut, her brassiere, are meant as part of a

costume for a script which will help 'solidiry þerl fantasiæ.'

Yet in this strategy, there is also denial of her proactive role. Thus she waits "for some

man to fall in love with, involve me in a volcanic affair.' In describing her strategy in this way,

the narrator puts herself in the objective cæe; it is not she who will seduce, but rather it is she

who will be seduced, passively being drawn by "a man who will involve me.' Although in her

own eyes she has taken several key steps, key moves, she nevertheless is waiting for the man to

make the "first move." Her own actions seem so minor and can only be seen as action if we

deliberately regard them as part of the proairetic code in the text. Otherwise, the tiny alterations
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in her appearance, taken as preparatory to "solidiffing fantasies," would hardly seem to count

as "action. " Her sense of irony allows a measure of honesty to admit that events happened "more

or less" as she had scripted them. But her ironic descriptions of both the compliments and the

disclaimers she has received as part of the etiquette of adultery, deflate her initial desire for a

"volcanic affair". In fact, she mocks that desire by her use of the well-worn literary cliche for

passion outside of marriage.

In retrospect, for her, and for the psychiatrist she subsequently consulted, her actions

were techniques, "tactics." In her view these were designed to garner attention an validation she

was not receiving from her husband. In the psychiatrists view, they were a bid for Hugh's

attention which could be uansposed into a new domestic policy in which "artfulness and sexiness"

are redirected towards one's husband.

The second aspect of the above passage which is striking, is the narrator's consciousnqss

that to be, means to be constructed by the male gaze, to be seen as an object of male desire. For

the narrator, to feel good, to feel happy, to feel worthy, is to feel wanted by a man, any man.

Significantly, her husband habitually avoids looking at her when she is talking to him, preferring

to persist in his reading. She wants to be "recognised," to be seen. Even on the train, as she is

going through this crisis, she is aware of male attention:

I wonder if he will follow me. What if he does? I haven't time for him, not now, I can't
spare him attention. I used to be ready for almost any man. When I was in my teens, and
later too, when I was a young wife. Any man looking at me in a crowd, any teacher
letting his eyes pause on me in a classroom, ¿ sf¡'ânger at a party, might be trânsformed,
sometime when I was alone, into the lover I was always searching for-somebody
passionate, intelligent, brutal, kind, .--and made to play opposite me in those simple
satisfactory, explosive scenes everybody knows about (1,{ó-147).

It is her desire for male attention that has led her to construct herself as she hæ; the desire for

attention is not for vanity as it is for afñrmation, for recognition. We see her husband's lack of

attention, his inability to be open with her, even as he seems to be reaching for her in the
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narrator's memory of their reunion when she had "come west to marry him" (152). The scene

is quite literally a recognition scene, but one in which the narator is uncertain what it is her

husband is seeing or foreseeing in her:

He was carrying flowers which he dropped when he saw me. Less self-possessed in those
days, though not more communicative. Red-faced, comically severe-looking, fr¡ll of
emotion which he bore staunchly like a private affliction. When I touched him, he would
never loosen. I could feel the stiff cords in his neck. He would shut his eyes and proceed,
by himself. He may have foreseen things; the embroidered dresses, the enthusiasms, the
infidelities. And I was not often ready to be kind. Annoyed to see the flowers drop,
wishing to be greeted in other [than] comic book style, dismayed to face his innocence
which seemed greater than my own, I did not mind letting him see a corner of my
dissatisfaction. There are layers upon layers in this marriage, mistakes in timing, wrongs
upon wrongs, nobody could get to the bottom of it (152).

But as she describes the appearance and style of her friend, Margaret, with whom her husband

does have an affair, she is puzzled how her husband could have been attracted in the absence of

obvious "sexiness." At the same time she is painfully aware that there must have been a level of

"artfulness" disguised as "artlessness" which had attracted him. She feels doubly betrayed by both

her friend and her husband, and by the codes she thought she knew and understood. The narrator

has a difficult time deciding what and who Mægaretis: " Girlfiend. Mistess. . . . Neither word

would hang well on Margaret " (L4z).The difñculty in finding a label to pin on Margaret is the

same as finding a dress that would hang well on her:

Last spring we went downtown to buy her a new dress. I was amused and touched by her
thriftiness, her cautious taste. She's a rich girl, she lives in the Uplands with her old
mother, but she drives a six-year-old Renault, dented along one side, she carries
sandwiches to school, she wishes not to give offense.

I trid to persuade her to buy a long straight dress, heavy dark green cotton with gold
and silver embroidery.

"It makqs me feel like a courtasan," she said. "Or like somebody trying to look like
a courtesan, which is worse' 0A).

Knowing what we know about Margaret's affair with Hugh, her rejection of the narrators' choice

of the "courtesan style" which she affects, as artful way of reaching her husband or other men,

is seen through by Margaret. Margaret's disdain for this style is a subtle putdown.
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The narrator has constructed herself not only in the matters of dress, but in the matter

of personality. She has cultivated her skill as a listener because articles in magazine advised her

this was the best way to become popular:

I am an interesting person to talk to. The reason is that I will listen to anything. It may
be because of those articles in magazine I used to read as a teenager (when any title with
the word popularity in it could both chill and compel me), urging the development of this
receptive social art. I don't mean to do it. But face to face with anyone who has a
conviction, a delusion--which most people have--or only a long procession of dim
experiences to share, I feel something like amazement, enough to paralyze me. You ought
to get up and walk away, Hugh says, that's what I would do (1a8).

Although she mocks herself for this passivity which she sees as an outgrowth of a "social art"

developed in order to be socially pleasing, socially agreeable, this carefully cultivated receptivity

leaves her "paralyzed," unable to act ¡rs she herself would prefer. Hugh's solution to unwanted

solicitations for social intercourse as it were, is the same one he has applied in their marriage:

"You ought to get up and walk away, Hugh says, that's what I would do."

The narrator shows the extent of her social skills, her powers as an actor on the social

stage, as she re-imagines the scenes in which she "entertained" as if to an audience:

We entertained the young teachers. Young men in jeans, young girls in jeans too, or tiny
leather skirts. Long-haired, soft-spoken, passive but critical. Te¿chers have changed.
Margaret wore her knee-length rose wool, sat on a hassock for which her legs were too
long, helped me with the coffee, did not say twenty words all evening. I was in one of
my long peacock dresses, I trid for rapport. I was not above congratulating myself on
my flexibilþ, my au-couranf-nqss, ys, my un-middle-aged style. I was flaunting myself
in front of somebody. Margaret? Hugh? Hugh's real pleasure came from Margaret, when
everybody had gone (144).

Her mental anguish becomes physical sufferrng as she reevaluates her past behaviour, her style

in front of Margaret, in the light of her present knowledge of her husband's affair with her:

Many anecdotes, of our courtship and even our honeymoon, were troned out for her.
Showing off. I was. What Hugh was doing I have no way of knowing.

a howl comes out, out of me, amazing protest.
I put my arm across my open mouth, to stop the pain, I bite it, I bite my arm, and then
I get up and lower the little sink and wash my face at it, and put on blusher and comb
my hair, and smooth my eyebrows, and go out (145).
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The latter details describe her way of "composing herself," restoring herself to "normal.' The

howl is real and the pain is emphasized by Munro through repetition of the verbs: "I bite it, I bite

my arm. " Her pain comes from the embarrassed shock of realization that she had been their dupe,

when she thought she had been in control "showing off' husband, and her "happy marriage." The

mental anguish is so great that it spontaneously produces a howl, which she suppresses through

the physical action of stopping her mouth, her "amazing protest" by biting into her arm, itself

an action "to stop the pain. "

Suffering and the Mind/Body Problem in "The Spanish l¿dy"

The mind/body theme surfaces in Mun¡o's story "The Spanish Lady," in th¡ee different

ways, each of which connects mental anguish with physical suffering. The theme is first presented

through the na¡rator's account of her suffering in the face of her husband's betrayal; secondly,

through the story of the stranger on the train, the Rosicrucian who confides in her; and thirdly,

in the cry of the dying old man at the train station. At the level of realism, the Rosicrucian is

merely a modern variant of the harmless eccentric, with an ideé fixe.But with the introduction

of the Rosicrucian, Munro can introduce vocabulary from an older, ongoing discourse in which

the existence of the soul "is not crackpot stuff. It is known and scientifically proven" (149).

Rosicrucianism is also a philosophy in which the care of the self is seen as part of the care of the

soul. The narrator's flippant descripion that it is a philosophy which "advertise[s] the mastery

of life" (1a8) is nonetheless allowed to stand. Her interlocutor goes on to confide the basis of his

conversion:

Six years ago I saw one of those ads. I was in a bad way. My marriage had broke up.
I was drinking more than was good for me. But that wasn't all the trouble. You know?
That wasn't the real trouble. I just used to sit and think, why am I here anyway. Like
religion-I'd given all that up. I couldn't tell if there was such a thing as a soul. But if
not, what the hell? You know what I mean? (148)

As the Rosicrucian goes on to confide his beliefs to the narrator, the "material" of his reflections,
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points up the theme of the relationship of the material to the immaterial, of mind to body in these

stories:

"I always knew, you know, that there had to be something more to life. I'm not a
materialistic person. Not by nature. That's why I am not much of a success. I am a real
estate salesman. But I guess I don't give it the attention you've got to give it, if you want
to be a success. [t doesn't matter. I've got nobody but myself' (150).

The narrator picks up on the final phrase: "Me too. I've got nobody but myself." The narrator

loses herself in her own thoughs, only to reconnect when she hears him say: "When I came to

understand about this, it was as if I had been given afresh start" (l5l). The narrator is cynical

about this cliché, but the Rosicrucian ide¿ of reincarnation is not all that different from the

modern faith in the possibility of being able to shed all "your old selves known only to yourself':

People believe in fresh starts, nowadays. Right up to the end of their lives. It has to be
allowed. To start again with a new person, your old selves known only to yourself;
nobody can stop anyone from doing that. Generous people throw the doors open and
provide blessings. Why not? It will happen anyway (151).

The Rosicrucian, with his references to Spain and the conquistadors, is like a modern day

Quixote, tilting at windmills. "I hope you don't think I am crazy" he tells the narrator as they

say goodbye. But his little speech covers all the major issues in life, the belief in a soul, in the

meaning of life as something more than the material, the despair and depression in the face of the

loss of love, the desire for hope, for an answer to the meaning of life.

The third perspective on suffering is offered by the dying old man. The howl of outrage,

the amazing protest which the narrator hears "coming out of herself is literally echoed in the

story by the howl of an old man as he collapses in the train station, and dies:

a cry fills the railway station, a real cry, coming from outside myself. I can see that other
people have stopped, have heard it too. The cry is like that of an invader full of terrible
grievances. People look towa¡d the open doors, towards Hastings Street, as if they expect
vengeance to come rushing in on them. But now it can be seen the cry comes from one
old man, . . .[who] has risen to his feet to let out this cry, more a cry of rage and

terrorization, than a cry ofpain (152-53).

The narrator perceives this cry as a "message" which demands some sort of response from her.
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The "message" is undeliverable, just as her own feelings could not be composed, could not be

"formulated" in such a way as to be sent in a letter:

It seems as if t should not leave, as if the cry of the man dying, now dead, were is still
demanding something of me, but I cannot think what it is. By that cry, Hugh, and
Margaret, and the Rosicrucian, and I, everybody alive is pushed back. What we say and
feel no longer rings true, it is slightly beside the point (153).

The cry of the dying man, from the very depths of body, mind and soul, (all terms which the

story considers only to render problematic) makes the living persons seem as if they were merely

automata:

What we say and feel no longer ¡ings true, it is slightly be.side the point. As if we were
all wound up a long time ago, making noises but at a touch could stop, and see each
other for the first time, harmless and still. This is a message; I really believe it is; but
I don't see how I can deliver it. (153)

The "false selves" she and Margaret and Hugh have constructed are like so many spinning tops-

"wound up a long time ago." The phrase plays on the sense of how mechanical behaviours and

pattems of behaviour can be, as well as the sense that people are "wound up" from all the

psychological writhing they have undergone "a long time ago' in becoming the personalities they

have become.

Throughout, the story focuses on issues of tactics and techniques versus some other

orientation of the self in the world and towards others. The narrator's dilemma in choosing which

style of letter to write is itself a matter of what is the best tactic to use towards others, or the best

technique to adopt to give herself a sense of relief, a way of venting her feelings. She imagines

which scenario would be best should she return home and find her husband and Margaret in bed

together. Should she adopt a cool ironic savoirfaire, 'ltalk diplomatically to the bed," or "kick

the mattress and scream and be¿t their bare bodies with the hairbrush' (145). Hugh, Margaret,

the narrator have all resorted to deception, to irony as a way of managing their emotions, and

managing their lives:
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But it was between Hugh and Margaret that such bracing airs of skepticism blew. He
loved her for her wit, her cynicisms, her deceptions. Less than lovable these seem to me
now. They are both shy, Hugh and Margaret, socially awkward, easily embarrassed. But
cold underneath, you may be sure, colder than us easy flirts with our charms and our
conquests. They do not reveal themselves. They will never admit to anything, never have
to talk about anything, no, I could claw their skin and it would be my own fingers that
would bleed. I could scream at them till my throat bursts and never alter their self-
possession, change the look of their sly averted faces. Both blond, both easy blushers,
both cold mockers.

For the narrator, it is diffrcult to be at peace with herself and with another; she seems to need

a self-protective, mediating screen intervening between what she is and what she is projecting.

The narrator's single memory of purest happiness is one in which neither she nor her husband

felt the need for tactics, or for deceptions, in dealing with each other: "In that moment our

kindness to eåch other was unclouded, not tactical, our struggles seemed un¡eal. A gate had

opened very likely. But we did not get past" (151).

In this story, the position of the subject toward mind and body changes as Munro's story

considers three different orientations toward the problem of being a self. First, there is the tactical

exploitation of the body for role playing. Second, there is the Rosicrucian theory of the soul and

its reincarnation. Finally, there is the "sound" of literal "expiration," the howl at the final

moment of death, when the "mind" realizes it has taken its last "bodily" breath. The howl jolts

everyone who hears it, shocking them into a momentary awareness, a remembrance of the delicate

and mysterious connection between mind and body.

The Rosicrucian philosophy provides a theory of the progress of the Self as soul, in

which one life time is not enough for the journey. In this philosophy, the Self has a mythic and

archetypal past which invests the current person who possesses this body/mind with something

more than a history, something akin to a mythic past, and a mythic role. If we are nothing but

body/mind, the cry of the old man reminds us of the short duration of the biological life of the

human as organism. It is worth mentioning that Munro in using this philosophy is recapitulating
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Pope's move in The Rape of the Inck in which he adapted Rosicrucian mythology of

"elementals," the conflicting elements in the human mind and body to serve as the basis for the

mythological machinery of the mock-epic. Legend has it that when Adam fell, his faculties and

powers were fragmented into a variety of sprites, sylphs and gnomes. In Pope's use of this myth

in the poem, Belinda's self-absorption is only possible because her unconscious powers,

represented by sylphs and sprites, are in fact taking care of her. Accordingly, the aim of the

Rosicrucian philosophy is to help recover that unity of mind and body lost with the Fall. As such

it is a philosophy and a psychology concerned with the care of the self through techniques of re-

cuperating and reintegrating the fragmented self.

It is also worttr noting in passing, that the Rosicrucian philosophy was part of the

paradigm of alchemy, the prevailing "non-scientific" tradition that Descartes, and others in his

circle, notably Pierre Gassendi, sought to overturn. 8
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NOTF,s

1. Beverly Rasporich notes Mumo's attention to what I am calling practices of self-care as Mumo's
documentation of feminine folklore. Aptly, she describes one aspect of Munro's style as that of a
"literary folklorist of feminine culture." See Beverly Rasporich, Dance of the Sexes, 98.

2. For the sake of brevity, I occasionally refer to Munro's collection of linked short stories in Lives and
in Wo Do You Think You Are as "novels" rather than to keep referring to them as linked stories. In my
view, the continuity and the linkages in each collection allow this usage of the term "novel. " Additionally,
my own reading of the discourse of the novel as the discourse of the self allows the blurring of
boundaries of genres betwe€n the form of "the short story" and the longer prose narrative since my
discussion deals with matters of content rather than formal narrative conventions.

3. Munro's choice of "Frances Farmer" has a remarkable aptnes s a propos of her concern with the
ruptures and discontinuities in the "lives of girls and women." Thus, the actress Frances Farmer, after
a brilliant start in films was unjustly committed to an institution for the insane by her mother. After
spending her entire adult life courageously fighting "the authorities" to obtain her eventual release,
Farmer published the story of her struggles in her autobiography which served as the basis for a film
version ofher life, Frances, starring Jessica Lange and Sam Shephard.

4. In Robertson Davies's trilogy, the carnival people, regard the people who come to watch and to be
taken in by the magic, as "rubas," gullible dupes who cannot see through transparent fictions. Henry
James also make.s use of this theme in his short story, "The Master," about the family of a "bad" artist
who is himself oblivious to his artistic failures and who prides himself on being a "master," persistently

misunderstood by his times. The family is shown as able to see through the selfdeceptions of the Master,
and yet still love and accept him on his terms; their acceptance of his artistic activity and its value to him,
is an aspect of their wider understanding. They do not feel slavishly bound to adopt the standards of
aesthetic judgement valorized by the culti¡re for the work of art, when they gaze at its maker, and

therefore feel free to valorize him as agent, as father, as husband, and as a nmaster."

5. W. Martin discusses this story of "tle royal beatings" and focuses more on the gap between
Rose's imagined notion of what the phrase means but avoids commenting on the brutal realrty of the
beatings. Carrington notes the motif of beatings not only this story but also in "Executioners" and
"Wild Swans."

6.ln Eithcr/Or, Kierkegaard makes the distinction between what he predicts as an increasingly modern
dilemma, the conflict between using ethics or aesthetics as the basis for moral action. This concept is
discussed in a more detail in the discussion of Atwood, Edible Woman below, p.26L.

7. Thomas Moore poins to this double connection in Plato's use of the phrase, heautou epimeleisthai,
"care of oneself." See Thomas Moore, Thc Care of the Soal, xvii. In other words we should take care

that we horiour ourselves with the same "care" we use to honour the gods, and the dead.

8. See Marshall Berman's discussion of the Rosicrucian philosophy n Thc Reenchantmcnt of the World.
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CIIAPTER IV
VITAL SIGNS: TIIE SEMIOTICS OF A\ryARENESS IN ATWOOD

Introduction: Self, Character and the Subject of Modernity

What interests Atwood is the way modern discourses about the human subject have constructed an

impossible "portrait" of the human person. Her novelistic style documents the anomalies generated when

persons act to ensure their "self-preservation " seen as "survival," within the paradigm of the human

subject constructed by the discourse of science. On the one hand, the discourse of biology sees the human

being as an organism, an animal in an environment; yet in the discourse of art, of anthropology the

human being is a sign-maker who lives not only as an organism in an environment, but as a "self in a

"world," as encoded by signs and culture. Atwood shows the human subject in both an ecology, and an

economy of signs, in which the human organism struggles to make its way in a bewildering environment

in nature and in a wilderness of signs in culture.

Just as George Eliot uses the discoveries in biology as the central organising metaphors in

Middlemnrch, so too Atrvood seizes on imagery from biology to organise her novelistic world. Thus her

texts become a "bio-logy," the story of life, at every level of the system--from the cellular level in the

organism to the sign in the realm of representation, in art and language. Atwood interrogates the

paradigu of the human subject by the way she represents the human being as a sign-making and sign-

using organism, with a genius for creating representations as well as an absurd propensþ to fall into the

fictional míse en abtne thus created. The anomalies which proliferate once the theory of the subject is

juxtaposed with the representation of the person is wittily satirised in a number of ways in novels as

diverse as The Mible Woman, Surfacing, Lady Oracle and Bodily Harm. Each of these texts, explores

the different ways the self construes the world as sign and constructs itself according to the rules

conflicting theories of the subject allow.

We must not suppose, however, that Atwood's discussion of the construct of the self is
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necessarily limited to the construction of gender. This is too limited a view of the way that Atwood

explores the proliferation of simulacr¿ in contemporary culture. The construction of persona is not limited

to women, but is also a pervæive technology of the self employed by men, such as the Royal Porcupine

in I-aþ Oracle, Peter and Duncan in The Edible Woman, and Jake in Bodily Harm. Atwood examines

theconnectionbetweenthisproliferationof "imagas," of "imitations" inthecontextof the mimesis of

art. Moreover, her novels look at a culture addicted to images and wonder if this is the reason why it has

produced so little real creativity. Just as economists worry about the lack of productivity and

inventiveness in the "eÆonomy," so Atwood, as novelist, is looking at the blockage in women characters

but seeing that the modern subject, like ttre bulimic, or the anorexic is both "fed up and hungry."/ In

the world of Atwood's novels, more so than in Munro or Laurence, the Cartesian split has become

domesticated. In a world where Cartesian dualism is the norm, people adapt to it, even exploit it. While

there may be a few lost souls who will find this alienating and troubling, even they will be reluctant to

battle the conventional wisdom of dualism.and the inevitable spinning of multiple personalities.

Atwood's language captures the accepted style of modern scientific discourse about the subject

in the language ofpsychology and anthropology textbooks who do not see "personsn but rather "subjects"

who are "subject to' and constituted by their discourse. Arwood foregrounds the issues of the care of the

self in her companion novels, Tltc Hible Womnn nd l-ady Oracle, which can be characterized as

ostensibly about two women with opposite kinds of eating disorders. ln Bodþ Hann, Arwood frrrther

explores the construction of the self and the politics of the body within a global perspective of the body

politic. My discussion of Atwood will conclude with Surfacing, which although antedating these laner

novels, nevertheless encapsulates many of these issues in its sophisticated consideration of the way the

discourses of science, art, film and, above all, language, construct bodies as "subjects.n Moreover, this

novel provides a paradigmatic case of the daughter's doubt about the Cartesian "mind set."
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Educated Tastes and a Taste of Education:'
The Care and Feeding of the Self in Tlu Mihle Woman

Atwood's The Edible Woman is a satire, the high literary equivalent of Helen Gurley Brown's

Sex and the Single Girl, the best selling primer on how to make oneself attractive and desirable in the

worþlace and have sex and all the other goodies that go with it. The premise of the novel turns on an

eating disorder-an involuntary anorexia nervosa--which like bulimia, overeating, is the new form for

female hysteria in our time. The satire begins in medias res, in a world we know, the modern world

inundated with advertisements, beer commercials, market research, questionnaires, surveys and

psychological profiles of the "consumer." The satire also points up the anomalous and absurd situation

of the educated young woman in this world; after decades of agitation on the rights of women to suffrage

and to higher education, women emerge from their college education not to enter "the profæsions" but

to work testing "electric toothbrushes" like Ainsley, or doing "market research," like Marian. After all,

"what else can you do with a B.A.?' asks Ainsley as a standard reply, a rhetorical checkmate, to forestall

any putdowns about her career "choice."

Atwood's satire takes us behind the scenes as to how this world-which is such a cultural given,

æ if always already there-- comes to be constructed. This "deconstruction" of a world we consider to be

both "natural," because it is the culture in which we live, and also "scientificn is shown to be not so much

constructed, as it is improvised in a hila¡iously arbitrary manner. The scientific surveys, the samples of

public opinion, turn out to depend on the conscientiousness of a young woman like Marian McAlpine

getting dressed in suitably 'official clothing" on a long we¿kend to ring doorbells to find seven or eight

beer drinking men for a "survey." The seemingly careful calibrations of the possible responses to the

products--very natural, unnatural, artificial-are wildly out of keeping with the make.shift methods of

collecting the "data. " Duncan's flippant responses to Marian's questions suggest that ultimately tossing

a coin would generate data just as useful or just as useless. Underlying Afwood's plot is a sly
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exposition/exposé of the epistemological problem as to how we construct knowledge on the basis of

perception. Atwood's pun on Seymour Surveys, as in See-more, mocks the company's easy ¿lssumption

that the senses are reliable, that interviewees are not only accurate about their own sense impressions,

but will report them truthfully, and that the reports so constructed will be "without bias" and universally

valid. The novel satirizes the fact that no one is really in touch with his or her feelings or instincts. The

cause-effect relationship central to the scientific world view, the deterministic picture it has constructed

of human beings based on how psychological drives, such æ the need for food or sex, are givens in their

behaviour is shown as woefully inadequate as descriptions or predictions of how people actually do

behave. In fact, the explanatory model of human behaviour is exploited by Ainsley in order to manipulate

Len. The question of what is nature versus nurture, what is genetically part of us and what is

"programmed" by nature or culture, is satirized in Ainsley's responses to Cla¡a's and Joe's child rearing

practices as well as her own determination to get the best possible genetic input for the child she is

determined to have, once she finds what we would now call, a sperm donor.

The novel's satire plays against two expectations on the part of readers. The expectation that even

in a modern novel the narrative of romantic love will still hold, that the narrative we are reading is still

identifiably the traditional narrative of romantic love: boy meets girl, or girl meets boy; boy gets girl or

girl gets boy, albeit with variations, that the general form and content of the novel will be a modern

variation on this "master narrative." The second is that, how the boy "gets" the girl will be determined

by the sexual drive, as if passion can not be denied, but is part of the biological sex drive and can only

be thwarted by chance or by social conventions. The master narrative of our culture here is not

necessarily in conflict with the romantic n¡urative; but Atwood's novel shows how these nærativæ make

competing claims about the human subject who is either programmed to fulfil instincts, or who cannot

be mistaken about his/her instincts or desires. This æsumption lies behind the psychological surveys and

also behind Ainsley's own "project" to conceive a child, and rear it without the messy inconvenience of
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a husband who will undoubtedly make the task of producing a "healthy" human being more difflrcult than

need be.

Atwood foregrounds all the banal practices (usually not mentioned in novels) such as laundry,

washing, the piling up of dirty clothes, taking them to the laundry, pressing them and putting them away.

All of which suggests the endless and relentless cycle of tasks involved in the ca¡e and maintenance of

the body. To this list of the tasks involved in caring for the body, we can add all the tasks involved in

feeding, eating and cooking. For Duncan, one technique of taking care of himself is to sublimate his

"pressing needs" by literally involving himself with pressing clothes-taking clothing to the laundromat

solely to be able to iron them afterwards. For Marian, the simple task of feeding herself becomes

overwhelming as her body seems to rebel by losing its normal appetite.

The many references to food and to eating, to cooking and washing, ironing and cleaning all keep

in the foreground the endless requirements of the body, the relentless accumulation of dirt and disorder

which must be dealt with in the regime of the care and maintenance of the body. Thus, "in a spirit

approaching gay rebellion, Marian neglected to erase her bath-tub ring."

Atwood's Hible Woman challenges the beließ about education which formed the basis of early

feminism, that education is the key to the cultivation of the self; that if education is good for "mankind,"

it is particularly "good for women." At the very least it would turn out 'rational and fit ,o-p*io^' fJ,

their educated husbands (the chauvinistic goal of Swift's Lilliputians inthe Trøvels) and would also serve

to make them better mothers. This view of education is axiomatic in writing about women's education

from Mary Wollstonecraft in the eighteenth century through to nineteenth century feminism. It was argued

that education liberates the poor and the oppressed ofall classes and races, allowing them to achieve self-

respect and greater economic power. ln the case of women, it wæ argued that education would allow

them to command raspect for their minds, for their abilities rather than merely for the beauty of their

bodies. Although the desire for learning may be strong in women, as in all human beings, advocates for
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the education of women have almost always argued that education is an "external good" in the sense that

it confers benefits to the individual from ouside: greater respect from others, greater equality within a

basically inequitable system of power, privilege and prestige. Education wæ thus meant to confer some

of the power and prestige that traditionally accrued to women only ttrrough advantageous marriages. But

unlike marriage, in which presumably one must first be found pleasing in order to be chosen, education

seerff¡ to offer liberation from the chancy lottery of pleasing looks; the educated woman can cultivate

herself for herself; if she is found pleasing, that will be a bonus, but the education will allow her to

provide for herself without having to depend on her looks, or solely on her ability to care for others.

Education thus seems to offer women a way to take care of themselves, economically at least, to please

themselves, by studying and working at something they like. In so far as society limits the options open

to educated women, the careers actually open to women seem a poor, if not dubious, substitute for the

"traditional" role of women in Joe's theory of "the feminine core."

The Edible Woman poses the question: what is an education fofl lt must be noted, however, that

the novel does not restrict consideration of this question to female characters only, but extends it in the

amusing satire on the life of male graduate studenß, who according to Duncan "are overqualified,

overspecialized;" not "fit to be an¡hingn but "to scribble on the edges of literature . . .

a slave to the paper-mines for all time" (95{). The central metaphors of the Edible Woman revolve

around food, eating and a mysterious loss of appetite. Atwood connects the most basic technique for the

care of the self-cating to stay alive-with issues in the cultivation of the self, with losing or acquiring

educated tastes.

This novel explores the theme of what is involved in being a "person" in the modern world. It

examines the various ways we construct the idea of a person, and what is involved in the care, feeding,

clothing and maintaining of persons--males, females, adults and children. The mind-body problem in this

text emerges as an aspect of the construction of the self and the care of that constructed self. Marian, "the
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edible woman," represents one aspect of a universal problem: the problem involved in being a person,

in being a "body," never mind, mind.

The various women in the novel constitute a kind of continuum of feminine types. Each one of

these women has constructed herself according to a different idea. First, there is of course Marian and

her roommate Ainsley, as two different versions of the sexually liberated female; then there is their

landlady, "the lady down below" and her daughter referred to throughout simply as "the child.'The

spectrum includes their ma¡ried friend, Clara, who is their contemporary but whose body is overwhelmed

by her pregnancies and by the constant demands of her children and their bodily needs; there are the

housewives, the foot soldiers at Seymour Surveys, as well as the women whom Ainsley calls "the office

virgins":

They aren't really very much alike, except that they are all artificial blondes-Emmy, the typist,
whisk-tinted and straggly; Lucy, who has a kind of public-relations job, platinum and elegantly
coiffr.rred, and Milly, Mrs. Bogue's Australian assistant, brassy from the sun and cropped-and,
as they have confessed at various times over coffee-glounds and the gnawed crusts of toasted

Danishes, all virgins-Milly from a solid girl-guide practicality ("I think in the long run it is
better to wait until you are married, don't you? Less bother.") Lucy from social quailing ("What
would people say?"), which seems to be rooted in a conviction that all bedrooms a¡e wired for
sound, with society gathered at the other end tuning its ear phones; and Emmy who is the office
hypochondriac, from the belief that it would make her sick, which it probably would. They are

all interested in travelling: Millie has lived in England, Lucy has been twice to New York, and

Emmy wants to go to Florida. After they have travelled enough they would like to get married

and settle down (15).

The "lady down below" fancies herself as living out the idea of the proper lady and lady-like

behaviour invented in the Victorian or Edwa¡dian era; she carries out this idea of herself through her

clothes, themselves a series of costumes; she dresses and plays the part of Victorian gentility: immaculate

gardening gloves; tea dress in the afternoon complete with pearls and lace handkerchief. She punctiliously

observes all the rituals established as the model of domestic decorum despite the fact that her financial

circumstances dictate that she take in boarders. The traditional dichotomy between the gentry living

upstairs and the servant class below stairs is reversed in her house, in which she is the "lady down

below" and the unruly practices of Ainsley and Marian take place "upstairs."
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The expression "lady down below"--the only signifier we are given for her-like the signifier for

the "underwear man" point up the ironies of what is being repressed. The lady down below is "named"

by the metonymy for the "hysterium." The expression neatly compresses and conveys the numerous

ironies in Atwood's view of modernity. What once dominated the culture-the Victorian practices of

sexual repression, self-censorship, immaculate self-prqsentation has been relegated to the underground;

what once was hidden underground, was never mentioned, is now ruling "upstairs" and for all intents and

purpose.s having free rein of the household, no longer hidden from "the child.'

What Ainsley calls the hypocrisy of the 'lady down below," the insistence on protecting the child

from any hints of how bodie.s behave, brings to the fore the problem of subject formation, as the problem

of which cultural values should be transmitted to children. The text does not explicitly formulate this

problem except through the theories and practices of mothers, such as those of "the lady down below,"

or those of Clara or Ainsley each of whom formulates a different theory as to what is involved in being

or becoming a person. Joe's interest in Kant slyly insinuates itself in the text suggesting that the practices

which a woman adopts, at any stage in her life take on a Kantian moral imperative.

Atwood conveys the differences in the personalities of her characters through the time-honoured

literary device of descriptions of the way they dress. Ainsley feels free to construct and invent herself

according to the needs of the moment; she metamorphoses into Cosmo girl for work; into shy school girl

to seduce Len; and into earth mother once she is pregnant. Marian describes her as a "quick change

artist":

She's a quick-change artist; I could never put myself together in such a short time. She was
looking a lot healthier- possibly the effects of makeup, though you can never tell with Ainsley-
and she had her red hai¡ piled up on top of her head, as she always does when she goes to work.
The rest of the time she wears it down in straggles. She had on her orange and pink sleeveless
dress, which I judged was too tight across the hips. The day was going to be hot and humid;
already I could feel a private atmosphere condensing around me like a plastic bag. Maybe I
should have worn a sleeveless dress too (6).

Ainsley points out that their landlady undoubtedly targets Marian for her various admonishments because
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Marian's cautious style of dressing probably suggests that she is the more "responsible" of the two:

It's probably the way we dræs: Ainsley says I choose clothes as though they're a camouflage,
or a protective coloration. Though I can't see anything wrong with that. She herself goes in for
neon pink (6).

Ainsley is a consummate role player and yet her philosophy of the person, the one she professes to

believe, is more essentialist than her modern sexual practice might lead one to believe. Through her

characterisation of Ainsley's superb aplomb, Atwood shows how the different theories of the human

person constructed in the various academic discourses would clash and crash rather comically if anyone

were to believe the to be literally true and would decide to put them into practice as the foundation not

only of their own personal life but of a another generation. Ainsley thus has decided opinions on child-

rearing derived from her courses in psychology, and firm beliefs on the roles of men and women in the

"reproduction" of children-both biologically and psychologically-derived from a mixture of Freudianism

and anthropology. Marian is sceptical about the "truth" of Ainsley's "facts of life," seeing them as the

result of the particular bias of Ainsley's university.

Ainsley's Theory of the Care of the Self

Atwood satirizes the contradictions in the modern discourse of sexuality, of child-rearing,

marriage and family by Ainsley's cool decision to become pregnant and not marry the father. Ainsley's

reasoning for her choices flies in the face of conventional wisdom and novelistic conventions, as she plots

to become pregnant on purpose. Her motives and her reasoning are based on the latest scientific findings

about "femininity":

"Every wornan strould have at least one baby." She sounded like a voice on the radio saying that
every woman should have at least one electric hairdryer. nlt's even more important than sex. It
fulfils your deepest femininþ" (35).

Ainsley's logic that it is in her rational self-interest, in the best interest of her "deepest self," to safeguard

her femininity by becoming pregnant, makes Marian fe,el "fuzzy in the brain. " It is clear that she thinks

Ainsley's hybrid discourse, part modern sex mysticisÍI, pd modern child psychology, can be attributed
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to her fondness for "paper-back books by anthropologists about primitive cultures." As if to excuse

Ainsley's excessively anthropological view of human beings, Marian adds, a comic non sequitur: "At her

college they make you take courses in it. "

"No, I am not going to get married. That is what's wrong with most children, they have too
many parents. You can't say the sort of household Clara and Joe are running is an ideal situation
for a child. Think of how confused their mother-image and their father-image will be; they're
riddled with complexes already. And it's mostly because of the father" (34).

In keeping with her scheme, Ainsley hits on the idea of meeting Len, who has a reputation for being

interested only in very young girls. She turns up dressed for all the world like a teenager, perfect to the

last detail, including a breathless excitement at being ln"abar" and anxious lest they should ask for her

"birth certificate." But Marian realizes that Ainsley's shrewd disguise exempts her from such suspicion:

It's the adolescents who overdress who they suspect, and Ainsley was not overdressed. She had
dug out from somewhere a cotton suûrmer creation I'd never seen before, a pink and light-blue
gingham check on white with a ruffle around the neck. Her hair was tied behind her head with
a pink bow and on one of her wrists she had a tinkly silver charm-bracelet. Her makeup was
understated, her eyes carefully but not noticeably shadowed to make them twice as large and
round and blue, and she had sacrificed her long oval fingernails, biting them nearly to the quick
so that they had a jagged schoolgirlish quality. I could see she was determined (6a).

rilhat Ainsley has done is to construct herself as "ttre average teen age school girl," which like "the

average man or woman" of market surveys does not really exist except as a hypothetical construct.

Ainsley's performance could be judged by the same criteria Seymour Surveys offers to its consumers:

natural, very natural, very artificial. Ainsley's "imposture" extends to her manner as well. Instead of

being vivacious and "charming,n she spends the evening sitting very still; Marian calls it "keep[ing] up

her little-girls-should-be-seen-and-not-heard act" Q2).

The details attributed to Ainsley present her as the patient predator, not stalking her prey but

rather waiting patiently and keeping perfectly still. Marian marvels at her abilþ to maintain such stillness

despite the notoriously awkward basket chair she had chosen. The self-control is part of her determination

and so Marian perceives it and deciphers the "pose" accordingly. Like the modern narcissist she is,

Ainsley naturally sits contemplating her own reflection, albeit in coca cola. But Marian is not reminded
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of the graceful narcissus, but a rather more dangerous plant, waiting in passive/aggressive fashion for its

prey to drop in her lap:

Ainsley sat quite still though, holding her coca cola glass in her lap and contemplating her own
reflection on the brown surface inside it. She registered neither pleasure nor boredom; her inert
patience was that of a pitcher-plant in a sw¿rmp with its hollow bulbous leaves half-filled with
water, waiting for some insect to be attracted, downed and digasted (72).

That Ainsley is completely adept in the cultural code, is shown by the final touch she gives to her

performance, feigning school girl alarm, so :rs to foster a false sense of confidence in her prey. As she

confides to Marian:

"Just sitting like that takes a lot out of you, and then after you'd gone I didn't know how I was
going to get away. It was like escaping from a giant squid, but I did it, mostly by acting dumb
and scared. That's very necessary at this stage, you know" (81).

Ainsley sees the pattern of becoming pregnant, as part of a larger proJect of scientific self-management

which includes understanding of the ovulation cycle in general and having precise information of her own

menstrual cycle in particular. She extends her "survey" of techniques of management to include the

patterns of resistance she is likely to encounter in men who profess sexual interest in women. Comically,

her authorþ and her experience are based on ageold "feminine wiles," but the way she sets about her

"calculating" behaviour is comically at odds wittr Atwood's portrait of the lady using the standard

Benthamite utilitarian calculus which underpins "rational" management in the business world:

I've got it all worked out. It's going to be a problem though, you see it all depends on his
psychology. I can tell he's the sort that'll get scared off if I act too eager. I've got to give him
lots of rope. Because as soon as he ges anywhere, I can just hear it, he'll go into the old song-
anddance about maybe we'd better not see each other any more, wouldn't want this to get too
serious, neither of us should get tied down and so on. And he'll evaporate. I won't be able to call
him up when it's really assential, he'd accuse me of trying to monopolize his time or of making
demands on him or something. But as long as he hasn't got me,n she said, "I can have him
whenever I need him' (83).

Ainsley's shrewd and unerring calculations show her mastery of parole, her knowledge of the underlying

conventions of the cultural code. She applias the techniques social psychology has made available to

market research to the task of finding a father for "her child." Moreover, she skips over conventional
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ideas about the nuclear family, in favour of what she understands to be the best, most up-todate modern

thinking about the relative usefulness of fathers in creating an ideal environment for "a child." In this

determination to produce the right kind of environment, she echoes the concerns of their landlady who

strives to create a suitably upper class, Victorian environment for "the child." As unlike as the trvo

women are, they paradoxically share a similar faith in the ideology of motherhood and of "femininity"

as the only way a woman can define her self and her value.

Additionally, for all the apparent differences between Ainsley's attitude and Cla¡a's style of

managing her body, herself, and her household, Ainsley is very much like Clara. Clara's life seems out

of control--tóo man! children, too much clutter and disorder-presided over by a pregnant body which

also seems to be a body out of her control. She mysteriously becomes pregnant as if she has no control

over the process. The disorder spreads around her just as her body spreads in pregnancy. By contrast,

Ainsley's "scientific" approach to becoming pregnant and choosing her child's father on the basis of

genetics and choosing the time s¡ the basis of her ovulation cycle, se€rns the polar opposite of Clara's

style. Yet Ainsley seems to adopt this sEategy out of the blue; she resorts to the traditional feminine

strategy of controlling her life, gaining control of her life by doing something with her body. What is

modern about Ainsley's approach is that she is willing to forego marriage; in doing so, she seems to be

swimming against the cultural currents in her belief that marriage and having a husband are

disadvantageous for both mother and child. Ainsley's desire to have a baby means that she is asserting

control in her chaotic life--in which she seems to be stuck in a dead end job without the chance to meet

interesting men. Her life is unfulfilling in both the areas of work and of love. She chooses the traditional

path of fi¡lfilment: having a baby, becoming a mother, much as Clara has done.

Although the actions she takes in achieving this give the appearance of taking charge, taking

control, in each case she resorts to the ageold feminine strategy of changing her appearance as a way

of taking action. Ironically, in imitating the schoolgirl she no longer is, Ainsley as an adult, college-
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educated woman, is perversely using her education to do what she was too smart to do as a schoolgirl.

She is deliberately creating the kind of situation for herself that she hæ schooled herself so carefully to

avoid. While Len's sputtering outrage is highly comic and is largely a satire against traditional male

attitudes, there is something highly perverse about using her education to create exactly the kind of

situation education was supposed to prevent.

Ainsley's ability to Ílssume the identity of the schoolgirl, while in her eyes merely a convenient ploy

to achieve her ends, points up the surprising similarity between the situation of adult woman and that of

the school girl. While education should have given the adult woman more options than women us'ed to

have, when marriage was the only option open to girls upon finishing school, Ainsley's education in the

"objective" discourses ofpsychology and anthropology conspire to prove that having children is still the

most fulfilling activity for women. Ironically, Ainsley adapts this proven scientific truth about what she

must do to safeguard her core self-the essential feminine: to achieve some meåsure of control or

autonomy by taking control of the "reproductive process."

Ainsley's careful strategy to become pregnant seems at odds with Marian's style as well. But the

similarities become more apparent when we realwe that Marian's mysterious loss of appetite is in fact the

strategy of a hunger strike, (although she conceals this from herself by perceiving it as an event which

is outside her will, a quirk imposed by her body rather than chosen by her mind). This hunger strike, like

Ainsley's pursuit of pregnancy, is a passive-aggressive action. Studies of anorexia nervosa, which

Marian's "eating disorder' most resembles, point out that the anorexic's refr¡sal to eat seems a particularly

frustrating form of aggression against family and friends.2 Unlitt the anorexic, who deliberately stops

eating, because she thinks she is too fat and who is secretly proud of her ability to bring her body under

control, Marian is surprised and dismayed by her sudden loss of appetite, which she experiences not :ts

something she has chosen, but as a mysterious and invoiuntary rewlsion for food. Her rejection of food

seems to be a reluct¿nt giving in to something which is too big to fight. That is, she feels it is her body
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which is deciding what she can and cannot eat; her own appetite, will, or taste have little if anything to

do with it.

The Discourse of Sexuality

Through Marian's matter-of-fact manner of accepting and adjusting to the clashing values of both

Ainsley and those of the "lady down below," Atwood conveys in comic terms the way women improvise

around the rules, negotiating their way among both the off,rcial and the unofFrcial rules. Thus, Marian

knows the Official version of Sexuality: it must always be spontaneous, carefree, unscripted. And also

She is also aware of the way it "really" is: scripted by various texts, novels, men's magazines, movies,

advertisements.

Marian does not rebel against the Establishment, or its attitudes, although her behaviour seems

outwardly to conform to what is expected of her by the "lady down below," and by Peter in his various

moods. She accepts the new unconventional conventions governing the relationship between men and

women and the role reversals without protesting their absurdþ even as she registers them with a certain

sense of irony. Thus, she avoids cooking anything but frozen foods for Peter so he won't feel he is

settling down and becoming trapped in domesticity. She accepts the oddity of Duncan's requests to do

her ironing. She complies with Peter's va¡ious attempts to live out the sexual scenarios of the swinging

bachelor:

I supposed this was part of the same pattern, whatever the pattern wæ. Perhaps an attempt to
assert youthfulness and spontaneity, a revolt against the stale doom of stockings in the sink and
bacon fat congealed in pans evoked for him by his friends' marriages. Peter's abstraction on
these occasions gave me the feeling that he liked doing them beca¡se he had read about them
somewhere, but I could never locate the quotations. The field was, I guessed, a hunting story
from one of the outdoorsy male magazines; I remembered he had worn a plaid jacket. The
sheepskin I placed in one of those men's glossies, the kind with lust in pent-houses. But the
bathtub? Possibly one of the murder mysteries he read as what he called "escape literature". . .

(s6)

In a similar fashion, Marian does not necessarily feel any gay, "natural," spontaneity in the realm of

sexuality but realizes that the appearance of spontaneity is requird by the unwritten code governing
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postmodern sexuality:

He bit my shoulder, and I recognised this æ a signal for irresponsible gaiety: Peter doesn't
usually bite.

I bit his shoulder in return, then, making sure the shower lever was still up, I reached out
my right foot--I have agile feet--and turned on the COLD tap (59).

Atwood's style allows us to see Marian is not a naif, but someone who accepts the absurdity of

her world and simply negotiates her way through it, saying just what she needs to do or say to get her

questionnaires done, to get along with the "office virgins," to get along with Ainsley, Clara and Joe, and

with the "soap men and soapwives" among Peter's friends. She accepts without protest this world of

advertisements, of TV dinners, of consumerism and of role reversal.

While Marian does not rebel overtly, her body seems to reject the situation in which she finds

herself. Marian's does not see any overt connection between her body's rejection of food and her own

fears of marriage, of Peter and of "domesticity. " Rather, she feels puzzled by her body's reactions, which

seem mysterious, unmotivated, inexplicable, coming out of the blue, as if the body has "a mind of its

own." The fact that her "tastqs" are changing, that she has lost her appetite in some cases, and feels

revulsion in others, does not se€m to be connected to her in any way, to her mind, to her thoughts, or

to her feelings. Insiead, it seems rather to reflect the body's wholly separate and inscrutable agenda. In

the following passage, Marian identifies her self with her "mindn and her body as an alien "it":

She was becoming more and more irritated by her body's decision to reject certain foods. She
had tried to reason with if, and accused rT of having frivolous whirs, had coaxed ir and tempted
it bu¡t it was adamarrt; and if she used force it rebelled. One incident like that in a restaurant had

been enough. Peter had been tenibly nice about it, of course; he'd driven her straight home and

helped her up the stairs as though she was an invalid and insisted that she must have the stomach-
flue; but also she had been embarrassed and (understandably) annoyed. From then on she had

resolved to humour ir. She had done everything it wanted, and had even bought if some vitamin
pills to keep irs proteins and minerals balanced. There was no sense in getting malnutrition. "The
thing to do," she had told herself, "is to keep calm.n At times when she had meditated on the
question she had concluded that the stand if had taken was an ethical one: ir simply refused to eat

anything that had once been, or Qike oysters on the half-shell) might still be living. But she faced
each day with the forlorn hope that hcr body míght change its mind (183) (emphasis added).
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Atwood's text sees this split between mind and body æ itself an effect of culture, and also as a technique

for "self-preservation" in a world filled with conflicting messages in which fact and value are "divorced. "

The adversarial relationship between body and mind is also seen in Joe's theory of "the feminine core. "

The Care of the Self and the Core of the Self

The unconventional living arrangements devised by Clara and Joe to deal with the burdens of

caring for themselves and of their children offer yet another burlesque of the ways people actually cope

with the mind/body problem. Joe's name, untike that of Peter, Duncan, or Trevor, is a diminutive as if

Atwood, with typical irony, is underlining the fact this he is just "an ordinary Joe" in the extraordinary

profession of teaching philosophy. Even more surprising is Atwood's æide that he is specifically

interested in Kant. Joe's preoccupations as husband and father, in taking ca¡e of household chores which

either overwhelm Clara or which she ignores, contrast oddly with his occupation as a "philosopher. " The

dichotomy between mind and body takes on a comic turn in their household in which the resident

philosopher, professionally absorbed by the "life of the mind" and presumably by such Kantian concerns

as the categories of the mind and the "critique of pure reason," is overwhelmed by the sheer volume of

litter and clutter involved in "caring" for the bodies in his "cate." Joe's theory for this reversal in the

"natural order of things" seems to be the thinking man's va¡iation on the old adage, that woman's place

is in the home, ba¡efoot and pregnant.

Although he does not formulate it as the reason his household is in such a state of disorder, his

theory of the way education distorts or destroys the "feminine core" seems to have been arrived at as a

form of charitable explanation for Clara's non-performance of her duties. (He can't keep the house tidy

because he is a man; she can't keep it tidy because she is no longer a real woman, but merely the outward

shell, the real "core" having been destroyed). Joe's theory about "the feminine core" (24ó) is yet another

version of the mind/body problem. Joe regards woman as primarily body; her core self is not mind but
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"femininity." Accordingly, he objects, with apparent seriousness, to the idea of women attending

university because it caters to the mistaken delusion that thinking and passivity can co-exist in the same

person. The lengthy passage in which Joe describes his philosophy of woman's "feminine core" has been

edited omitting Marian's assenting mufinurs:

"I ttlink it's a lot harder for [Clara] than for most other women; I think it's harder for any
woman who's been to university. She ges the idea she has a mind, her professors pay attention
to what she has to say, they treat her like a thinking human being; when she gets married, her

core gets invaded. . . Her core. The centre of her personality, the thing she's built up; her image

of herself, if you like. . . . Her feminine role and her core are really in opposition, her feminine
role demands passivity from her. . . So she allows her core to get taken over by her husband.
And when the kids come, she wakes up one morning and discovers she doesn't have anything left
inside, she's hollow, she doesn't know who she is any more; her core has been destroyed. . . .

I can see it happening with my own female students. But it would be futile to warn them. . . .

Of course it doesn't help to realize all that . . . It happens, whether you realize it or not. Maybe
women shouldn't be allowed to go to universþ at all; then they wouldn't always be feeling later
on that they've missed out on the life of the mind (246-47).

Joe sees an adversarial relationship between body and mind, which is damaging, but apparently only for

women. It affects men only in so far as women seem to have given up their caretaking functions.

Marian regards Joe's anxiety aboutClara as a pseudo-problem and finds Joe's concern quaint and

even touching. She pictures Joe "shuffling about the house in his undershirt, meditating on the life of the

mind and doing the dishe.s . . . She wanted to reach out and touch him, reassure him, tell him Clara's

core hadn't really been destroyed and everything would be alright' Q47).Marian's confidence that

"everSrthing will be alright' is at odds with her own experience of feeling that her body has "a mind of

its own," rejecting food and seemingly wreaking havoc in her "core,' or at least in her digestive system.

Joe's essentialist notion of the'feminine core," as one which is concerned with nurturing others, is an

intellectualized version of the belief held by the culture. Thus Marian herself pictures the culture's faith

in femininþ as essentially caring and nurilring as "the embryonic noble nurse that is supposed to be

curled, efficient and self-sacrificing, in the heart of every true woman' (108).

The present crisis in Marian's life can be dated to the panic she felt when she was confronted with

the forms for her future company pension, in which the prospect of working until retirement and never
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marrying or having children summons up the spectre of a future self that seems very like the "hollow"

self imagined by Joe:

Some where in front of me a self wæ waiting, pre-formed, a self who had worked during
innumerable years for Seymour Surveys and was now receiving her reward. I foresaw a bleak
room with a plug-in electric heater. Perhaps I would have a hearing aid like one of my great-aunts
who had never married. I would talk to myself; children would throw snowballs at me (14).

To comfort herself, Marian turns to the modern version of the consolations of philosophy, in all

likelihood there will be no future:

I told myself not to be silly, the world would probably blow up between now and then; I
reminded myself I could walk out of there the next day and get a different job if I wanted to, but
that didn't help (1a).

Marian's decision to marry Peter thus seems to be an_instinctive effort at preserving her "self' as she is

now, of forestalling the erosion of the self she feels she is now, or aborting the "pre-formed self' who

is "waiting" to take over. Marriage is a life preserver, a way of hanging on to the familiar life-line of

one's identity. It is important to see Marian's choice here because most readings of novel see her gesture

of making the cake as her first act of agency. However, her choice of marriage is intended as an act of

self-preservation against the vision of an empty future, with no life except working innumerable years

with only a toaster as a reward.

Ihsigning lVomen: Mariants Makeover

Marian's makeover begins with her deciding to marry Peter, which institutes a series of startling

changes (in her view) in her behaviour, in her body, and in her personality. But her cosmetic makeover

begins with the dæing red d¡ess she has purchased for Peter's party. It becomes apparent that the dress

requires a new face and hairdo both of which require a different philosophy, a different attitude

symbolized by the heavy dangling earrings Ainsley gives Marian from her own collection. Ainsley's

participation in Marian's makeover is not so much in the stereotypical guise of the ever-helpful "girl

friend,' who like a fairy godmother, enthusiastically comes to the aid of her friend, "magically" helping

to transform her into a more glamorous figure. Instead, Ainsley's role is that of the professional,
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regarding Marian with cool detachment born of long expertise:

"Your hair's okay," she said, "but really you'd better let me do your face for you. You'll never
manage it by yourself. You'd just do it in your usual skimpy way and come out looking like a

kid playing dress-up in her mother's clothes" (231).

When the nails had been painted a shimmering off-white and Marian was holding her hands

carefrrlly in the air, she went to work on Marian's face, using mixtures and instruments from the
jumble of beauty aids that covered her dressing-table.

During the rest of the procedure, while strange things were being done to her skin, then to
each eye and each eyebrow, Marian sat passively, marvelling at the professional effltciency with
which Ainsley was manipulating her features. . . . She had only a fleeting thought about germs.

Q3t).

The style describing the maquillage, the banal actions involved in the application of makeup, creates the

effect of bestrangemenÉ, .. if we are seeing the bizarre rituals and inexplicable practices of another

culture: "strangs things were being done to her skin, then to eqch eye and each eyebrow." Atwood's style

affects a kind of puzzlement, a bemused bewilderment, even when the dictate.s of fashion are being

filtered through the Marian's eyes, who, we are expected to believe, has somehow escaped familiarity

with the codes of this discourse, having no more acquaintance with or understanding of how fashion

constructs women than someone from another planet. The effect of besrangement is further emphasized

by the way Atwood deliberately departs from the more familiar language used in discussing cosmetics

in fashion magazines which traditionally rely on such phrasas as "apply gently," or 'dot lightly;" or

again, "dust sparingly," and "blend upward, do not pat or rub.' Instead of these time-honoured locutions,

Arwood has Marian 'marvelling" at the way Ainsley "was mnnipulating her features," conveying the

attitude that Marian's face (from the point of view of fashion and of Ainsley as its expert practitioner)

is a plastic, malleable surface.

On the one hand, the makeup session hæ something of the aura of a folk ritual; words such as

"strange," or "marvelling" or 'Jumble" convey the sense that the expertise associated with the makeover

is a kind of "local knowledge." On the other hand, words such as 'professional efftciency" and

"manipulate" suggest an almost scientific approach which is belied by Ainsley's disregard for "germs."
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This one word singlehandedly summons up the whole realm of "real" science which Ainsley's practice

ignores, as if she were ignorant of it, or, as if routine, modern practicÞs in other regimes of the body are

irrelevant to the age-old rituals of applying makeup.

At every turn, Atwood stresses the bizarre nature of this attitude to the body, to the self, by

describing Ainsley's behaviour without recourse to ttre discourse of fæhion and cosmetics. For example,

Ainsley's act of applying lipstick (or possibly lip gloss) is described instead as the literal act of "painting

the mouth" with "several coats of glossy finish":

Finally, Ainsley took a lipstick-brush and painted the mouth with several coats of glossy finish.
"There," she said, holding a hand-mirror so that Marian could see herself. "That's better. But
be careful till the eyelash-glue is dry" Q3l).

Ainsley's matter-of-fact usage of "eyelash glue" accepts as normal (and safe) what the language itself

questions as verging on the abnormal in applying a tricþ, foreign substance like glue to such a delicate

and sensitive area as the eye. The bizure nature of this conventional practice is also conveyed through

Marian's ambivalence about the "finished product" which is her own face and yet which seems to belong

to a stranger. She is uncomfortable in her new skin:

Marian stared into the Egyptian-lidded and outlined and thickly-fringed eyes of a person she had
never seen before. She was afraid even to blink for fear that this applied face would crack and
flake with the strain. "Thank you,' she said doubtfully Q32).

The cluster of phrases used to describe Marian's eyes --"Egyptian-lidded and outlined and thickly-

fringed"-evoke the language of magazine articles on beauty but are divorced from their usual glamorous

connotations. In the discourse of fæhion makeovers, the illusions created by thæe effecS are merely

listed as "enhancingn the eye rather than 'changing" its appearance. Marian's fear of "blinkingl'

emphasises the strangeness of "this applied face" which might "crack or flake." The new face requires

new expressions; Marian's "natural" smils ¡¿a to be unlearned in favour of a more glamorous, theatrical

smile, more in keeping with her "new" face:

"Now smile," said Ainsley.
Marian smiled.
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Ainsley frowned. "Not like that," she said. "You've got to throw yourself into it more. Sort of
droop your eyelids" (232).

Atwood underlines the "unnaturalness" of this activity, its constructed character by stressing Marian's

awkwardness in trying to comply with Ainsley's "instructions" in producing this "forced" smile:

Marian was embærassed: she didn't know how. She was experimenting, looking in the mirror,
trying to find out which particular set of muscles would produce the desired effect, and had just
succeeded in getting an approximate droop that still however had a suggestion of squint in it .

. . .(232)

The new face requires a whole new "technique" for producing a smile; as Marian tries to comply with

Ainsley's instructions, she resorts to the language of science. Mastering the smile requires

"experimenting" to discover "which particular set of muscles" will "produce the desired effect."

Moreover, the smile is not produced spontaneously as the result of happiness or well-being but is the

effect of calculated self-control, of learning how to control a "particular set of muscles. " If the description

Atrvood uses to refer to the act of applying makeup as "manipulating her features" might seem to be mere

comic exaggeration, it seems quite relevant to Marian's attempt to rearrange her face into the properly

seductive come-hither smile.

Arwood caps this tongue-in-cheek description of a session at the makeup table with a final touch,

which is to stress that this particular aesthetic of the face has its own decorum. Not only are facial

expressions changed and the positioning of the mouth for a smile, but even the language which issues

from this carefully made-up mouth also has its own decorum. Marian becomes aware of this as she

prepares to deal with the "lady down below" who appears just as Ainsley finishes the makeover:

Marian removed the towel from her neck and stood up. Now that she had got her eyelids drooped
she could not immediately get them undrooped again, back to their usual capable and level width.
It was going to be impossible in this red dress and this face to behave with the ordinary matter-
of-fact politeness that the situation was going to require Q32).

The makeup which is supposed to enhance Marian's beauty, give her more sexual allure and therefore

more power, actually hinders her ability to negotiate with her world from a position of strength, from

'lmatter-of-fact politeness" and her usual air of capability. Moreover, the reaction of the "lady down
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below" to Marian's transformation emphasizes Marian's awareness of radical deparnrre from her own

usual style. In fact, Marian cannot help feeling it is indecent to appear in public in "bare arms and barish

dress and well-covered face. " At Peter's pffiy, Marian catches a glimpse of her newly constructed self

in the mirror:

She turned, and saw herself reflected in the full-length mirror on the back of the cupboard door.
Peter had been so surprised and pleased. "Darling, you look absolutely marvellous," he had said
as soon as he had come up through the stairwell. The implication had been that it would be most
pleasant if she could arrange to look like that all the time. He made her turn around so he could
see the back, and he had liked that too. Now she wondered whether or not she did look
absolutely marvellous. She turned the phrase over in her mind: it had no specific shape or
flavour. What should it feel like? She smiled at herself. No, that wouldn't do. She smiled a
different smile, drooping her eyelids; that didn't quite work either. She turned her head and

examined her profile out of the corner of her eye. The difñculty was that she couldn't grasp the
total effect: her attention caught on various details, the things she wasn't used to-ttre fingernails,
the heavy ear-rings, the hair, the various parts of her face that Ainsley had added or altered. She

was only able to see one thing at a time. What was it that lay beneath the surface these pieces

were floating on, holding them all together? She held both of her naked arms out towards the
mirror. They were the only portion of her flesh that was without a cloth or nylon or leather or
varnish covering, but in the glass even they looked fake, like soft pinkish-white rubber or plastic,
boneless, flexible . . . Q38-239).

Marian trails off in mid-sentence, unable to complete her thought. She feels "annoyed with herself for

slipping back towards her earlier panic, she opened the cupboard door to turn the mirror to the wall and

found herself staring at Peter's clothes" Q3g). The obverse of Marian's artificially constructed body, on

the reverse side of the mirror as it were, is that of Peter's, represented by his clothing or what Marian

considers his "costumes." She stands transftxed, like Bluebeard's wife looking into the forbidden

cupboard:

She had seen them often enough before, so there was no particular reason why she should stand,

one hand on the edge of the door, gazing into the dark cupboard. . . . The clothes were hanging
neatly in a row. She recognized all the costumes she had ever seen Peter wearing, except of
course the dark winter suit he had on at the moment: there was his midsummer aspic, beside it
his Weedy casual jacket that went with his gray flannels, and then the series of his other phases

from late surtmer through fall. The matching shoes were lined up on the floor, each with its own
personal shoe-tree inside. She realized that she was regarding the clothes with an emotion close

to something like resentment. How could they hang there smugly asserting so much invisible
silent authority? But on second thought it was more like fear. She reached out a hand to touch

them, and drew it back: she was almost afraid they would be warm Q39).
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Marian's o\.vn sense of self-estrangement is conveyed by regarding herself as something between an exotic

plant and a piece of furniture. Before returning to Peter, she "glanced into the mirror and patted one of

her fronds back into place, and went to join him, walking carefully inside her frnely-adjusted veneers"

Q3e-40).

Underwear and Other Unmentionables

The gap between fantasy and reality in this satire about the split between body and mind, between

what one feels and what one pretends to feel, is represented by the persistent and recurrent references to

images of underwear. The great unmentionables, the great unsaid in culture is symbolized in the novel,

by the sheer quantity (and quality) of underwear. For ttre Underwear Man, a man who makes obscene

phone calls under cover of conducting an "ofFrcial" survey, underwear is a fantasy--a piece of "intimate

apparel" as the department stores call it-and as such a metonymy, a substitute for intimate contact with

a woman. Even mentioning unmentionables in conversation with women, carries an erotic charge for him:

She pictured his intelligent face, his polite, attentive manner, something like that of an insurance
salesman; or an undertaker. She wondered what sort of personal questions he asked, and what
she would say if he was ever to phone lær (Oh, you must be the Underwear Man. I have heard
.ro much about you . . I think we must have some friends in common). She saw him as wearing
a business suit and a fairly conservative tie, diagonal stripes in brown and maroon; shoes well-
shined. Perhaps his otherwise normal mind had been crazed into frerzy by the girdle
advertisements on the buses; he was a victim of society. Society flaunted the,se slender laughing
rubberized women before his eyes, urging, practically forcing up on him, their flexible
blandishments, and then refused to supply him with any (116).

Marian also fantasizes about the meaning of the imagas in the poster for girdles, the gap between

the poster as sign and as signified. The message which it constructs, presumably intended only for

women but which is open and accessible to men, and to "illegitimate" readings such as those of the

Underwear Man, is an enigma to Marian. Her bemusement becomes part of the hermeneutic code for the

reader; as the reader of the sign, she is at a loss as to its meaning, unable to make sense of the culture

even as she participates in it fairly easily. She is always aware of the odd way that images of the body

are constn¡cted in advertising:
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I concentrated on one of the posters above the windows, a colourful one of a young woman with
three pairs of legs skipping about in her girdle. I must admit to being, against my will, slightly
scandatized by those advertisements. They are all so public. I wondered for the first few blocks
what sort of person would have enough response to that advertisement to go out and buy the

object in question, and whether there had ever been a survey done on it. The female form, I
thought, is supposed to appeal to men, not to women, and men don't usually buy girdles. Though
perhaps the lithe young woman was a self-image; perhaps the purchasers thought they were

getting their own youth and slenderness back in the package. For the next few blocks I thought
about the dictum I'd read somewhere that no welldressed woman is ever without her girdle. I
considered the possibilities suggested by the word "ever." Then for the rest of the journey I
thought about middle-age spread: when would I get it?-maþe I already had it. You have to be

carefr¡l about things like that I reflected; they have a way of creeping up on you before you know
it (90-91).

Marian's reaction to this advertisement is bewilderment. Here too, Atwood's style creates the effect of

bestrangement. We see the billboard, so much a part of the cultural code of modern life, through new

eyes. Marian is "scandalized" by the all too "public" display of underwear. Moreover, she is subliminally

aw:lre of the discomfort of girdles and therefore of the absurdþ of any woman "skipping about" in one,

leaving aside the absurdity of having three legs. In passing, she wonders who is supposed to be gratified

by this image: women, who see its improbability, or men, or perhaps the maker of the image seeking to

recover "self-image." The sign is apparently transparently obvious in its meaning, and yet meaningless

in the message its elements seek to convey.

Atwood's satire does not stop with the paradoxes of the public advertisement of girdles and the

mixed messages they convey. She focuses on these garments, the ones we wear closest to our skins, and

which are involved in the intimate details of our bodies (hence the term "intimate apparel") to consider

the public display of underwea¡ in the act of laundering them. There are many references to laundering,

to ironing, to piles of dirty clothes, to the unseen and scarcely to be imagined "dirty" laundry belonging

to the "lady down below" and to 'the child," and to the diaper changes of Clara's son whom she

affectionately calls "the turd." The clutter of underwear in the lives of these characters is the great

unmentionable of novels but an ever present fact of "real" life, in which one washes underwear in public,

in full view at the laundromat, but knows one must pretend not to notice that this is what other people
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are doing and must not mention them should a chance for conversation arise. Duncan, of course violates

this unmentioned rule about unmentionables when he starts a conversation with Marian in the laundromat

after noticing "several of Ainsley's lacy frivolities" being thrown into the washer:

"Those yours?" he asked with interest.
"No," I said flushing.
"Didn't think so. They didn't look like you" (91).

Surprisingly, Atwood does not make use of the favourite euphemism for girdles by the salesladies

in the better shops: foundation garments. The girdle serves to "gird" the foundation of the self which the

dress presents to the world. Atrvood wickedly and wittily reconstructs the typical by-play between

customer and sales clerk to show the odd function of this garment, which ostensibly is needed to create

the illusion of slendernass, but when that is not necessary, to act as a kind of armour, so that the dress

one is wearing does not evoke any suggestion of a real body or real skin underneath. As the saleslady

admits, the garment beneath the garment is necessary as a kind of second skin. The rubbery second skin

seems to become characteristic of the actual. skin as well. Moreover, the artificial skin meant to "support"

the body, seems to replace it as the preferred texture.

When Marian starts to dress for Peter's party, her body becomes something liquid, pliable: she

"oozqs" into her girdle, 'slithers" into her dress. It is as if she is losing her outline, her definition; as

if her too too solid flesh is melting, dissolving, resolving itself into a new substance. The transformation

of Marian is thus not limited to her appearance but extends to her body's substance, to what constitutes

her self as body:

She oozed herself into the new girdle she had got to go with the dress, noting that she hadn't
really lost much weight: she had been eating a lot of noodles. She hadn't intended to buy one at
all, but the saleslady who was selling her the dress and who was totally corseted herself said that
she ought to, and produced an appropriate model with satin panelling and a bow of ribbon at the
front. "Of course you're very thin dear, you don't really need one, but still that is a close-fitting
dress and you wouldn't want it to be obvious that you haven't got one on, would you?" She had
lifted her pencilled brows. At that time it had seemed like a moral issue. "No, of course not,"
Marian had said hastily. "I'll take it."

Marian takes the girdle, turning herself into one of "[those] slender laughing rubberized women" which
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she imagines fascinates the Underweæ Man. But the image of rubberized women also recalls the

descriptions Marian uses to describe a childhood doll: "The other doll is newer and has long washable

hair and a rubbery skin" (101). Marian notices Ainsley's achieving a doll-like appearance in her get up

as a school girl which gives her the appearance-of "washable rubber-smooth skin and glassy eyes and

gleaming artificial hair. Pink and white" (65).

Atwood's satire seems to be attacking the proliferation of insubstantial selves in our society,

symbolized by the comic locution "soapmen" and their "soapwives" at Peter's party. Just as "cake" is not

as substantial a food as bread, so too with human beings who are as insubstantial as bubbles of soap, held

together by mere surface tension. But soap is also a symbol of civilisation, of what divides the classes

between those who are "gentle" and those who belong to "the great Unwashed.' To this rather crude

division of labour and refinement, first articulated in the Victorian era, Atwood adds a modern

refinement: the world can be divided berween nreal" men and women and "ths soapmen" and their

"soapwives," Ainsley's generic term for what used to be called 'the man in the gray flannel suit.' We

see Atwood's criticism of this "corporate mentality" (an oxymoron for body-mind) which turns the

company into a corporate entity, a body, but which seems to numb the individual to his own bpdily

needs. Thus, the description of Lucy, whose beauty and allure seems to cscape the attention of the

businessmen at lunch, serves to characterize their loss of appetite which differs from Marian's only in

that they can still feed their faces:

. . . .stolid breadfaced businessmen most of them, gobbling their food and swilling a few drinks
to get the intemrption of lunch over with as soon and as numbly as possible so they could get

back to the office and make some money and get that over with as soon as possible and get back
through the rush hour traffic to their homes and wives and dinners and to get those over with as

soon as possible too (110).

Atwood provides a literal image of Lucy æ a welldesigned lure, "trailing herself like a many-plumed

fish-lure with glass beads and three spinners and seventeen hooks through the likely-looking placas, good

restaurants and cocktail bars with their lush weed-beds of potted philodendrons, where the right kind of
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men might be lurking, ravenous as pike, but more maritally inclined" (110). What needs to be

emphasised, but not belaboured, is that Atwood is not merely mouthing the conventional cliche that it is

the culture (or the male gaze) that turns women into "sex objects," but rather that both men and women

engage in a kind of reification of the self. It can be argued that Lucy, by turning herself into a sexual

"lure," is merely frrlfilling the dictate.s of the culture, that she is a typical creature of her time. But

Atwood's use of the predatory images of "ravenous pike" associating the sexual lure with other forms of

appetite seems to be suggesting that something about modern arrangements for biological drives or

appetites hæ gone seriously awry. Although it is Marian who loses her appetite, something about modern

life makes it inevitable that people lose their appetite for living, become mindless feeders, compulsively

"gobbling," impatient to get each activity "over with."

This split between desire and volition, between what one thinls and what one does is emphasised

by Duncan who seems to have adapted all too well to this cultural environment making him seem in

Marian's eyes, "the mutation" (284). Duncan seems so much the production of his thought that Marian

is startled he even has a body: "the realization ttràt he had actual flesh, a body like most other people,

startled her" (146). Moreover, as he begins to make love to her, there is a suggestion of narcissism as

Duncan notices that Ma¡ian, who is wearing his dressing gown "look[s] sort of like me in that." (146)

As he begins to caress her, "there was an uneasy suspicion in one corner of her mind that what he was

really caressing was his own dressing-gown, and that she merely happened to be inside it' (146).

Duncan's lovemaking not only makes Marian feel alienated from him but also alienated from her own

body. It also makes self-alienation, the divorce berween bodily desire and emotion, Duncan's preferred

mode of being:

"I don't want you to think all this means anything. It never sort of does, for me. It's all
happening really to somebody else." He kissed the end of her nose. "You're just another
substitute for the laundromat" (147).
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The Ghost in the Machine: A Dwelling is a Machine for the Body

The issue of the care of the self, the problem of the person, is also apparent in the comic

characterisation of Peter as someone who would be willing to live in a half-finished apartment building.

The unfinished building serves as a metaphor, a symbol for the idea of structure and therefore for the

body. If one remembers Le Corbusier's famous defrnition that "the house is a machine for living in," then

Peter, as the sole human inhabitant of a modern unfinished building, is like the "ghost in the machine,"

the resident unseen spirit inside the human body.4 (Indeed, when Marian visits the building, the

workmen need to be convinced there really is someone living in the building). Once the building nears

completion, the structure is described in terms of the body: its outer shell is a "skin." Seen through the

eyes of the newly transformed Marian, the building takes on the aura of the "constructed body," much

like Marian's own artificially enhanced skin, a human version of the mixture of synthetic and natural

which makes up the contemporary vocabulary of modern "dwellings." As such it is a suitableplace for

the modern body as construct:

The apartment building was almost.finished. Each time Marian had come there she had been able
to notice a minor alteration. Gradually the clutter of raw materials, pipas and rough boards and

cement blocks, had disappeared, transmuted by an invisible process of digestion and assimilation
into the shining skins that enclosed the space through which they were moving. . . But the
carpets, the furniture (initation-leather sofas, she predicted) and the inevitable broad-leaved
philodendrons twining around pieces of driftwood had not yet arrived. They would be the final
rich layer, and would add a touch of soffness, however synthetic, to this corridor of hard light
and brittle surfaces Q35).

The apartment building with its 'rich layer' which adds a "touch of softness" seems to need the same

cosmetic changes as Marian herself had applied to her body. But whereas the building seems to need such

cosmetic charrges, Ma¡ian's soft body, with "real skin" is reinvented to simulate the "shining skins" of

the synthetic and the man-made.

The Plece de Resistance: Or, Let 'Em Eat Cake

What does the ending of this novel "mean?" If one dare ask such an ill-advised question in the

era of literary criticism which eschews "meaning." Perhaps a less loaded question would be, how does
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this metaphor of the "edible woman" work? In Atwood's text, the cake is the climax of the novel, the

raison d'être of the title. This "cake of the self is the final presentation in Atwood's various menus for

the care of the self. As such it is the pièce de resistance and also a piece of resistance on Marian's part.

Marian bakes a cake for Peter; the cake is an imitation of a woman, a substitute form of gratification. The

cake-woman is what she thinla Peter desires, or men desire: a woman good enough to eat. "Yum Yum"

says Peter as he breathes in Marian's new perfume, borrowed from Ainsley, and meant to go with the

earrings.

In constructing the cake, is Marian taking genuine action, confronting the problem of her

emotioril¡ head on as it were, or is the act of baking the cake and decorating it yet another way of denying

and dodging her own feelings? The act of making the cake seems to be the aggressive one of pie

throwing: Here, in your face Peter! It seems an elaborate method of rejecting Peter-getting rid of him

not through "honest explanation": I don't want to get married now; I don't want to marry you-in favour

of a covert aggression as if Peter's existence, his desire to marry Marian, is itself an act of aggression

toward her.

As Ma¡ian makes the cake, she thinls of it as a kind of test for Peter: he will pass the test and

presumably she will marry him, if and only if he sees "the joke. " The reader tries to be a good sport and

act :rs if she gets the joke. Most amusing, we can tell our friends after we have read it. But in fact, in

the context of criticism, what exactly is the joke? (realizing of course that in the modern and postmodern

world we all live in, the cardinal rule to being hip is being cynically aware that the 'Joke" hæ always-

already been made.).

Atwood herself may not be clear on this, which may be why the ending is unsatisfactory. ln order

to "get the joke" one has to regard Peter as Marian does, as the aggressor: he wanted to engulf and

devour me, so I gave him something to chew over instead. But Duncan rejects Marian's construal of

Peter's motives: "That is something you made up," he tells her. He implias that Marian is projecting this
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desire onto Peter. But dismissing Marian's reaction, æ Duncan does, does not explain what she regards

as the joke. One does not want to beat Marian's "let em' eat cake" gesture to death, but perhaps an

attempt at translating the premises of the joke may reveal Marian's logic.

All the actions involved in making the cake-shopping for the ingredients, mixing it and frosting

it are given in language which expresses Marian's thoughts and feelings. The cake is an argument, a

thesis about Marian, about her relationship to Peter up to this point, and also a strategic manoeuvre to

change that relationship. The cake stands for the relationship 'BC"--Before Cake and also for After Cake.

The symbol thus is meant to be read trvo different ways: as a description of what Marian has gone

through and what she is no longer willing to go through. By making the cake, and ostensibly asking him

if this is to his taste, she is leaving the choice of how to proceed up to him. Or so it seems. The reason

for making the cake in the first place (other than of course as an expression of Atwood's own critique)

seems straightforward to Marian:

What she needed was something that avoided words, she didn't want to get tangled up in a

discussion. Some way she could know what was real: a test, simple and direct as litmus-paper.

Her actions in dressing and preparing to go shopping have a new purposefulnass. She knows what she

wants and how to go about getting it. She doesn't need a shopping list. She is clear in her mind about

what is the appropriate test, what is the appropriate dress, what is the appropriate cost, in short, what

is needed for every aspect of the situation, the experiment, the "litmus" test:

She finished dressing -a plain grey wool would be appropriate-and put on her coat, then located
her everyday purse and counted the money. She went out to the kitchen and sat down at the table
to make herself a list, but threw down the pencil after she had written several words. She knew
what she needed to get Q79-80).

As Marian shops for the ingredients, the idea she has in mind for the cake begins to take shape, but she

refers to her idea as "her image. " Everything to do with substance and the creation of the image must

bg "ngw:"
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Her image was taking shape. Egg. Flour. Lemons for the flavour. Sugar, icing-sugar, vanilla,
salt, food-colouring. She wanted everything new, she didn't want to use anything that was already
in the house. Chocolate-no, cocoa, that would be better. A glass tube full of round silver
decorations. Three nesting plastic bowls, teaspoons, aluminum cake{ecorator and cake tin.
Lucky, she thought. They sell almost everything in supermarkets these days (280).

The cake is given the same doll-like colours (and texture) suggested in Ainsley's self-construction

as a school girl, which made her look like the a "large, plump dollfJ . . . with washable rubber-smooth

skin and glassy eyes and gleaming artificial hair. Pink and white"(65). These are also the colours that

Marian herself had attributed to her own skin when she examined her reflection in Peter's mirror:

"pinkish-white rubber or plastic."

The verbs used in the description of how Marian constructs the cake are the onqs more usually

associated with fashion, for the way designers or seamstresse.s alter clothes to make them fit: "she nipped

in a waist at the side." But Marian is also like a surgeon as she begins to "operate" on the cake.

Additionally, the descriptions of the texture of the "spongy cake" suggests the metaphors traditionally

used to apply to the ideal personality for women (and children): it was "pliable, easy to mold."

Sponge or angel food? She wondered. She decided on sponge.
It was more fitting (280).

The alternativqs Marian considers provide by themselves an amusing insight into the way her mind is

working. Presumably, Marian rejects "angel food" as the "foundation" of her construction because its

name suggests that she accepts as appropriate the stereotype feminine ideal, that a woman ought to be the

"angel in the house," to use the phrase coined by Patmore in the Victorian Era. For Virginia Woolf, a

woman's first task was to "kill the angel in the house," ttre part of her that had accepted this role as part

of her identity. By selecting 'sponge" as the more "fitting" substance for her "construction," Atwood

seems to be inviting us to remember the various meanings of "sponge," not only its chief characteristic,

that it is a pliable and yielding material, (angel food cake is also) but also reminding us that sponges in

nature are the easily pliable substances left afier theliving organism within it has died. The sponge is thus

merely the outer shell of what was once a vital organism. Additionally, the word sponge also suggests
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the verb for the parasitic quality that the idea of marriage seems to evoke for Marian, the idea that one

live off another, as in "sponge" off another. The sponge is thus a no longer vital substance whose sole

purpose is to "absorb" the "(vital?) fluids of another.

The opening paragraph of the lengthy description of Marian's actions in decorating the cake make

it seem more like an act of cosmetic or reconstructive surgery. The vivid words and phrases suggesting

violent or invasive procedures have been italicized:

She took the cake off the sill, felt it to see if it was cool enough and put it on the kitchen table.
Then she began to operate. With the twoforks shc pulled it in half through thc middle. One half
she placed flat side down on the platter. She scooped out part of it and made a hcad with the
section she had taken out. Then she nipped in a waist at the side. The spongy cake was pliable,
easy to mold. She snck allthe separate members together with white icing, and used the rest of
the icing to cover the shape she had constructed. It was bumpy in places and had too many
crumbs in the skin, but it would do. She reenforced the feet and ankles with toothpicla.

The cake assumes something of the quallty of Mary Shelley's description of Frankenstein making his

monster. The action of scooping out part of the cake to make the head, recalls the image which occurred

to Marian the morning after she accepted Peter's proposal:

When I woke up on Sunday morníng-it was closer to Sunday afternoon-my mind was at first
iui empty as though someone had scooped out the inside of my skull like a cantaloupe and left me

only the rind to think with (80).

The metaphor sugge,sts that Ma¡ian woke up feeling like a brainless idiot, after accepting Peter's proposal.

But the metaphors Atwood uses in the lengthy description of Marian's icing the cake recall the images

and sensations she had felt while "making her self up" for Peter's party. Thus, the un-iced cake looks like

"a blank white body . . . slightly obscene, lying there soft and sugary and featureless." The cake looks

obscene because it "is naked;" it is featureless, colourless, ¿rs women feel themselves to be before they

have put on makeup, or "colour" on their face. The naked body must be dressed, but not ever¡hing

"looks good" on "her." Marian tries three different "outf,its;" just like real women, the cake-woman does

not look attractive in bikini or swimming suit:
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She set about clothing it. Filling the cakedecorator with bright pink icing. First she gave it a

bikini, but that was too sparse. She filled in the midriff. Now it had an ordinary bathing-suit, but
that still wasn't exactly what she wanted. She kept extending, adding to top and bottom, until she
had a dress of sorts. In a burst of exuberance she added a row of ruffles around the neckline, and
more ruffles at the hem of the dress.

Marian resorts to ruffles and other unfashionable accoutrements to cover up the cake's "f,igure" flaws,

and the mistakes in her own procedure in icing the cake. At the same time, the desire to keep "extending"

the dasign suggests that once a woman starts on the process of transformation she can get carried away.

Up to this point, Marian has merely been "clothing" the cake's "body," but seeing the cake all dressed

up, Marian adds "five pink finger nails on each of the amorphous hands." The final vernissage recalls

how Marian had regarded her bare arms and hands, the only part not covered by any "veneers," as

looking "fake."

At the hairdressers, Marian had felt that the hairdresser had "iced' her hair, presumably by

putting on hair spray. Now with the cake, Ma¡ian regards the chocolate icing as "hair";

The hair took longer. It involved masses of intricate baroque scrolls and swirls, piled high on the
head and spilling down over the shoulders.

The half-finished cake is reminiscent of Ainsley's appearance when she is only half-finished with her

makeup. The state of affairs is ordinary enough in real life but by presenting it in its half-finished, "half-

baked' form, Atwood's narrative style emphasises the bizarre nature of the construct. Thus Ainsley is

described as standing "barefooted in her slip with one eye black-ringed and her auburn hair tendrilling

over her shoulders" Q32):

Ainsley was in her slip. She had begun to put on her makeup, but thus far only one of her eyes
had acquired its outline of black and her eyebrows hadn't appeared at all, which made her face
look unbalanced.' (230)

During her confrontation with the "lady down below" Ainsley is described æ if her eye has a separate

identþ, like a glass eye, or a pirate's black patch: 'Ainsley glared at her; the blacþrimmed eye flashed. "

After the confrontation, her steadiness and calm is conveyed by the nonchalant way she manages to talk

to Marian while simultaneously finishing her own makeup "drawing a long gracefully-curved artistic
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eyebrow on her forehead in the place where hers ought to have been" (234). While icing the cake, Marian

becomes a make-up artist transforming the cake just as Ainsley had transformed her with eyelash "glue":

The cake looked peculiar with only a mouth and no hair or eyes. She rinsed out the cake-
decorator and filled it with chocolate icing. She drew a nose, and two large eyes, to which she

appended many eyelashes and two eyebrows, one above each eye.

The white cake, still featureless, is like a tabula rasa on which Marian can impose a cultural

image of a woman good enough to eat, without having to impose that image on her "self. " But the cake,

like Ainsley's disguise as a school girl, is merely another "version of herself," just as artificially

constructed as the version she had constructed for the party.

The finished cake's "face [is] doll-like and vacant except for the small silver glitter of intelligence

in each green eye." The word glitter suggests the more usual phrase "glimmer of intelligence," and

suggests also that when a woman is "made up" she obscures her intelligence so that only the "glitter" of

the'glitz she has used indicates the intelligence, the effort, the thinking which had gone into this

"creation" of her "self." Marian becomes."pensive" as she regards her own efforts:

Her creation gazú. up at her, its face doll-like and vacant except for the small silver glitter of
intelligence in each green eye. While making it she had been almost gleeful, but now,
contemplating it, she was pensive. All that work had gone into the lady and now what would
happen to her?

One is tempted to pose the Platonic query about the value of art, which is only the imitation of

the an imitation, and ask just what is the value of this cake imitating woman as imitation confection made

by a woman who is uncomfortable with imitation but doesn't want to come right out and say so. The cake

is made by a woman who is 'beside herself' with worry about her future and creates a repulsive image,

not to test Peter but to sufficiently repel herself and him, be sufficiently outrageous, that neither of them

would be willing to change their minds again. The cake gives her the courage of her convictions. Having

shown it to Peter, she won't be able to back down and say she got cold feet or some other acceptable

social reason for breaking off an engagement and then resuming it. However, the cake becomes not only
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a substitute woman, but also the site of displaced (and misplaced emotion). Thus, Marian sugar coats her

real anger and resentment and (self)pity and displaces her own power, anributing the end of the

relationship as well as its progress to the "pace set by Peter" æ he comes up the stairs:

She felt a certain pity for her creature but she was powerless now to do anything about her. Her
fate had been decided. Already Peter's footsteps were coming up the stairs (282-283).

Lest we think that the construction of the self is confined only to women characters, it is enough

to remember Duncan and the other graduate students. Peter has something of the same doll{ike qualities

Marian has perceived in Ainsley, although he resembles Marian's other doll, ttre old-fashioned cloth one.

Just before Marian servqs Peter her cake, she notices this interchangeable quality between Peter's body

and that of any other man:

But there was something about his shoulders. He must have been sitting with his arms folded.
The face on the other side of that head could have belonged to anyone. And they all wore clothes
of real cloth and had real bodies: those in the newspapers, those still unknown, waiting for their
chance to aim from the upstairs window; you passed them on the street every day. It was easy
to se€ him as normal and safe in the afternoon, but that didn't alter things. The price of this
version of reality was testing the other one (284).

Seeing him in this way, allows her to deliúer the coup de grâce as she serves him the cake:

"You've been trying to desúoy me, haven't you," she said. "You've been trying to assimilate me.
But I've made you a substitute, something you'll like much better. This is what you really wanted
all along, isn't it? I'll get you a fork," she added somewhat prosaically (284).

When Ainsley sees the shambles of the cake she is horrified. Marian sees that for Ainsley this violation

of her "femininity" is as much a cause for moral concern æ the Victorian notions of the lady down

below. Ainsley's attitude makes eating the cake seem sacrilegious as if it is a violation of the body of the

host, the transubstantiation of the image and the body. In reply, Marian severs the nhead" from the

"bodyn:

"Marian!" she exclaimed at last, with horror. "You're rejecting your femininity!"
Marian stopped chewing and stared at Ainsley, who was regarding her through the hair that
fqstooned itself over her eyes with wounded concern, almost with sternness. How did she manage
it, that stricken attitude, that high seriousness? She was almost as morally earnest as the lady
down below.

Marian looked back at her platter. The woman lay there, still smiling glæsily, her legs gone,
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"Nonsense," she said. "It's only a cake." She plunged her fork into the carcass, neatly severing
the body from the head (286).

As for Duncan, he tells Marian that her whole perspective was something she "had made up."

Marian's metaphor, the symbol of the cake-woman, wæ a saving fiction; a technique to save herself from

marriage. The novel ends with Marian's and Peter's roles being reversed. Initially, it had been Peter who

dreaded marriage, becoming fearful every time he "lost" yet another friend to marriage. Critical

discussions of this text which think of marriage as drudgery for women, have to remember the presence

of Joe in this text. Readings that stress Marian's helplessness as prey to Peter's male gaze, have to

remember Ainsley's ability to rewrite this script. Readings which stress female exploitation by males,

have to remember Len's comic outrage at being used. The world of this novel is one in which characters

can be categorizd not so much by gender rolas, as by their ability to feel free to manipulate the rhetoric

of their culture. This type of subject can be contrasted to those who are victims of the confusing texts

circulating in the marketplace, like the Underwear Man.

The Ethics of Care and the Care of the Self

Atwood's choice of giving Joe the rather unlikely interest in Kant as his special area of interest

in philosophy rather than semantics, or Chomskyean linguistics, poins to a more deliberate use of Kant

as a signifier/signified than one might have suspected. In this text, the key signifier with which Joe is

connected is his concern with the "ethical." Thus, his primary objection to Len, is that "he is not ethical"

Q9). T?r,e word recurs a surprising number of times throughout the novel, surprising because Atwood

does not use the word so boldly and so baldly in her later novels. But here it serves as clue to some of

her concerns about the predatory relationships between men and women. The concept of the ethical

versus the unethical, inhibits Marian's actions in a way that does not inhibbit Ainsley. Thus, Marian

rejects Ainsley's advice to "branch out" and date other men because "I couldn't get over the subjective

feeling that more than one at a time was unethical" (75). The idea of ethical relationships between

"entities" is extended to speculation about the reasons behind her body's rejection of certain foods:
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At times when she had meditated on the question she had concluded that the stand it had taken
was an ethical one: it simply refused to eat anything that had once been, or (like oysters on the
half-shell) might still be living (183).

The reference to Kant is germane to the themes in the novel in two ways. First, Kant was concerned with

ethics and "aesthetics," a term he in fact coined for the study of art as a science of beauty, and of

feelings. Secondly, Kant developed the idea of the moral.imperative which urges human beings to act

as if each of their actions were universalizable.

Aesthetics and the ethical are related in this text and in Atwood's work as a whole. The issue of

the aestheticization of the self is linked with the ethical implications of treating oneself and others as

commodities, as merely instruments, means to an end. Atwood seems to be suggesting the same

disjunction between aesthetics and ethics which Kierkegaard regarded as an inevitable either/or and as

a characteristic feature of modernity. Thus, he posits that one can imagine two different types of

individuals, one motivated by aesthetics and the other by ethics. He suggess that with modernity the

distinction will become increasingly blurred between the two pathways so that people will make moral

choices on the basis of the beautiful versus the ugly, regarding the beautiful as equivalent to the morally

good.

Atwood's allusion to the Kantian concept of ethics allows a possible standard by which to judge

ttre actions of the characters in the novel. Marian accepts the world she perceives as governed by arbitrary

rules and by the quixotic breaking of those rules. The rules exist cheek by jowl; they may clash but since

they cannot be reconciled or resolved, Marian accepts them as antinomies, and makes up her mind to

ignore them. She goes about her business, seemingly untroubled except for the mysterious protest by her

body with the state of affairs. The references to Kant and to ethics do not tell us which path is morally

correct, but in posing the question of ethics, we seem to be provided with a rule of thumb for deciding

which choice is preferable. Thus, the subtext of this novel's concenui lies in the question posed by

Kantian ethics: what if all women chose to become mothers by Ainsley's method? tWhat if all children
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ìvere reared as Clara's are? What would happen if all human relations become the arena for predatory

relationships? What if everyone becomes a consumer and therefore "food" for someone else in the food

chain?

Adopting the perspective of ethics allows Atwood to free her consideration of human action and

agency from the realm of biological determinism and, the discourse of social and psychological

conditioning which Ainsley has "swallowed" whole hog æ a child of her culture and which readers may

have accepted as uncritically and unquestioningly. Moreover, it allows us to judge the other received

doctrines of the self variously held by Duncan, and the other graduate students, all of whom are as

uncritically accepting of the metaphors of their education as Ainsley is. Criticism of this novel which

focuses on the issue of Marian's femininity being engulfed and devoured, overlooks the rather

preposterous but representative ideologies of the human person held by educated men and women in the

text. Given Ainsley's sub-plot of maternal desire, the issue of what views of the person would nourish

and nurture human dignity and self-esteem are kept before the reader.

My (M)other My Seli: The Care of the Self in Lady Oracle

Atwood's l-ady Oracle satiri2es the idea of a stable identity. The theme of the care of the self

becomes the question of which self? Or even that "the care of many selves" has become a normal part

of the routine of being a person. For Joan Foster, the.proliferation of identities is the only way she can

manage to appear normal and to have some control over her life. What she regards as a shamefr,ll secret,

turns out in the course of the satire to be one that is common to other characters as well. Everyone is

leading a double life or has led a double life or has been a different "self.n The mind/body problem

surfaces in this text through the presentation of the problem in the plot: fat girl loses weight. But it also

emerges through the theme of life on the "other side," the communion with the souls of the dead by ttre

living.

The opening pages of the novel are strewn with clothes and images of clothes, as the narrator sets
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her death; she acquires new clothes; she buries old clothes; she tries to wash and store her clothes, which

are described down to the details of bras and underwear. The narrator's obsession with clothes is part

of her character, and attention to clothing is the "foundation" of her style as a writer of "Costume

Gothics. " In the opening paragraph of the novel, the narrator links images of life and death to metaphors

of the flabby body versus the lean body, and images of self-restraint to images of understated clothing:

I planned my death carefully; unlike my life, which meandered along from one thing to another,
despite my feeble attempts to control it. My life had a tendency to spread, to get flabby, to scroll
and festoon like the frame of a baroque mirror, which came from following the line of least
resistance. I wanted my death, by contrast, to be neat and simple, understated, even a little
severe, like a Quaker church or the basic black dress with a single strand of pearls much praised

by fashion magazines when I was fifteen (3).

The narrator's plot, which is the romance heroine's plot comically transformed, is concerned with

her anxieties about "le souci de soi" and is comically at odds with the insouciant narrative style Atwood

adopts for her, abreezy, irreverent use of the conventions of novels and of romance, and of readers'

conventional expectations as to what a "serious" novel ought to be like. Moreover, from the beginning

of the novel, we see the narrator's obsession (and by extension the obsession of women in our culture

with what a woman or "heroine" ought to be like) with images of the proper techniques of managing the

body. Even the act of weeping is one which can be careñrlly cultivated if one is disciplined enough.

Although the only basis for the myth of the beautiful, tearful maiden is the one coristructed by comic book

art and romantic fiction:

I never learned to cry with style, silently, the pearl-shaped tears rolling down my cheeks from
wide luminous eyes, as on the covers of True love comics, leaving no smears or streaks. I wished
I had; then I could have done it in ftont of people, instead of bathrooms, darkened movie
theatres, shrubberies and empty bedrooms, among the party coats on the bed. If you could cry
silently people felt sorry for you. As it wæ I snorted, my eyes turned to the color and shape of
cooked tomatoqs, my nose ran, I clenched my fists, I moaned, I was embarrassing, finally I was

amusing, a figure of fun. The grief was always real but it came out as a burlesque of grief, an

overblown imitation like the neon rose on White Rose gasoline stations, gone forever now . . .

(6).

The art of weeping elegantly, "beautifully," is linked with those other arts of cultivation which the-well-
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brought up heroine of romance has mastered. Ludicrous æ it may seem, even as Joan is undergoing a

crisis, she is very much aware that she falls short of the ideal representation of the woman in crisis. Thus,

the act of weeping, of catharsis, is imagined as yet another "decorative art" which a wise and clever

woman would cultivate:

. . Decorous weeping was another of those arts I ngver mastered, like putting on false eyelashes.
I should have had a governess, I should have gone to finishing school and had a board strapped
to my back and learned water-color painting and self-control (6).

As in Pope's famous use of zeugma "to stain her honour or brocade, " Atwood pairs the a¡t of self-control

to just another finishing school skill, like learning to paint, or to sit up straight.

The body is ever present in this text as an uncontrollable aspect of the self. Joan first cannot

manage her weight, then she cannot manage her "former image," seeking to bury that aspect of her

identity much as she tries to bury the clothes she had worn during her "accidental drowning.," She

imagines these wet clothes as the remnants of her former identity, "my former self, damp and collapsed,

from which the many colored souls had florvn" (16). The burying of the clothes feels like suppressing

evidence: "The clothes were my own, I hadn't done anything wrong and yet I felt as if I were getting rid

of a body, the corpse of someone I had killed' (16). Just as the body will not be denied, and will assert

its needs, so too her buried identþ can only be repressed for so long before it begins to break out:

"Below me, in the foundations of the house, I could hear the clothes I'd buried there growing themselves

a body" (322).

Joan's multiple identities entail their own extra set of techniques for self-management. However,

the recurrent theme of the care of the self and the care of the body, is developed in terms of the way a

daughter learns how to become a woman from her mother. This tutelage of young women is also

amusingly developed in the occupation Atrvood gives Aunt Lou, the matronly figure who dispenses advice

to young girls in the pamphlets put out by a company who makes sanitary napkins. The "burden" of the

body, the sheer weight of its demands, its messy needs is kept in the forefront of the story and is the
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chief element in its plot.

Although the "care of the self in the abstract seems to be about individual responsibility, in the

practical realm, the care of the (female) self occurs within the context of the motherdaughter relationship.

The "proper" care of the self becomes part of the power struggle between mother and daughter, as the

mother tries to make her child into the image she has of the "ideal woman:"

Our relationship was professionalized early. She was to be the manager, the creator, the agent;
I was to be the product. I suppose one of the most important things she wanted from me was
gratitude. She wanted me to do well, but she wanted to be responsible for it (64).

Paradoxically, while the daughter/child, rejects the mother's managerial style, she waits to be magically

"rescued" like a fairy tale heroine from the situations in which she finds herself as an adult. Although

she does not see her mother's desire to help in terms of fairy godmother-like help, she transfers a kind

of learned helplessness to the rest of her life.

Joan's mother has consciously "made herself' over into the dominant image of the feminine ideal

in the culture of the day. What is involved.in this "makeover," this daily process of self-transformation

is conveyed by Atwood's use of the narrator-as-child. Joan gives detailed and lengthy descriptions of

these sessions, in which the child's perception blurs the elements, uncertain of what is central and what

is peripheral in her mother's beauty rituals, in the use of techniquas, of "implements," and of her actual

cosmetics. Atwood seems to be stressing that only such a detailed catalogue could convey what is

involved in the way women construct themselves. Since the descriptions are filtered through the eyes of

a young child, the details are given not in terms of signifiers the adult reader would know, but rather in

terms of the mysterious nature of the signifieds, the complete uses of which a child could not fathom.

Thus, instead of naming her mother's method of grooming her eyebrows by referring to her use of hot

wax, Joan as a child sees it as "brown glue. . . heated in a tiny pot." This avoidance of the proper n¿rme

for the procedure, the use of the proper signifier, allows us to see the "unnatural" nature of these half-

understood rituals as well as suggesting something of the pain and discomfort involved. The details allow
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us to see the mother as the kind of woman who would "take such pains" with her appearance, but also

allows us to see the pain, the dissatisfaction of falling short of'the elusive self she seeks either to create

or to recapture:

"Sit there quietly, Joan, and watch Mother put on her face," she'd íay on the good days. Then
she would tuck a towel around her neck and go to work. Some of the things she did seemed to
be painfi,rl; for instance, she would cover the space between her eyebrows with what looked like
brown glue, which she heated in a little pot, then tear it off, leaving a red patch; and sometimes
she'd smear herself with pink mud which would harden and crack (63).

As a child, Joan is allowed to watch her mother's beauty rituals as a special "treat, a privilege;" at

these times she watches "fascinated and mute. " The child also regards these as two different versions of

her mother, deciding that her mother is "even more beautiful when she was colored in,' (63) imagining

her mother without makeup to be merely an outline of a person, like those in colouring books.

There is however, also a sense that these "made up" versions correspond to her mother's being

a kind of "monster," as if the private version is a 'monster" which is kept hidden from public view:

Although her vanity tables became more grandiose as my fathei got richer, my mother always

had a triple mirror, so she could spe both sides as well as the front of her head. In the dream,

as I watched, I suddenly realized that instead of three reflections she had three actual heads,

which rose from her towelled shoulders on three separate nects. This didn't frighten me as it
seemed merely a confirmation of something I'd always known; but outside the door there was a

man, a man who was about to open the door and come in. If he saw, if he found out the truth
about my mother, something terrible would happen, not only to my mother but to me. . . . As
I grew older this dream changed. Instead of wanting to stop the mysterious man, I would sit there
wishing for him to enter. I wanted him to find out her secret, the secret that I alone knew: my
mother was a monster (64).

Over time, her mother's nvanity,'i becomes "grandiose," and she appeårs to be a triple threat, at once the

triple goddess of myth as well as a three-headed monster "with thre¿ heads . . . on three separate necks."

The towel on her shoulders marks the division between head and body, making her monstrous in her

daughter's eyes "confrrming" the truth she had always known. The child's sensitivity to the significance

of the demarcation suggests that she is dimly aware of the psychic costs her mother has incurred in this

split in her sense ofherself, and that she is troubled by a sense ofloss:
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. these sessions appeared to make her sadder, æ if she saw behind or within the mirror some
fleeting image she was unable to capture or duplicate; and when she was finished she was always
a little cross (63).

Nevertheless, the daughter watches these rituals, like a sorcerer's apprentice. The mother is seen as

someone who is beautiful and more importantly Írs someone who becomes powerful through her "artifice,"

like a powerful enchantress in a fairy tale muttering over her "charms: "She frowned at herself, shaking

her head as if she was dissatisfied; and occasionally she'd talk to herself as if she'd forgotten I was there"

(63).

Although Joan enjoys watching these rituals as a child, in time, the sessions take on a more

sinister quality, as if her mother's private rituals were a guilty secret shared by both mother and child

and which must be kept from the public realm, the realm of masculine knowledge, represented by the

"mysterious man" behind the door. As the tension between mother and daughter escalate.s, Joan wants

to expose her mother's shamefr¡l secret, not, however, by her own agency but rather by wanting the man

"to find out" her mother is really "a monster." The child's anger at her mother also seems to be a wish

for the man to break in and break the spell, as if only a no-nonsense masculine attitude could dispel the

oppressive atmosphere in which mother and daughter are trapped.

The mother has carefully constructed her image, her "beside-herself' for self-preservation, as a

line of defence against the erosion of her "charms" and therefore of her authority. But these practices

becomes "a care" with which the daughter becomes burdened. The mother's addiction to image becomes

the daughter's albatross: "hanging from my neck like an ir'on locket." For Joan, her mother is someone

who is false, who is 'two-faced.r Her mother's dangerous duplicity is as transparent as the "real mouth"

which shows through the outlines of lipstick and the "murderous red" of her nails:

In the image of her that I carried for years, hanging from my neck like an iron locket, she was

sitting in front of her vanity table, painting her fingernails a murderous red and shining. Her lips
were thin but she made a larger mouth with lipstick over and a¡ound them, like Bette Davis,
which gave her a curious double mouth, the real one showing through the false one like a shadow
(6s).
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For all the melodrama, the mysterious power such "duplicity" confers on her mother is nothing more than

the ability to retain the appearance of youth: "She was an attractive woman, even into her late thirties,

she had kept her figure, she had been popular in her youth" (65). Interestingly, the reference to Bette

Davis in the above passage reminds us that Joan was named after Joan Crawford, suggesting that perhaps

her mother has modelled herself on images of strong, @ut duplicitous) women in films. She also perhaps

hoped that naming her daughter after such a "role model" might give her daughter access to the same kind

of personal power Joan Crawford's film persona enjoys (as opposed to Crawford herself).

Atwood uses the triple image in the three-sided "vanity" to suggest a kind of triumvirate of the

self. It is as if all three images are necessary in the mother's view of her "self." She is the subject who

sees, the object who is seen, and the activity, the action of seeing. One part of the self is necessary as

the seer, the visionary of "self-improvement," and self-projection; another part of the self is necessary

as the one who oversees the procass as artist and critic; the third aspect of the self becomes the product,

the image which will be seen by others. fire vignette gives us the literal image of the woman æ the

"beside-herself," in every sense of the tenn. She is beside herself with anxiety over the production, over

the disappointment her efforts inevitably bring, despite or perhaps, because of the successful application

of cosmetic solutions. The images in the mirror are not subsuntial as the flesh and blood woman before

the mirror, yet the simulacra seem more real, more alluring than the "real" woman.

With all this training in artifice which Joan receives at her mother's knee, as it were, it is not

surprising that makeup, hair dye and wigs figure importantly throughout the comic plot of Lady Oracle.

The construction of the self through the a¡tifice of makeup and wigs is made to appear at once normal,

something "every body" doæ, and part of the economy. Thus, the manufacture and sale of cosmetics, to

support women's self-esteem, also allows Joan to sell makeup to support herself:

I got a job as a makeup demonstrator at the cosmetics counter in Eaton's selling mascara, but I
cried a lot at night and my eyes were puffy so they switched me to wigs. Not even the good

wigs, the synthetic ones. It wasn't very interesting work, and the customers' frt¡itlqss quest for
youth and beauty depressed me. Occasionally, when no one was looking I would try on the wigs
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myself, but it was mostly the gray ones. I wanted to see how I would look when I was older.
(182-83)

Joan also resorts to using hair dye in the comic plot of her transformation after her disappearance,

not to become beautiful but to become less noticeable, to make her flaming hair less striking.

Nevertheless, she prefers the glowing adjectives of the manufacturer which promise to make the woman

the cynosure of all eyes:

I remembered the hair dye. I located the equivalent of a drugstore and spent some time going
through the rinses, tints, washes and colorings. I finally settled for Lady Janine's "Carissma,"
a soft, glowing chestnut, autumn-kissed, laced with sunlight and sprinkled with sparkling
highlights. I liked a lot of adjectives on my cosmetic boxes; I felt cheated if there were only a
few (184).

Motherts Body/Mother's House

As in Margaret Laurence's fiction, the house becomes the exterior manifestation of the self, the

outer "skin" of the publicly constructed self. Descriptions of interior decoration in l-ady Oracle thus

become part of the theme of the careful construction of the self and the care of the self. The house is not

only the skin, the envelope ofthe self, but'also an "accsssory" after the fact ofself-construction. Joan's

mother's adopts many different styles of interior decoration, each of which represents a different self

which she had wanted to project and portray to the world. Unlike the style she has adopted for her face

and her figure, the various designs she chooses for her "interior" are invariably in "bad taste," something

she doesn't realize until she has made her husband and daughter live through a period in which the

furniture and furnishings were to be taken care of by remaining "untouched":

It was a new house and she had just finished getting it into shape; now that it was finally right
she didn't want anything touched, she wanted it static and dustless and final, until that moment
when she would see what a mistake she had made and the painters or movers would arrive once
more, trailing disruption (68).

After her mother's death, the house not only loses the definition imposed on it by her clothing and

"accqssories" but also disintegrates through lack of care. ln a reversal of the act of creation, the

disintegration of the mother's careful constructions is a nineday wonder:
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I stayed with my father for nine days, watching my mother's house disintegrate. Her closets and
dresser drawers were empty, her twin bed stood made but unused. Dandelions appeared on the
lawn, rings around the bathtub, crumbs on the floor (181).

By contrast Aunt Lou's "soft, billowy body," her uncorseted self as it were, is much looser and the

disorder in her house represents freedom from the mother's self-restraint:

The furniture was dark and large, too, frequently dusty and always cluttered: newspapers on the
chesterfield, afghan shawls on the floor, odd shoes or stockings under the chairs, dishes in the
sink. To me this disorder meant you could do what you liked (80).

Joan "imitates" Aunt Lou's style, adopting it as her signature much as she will later adopt her name as

her alter ego:

I imitated it in my own bedroom, scattering clothes and books and chocolate-bar wrappers over
the surfaces so carefully planned by my mother, the dressing table with sprigged muslin flounce,
bedspread to match, rug in harmony. This was the only form of interior decoration I ever did.
And the drawback was that sooner or later it had to be cleaned up (80).

After Aunt Lou dies, the way that her mother disposes of her clothes suggests that it is Aunt Lou's body

which is disappearing "piece by piece":

I saw Aunt Lou disappearing, piece by piece, into the brown paper bag which was swallowing
her endlessly, her breezy clothes, her gay scarves and follies, her jokes about herself which my
mother took seriously (that magenta blouse, for instance), and I couldn't stand it (118).

Aunt Lou figures importantly in the issues of the care of the self. Because of her, Joan will lose weight,

will learn to take "better ca¡e of herself in order to claim the legacy from Aunt Lou; later, Joan will

adopt her name as a nom de plume. However, Atwood has cast Aunt Lou in the comic role of the writer

who addresses young women on 'the care of the self," æ they cross the threshold of puberty and begin

to menstruate, in other words as their bodies change and they become "women." The various

transformations of the body and of the self continually interrogate, albeit in satiric fæhion, the way that

bodies and characters are constructed both in literature and the "real world."

The Fat Lady and the Cart€sian Self

The Fat Lady is the body out of control; it is the body "writ large." It is also the image of the ever

present body, one which cannot be got rid of through Cartesian sleight of hand. Although the Fat Lady
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represents the body in its undeniable bulk, it is also the image of the body which accepts itself as a

gracefrrl performer. For Joan's mother, the "fat body" cries out to be rejected and denied, to be controlled

until it takes its proper shape, and its proper place.

The hostility between mother and daughter, the struggle with issues of control and power become

transferred to "the disputed territory [ofl my body." The mother's struggle with ttie flesh is not her

struggle with her own desires but rather with that of her daughter whose weight gain is described in terms

of military metaphors, "steadily, doggedly . . advancling] inch by inch" as Joan's corpulent self

manages to remain "undefeated," resisting all her mother's tactics:

By this time I was eating steadily, doggedly, anything I could get. The war between myself and

my mother was on in earnest; the disputed territory was my body. I didn't quite know this though
I sensed it in a hazy way; but I reacted to the diet booklets she left on my pillow, to the bribes
of dresses she would give me if I would reduce to fit them - formal gowns with layers of tulle
and wired busts, perky little frocks, skirts with slim waists and frothy crinolines-to her cutting
remarks about my size, to her pleæ about my health ( would die of a heart attack, I would get

high blood pressure), to the specialists she sent me to and the pills they prescribed, to all of these

things, with another Mars bar or a double helping of french frie.s. I swelled visibly, relentlessly,
before her very eyes, I rose like dough, my body advanced inch by inch towards her across the
dining-room table, in this at least I was undefeated. I was five feet four and still growing, and

I weighed a hundred and eighty-nvo pounds (67).

Despite the narrator's vision of this battle of the bulge as a war of wills between mother and daughter;

it is worth noting that the daughter's weight gain is a form of managing family conflict by interposing

herself berween her mother and father. Ín Lady Oracle, the daughter bears the full weight of the

unresolved hostilities and tensions between her mother and father. Joan sides with the father, with "the

man." Her added weight allows her to bear down like a tank on her mother, silently voicing her

opposition to the mother, defeating her in a way that her father dare not attempt and which words could

not do as effectively. On the other side, her weight gain may be a way of distracting her mother from

her conflicts with her father. If the biggest problem in the family is the daughter's size, perhaps this

"dwarfs" all other problems. Accordingly, the mother's panic when Joan starts to lose weight may very

well signal that she realizes the stable family configuration is being threatened once the problem of Joan's
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weight is no holding the family together. Indeed, once Joan's mother dies, the "family," such as it is,

does in fact fall apart. The relationship between mother and daughter becomes more hostile as Joan loses

weight. She becomes aware her mother has begun to panic, urging her to eat more and "to take better

care ofherself':

About the only explanation I could think of for this behaviour of hers was that making me thin
was her last available project. She'd finished all the houses, there was nothing left for her to do,
and she had counted on me to last her forever. I should have been delighted by her distress, but
instead I was confused. I'd really believed that if I became thinner she would be pleased; a smug,
masterful pleasure, but pleasure nonetheless: her will being done. Instead she was frantic. (123)

Joan is left a legacy by her Aunt Lou on the condition that she lose a hundred pounds. Despite

her constant awarene.ss of her fatness, of her body as fat, Joan only becomes aware of her body size after

she emerges from a bout with blood poisoning. When seeing her thigh, she sees it in Kafkaesque tenns

as if it is something alien to her:

There staring me in the face, was my thigh. It was enonnous, it was gross, it was like a diseased

limb, the kind you see in pictures of jungle natives; it spread on forever like a prairie
photographed from a plane, the flqsh not green but bluish white, with veins meandering across
it like rivers. It was the size of threB ordinary thighs. I thought, that is really my thigh. It really
is, and then I thought, This can't possibly go on (120-121).

These images of the body suggest the "owner's' disgust with her body, acknowledging it even as she

"disowns" it and its claims of kinship. The images are distancing, ugly. They are images which disown

the flesh in order to transform it. These images of self-loathing continue even as Joan describes'the

process of losing weight:

At home I spent hours in front of the mirror, watching as my eyebrows, then my mouth, began

to spread across my face. I was dwindling. The sight of a fat person on the street, which used

to inspire fellow feeling, I now found revolting. The wide exp¡rnse of fle.sh that had extended like
a sand dune from my chin to my anklæ began to recede, my breasts and hips rising from it like
islands. Strange men, whose gaze had previously slid over and around me as though I wasn't
there, began to look at me from truck-cab windows and construction sites; a speculative look, like
a dog eyeing a fire hydrant (122).

As she loses weight she also realizes that the weight had served as a kind of armour, what William Reich

termed "character armour," which had forestalled the "natural" development of a kind of feminine fear
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of reality:

It was on these bus trips that I first discovered there was something missing in me. This lack
came from having been fat; it was like being without a sense of pain, and pain and fear are
protective, up to a point. I'd never developed the usual female fears: fear of intruders, fear of the
dark, fear of gasping noises over the phone, fear of bus stops and slowing cars, fear of anyone
or anything outside whatever magic circle defines safety. . . . So when I shrank down to normal
size I had none of these fears, and I had to develop them artificially (139a0).

The narrator describes this lack of fear as an essential "lack," seemingly oblivious of the "artiftcial"

nature of the fears which are "natural" to women. She strives to cultivate these fears "artificially" the

same way she learns to dress and to put on makeup after she becomes slim.

In Atwood's text, the rejected and abandoned identþ "embodied" in Joan's earlier fat self haunts

her life, much like the ghosts which haunt the castle in the Gothic novel. The Fat Lady is also the

narrator's double, her alter ego. Significantly, her alter ego is "fat" beÆause her ego is oppressed and

denied in some ways in her life as a thin woman/wife/writer/poet.

The basic plot of lady Oracle is: a fat girl loses weight. But having done so, in order not to appear

æ an object of prty, in order not to have to lug this past fat self around, and constantly explain and justiff

herself, she must invent a different past life. Accordingly, her hundred-pound weight loss makes her past

life another body, a corpus, she would have to discard:

Suddenly I was down to the required weight, and I was face to face with the rest of my life. I
was now a different person, and it was like being born fully grown at the age of nineteen: I was

the right shape, but I had the wrong past. I'd have to get rid of it entirely and construct a

different one for myself, a more agreeable one and I decided against any of the places I'd visited.
(141)

Through the extravagant plot, Atwood keeps the idea of the body ever present before us. The

body is not only an ubiquitous image in the text, but the fact of the body is ubiquitous in the life of the

nÍurator; she is trapped by the fact of her former body, by her desires to camouflage her body in ltaly,

by her plan to fake her own death and make the absence of a body seem innocuous. Her desire to clothe

her body in exotic costumes and then in inconspicuous costumes, constantly keeps before us the problem

of the body for the narrator. Fat or thin she is always conscious of her body, using it as an index to how
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she feels about herself, how others feel about her, or how she relates to others. After she loses weight,

she is haunted by fantasies of the Fat Lady, a circus performer who steals the scene or enters into the

scenes in her present life:

The Fat Lady hovered around me like ectoplasm, like a gelatin shell, my ghost, my angel; then
she settled and I was absorbed into her. Within my former body, gasped for air. Disguised.
concealed white fur choking my nose and mouth. Obliterated Q22).

The Fat Lady represents several versions of the self. She is at once the circus freak, at the side show,

but also the freakish former self of the narrator; she is also ttre self in its full gargantuan appetites,

everything a woman wants, all her hunger, all her desire. Within the body of the Fat Lady as ballerina,

as high wire artist, the self lives dangerously and negotiates the dangers of the high wire precariously,

but triumphantly, and in full public view. The Fat Lady is thus the aspect of the self which desires to

expose iself, unashamed of is desires:

The Fat Lady skated out on the ice. I couldn't help myself. It was one of the most important
moments in my life, I should have been able to keep her away, but out she came in a pink skating
costume, her head ornamented with swan'sdown. With her was the thinnest man in the world.
She smiled at the crowd, nobody srÍriled back, they didn't believe what they were seeing because

she was whirling a¡ound the rink with exceptional grace, spinning like a top on her thin feet, then
the thin man lifted her and th¡ew her and she floated up, üp, she hung suspended. . . her secret

was that although she was so large, she was very light, she wæ hollow, like a helium balloon,
they had to keep her tethered to her bed or she'd drift away . . . Q75).

The Fat Lady is her essential self, perhaps that aspect of her soul which refr¡ses to be divorced from.her

thin body. Like the souls which try to communicate from "the other side,' the image of the Fat Lady is

trying to communicate from the other side of Joan's life.

The split between body/soul is also evident in the dichotomy between the characters of Felicia

and Cha¡lotte, in Joan's Gothic novel-in-progress. There, Felicia, the lawfrrl, legitimate wife, is a "full-

bodied" sensuous woman, flaunting and displaying her body. By contrast, Charlotte (reminiscent of

Charlotte Bronte's Jane Eyre) dresses more soberly, quietly. These are the images of self-loathing in

which Felicia imagines her husband thinks of her in comparison to Cha¡lotte:

He'd become tired of the extravagance of Felicia: of her figure that spread like crabgrass, her hair
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that spread like fire, her mind that spread like cancer or pubic lice. "Contain yourself," he'd said
to her, more than once, but she couldn't contain herself, she raged over him like a plague,
leaving him withered. But Charlotte now, with her stays and her particular ways, her white
flannelette face, her blanched fingers . . . her coolness intrigued him (320).

Felicia imagines that Charlone is attempting to usurp her as wife, to oust her from her rightful place, to

supplant if not dethrone. Thus although Charlotte is thin, Joan imagines that Charlotte once she becomes

the mistress of the house "would generally throw her weight around" (318).

Felicia seems to represent the fr¡llness of the body within the text of the Gothic romance. By

contrast, it is Charlotte's almost bodiless character which Joan, as author, finds to be as irritating and

uncomfortable as "wearing a hair shirt, she made me itchy." Joan, as writer, thus wants to bedevil this

character, this abstraction, with the problems of the body, the realities of which are never mentioned in

fiction but which are part of the life of bodies:

Wearing her was like wearing a hair shirt, she made me itchy, I wanted her to fall into a mud
puddle, have menstnral cramps, sweat, burp, fart. Even her terrors were too pure, faceless

murderers, her corridors, her mazes and forbidden doors (318).

As Felicia faces rejection by her husband, she "becomes" fat, and her "figure" merges with that

of the Fat Lady of Joan's other fantasy life. In this encounter with her husband, Felicia feeling unwanted,

rejected, imagines herself as undesirable and therefore fat: "You don't want me," she said brokenly. She

began to cry, her large body shaken by uncontrollable sobs" (324). Felicia's story line merges with that

of Joan; as an unwanted wife, Felicia imagines that, like Joan, she would have to be "disposed of :

[S]he could foresee that life would have to be arranged for the convenience of Charlotte, after all,
and that she herself would have to be disposed of (321).

The split between Felicia and Charlotte, the irreconcilable claims of each, are'another aspect of the

mind/body split which is always uppermost in the narrator's mind, not as an abstract philosophical

problem, but as a practical daily problem. How to resolve the split, whether it is ethical to exploit this

split in one's personal life is one of the issues involved in the narrator's absurd affair with the "Royal

Porcupine:"
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That evening I took a taxi home eæly. I was suffering again from self{oubt. The diff,rculty was
I found each of my lives perfectly normal and appropriate, but only at the time. When I was with
Arthur, the Royal Porcupine seemed like a daydream from one of my less credible romances,
with an absurdity about him that I tried to exclude from my fictions. But when I was with the
Royal Porcupine, he seemed plausible and solid. Everything he did and said made sense in his
own terms, whereas it was Arthur who became unreal; he faded to an insubstantial ghost, a

washedout photo on some mantlepiece I'd long ago abandoned. Was I hurting him, was I being
unfaithful? How could you hurt a photograph? (261).

The Cartesian mind-set is here represented æ a kind of cultural norm. Joan leaves in a state of

"self{oubt" as to which is lover is a dream and which is "plausible and solid." Having accepted that

"con-create reality" is all that we can know, the narrator feels no sense of disloyalty for her adultery (the

word seems absurd given the context Joan creates). Accordingly, "how can you be unfaithñ¡l to a

"photograph," an "insubstantial ghost"? Just as Descartes is able to dismiss the whole world, his parents,

his relations as "uffeal," so too can Joan "exclude from her fictions" anything that would spoil ia

coherence. The split between mind and body becomes paradigmatic for all social relations, that of the

individual and the body politic, æ well as of art and politics:

If I hadn't just come from the Royál Porcupine's, I wouldn't have said anything; but he thought
politics were boring, especially Canadian nationalism. "Art is universal, " he'd say. "They're just
trying to get attention."

When I wæ with Arthur, I believed in the justice of his cause, his causes, every one of
them; how could I live with him otherwise? But the Royal Porcupine took the edge off causes.

It was the Cavaliers and Roundheads all over again (262).

The disputed realms of difference are breezily characterized as "the Cavaliers and Roundheads all over

again," an analogy which makes the conflict seem arbitrary and the differences a matter of "costume,"

of style rather than subst¿nce. In fact, Atwood slips in the paradigmatic seventeenth century problem in

the dispute benveen the monarch and the "sovereignty" of subjects.

The division in values is also satirized through the juxtaposition of "art" and "commerce," not

only in Joan's dual identity as a poet and a commercial novelist, but also in the dual identity æsumed by

the Royal Porcupine. His "real" identity as a commercial artist is as much an embarrassment to him as

the narrator's "fat self." He wants to disown that "corpus" just as much as he wants to embrace the
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identity of a "concreate" artist whose "corpus" is made up of the dead bodies of animals. Wó learn all

this through Joan's parenthetical aside:

(['d recently found out that his real name was Chuck Brewer, and he even had a job: he was a
part-time commercial artist, specializing in layout and design. IIe told me this in deepest
confidence, as if it were disreputable) Q66).

The confused realms of art, politics and sexuality are handily brought together by Atwood as these

"dualists," make "seismographic love" standing up, sheltered from view, inside the Royal Porcupine's

coat, after they set off the dynamite. (It seems Atwood's twist on the old joke, How do porcupines make

love? Carefully.) ÌrVhile their "political action" was designed to shake up the political and social status

quo, their lovemaking has an oddly old-fashioned courtesy. Both realize that their mutual gratitude, and

her compliance with his wishes, are.a violation of the etiquette which is supposed to govern modern

sexu¿il relationships :

"You're one in a million," he said. "Nobody else would've done ttrat. I think I am in love with
you. " I should've felt ironic about this, but I didn't. I kissed him gratefully, I must admit (267).

The split between mind and body, between actions and feelings is seen in the ironies of their relationship,

in the Porcupine's desire for love and marriage, for 'a normal life." Joan, is dismayed by his desire to

integrate the rwo halves of his life. For her, the division is a form of security, safety, allowing for some

control, albeit at the price of fragmentation: "I didn't want him to spoil things. . . Was every Heathcliff

a Linton in disguise?' Q72). When he goes ahead and changes himself into what he regards as a normal

appearance she is horrified by the transformation:

The next time I stepped out of the freight elevator, there was an ambush waiting for me. The
Royal Porcupine was there, but he was no longer the Royal Porcupine. He'd cut his hair short
and shaved off his beard. He was standing in the middle of the floor, no cape, no cane, no
gloves; just a pair ofjeans and a T-shirt whichsaid Honda on it. He was merely Chuck Brewer;
had he always been underneath his beard? He looked plundered. . . . It was horrible. He thought
that by transforming himself into something more like Arthur he could have Arthur's place; but
by doing this he'd murdered the part of him that I loved. I scarcely knew how to console the part
that remained. Without his beard, he had the chin of a junior accountant. . . . I hated myself for
thinking this. I felt like a monster, a large blundering monster, irredeemably shallow. How could
I care about his chin at a time like this? Q73).
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The Double Self

In this novel the narrator has many selves, many different lives. She panics at the thought of being

blackmailed by Fraser Buchanan who will reveal to her husband that she had been overweight, that she

was the author of Gothic novels. Her fear stems from her belief (absurd to the reader) that Arthur

represents a desirable norm. She believes the right way to be a person is to have a single identþ, as

Arthur, and his friends seem to have:

Once I'd thought of Arthur as single-minded, single hearted, single-bodied; I, by contrast, was

a sorry assemblage of lies and alibis, each complete in itself but rendering the others worthless.
But I soon discovered there were as many of Arthur as there were of me. The difference was that
I was simultaneous whereas Arthur was a sequence Ql3).

Joan then realize.s that this single identþ is as much an illusion as her own..That in fact everyone she

has known has had more than one identity:

Every man I'd ever been involved with, I rcalwd., had had two selves: my father, healer and

killer; the man in the tweed coat, my re.scuer and possibly a pervert; the Royal Porcupine and his
double, Chuck Brewer; even Paul, who I'd always believed had a sinister other life I couldn't
penetrate. Why should Arthur be any exception? I;d known he had phases, but I hadn't suspected

. this completely different side to his personality; not until now Q95).

There ¡ue many double selves in the novel. There is, for example, Fraser Buchanan, sometime writer and

blackmailer. There is her mother, who has a public "company self," and a private, alcoholic self. There

is Marlene, who has shed her past life as a bourgeois child in the same Brownie troop as the narrator,

to become her present incarnation as political ideologue; there is also of course her double life as a wife

married to one man and having an affair with another in their political group. Even the waiter who had

asked Joan to marry him, and help him run his re,staurant transforms himself back from the Canadian

identity he had adopted with his new name "John" to becoming "Zerdo," the owner of one of Toronto's

new fashionable ethnic restaurants, but in fact "the Bite-a-Bit" renamed and transformed. When Joan sees

his wife she regards her as a version of herself, what she might have been:

. . . there was my double behind the cæh register, a heavy woman with bunned hair, wearing
a black dre.ss which showed her rippling elbows but not her bosom. One of my once-potential
futures, in the flesh; Mrs. Zerdo, no doubt. At this moment I envied her (281).
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On meeting Paul in Toronto she notices he too has changed: " he had an air of confidence that was new

to him. The bitter, threadbare aristocrat had been blurred a little; superimposed on that was a layer of

successful businessman" (28 1).

However, the idea of the doubleness of reality is conveyed through the satirical description of the

semi-functional television set in Arthur's and Joan's apartment:

The television set had a vertical foldover on the lower third of the screen, so that the people on
the talk shows had four hands, like Indian gods and goddesses, and the chase sequences on the
police shows appeared upside down, with two sets of cops and two sets of robbers Q75).

Watching the skaters on television, Joan see.s them as multiple selves also, at once a trick produced by

the defective television tube but also reflecting what seems to be a little recognised fact of the real world.

Thus the skaters are described in terms of skating "pairs," but they are "redoubled" in the faulty

television tube. The redoubling of the "pairs" suggests the multiple identities brought together in any pair

of relationships:

Each of them had four legs. They turned and the girl flew up into the air and posed, upside
down, two- headed, while the man held her with one arm. Down she came--"her right foot
touched" said the commentator-and they both fell, multiplying as they hit the ice. They got up

and continued their routine, but it wasn't quite the same. Canada's pair fell down too, although
they were daring at first Q75).

There is the pattern of the double self in Joan's final insights into her relationship with her

mother. Thus, Joan's repeated visions of her mother lead her at the novel's close to the (rather hokey)

realization that her mother is her unloved alter ego, her loved but disowned self. Joan realizes that it was

her mother's unhappy self which had haunted her poetry and her imagination. The two had been mirror

images of each other; each the other one's bad dream:

She'd never really let go of me because I had never let her go. It had been she standing behind
me in the mirror, she was the one waiting around each turn, her voice whispered the words. She

had been the lady in the boat, the death barge, the tragic lady with the flowing hair and the
stricken eyes, the lady in the tower. She couldn't stand the view from her window, life was her
curse. How could I renounce her? She needed her freedom also. She had been my reflection too
long. What was the charm, what would set her free? (331).

The problem of freeing her mother from her self is presented in terms of freeing her mother,
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imprisoned like the Lady of Shallott in a mirror world. Paul's ungrammatical English usage to describe

how he effected his mother's political release captures some of the ironies of Joan's relationship to her

mother: "I have extracted my mother," he said, "from Poland, but she has diú" Q82). Paul's incorrect

usage points up the resemblance between the two situations of effecting release and of "extracting" one's

mother, as if she were a painful tooth. Joan connects the secret of how to free herself from her mother

to that of letting go of the fantasy, in her writing and in her life, of trying to create happy endings for

everyone: "I longed for happy endings, I needed the feeling ofrelease when everything turned out right

and I could scatter joy like rice all over my characters and dismiss them into bliss" (321). Joan, as author,

believes that only when she has settled the happiness of her characters, "could lthey] both vanish. . .

When would they be joyful enough, when would my life be my own?" (322) 
^t 

the close of the novel,

Joan realizes this authorial desire on her part comes from her need to control the outcome of events, even

to the extent of still wishing to please her deceased mother: "I would never be able to make her happy,

or anyone else. Maybe it was time I stopped trying" (331).

Atwood's plot in Laþ Oractegives us a number of characters each of which has constructed a

fictional character for his or her public role. Atwood's satire places each of these self-constructions at

the same level, so that Joan's mother's makeup rituals are as bwurcand as normal as the actions of

everyone else. The construction of self is really the construction of a public "character," which seems

very like the construction of "cha¡acters" by novelisß. Paul's construction of himself is of a piece, in

Atwodd's view, with his activities as a novelist, and his actions as Joan's lover and protector. He invenß

her character; she obligingly fulfils the role. The political activists also try to stay "in character." It is

not only the woman in the mirror who is "beside-herself." Every one of these characters, with his/her

double identity is a person who has chosen to become or to be a "beside-himself' as a way of negotiating

the pitfalls of relationships with others. This social norm is satirized by Atwood by her technique of

bestrangement in the plot of the novel. At the same time, this behaviour, this "plotting" of strategies on
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the part of her characters is placed alongside the conventional plot of the romance novel which we have

inherited. Who is victim and who is victimizer in this plot? Is the author, Joan, complicit with the

"murder" of the Felicias of the genre in order to allow the Charlottes to triumph? The conventions of

novel and romance traditionally point to the triumph of Charlotte's values. Atwood's satire questions the

regimeof the novel with its assumptions as to what constitute an acceptable, "normal," self.

THE FASHION VICTIM: TIIE CARE OF THE SELF tN Bdity Harm

At the close of Surfacing, the narrator makes a vow: "This, above all, to refuse to become a

victim. . . ttol give up the old belief that I am powerless." In Bodily Harm, Margaret Atwood shows that

the techniques of self-care, the way we construct and maintain the self in order not to be powerless, are

not harmless cultural pastimes but a kind of dangerous blindness which can lead not only to psychic harm

but also to "bodily harm." We can go so far as to say that the phrase used for the title of the novel

emphasises the way the body is gplit off from the self, as if "mere" bodily harm is not in fact harm to

the self. But the title also serves to remind us that we are "our bodie.s" and therefore "our (very) selves. "

The denial of the needs of the self in a c-ulture which fetishizes the body is revealed as a dangerous

delusion in affluent Western, First World countries. Moreover, Rennie's "move" from the insularity of

Toronto and Canada to the island world of Ste. Agathe shows that this view of the body and of the self

is not universally shared by other cultures, in other places and is most definitely not "natural."

The various techniquæ of self-care and self-improvement can be seen in terms of what Foucault

has called an "apparanrs," a "technology" intended for subject formation. Thus, the novelistic convention

of giving readers the protagonist's "background," the details of her childhood are placed by Arwood

within a larger cultural frame. Accordingly, the story of ow Rennie becomes a "writer," is not so much

a Kunstlenoman as itis a description of how a child becomes transformed, "made over," into a certain

kind of cultural "worker." Rennie is one of hundreds, if not thousands of writers, whose texts do not

pretend to be masterpieces of prose, but merely "pieces" on fashion, travel, food, gossip. Such texts do
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pretend, however, to be documenting "trends," "spotting" them as they develop. But as Rennie herself

admits, as often as not, such writers are inventing fictions, constructing the attitudes they claim to report.

Subject Formation in pdþ Hann

As a writer on "lifestyles," Rennie is someone who is a subject who helps form taste and opinion

in her world. But she herself is someone who has been formed as a subject. As in the fiction of Alice

Munro and Lawrence, Rennie's small town background is an important aspect of who she is or of what

she has disowned in order to become the person she now is. Yet the small town of her childhood is

something more than a provincial backwater from which Rennie has escaped; it is also the place where

Rennie was first schooled to conformity by being punished. In the narrative section which opens with

Rennie's account of her childhood, which is presumably the narrative she offers Lora as a way of passing

time in prison, we learn that as a child she was disciplined and punished by being locked in solitary

confinement as it were, in the cellar. We can infer ttrat the experience of arbitrary power as an adult

reminds Rennie of her victimisation as a child at the hands of her grandmother's arbitrary abuse of her

power and authority:

One of the first things I can remember, says Rennie, is standing in my grandmother's
bedroom. The light is coming in through the window, weak yellowish winter light, everything
is very clean and I'm cold. I know I've done something wrong but I can't remember what. I'm
crying, I'm holding my grandmother around both legs, but I don't think of them as legs, I
thought of her as one solid piece from neck down to the bottom of her skirt. I feel as if I am
holding on the edge of something, safety, if I let go ['ll fall, I want forgiveness, but she's prying
my hands away, finger by finger. She's smiling; she was proud of the fact that she never lost her
temper.

I know I will be shut in the cellar by myself. I'm afraid of that, I know what's down
there, a single light bulb which at least they leave on, a cement floor which is always cold,
cobwebs, the winter coats hanging on hooks beside the wooden stairs, the furnace. It's the only
place in the house that isn't clean. When I was shut in ttre cellar I always sat on the top stair.
Sometimes there were things down there, I could hear them moving around, small things that
might get on you and run up your legs. I'm crying because I'm afraid, I can't stop, and even if
I hadn't done anything wrong I'd still be put down there, for making a noise, for crying (53).

This detailed description by Rennie, as adult, of her grandmother's actions shows that what the

grandmother regarded as a typical form of punishment-and perhaps a benign one as it did not involve
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corporal punishment or "bodily harm"--is at bottom nothing more than an abuse of power masking itself

as normal child rearing practice.5 There is a Kafkaesque quality to the child's bewilderment. Like K,

Rennie "knows" she is guilty of something, but does not know what. The details which Rennie recounts

take on an additional resonance simply because they are being remembered in the setting of the prison,

where the dirt, the fear, the isolation recall the childhood fears of the cellar.

The lesson the grandmother wants to teach Rennie is how to control herself and her impulses, so

as not to draw attention to herself. Rennie does learn to "govern" herself in this way but she also learns

to conceal her feelings "from the authoritiqs" and perhaps also from herself. Moreover, just as Rennie's

te¿rful pleas are systematically ignored by her grandmother and other adults within hearing, so Rennie

will learn to ignore or disavow the feelings which she suspects will be treated with contempt by others.

Although the child feels herself to be a victim of her grandmother's tyranny, the grandmother regards

herself as innocent, as neutral, and as acting for the child's own good. This split between emotions and

actions is one which the grandmother herself has mastered, so that she can "smile" while she is being

clutched by a frightened and imploring child and still be "proud of the fact that she never lost her

temper."

Arwood's description of child-rearing practices, which we can assume were typical of a certain

time and place, shows us an ideology and a practice which was considered "normal" in the "cars" of

children. It was also considered to be a "cure" for whatever it is that 'ails the child" to make it whimper

and otherwise make a nuisance of itself. The adult in charge of "care" thus does not take the child's

emotions and feelings seriously, as worthy of attention or of consideration. The child learns that her own

feelings, her own fears are "childish" and æ an adult becomes habituated to ignoring her own inner

signals and more importantly becomes habituated to inaction. In other words, emotions are not se€n as

a form of information which might lead to action, to self-knowledge, or to creative problem solving, but

are regarded rather as an inconvenient kind of static which must be ignored. The child Rennie learns not
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only to conceal her thoughts and feelings from others, but also from herself. In prison, Rennie, looks

back on her childhood and sees it as the place where she first learned to split thought from action,

learning to be a spectator rather than a participant: "As I child I learned three things well: how to be

quiet, what not to say, and how to look at things without touching them" (54).

We can see that the three techniques, or skills, Rennie learns-- how to be silent and how to observe,

become part of her habitual self- the basis for her adaptation of her abilities as a writer to the

requirements of journalism. Rennie internalizes her grandmother's practices of "care" as a form of self-

care which becomes self-protection, camouflage. In Rennie, we have the portrait not of the artist, but

rather Atwood's modern depiction of the cultural danger posed by what Swift, Pope and Dryden called

the "hack writer," the cultural transmitter who producæ what Pope called "dunces," 01 pace Atwood,

cultural boobs. (H.L. Mencken's well-known formulation of "the booboisie" seems apposite.) Inevitably,

the process of socialization in Griswold involves teaching children not to disgrace "the family" and this

necessarily militates against creativity, against change. Rennie's desire not to call attention to herself

stems back to her childhood training in which she learned that "The best way to keep from disgracing

lthe family] was to do nothing unusual" (55).

Rennie's childhood Eaining, her "background," encourages neither cultural, familial participation,

nor critical thinking. Instead she is 'brought up" by aunts, mother and grandmother to appear to be

acquiescent, while suppressing her outrage in silence. As an adult, Rennie does not become a participant

in what she wíites about, preferring to remain "invisible" (15), the unremarkable observer who merely

notes other people's remarks.

While Rennie's childhood does not equip her to become a writer in so far as that requires courage

for articulating independent views, her background does make her useful as another sort of writer.

Fashion writing, the trivial, gossipy, fashionable writing which Rennie "produces" like "piece work" is

itself part of an economy. When she graduates from university, she is told that while it is true that she

}!E.
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is free to write about anything, "there was no law against it, þutl no one was under any obligation to

pay her for doing it, either" (64). Accordingly Rennie begins to write what will sell, what editors are will

to buy, and presumably what readers want to pay to read, to consume. This writing culture turns the

reader into a "consumer" and the writer into a salesman, promoting "trends" which themselves have

economic consequences.

Instead of writing about the issues, she began interviewing the people who were involved in
them. Those pieces were a lot easier to sell. T\e in wardrobe for the picket line, the importance
of the denim overall, what the feminists eat for breakfast. The editors told her she was better at

that anyway. Radical Chic, they called it. One day she found herself short of petty cash and did
a quick piece on the return of hats with veils. It wasn't even radical, it was only chic, and she

tried not to feel too guilty about it (64).

These "quick pieces" are represented in language reminiscent of the quick tricks a prostitute might turn,

very much like Zola's Nana, who despite being ensconced as the mistress of a wealthy protector, would

resort to similar quick transactions to pay tradesmen's bills. Interestingly enough, Rennie regards these

scruples about writing as "a perversion" but which like "psoriasis and hêmorrhoids, those other diseases

typical of Griswold, [can] be kept under control" (64). The body of Rennie's writing, her "corpus, is thus

part of a cultural dis-ease as well ari an economy:

Other people have no such scruples. Everything is relative, ever¡hing is fashion. When a thing
or a person has been too widely praised, you merely reverse the adjectives. No one considers this
perverse, it's simply the nature of the business, and the business runs on high nrrnover. You
write about something until people become tired of reading about it, or you become tired of
writing about it, and if you are good enough, or lucky enough it's the same thing. Then you write
about something else (6445).

When "everything is fashion,' writing becomes part of a fashion system in which çhenge,-- "high

turnover"--is the "nature of the business." In such a milieu, the writer's text becomes part of the market

place, produced as just another transaction in the economy, pd of a country's GNP. (Although Atwood's

narrator does not make the pun on "gross national product," the play on words is implicit in the text.

Thus Jocasta justifies her strategic use of bad tæte as "Of course it's gross . . . But so's the world"

(24).) In such a culture, the question becomes, is the writer a "producer" or a "parasite?' ó
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If the writer is a producer, what is it that the writer is "producing?" What is the nature of such a cultural

product? What is itfof|

In the world seen as a fashion system, everything is either "in" or out(moded), including

emotions, and the nature of human relationships. Thus, the nature of intimacy has also become

transformed into the language of fæhion:

She used to think sex wasn't an issue, it wasn't crucial, it was a pleasant form of exercise, better
than jogging, a pleasant form of communication, like gossip. People who got too intense about
sex were a little outre.It was like wearing plastic spikes with rhinestones and meaning it, it was
like taking mink coats seriously. What mattered was the relationship. A good relationship: that
was what she and Jake were supposed to have. People commented on it, at parties, as if they
were admiring a newly renovated house (102).

The emotions also become part of the fashion system, passing in and out of fashion, so that the sense of

mastery, of self-control, is linked with the selfls ability to discard emotions as one would last year's

wardrobe: "Falling in love with a doctor was "fifties. . . passé.. . Rennie could not stand being guilty

of such a banality" (33). Similarly, Dr. Minnow's socially conventional question as to whether Rennie

is married catches her off guard: "nobody she knows asks it any more" (31). In a culture in which

aesthetics, in the guise of fashion, replaces ethics, the concepts of good and evil are replaced by the sins,

the social crimes of "banality" or "vulgarity. " fire concept of outmoded emotions affects Rennie's views

of the moral and political sphere:

Rennie knows she's supposed to feel outrage. She remembers the early seventies, she remembers
all the that outrage you were supposed to feel. Not to feel it then was very unfæhionable. At the
moment though all she feels is imposed upon. Outrage is out of date (135).

Although this attitude towards managing the emotions as part of one's over all style is currently

fashionable, not everyone agrees with this as a system of deciding values, at least not in theory. But in

practice, even these would-be-sceptics are not immune to the seductive values of fashion. Thus, when

people criticize Rennie for the "frivolity of her subject matter" (26), she has two counter strategies which

not only defend her position, but serve to attack theirs:

she would counter with a quote from Oscar Wilde that only superficial people were not
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concerned with appearances. Then she would tactfrrlly suggest certain alterations to their
wardrobe which would improve their own appearances no end. They were usually vain enough
to be interested: nobody wanted to be in bad taste (26).

Rennie's lover, Jake, is also part of this fæhion system, and perceived as an important "player." They

first meet when Rennie is sent to interview him. She is immediately alert to his fashion sense, noting that

he is photographed "wearing a navy blue three-piece suit to prove you didn't have to be afraid of suits.

That was about the year the tide was turning, on suits" (103). He tries to redasign her image later in their

relationship; when she protests that the pant suits he wants her to wear make "my ass look too big," he

responds: "That's the point...Small asses have been done" (105).

In fact, Jake is in the business of "packaging" which Rennie sees as not only designing the look

of a package but also shaping the emotions people would feel in perceiving it:

What Jake did was design. He was a designer of labels, not just labels but the total package: the
label, the container, the visuals for the advertising. He was a packager. He decided how things
would look and what context they would be placed in, which meant what people would feel about
them. He knew the importance of style, so he didn't sneer at Rennie for doing pieces on the
return ofthe open-toed spike-heel sandal (103-104).

Jake urges Rennie to change her fashion image, "to take a chance during one of his campaigns to alter

her... Make a statement. " Rennie replies: "Other people make statements ...I just write them down. " (15).

ln Bodily Harm, the techniques of self-cæe, the ideology of cosmetic and fashion self-

improvemént, are set within a culn¡ral context that shows that these are not merely harmless social

practices but constitute an ideology which is politically blind at best and exploitative at worst. The

economy of fashion-seemingly limited to the world of Toronto, or rather to the world as constructed by

magazines such as Toronro Lde, md Pandora's- is placed within a global context, within a global

economy, with political and cultural ramifications. Rennie's "travel piece," a seemingly harmless bit of

journalistic puffery on "fun in the sun" is contrived solely as a way to get a bit of "time out" from her

"real life. " Her desire to escape from her worries about whether her cancer has been removed or whether

there is a future threat of "massive involvement" places her in a post-colonial world in which Canadian,
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American and British economic interests impinge on her reality in a way of which she is only dimly aware:

She is away, she is oar, which is what she wanted. The difference between this and home isn't
so much that she knows nobody as that nobody knows her. In a way, she's invisible. In a way
she's safe (39).

In the Caribbean, Rennie consciously "dresses down" unaware that fashion neutrality is not political

neutralþ:

. . . she wears only enough makeup so she won't look peculiar, a leftover hippie or a Plymouth
Brethren or something like that. That is the effect she aims for, neutrality; she needs it for her
work, as she used to tell Jake. Invisibility (15).

The word "neutrality" modifies the fashion concept of "invisibility," suggasting as it does political safety

as well as fashion safety. Just enough to blend in, not enough pbw to stand out or to "make a

statement"--whether as hippie critique, religious belief or fashion "sense." However, Rennie's belief that

because one has "dressed down" one is somehow invisible because one looks "normal," another of

Rennie's pet words, is absurdly blind to the fact that in the largely black population of the Third World

counhy in which she is a tourist, Rennie stands out. Even among the tanned tourists she feels "bleached."

Rennie regards herself as 'invisible' because she is not making a fashion statement through the non-

verbal rhetoric of her appearance and clothes; she regards herself as a marginal observer coming to a

banal island, from Canada, very much the small fish from the small pond, as the name Atwood gives to

'Dr. Minnow' reminds us. To her astonishment she is regarded as a "writer/journalist" and as a

representative of a country powerfrrl and influential enough in the island's political life to have an ofFrcial

sign at the airport iþanking the Canadian goverrrment for its support. Rennie, reading the sign is surprised

"anyone should be thanking the Canadian government for anything.'

The Medical Imagery

In this novel about a woman who has just undergone a mastectomy, the language is replete with

a multitude of references to medicine and to the medical creating a dense network of references. However,

the many imagas of the discourse and practice of medicine are regarded by Rennie as an alibi for cruelty.
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Like the disciplining of children "for their own good," medicine is seen as yet another discourse and

practice which masks bodily harm as a supposed benefit. Thus the narrator tells us her grandfather w¡ts

"the doctor. Not a doctor, the doctor: they had territories then, like tomcats." The grandfather's

profession grants the family a permanent "respectability" in the small Ontario town of her childhood; but

the grandfather's professional practice as well æ his domestic practice are allied to images of "bodily

harm" both to his patients, himself and his family. Rennie's use of rather graphic verbs makes it clear

that what constitutes medical "care" is really a form of violence and cruelty to the body of others. I have

italicized the words which convey this sense of violence:

In the stories my grandmother told me about him, he drove ¿ cutter and team through blizzards
to tear babies oilt through holes å¿ cut in women's stomachs and then sewed up again, he
amputated a man's leg with an ordinary saw, latocking the man out with his fist because there
w¿rsn't enough whisky .... The stories my mother and aunts told about my grandfather were
different...[t]hey were mostly about his violent temper. When they were girls, he would threaten
to horsewhip them, though he never did (55-56).

To her grandmother, these stories undoubtedly demonstrate her doctor-husband's heroism, his remarkable

presence of mind, his willingness to risk his life to serve patients, and his resourcefulness in improvising

surgery and anaesthetics under impossible conditions. To Rennie, however, her grandfather's forms of

caring for his patients and his family seem to be more a kind of turbulent and angry en€rgtr in keeping

with his "violent temper." Although he threatens horsewhipping, he does not in fact follow up on the

threat. Presumably, he "carss" for his daughters and thinls a healthy dose of fear about punishment might

teach them discipline and do no "harm." Ironically, the first tenet of the Hippocratic Oath is "first do no

harm. " To Rennie and her mother and aunts, the doctor's behaviour is not remembered as harmless, but

as harmful, even as his family was sustained and supported by his "practice," the economy of care he

offered to others.

The images through which Rennie sees her own doctor-lover, Daniel, are also associated with

violence masked by kindness. The mastectomies he performs harm the psyche of his women patients who
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grieve even as he explains the operation was for "their own good." Rennie imagines Daniel with a woman

patient in which the clinical discourse of the body is overlaid with the sadistic and the erotic:

Daniel in surgery, a body spread before him, his hands poised for incision. Daniel leaning across
his desk, holding the hand of a blond woman whose breast he has recently cut off. Who wants
to cure, who wants to help, who wants everything to be fine. You're alive, he says to her with
kindness and duplicity, compelling as a hypnotist. You're very lucþ. Tears stream silently down
her face (2834).

Daniel is thus the archetype of the modern lover, with his patient etherized on the table, spread

before him, spread for him. This aspect of the clinical gaze, however, connects Daniel with the invasive

gaze of modern pornography. Indeed, the image which most revolted Rennie at the police station, was

that of "the rat in the vagina." Atwood's use of clinical language here rather than the more colloquial

expression which is the subtext of this grotesque visual pun, allows her to link the scene of clinical

experiment with the scene of pornography and its increasing levels of experiment with shocking images.

The pornography Rennie is sent to write about is the newest art form. The rat in the vagina is

the latest form of exploration, not of outer space, but inner space, the final frontier of sexuality, where

no man has gone before, as Star Trek would have it. The rat in the vagina is a metaphysical conceit, born

of the impulse for scientific curiosþ, the ultimate laboratory maze an ethics committee would not allow,

but which nevertheless owes a great deal to the "philosophy of ratomorphism" underpinning behavioral

psychology .7 Tlne image of the rat in the vagina can also be seen as the logical outcome of a competitive

economy that cynicalty describes its activity as a "rat race."

The Mind-Body Problem as Packaging in Bodity Harm

In this novel the mind-body problem surfaces not only in the references to Rennie's cancer but

also in the many ways activities and attitudes are either "sick" or "healthy,' wholesome or unwholesome.

Theissueof cancer inBodþ Harm meansthatthetechniquesof self-managementcometo includemore

than regimens involving fashion and the body. The cancer is perceived by Rennie as a betrayal of the

body. Her body has "betrayed" her after all the things she hæ done for "it;" after all the care she hæ
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"spent" on "it":

Nothing had prepared her for her own outrage, the feeling that she had been betrayed by a close
friend. She'd given her body swimming twice a week, forbidden it junk food and cigarette smoke,
allowed it a normal aÍiount of sexual release. She'd trusted it. Why had it turned against her?
(82)

Techniques of self-management in Bodily Harm include what the contemporary psychobabble of

magazines and TV talk shows usually call a "health!, active sex life." Sexuality is thus seen partly in

terms of pleasure but also as part of mental hygiene; the repressive hypothesis about the dangers of sexual

repression having become part of conventional wisdom. Indeed, when Rennie discovers she has cancer,

she worries that her contemporaries, just like the people in Griswold, would think cancer \ryas 
nobscene"

and that "like a scandal; it was something you brought on yourself' (82). Rennie realizes that her

contemporaries would have a slightly different cause, producing the same effect:

Rennie used to think it herself. Sexual repression. huldn't act out
anger. The body, sinister twin, taking its revenge for whatever crimes
the mind w¿rs supposed to have committed on it. (82) (emphasis in the original)

That cancer, bodily harm, could be the result of a "thought crime,n that it could be the result of the

incorrect self-government, means that the language our culture uses for the care of the self has political

overtones which Atwood uses to great effect in the link she makes berween Rennie's disease in the

microcosm of her own body and the dis-ease in the body politic in Ste. Agathe.

Modern attitudes towards mind and body among sophisticated people mean that the Cartesian

split, far ftom being a problem, represents a kind of liberty, a freedom from the hypocrisy of having to

like "the whole person" in favour of open admiration for 'body parts.' When they first meet, Jake flirts

with Rennie by openly mocking the polite convention of praising the mind rather than admiring the body.

The conventions of modern, post-feminist chivalry require that men protest a little too much that they do

not see women as sex objecs. Rennie finds his attitude, which is also a new male ploy, "refrashing":

Better than that, he liked her body and said so, which Rennie found refreshing. Most of the men
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she knew used the word perso¿, a little too much, a linle too nervously. A fine person. It was
a burden being a fine person. She knew she was not :rs fine a person æ they wanted her to be.
It was a relief to have a man say, admit, confess, that he thought she had a terrific ass.

What about my mind? she said. Aren't you going to tell me I have an interesting mind?
Screw your mind, Jake said. Both of them laughed. No, he said, I couldn't screw your mind even
if I wanted to. You're a tough lady, you've got your legs crossed pretty tight. You can't rape a
woman's mind without her consent, you know that.

You can try, Rennie said.
Not me, Jake said. I'm not a mind man. I'm more interested in your body, if you want the truth.
(104)

Jake's usage of the phrase, "I'm not a mind mar," turns the "mind" into another body part, and his own

preference merely another variation on the proverbial male preferencqs for tits and ass and legs. The

mind/body problem becomes a joke between insiders. Later, after Rennie discovers she has cancer, Jake

returns to using a more conventional language, unaware how the metaphors have become literal for

Rennie. When she withdraws from any discussions of her feelings about her mastectomy, he accuses her

of "cutting herself off. " Jake reproves her for her attitude toward her mastectomy, for "talking like a sick

joke" (101-102):

What aspect of it would you like to discuss? she said. Instances of recurrence? My chance of
survival? You want statistics?

Stop talking like a sick joke, he said.
It may be a sick joke, but it's what I'm stuck with, she said. That's why I don't want to

discuss it. I lotow it's a sick joke. So I'd rather not, if you don't mind (102).

When Jake persists in trying to get her to talk about her "feelings," another modern piety about self-

management, Rennie retorts sarcastically: "I feel great. Like the body beautiful. How do you want me

to feel?" (102).

In exploiting the split between the mind and body, there is a new kind of freedom, very like the

cliche of "keeping our options open." But just as a man and woman's living arrangements might exclude

or include marriage as merely one option among ñily, the way ttrat mind and body live together can also

become a problem. If the body is to be preferred for its beauty, it is difficult to see how the mind should

accept a less than perfect body. The modern options do not allow for a re-integration of the aging, or

dying body and the still vigourous mind. If the body is a resource which one can "exploit, " what happens
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when the resource dries up so to speak? The language of exploitation becomes part of the political

imagery of the novel:

You have great cheekbones, he said. You should exploit them.
Oppressed cheekbones? said Rennie, who was slightly embarrassed by compliments; they'd been
rare in Griswold (104-105).

It is not just that Jake is oblivious to the moral implications of this language (which he is), but that his

attitude toward the body, towards one's assets, is part of the same frankness a modern politician would

bring to discussions of resources in the realm of realpolítik;resources are there and are meant to be used,

to be "developed." For Jake, exploitation is merely another word for "development." Thus, he tells

Rennie her assets are all there just waiting to be "developed: "It's all there underneath. I just want you

to bring it out. You should enjoy it, you should make the most of it" (105).

Since these are merely "surface" improvements, part of the "packaging," Jake feels no irreversible

harm has been done to the self within the package; the changes are cosmetic, and therefore by definition

harmless. However, the way Jake sets about first redesigning their apartment and then redesigning Rennie

shows a blurring of boundaries between the body, what Descartes -calls "mere extension," and other

inanimate surfaces. Rennie's body becomes just another aæthetic ¿urangement of surfaces, like Whistler's

calling the famous painting of his mother merely, "An Arrangement of Gray and Black. " Rennie's body

becomes an image which he disposes in an arr4ngement with the new "fashionable" images of "exploited"

women in the photo$aphs he selects for their apartment. Rennie sees the Íurangements as two different

stage sets, one for 'daytime' and one for "night':

In the livingroom he hung blowups of Cartier-Bresson photographs, three Mexican prostitutes
looking out of wooden cubicles, their eyebrows plucked thin and drawn into exaggerated bows,
their mouths clown-mouths, an old man sitting in a field of deserted chairs.

That was the daytime. When he had that arranged, he started on the night. In the bedroom
he hung a Heather Cooper poster, a brown-skinned woman wound up in a piece of material that
held her arms to her sides but left her breasts and thighs and buttocks exposed. She had no

expression on her face, she was just standing there, if an¡hing a little bored. The picture was

called Enigma. The other picture in the bedroom was a stylizd print of a woman lying on a
1940's pufr sofa, like the one in their own living room. She was feet-flrrst, and her head, up at

the other end of the sofa, was tiny, featureless, and rounded like a doorknob. In the foreground
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there was a bull (105ó).

Atwood points to the problematic nature of what is "foregrounded" in the pictr,rre by having Rennie note

that she found the picture disturbing but "that was probably just my background" (106). Rennie is made

uncomfortable by these images but is uncertain why. That Jake is trivializing the political by

appropriating it as part of his own image does not occur to her, nor does the fact that Jake is adopting

an aesthetic stance toward material that belongs in the realm of the ethical. His indifference to the ethical,

that he does not "care" about this aspect of the image shows a fashionable detachment to the photographs

as merely a witty juxtaposition of incongruous images rather than as documentation of political or

economic realities. He is too "cool," too detached, wishing his choices to be perceived in terms of

aesthetic daring rather than "caring. " This trivialization of concern is revealed in the interchanges Rennie

has with Dr. Minnow, who is puzzled by her disclaimer that she doesn't write about politics but only

about "lifestyles." When she explains the unfamiliar term as denoting writing which is about "what people

weat, what they eat, where people go for their vacations, what they've got in their living rooms," he

exposes the triviality of her focus by transposing it to the realm of the ethical, pointing out that is

precisely what he wants her to write about: "It is our duty to be concerned with lifestyles. ïVhat the

people eat, what they wear, this is what I want you to write about" (136).

But Atwood's point is not simply that men like Jake are sexist or racist and don't care. What she

is interested in is the way the attitudes of people who "make" or "break" what is fashionable in

contemporary culture tend to reify the individual. In Bodily Harrn, this reification of others is not

confined to male objectification of the female other, but is shown to be a game modern people play.

Accordingly, it is not only Jake who wants to redesign Rennie as a package, but Rennie herself who

adopts this attitude towards others. Thus, one of her favourite social games is to imagine how to

"improve" other people, to redo them, make them over into a more attractive, more fashionable image.

Atwood links two ideas of change, of re-form together in this novel. First, there is the idea of "radical
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chic, " makeovers of the body, of physical appearance. Secondly, this type of change is linked to political

"re-form, " the radical restructuring of a political system. In both types of "make overs, " one has to decide

In both types of "make overs," one has to decide if the changes are merely cosmetic, changing surface

appearances or making deeper changes in the imagination. Rennie will have nothing to do with the second

type of reform but f,rnds the first type an interesting game to play. She realizes that it is invasive, that it

violates charity; but her friend Jocasta regards this mocking approach to the persons of others a form of

charity, of "doing them a favour":

Before the operation, there was a game she would play with Jocasta, on the street and in
restaurants. Pick a man, any man, and find the distinguishing features. The eyebrows? The nose?
The body? If this man were yours, how would you do him over? A brush cut? a wet suit? It was
a rude game and Rennie knew it. Jocasta, for some reason, didn't. Listen you'd be doing them
a favour (44).

This kind of deconstruction and reconstruction of others is a game she also plays to ¡rmuse Daniel

after the operation. He is fascinated by the inferences she is able to make from "trivia" and the off-handed

ease with which she reviews other people æ if they were texts:

She deduced the customers from their clothes, she did them over for him in ftont of his very
eyes. This one, she said. A receptionist at, let's see, Bloor and Yonge, but she'd like you to think
she's more. Overdid it on the eyeshadow. The man with her though, he's a lawyer. At the next
table, middle management, probably in a bank. I'd redo the cuffs on the pants, the lawyer's, not
the other one. On the other one, I'd redo the hair.

I don't see anything wrong with his hair, said Daniel.
You don't understand, Rennie said. People love being redone. I mean, you don't think you're

finished, do you? Don't you want to change and grow? Don't you think there's more? Don't you
want me to redo you? (141).

Partly what Rennie is doing is a kind of Sherlock Holmesian game, in which Daniel is her Dr. Watson

as she ndeducesn cha¡acter and background from the details "betrayed" by dress and taste. But unlike

Holmes, who does this as part of his way of being a rational observer collecting "data,' Rennie sees her

collection of trivia about others as leading to their improvement. Iilere anyone to allow her the freedom

to redo his/her choice of haircut, or dress, this would exhibit a desire to "change and grow" rather than

merely conform to the latest image of fashionable style or glamour. Rennie imposes such changes
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autocratically, by fiat, from above as it were, with the Olympian detachment of someone who is sure she

knows best. However, the ideas of change and growth to which Rennie refers when defending the idea

of "makeovers" presume a desire within the individual, rather than a merely passive submitting to being

"redone." Rennie, of course, does not see her sweeping changes with regæd to others as anything but

a game, and a harmless one at that since the objects of her attention will never know that they have been

"disposed" of in this way.8 Thus, when Rennie first becomes acquainted with Lora and finds herself

irritated by her, she gets a certain amount of grim satisfaction, even revenge, by first imagining Lora as

a mere television image, arìd then by imagining her being pushed and pulled, this way and that, until she

is whipped into shape, so to speak, and taught "how to keep her mouth shut":

Rennie switches off the sound and concentrates only on the picture. Lora could definitely be
improved. She would benefit greatly from a good cut and shape, for instance, and she should
grow her eyebrows in, just a little. Plucking them fine like that broadens her face. Rennie
ananges her into a Makeover piece, before and after, with a series of shots in between showing
the process, Lora being tweezed and creamed and coloured in and fitted with a Norma Klein
sweater. After that you could take her to lunch at Winston's and all you'd have to teach her
would be how to keep her mouth shut (89).

The Self as Raw Material

In the world depicted in Bodity Harm, the self is something that is raw material which must be

developed, cultivated or, failing that, which must be skilfully presented so :ili to give the appearance of

cultivation. But the metaphors of exploitation/oppression in the text allow us to see that this is in fact a

kind of colonisation of the self. Aspects of the self that are "backward," in need of "development,"

become, like Third rWorld countries, the raw material which one seeks to "exploit." When Jake moves

out of their aparhent, Rennie remembers his motto: "Life is an improvisation, he said. Exploit your

potential. Rennie's potential had been exploited she didn't have any left' (235). For Rennie and her

friends, "raw material" is the term used for experience which has not yet been mediated through

representation.

The idea of experience as merely "raw material," as if it is not really usefr¡l until it has been
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"procassed" through representation, is kept before the reader. For example, when Rennie is nervous that

she might vomit when being driven in the hot sun, she remembers that even this embarrassing experience

can be exploited for writing: "Tippy would say everything's raw material, you just have to know how

to work it in" (98-9). Or again, in reference to the material for an article on pornography as art, Rennie

goes to see "the raw material" at the police station, which includes both images and apparatuses of

sexuality but which seem unmeditated compared to those "exploited" by the artist, Frank, who regards

these as merely the "raw material" for his "art." (2(Þ). Although initially quite cool and detached about

this material, the revulsion Rennie feels after seeing some of the "rarry material" in the police station quite

literally makes her throw up: "Rennie didn't make it out of the room. She threw up on the policeman's

shoqs" Qll).She cannot, however, quite bring herself to name this revulsion, or allow herself to

experience her own thoughts and reactions to all this. Instead she turns down the assignment simply by

claiming "it's not my thing" and privately deciding that after all "surfaces in many cases were preferable

to depths" Qll).We can only infer the impact the experience has had on her from her offhand reference

to not being able to make love with Jake for a few weeks afterward.

Moreover, Rennie feels uneasy participating in the sexual scenarios invented by Jake as

innocuous, "harmless" games. She makes no direct link between the two experiences, unable, or unwilling

to acknowledge that what she had seen has "gotten under her skin" so to speak, not as an irritant, but in

a way that leaves her feeling 'raw,' as in skin that is exposed, wlnerable, and in pain. The closest she

comes to acknowledging her feelings is when she tells Jake: "Lately I feel I'm being used . . . fforl raw

material" (212).

The Subject of Modernity: Exploitation versus Achievement

Atwood's description of the modern subject is not restricted to women; that is to say, the

situations confronting her characters are not the result of the construction of gender in the culture, so

much as the construction of the subject and the way that subject is expected to act. In general, the modern
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subject, male and female, is hampered in Atwood's view by his or her ability to act creatively to the

extent that the subject subscribes to the view of the human person held in the contemporary culture, in

the media, in art, in literature, in academic discourse. In the portrait of the writer, Rennie, Atwood

returns to the problem faced by Marian MacAlpine in The Edible Woman. However, in Bodily Harm,

Rennie experiences a writer's block because she can't "stomach" what she is asked to do in order to

write a "profile" on "a woman of achievement." Rennie's blockage, her inability to "achieve" a goal that

is very much in her best interest, economically and professionally, shows some of the ethical conflicts

surrounding the problem of agency. To what extent is it necessary to exploit others in taking care of

oneself.l In cultivating or exploiting one's own potential? The competitive predatory behaviour of

*feeders" in The Edible Woman becomes the 'exploitation" of others in this novel. This time the

blockage is experienced at the level of mind; but Rennie can no more push herself to do what is in her

economic interest than Marian could force herself to eat. The resistance seeilN, however, to be an instance

of the body/mind collaborating to sabotage something that may not be in Rennids best intere,st. Oddly,

the self-sabotage seems to be an unconscious technique of selfdefense.

The creative blockage Rennie experiences draws our attention to what is meant by the word

*achievement' which proliferates as a signifier in this section of the novel. The self one cares for, the

self one cultivates, the self one tries to become, is one's crowning "achievement." The French roots of

the word remind us that an achievement is something which is "finished," the finishing touch as the result

of effort. This is the underiying sense in the question Rennie puts to Daniel "You don't think you're

finished, do you? Don't you want to change and grow?" Atwood exposes the inherent paradoxes in the

idea of what constitutes achievement in contemporary culture by Rennie's difflrculty in writing a

personalþ "profile" for a magazine assignment on "Women of Achievement":

Two months ago she was offered a good piece, a profile in Pandora's "Women of Achievement"
series. A ballet dancer, a poet, a female executive from a cheese food company, a judge, a

designer who specialized in shoes with glitter faces on the toes. Rennie wanted the designer but
they gave her the judge, because the judge was supposed to be hard to do, and Rennie as
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supposed to be good. (6ó)

Atwood renders the confusion in contemporary psychology and ethics as "panic" on Rennie's part as she

struggles not to feel overwhelmed by the contrasts between the judge's way of looking at the world and

her ease in being in the world, and the stylish self-assurance acquired by Rennie and others in her set.

We can call the differences between the two women differences in personalities, or character, or

subjectivity, depending on whether we want to use language which is uncritical and non-judgemental,

language which derives from the discourse of ethics, or language which derives from contemporary

philosophy of the subject:

Rennie was not prepared for the panic that overtook her the first day out. The judge was nice
enough, but what did you say? What does it feel like to be a judge? she asked. What does it feel
like to be anything? said the judge, who was only a year older than Rennie. She smiled. It's a
job. I love it.

The judge had two wonderfr¡l children and an adoring husband who didn't at all mind the time
she spent being a judge, because he found his own job so satisfying and rewarding. They had a

charming house, Rennie couldn't fault thehouse filled with paintings by promising young artists;
the judge decided to be photographed in front of one of them. With each question Rennie felt
younger, dumber and more helplass. The judge had it all together and Rennie was beginning to
see this as a personal affront (66)..

Panic is the emotion that blurs the fight or flight response; one does not know how to respond.

There is a blurring of the boundaries the self has carefully constructed between the inadequate self one

once was and the new self one has transformed oneself into being. "Panic" blurs those boundaries. Thus,

Rennie is uncertain what she feels and also what she is supposed to feel: should she fe¿l envy or

admiration? The "postmodern scene" has been seen as "a panic site" in which all cultural activities take

place "under the sign 'viciousness for fun."'9 Rennie's normal response of easy contempt for the

unfashionable "other" which is the norm in society, is not easy to muster when the woman before her is

so obviously at home in the world constructed by fæhion. Her manners, her house are modern; her

lifestyle, marriage and hobbies are "hip," in conformity with fashionabletrends. What is odd, anomalous,

about the judge from Rennie's point of view, is that she has achieved all this by doing a different kind

of work, by being a different kind of worker in an economy dominated by signs and representations and
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by the values of show business. The judge fits the modern paradigm of what constitutes a sophisticated

person, but she is an anomaly because she is not merely a sophisticated consumer, but someone who does

"real work" as opposed to merely manipulating imagæ and representations. Atwood stresses Rennie's

discomfort by repeatedly referring to "the judge" by her title, by her job description, rather than by

giving her a name.

The judge, like Rennie and her readers, is involved in passing judgements, in making judgements.

Unlike Rennie who, as social arbiter, is in the business of creating arbitrary standards, the tradition of

which the judge is a part, seems more adult, more serious, more intelligent. Thus Rennie is discomfited

by the fact that the judge is "only a year older" and that something about her makes Rennie feel "younger

and dumber." The experience not only makes her feel out of step with the judge as "the subject of a

piece," but challenges the cultr¡ral code Rennie has mastered. As someone who is a social adept, Rennie

is unaccustomed to feeling this discrepancy between what the culture says she should be like and the way

she should be feeling. After all her efforts to master the code, Rennie "should feel pretty good about

herself' to use the current parlance ofpop psychology; yet, Rennie feels "helpless." She begins to resent

the "subject" of her assignment, and to feel her existence is "apersonal affront."

This portrait of the judge places her achievement, becoming a judge, in the context of a greater

achievement. She has integrated love, friendship, leisure, recreation into a vital and satisffing whole: "she

has it all together. " It is this quality of life which Rennie experiences as "a peßonal affront" since it flies

in the face of the cynical theories about the worthlessness of most activities and pursuits which is at the

heart of the fashionable modern prejudices which Rennie and her set of trend setters hold as "self-evident"

propositions about the nature of 'reality." The judge has used her personal power to achieve her

anrbitions, to engage in meaningful work which she loves. She seems to be more than merely

"packaging." Rennie does not find a "persona" and therefore has difñculty writing about the "cracks" in

the persona which is the real aim of these personality profiles.
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Rennie thus has "nothing" to write "about." There is "nothing" there to tell. To describe what she

has seen would be to write about the judge with something akin to admiration, whereas the profile is to

show that the admirable is not to be envied, but rather mocked. She takes her diffrculty to her editor,

whose suggestions appal her. The suggestions show that the "achievement," tleproductive work of the

magazine editor-also "a woman of achievement"-- is nothing more than being willing to go to any lengths

to get "dirt" on someone, as a way of doing "a profile." We are also shown the cultural biases in the

methods journalists use to construct their "subject" :

Look in the medicine cabinet, go for the small details, it matters what they roll on under their
arms, Arrid or Love, it makes a difference. Stick with them long enough and sooner or later they
crack. You've got to dig. You're not after dirt, just the real story.

Rennie looked across the desk, which was messy, at Tippy who was also messy. She was

ten years older than Rennie, her skin was sallow, and unhealthy, there were pouches under her
eyes. She chain-smoked and drank too much coffee. She was wearing green, the wrong colour
for her. She was a good journalist, she'd won all sorts of awards before she became an editor,
and now she was telling Rennie to peer into other people's medicine cabinets. A woman of
achievement (6ó).

These seemingly random details of personal description take on the quality of ethical judgement as Rennie

looks at the well named Tippy, whose judgement as editor should be balanced, but who instead has tipped

that balance in favour of mockery, of ironic contempt for others. The basis for Tippy's judgement, the

grounds for her adopting a superior attitude toward "the judge," the subject of their profile, is shown to

be groundless, by the very standards they themselves use, fashion, and self-presentation. Tippy, by

conEast, is messy, lives in an unhealthy way and hæ unhealthy habits. She seems hardly in a position

to "judge" healthy subjects and healthy "lifestyles. " Moreover, her editorial slant, if not her own personal

point of view, seems to derive from the position of envy.

Rennie goes home and tries to write the piece but only manages to produce one sentence, which

is about Tippy as subject and not the,judge, the ostensible subject of her piece:

A profile used to mean a picnre of somebody's nose seenfrom the side, she wrote. Now ít means

the picture of somebody's nose seenfrom thc bonom. Which was as fa¡ as she got. (6ó)

Rennie's morose pun on "profile," draws our attention to what the word 'profile' means, and to a more
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precise understanding of its purpose. The literary profile, like the artist's sketch from which the metaphor

is derived, is meant to provide an "outline" of a personality, a sketch of a person's character. The

purpose ofsuch a representation is to capture the salient points, in appearance, action, beliefs which can

convey the predominant outline of the self. Rennie's confusion as to what to include and what to exclude

draws attention to the problematics surrounding the idea of "character" in our culture and the idea of

agency, of action. From Tippy's point of view the "real story" of the profile is not the achievement but

rather "the crack in the armour, the pain" (65). But even here, there is no story, because there is no story

of suffering. Trying to find an "angle," Tippy prompts Rennie: "Didn't she have to suffer on her way

up?"

When Rennie answers in the negative, we are confronted by the question of what does

achievement mean to such people? To Tippy? To Rennie's readers greedy for "the real story"? What is

the relationship between achievement and the markeþlace, the economy? Rennie feels younger and

dumber than the woman she meets who is now a judge, happily married to a happy man who loves his

job and lives in a fashionably correct house. Such a woman seems to have achieved the impossible,

gratification in her'work, and working to effect, as well as affect, social justica, Rennie's own early

ambition as a journalist. As a woman of achievement, the judge seems "finished," complete, not just on

the surface but in the depths. Compared to her, Rennie feels shallow. The modern stance of irony, of a

cynicism which knows the price of everything but thinks everything is valueless is liberating at first. It

seems to allow for more freedom of action without the constraints of being bound by tired conventions

and old-fashioned rules of behaviour. In meeting the judge, a woman of substance, the modern idea of

character, of personalþ seems insubstantial, empty. Or, as the narrator says of Rennie's attitude toward

T shiru with slogans on them: "when they first came out she had liked them. Now she thought they were

jejune."

The contrast between the two women is a painñrl one for Rennie. Yet she does not name her
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discomfort as pain but rather as "panic." Nevertheless, the feelings which the omniscient narrator

ascribes to Rennie in the course of the interview, seem to be more than mere "panic. " Rennie is described

as feeling "helpless"; she feels blocked not knowing what to say, what questions to ask, not knowing

what to do. She feels self-conscious but does not look into this feeling; she feels humiliated perhaps, that

the judge has accomplished "more" than Rennie hæ who is all too conscious of feeling "younger and

dumber. " Rennie's refusal to look into the nuances of her feelings is significant. They are instead lumped

under a general sense of panic, an emotion which blurs the response to fear. Rennie panics because she

does not know how to respond to her fears, to her sense of inadequacy. Should she become hostile and

aggressive toward her subject, as Tippy suggests, or should she write what she has seen but which neither

her readers nor her editor want to read?

Rennie's difficulty in coming up with a "portrait of this lady" highlighs ttre ambiguity in the

culture's idea of achievement. On the one hand, feminist rhetoric urges that women celebrate a woman's

appointment to a judgeship as an "achievement." On the other hand, the woman writer and the woman

editor are in the business of producing magazines which create or cater to a market which relishes cynical

debunking. Thus, Rennie cannot locate the point to the judge's story. What is the nature of her

achievement? From the judge's point of view, being a judge is not such a great achievement; she claims

it is just a 'Job" but one which she happens to "love." Is that the achievement? The ability to be engaged

in what one is doing? Is her achievement that "she hæ it all together'--managing to produce "wonderful

children," managing to "have" a happy marriage and managing to live in a wonderful house. Is the

achievement "having it all" or "being it all" or'doing it all"? Or is it just superior "managing"? Has the

judge constructed a "lifestyle' or is she living her life? Rennie's inability to answer these questions, even

to pose her difflrculties as questions leads to her writer's block, which is quite literally the inability to

articulate a coherent set of descriptions on "a woman" and on her "achievement."

But Atwood's point is not merely that Rennie is a chæacter whose creativity is blocked but the
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more important point that because the writer confronting, resisting her subject, is blocked, nothing will

in fact get written about this woman's "achievement." In other words, in the absence of a story which

would show "cracks in the armour, the pain," which would expose "lack," there will be no new

meditations in the conversation of the culture about the nature of achievement or effort. This brings us

back to the problem of semantics in the text: just what does achievement signify? In the context of

Rennie's writer's block and editorial inability to find the right "angle" or the.right "cracks," the word

"achievement" becomqs an example of the culture retaining the signifier but having lost the sense of what

it signified.

The loss of meaning at the semantic level is also explored comically in the novel, through the

usage of the word "semantics" meaning that the problem is "merely" one of language and is not really

a meaningful one. We see this in an exchange between Jake and Rennie as to whether there would be

greater understanding between men and women if they could change roles and show how they wanted to

be treated, if only for a day. Jake rejects this æ impossible since he believæ people do not know how

they want to be treated and would in any case find it difficult to articulate if they did:

"Skip the semantics, said Jake. Tell the truth. How do you want to be treated, In twenty-five words or

less. You say it, I'll do it' (157). Jocasta also refers ironically to the problem of semantics, as a problem

of meaning after she realizes that an invitation to "sleep over" did not mean sex: "I'm sorry I said, I think

we have a semantic problem. A problem in communications, or maybe it's linguistics. What does

spending tlæ nigltt usually mean to you?" (166). Jocasta is exasperated with her qscort's inability to make

love without being certain that it.is in the context of "a meaningñrl relationship." She wants his body;

he wants her to respect his mind. She is contemptuous of what she regards as a dismal new trend, an

"epidemic" in which men and women have changed roles so that now it is men who want to be "valued

for [themselves]: "Why do we have to start respecting their minds? Who keeps changing the rules, them

or us? What do they wanf!" (167).
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The problem about a meaningfirl relationship, the lack of complementarity between the sexes, also

shows up in this divorce between words and their meanings. Accordingly, the problem of meaning, the

problem of semantics is yet another aspect of the split between body and mind, and between fact and

value which surfaced in Rennie's diffrculty writing about "achievement." Whatever the facts about a life

or a "lifestyle," the way we evaluate those facts becomes a problem of ethics: what should be the basis

of value, defined as what we work to create and what we work to keep.

Fashion as a Signifying System in Bdþ Harm

Traditionally, fashion has enabled women a kind of short cut to self-esteem. Through careful

attention to the care of the self and its presentation and demeanour, a tvoman could be an active cause

for change in her life by capturing the attention of the right man, æ does Elizabeth Bennet; or to

transform her life through quiet self-assertion, as does Jane Eyre. A woman can also manipulate and

manoeuvre her way to social status, as do Thackeray's Becky Sharp, Zola's Nana, James' Charlotte

Verver. One can list countless more. But i.n so far æ she succeeded in her aims, she could not help but

feel herself to be a hollow self, more an image, a projection of the male unconscious than the subject,

the agent of her own desires

Fashion has allowed women, and now allows the individual, both male and female, in

contemporary culture, the same access to strategies of self-presentation. Fashion, cosmetic self-

improvement, surface transformations achieve power in the short term; they are one way the individual

can express herself/himself as not'a docile body.' But in the long term, this kind of transformation of

the self may be at the expense of growth, and may be self{estructive, causing "trodily harm."

However, it is not clear just what is it that has been sacrificed in this strategy of self-improvement, in

this resorting to "make overs?" Atwood's text offers a critique of the lack of independent thinking in the

culture. That is, Rennie does not think for herself. She merely switches from one set of rules, the

straitjacket of convention which is Griswold, to another, the "lifestyle" values of contemporary urban
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culture. In both case.s, the individual imitates the idea or ideal of self which seems to carry the most

possibilities of power but which finally is only a copy. Rennie's self-transformation is thus a form of self-

protective coloration, a desire to belong in her new environment without seeming to follow its rules

slavishly: "At first she looked in order to copy; later on she looked in order not to copy. After that she

just looked" Q6).The end result, the final "achievement" of this kind of self-scrutiny as self-cultivation,

is selfdoubt. The individual puts herself/himself at the mercy of external standards of validation rather

than from a dedication to thinking for oneself about a coherent set of values. Character becomes the result

of a style of looking at the world rather than æ the result of an ethical stance towards one's orvn agency.

As in Munro's portrait of Rose, Atwood shows that ttris dependence on the image turns everyone into

a social "actor" needing validation and applause for a "winning" performance, as well as a winning

personality:

Most of the people she knew thought Rennie w¡rs Ìvay atread of it, but she saw herself as off to
the side. She preferred it there; she'd noted, f,ily times, the typical pose of performers,
celebrities, in magazine shots and publicity stills and aspecially on stage. Teeth bared in an
ingratiating smile, arms flung wide'to the sides, hands open to show that there were no concealed
weapons, head thrown back, throat bared to the knife; an offering, an exposure. She felt no envy
towards them. In fact she found them embarræsing, their eagerness, their desperation, for that
was what it was, even when they were successñ¡I. Underneath it they would do anything; they'd
take their clothes off if there was no other way, they'd stand on their heads, anything, in that
frenzied grab for attention. She would much rather be the one who wrote things about people like
this than be the one they got written about (26).

The Body as a Hostage to Fortune

The narrative stn¡cture of Bodily Harm hæ disturbing implications. Has Atwood deliberately

structured a fragmentary narrative in keeping with the conventions of television which has made frequent

channel switching-channel surfing-the norm? Is its disturbing lack of coherence-of novelistic point of

view and closure to indicate to us the extent to which our inattention to public discourse, to political

discourse except through the "media" ha.s shortened our attention span, just as wearing high heels

eventually shortens the calf muscle, making it painful to walk "naturally" in flat shoes. We have been

entertained, held in suspense, by the narrative as constructed-the flashbacks in time and place have been
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much needed "time outs" for the reader to escape either the ominous news of Rennie's cancer (do we

really want to deal with this at length æ readers. No. Switch back to the islands.) or when the activities

on the island get too intense we are grateful for another time out back to life in Toronto and the

conventional unconventionalities of Toronto Life. But, finally the novel must come to an end, even if

Rennie has not been rescued. Even if she hæ not yet had a spiritual transformation. Even if she has not

achieved the kind of selftranscendence each of us hopes we are capable of should we ever be held "a

hostage to fortune.' Rennie's strategy of avoiding commitments, of avoiding marriage and children, of

"keeping her options open" ad infinitwt has brought her to this point. She is imprisoned in her

deteriorating body, imprisoned in a real prison, and also imprisoned in her imagination. Bacon's famous

reason for not having children is that they make one "a hostage to forn¡ne." But that is exactly what

Rennie's strategies have made of her. Rennie realizes this and regards herself ¡rs someone who may be

a "hostage" but who is also overwhelmed by "luck."

In prison, Rennie's attitude does begin to change. She takes control of her thoughts, refusing to

speculate on anything that would make her lose hope in being rescued. Now, when she is aware that both

she and Lora are 'deteriorating," she looks at Lora differently. What she does about what she notices is

in fact to offer to help redo Lora, on terrns vastly different than her previous :rrrogance. Now she sees

Lora in terms of offering her care rather than radical "improvement":

Rennie looks at her, she's thinner now and filthy, there's no other word for it, the white blouse
is grey, the purple skirt is damp and greasy, dark moons under her eyes, they both smell, there's
a sore on Lnra's leg that won't heal, her hair is matted.

In this novel, unlike n Surfacing, the narrator's unkempt image--"a new kind of centrefold"-- is not the

result of deliberate neglect on the character's own part, but is the result of a deliberate policy of

degradation on the part of the "authorities. " Taking care of the self under these circumstances is an act

of dignity and of self-preservation. Thus Rennie offers to braid Lora's hair and patiently sets about

untangling it as Lora begins to complain of their situation:
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Rennie doesn't remember hearing her complain before. It seems like a bad omen. She begins on
the hair, it's like pulling strands of wool apart.
"Go easy," says Lora. "At least we don't have lice."
"Yet," says Rennie. Now they are laughing, it's idiotic, they can hardly stop. There's no reason
for it. When they finish, Rennie keeps going with the hair. She's making it into two long ftwzy
braids (281).

She is now learning the kind of self-management Daniel had urged on her when he had told her,

"you are alive. . . you're very lucky." Then she had heard his words as "kindness and duplicity." She

had listened as "tears stream down her face" (284). In prison, Rennie learns to focus on what is really

there rather than on imagining horrors which will frighten her into paralysis. She regards the situation

of her body with its "nibbled flesh, the little teeth marks on hern as of "minor interest." Instead, she is

able to draw strength from the fact that "nothing has happened to her yet, nobody has done anything to

her, she is unharmed" (284).

Central to her new way of looking at the world is her determination to report what she has seen.

In other words, she thinks of how she plans to take action, rather than fantasising about merely returning

to safety, to her old habits of perception.and preoccupations. Oddly, even as she is imagining these

scenarios in order to keep her sanþ, she is no longer self-centred. Like Daniel who "doesn't think of

himself' Rennie is no longer preoccupied with her self in the ways contemporary culture had prescribed:

The people she knew spoke of themselves as bottoming out, and going through changes and
getting it together. The first time she'd used these phrases with Daniel, she'd had to translate.
Daniel had never bottomed out, as far as she could tell, and apparently he never felt the need to
get it together. He didn't think of himself æ having gone through changes. In fact he didn't seem

to ttrink of himself much in anyu,ay at all. This was the difference between Daniel and the people

she knew: Daniel didn't think of himself (140).

The change in Rennie has come about as a response to the suffering she has seen. ln Toronto,

back home, it was possible to see the world as merely an extension of show business, a collage of

representations from advertising images, which one could regard from the vantage of an amused and

detached "viewer" and as discriminating "consumer" of images. In Ste. Agathe, however, as Rennie

repeatedly witnesses the brutality, torture, and killing of human beings not only as the results of a cruel
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police state but as "malignant" and sadistic routines or "rituals. " She cannot detach herself from what she

has seen. Her revulsion takes the form of condemnation using the only language available, the

"outmoded" moral language of Griswold, the outrage of decency: "She leans against the wall, she,s

shaking. It's indecent" Qg}).

Outside of prison, she had held herself aloof as merely "a tourist, a spectator, a voyeur,,, (125)

someone who is "exempt," a tourist who can travel "duty free" as it were: nThey're people like her,

transients; like her, they can look all they want to, they're under no obligation to see, they can take

pictures of anything they wish" (185). In prison, however, she begins to hold herself responsible not only

for seeing, but for acting on what she sees. Significantly, Rennie now se€s that even imagininghow she

might make an intervention, imagining how she might make a difference, in itself constitutes action. A

conversation Rennie has with Dr. Minnow is relevant here. When she challenges Dr. Minnow as to why

he bothers to try to change things when everything is æ bad æ he says it is, he is shaken, but his ¡mswer

to Rennie serve.s as a motto for the novel. For Dr. Minnow (belying his name as a small fish in a small

pond), it is a moral duty to imagine the possibility of improvement:

"I agree with you that it seems illogical and futile for me to do so," he says. "But this is why you
do it. You do it because everyone tells you it is not possible. firey cannot imagine trrings 6eing
different. It is-my duty to imagine,_and they know that for rurn ón, person to imaginJir u.r]
dangerous to them, my friend' (229) (emphasis added).

For Rennie, "dutyn had been an empty category of value. The concept of duty had seemed just as useless

and unattractive as the meaningless bric-a-brac in her grandmother's house, preserved neither for its

intrinsic value nor valued for its beauty, but merely because it wæ what "decent' and "rsspectable,,

people are supposed to do with the "rubbish" they have inhe¡ited:

"since you are a reporter, it is your duty to report" Dr Minnow tells her.
. Rennie reacts badly to the word duty. Duty was big in Griswold. "I'm not that kind of reporter, "

she says (13a) (emphasis in the original).

Atwood points up the importance of the key signifier "dut!," by showing Rennie's distaste for it.
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framework of The Edible Woman, points up the importance of it as a value. Does the signifier "duty,"

have a value, or is it only an outmoded fæhion? In prison, where the options for action are almost nil,

Rennie begins to use her mind to imagine a different scenario for the future, and for the role she should

play, ought to play, wants to play. Her prison experience integrates these so that the "duty" to report does

not seem coercive to her but liberating. Even imagining taking action as a writer is a liberating move.

The world she had regarded as normal, appears now íts an artificial environment in which care and

compassion can be offered but protected within a fragile bubble which she imagines surrounding Daniel:

Daniel moves through the day enclosed in a glass bubble, like an astronaut on the moon, like a
rare plant in a hothouse: a fluke. Inside the bubble his life is possible. Normal. Outside, what
would become of him? Without food or air. Ordinary human decency, a mutation, a freak. Right
now she's on the outside looking in.

From here it's hard to believe that Daniel really exists: surely the world cannot contain
both places. He's a mirage, a necessary illusion, a talisman she fingers over and over to keep
herself sane (284).

In prison, Rennie's attitude towards her body changes also. Before she is imprisoned, Rennie uses

her imagination to view her body clinically as if she is not her body but merely an observer who can see

inside it. She imagines her body as a body politic, sections of which may be conspiring against her,

"whispering, dividing in darkness" and other sections policing "the evil ones," the subversive agents:

She lies down on the bed again, heæing the blood running through her body, which is still alive.
She thinks of the cells, whispering, dividing in darkness, replacing each other one at a time; and
of the other cells, the evil ones which may or may not be there, working away in her with furious
energy, like yeast. They would show up hot orange under one kind of light, hot blue under
another, like the negative print of the sun when you close your eyes. Beautiful colours (100).

Rennie uses her mind as if it an instrument through which she can view her body. The clinical

detachment with which she pictures her body's invasion by cancer cells, should be compared with a later

episode in the prisòn. There, the symptoms are not only imagined by the mind but experienced æ bodily

pain. Frightened of the way she is beginning to feel, Rennie asks Lora to send for a doctor. Ironically,

Lora dismisses Rennie's complaint, telling her she is merely suffering from "turistas. . . Everyone gets

it sooner or later. Take it from me, you'll live" (287). Unlike the earlier mind-game, here Rennie is
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gripped by her body's reactions, rather than able to lie back and imagine her body secretly plotting

against her:

Rennie doubles over, stumbles for the bucket, crouches. It's sudden, she can feel the sweat
dripping down her back, she's dizzy, she hates pain. She's been invaded, usurped, germs taking
over, betrayal of the body.

She lie,s down on the floor, even though it's wet. She closes her eyes, her head is the size of
a watermelon, soft and pink, it's swelling up, she's going to burst open, she's going to die, she
needs water, even water tasting of chorine, Great Lakes poisons, her sense of irony has deserted
her, just when she needs it, any kind of water, an ice cube, sugar and fizz from a machine Q87).

Even here, Rennie's imagination distorts and exaggerates her situation, in that her head is not

"the size of a watermelon" and she is nor "going to burst open" and "die." Although the pain, the sweat

and the dizziness are real enough, her inferences about her body are incorrect as Lora's reminder serves

to remind us. There is no need for tragedy and melodrama, (with regard to this or perhaps even her

recent mastectomy): "Take it from me, you'll live."

The Ending: Secret Agent or Self-Sabotage?

The ending of this novel can be read negatively, as one in which Rennie thinks herself free while

yet imprisond'.lo The ending can even be read as a form of selfdelusion in which Rennie's flight to

the Caribbean is a form of self-sabota5e, a fantasy escape to avoid being imprisoned by her fears of

"bodily harm" from a recurrence of the cancer and a recurrence of the break-in by her would-be attacker.

To "escape," she fantasizes about fun in the sun and ironically puß herself "in harm's way" (to use one

of the catch phrases of the Gulf War). The ending of the novel can be read as Rennie herself seems to

want to believe: that she has been rescued, that she is no longer divided, no longer depressed about the

cancer in her body; that she is living with hope and visualizing a new future as a writer who reports what

she sees, no longer "confined" to trivialities. Her original reason for giving up writing about what she

called "the issues" had been dictated by economic factors; after her experiences in prison, the possibility

of suffering economic hardship or poverty can hold no threat for her.

Thus by the end of the novel, in her imagination, Rennie feels empowered to act, to become an
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agent rather than a spectator. Early in her visit to Ste. Agatha, Rennie is shocked to learn that Paul and

many others she has met have mistakenly taken her to be a secret agent, someone sent by the CIA who

is posing as a writer, as a cover for gathering information and taking pictures Q42). Later , shortly after

they are in prison, Lora tells her the same thing: "They think you're a spy . . . Just, they haven't figured

out who for yet" Q76-7). Though Rennie is shocked that she could have been mis-identified, that her

actions and motives could be so misunderstood, by the end of the novel, she has become a secret agent

in her escape fantasy. To make the fantasy more plausible, she even imagines the Canadian official who

has helped release her offer this as an explanation for the diffrculties in getting her out: "To tell you the

truth, says the man, they thought you were an agent. A subversive. Isn't that absurd? It's the common

charge, though, in countries like this" Q95).In her fantasy she sees that even as the official is dismissing

the charge as absurd, as she herself had done, he is nevertheless uneasy simply because she is a journalist

after all. However, Rennie now plans to use her situation, her freedom as a writer of "travel piecas," as

a cover for serious journalism. Visualizing the inevitable conversation with someone on the plane who

will ask her about herself, she imagines her response:

She could pose as a tourist but she chooses not to. Working, she says. She has no intention of
telling the truth, she knows when she will not be believed. In any case she is a subversive. She
was not once, but now she is. A reporter, she will pick her time; then she will report (300-1).

By visualizing her release from prison in this plausible way, nennie also makes plausible to herself and

to the reader that she no\ry see's the world differently, and that she has been permanently changed by her

experience. In her imagination, Rennie does not want to return to her old way of seeing the world:

She notes these details the way she has always noted them. What she sees has not altered; only
the way she sees it. It's all exactly the same. Nothing is the same. She feels as if she's returning
after a space trip, a trip into the future; it's her that's been changed (300).

Once in prison, Rennie sees the sadism of the prison guards and the sadism of the pornography as inside-

out representations ofthe other:

She leans against the wall, she's shaking. It's indecent, it's not done with ketchup, nothing is
inconceivable here, no rats in the vagina, but only because they haven't thought of it yet, they're
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still amateurs. . . . She's seen the man with the rope, now she knows what he looks like. She
has been turned inside out, there's no longer a here and a there. Rennie understands for the first
time that this is not necessarily a place she will get out of, ever. She is not exempt. Nobody is
exempt from anything (290).

Rennie is not exempt from this process of violence which is turned into representation or of representation

which is converted into action. The process of stereotyping human beings and turning them into prisoners

of the image (which she has played as an unkind but harmless game) can be played in a different way in

political torture which reft¡ses to see persons in their fi¡ll dimension as human beings, seeing them instead

as bodies which can be whipped into shape, in conformity with a political ideal, rather than the fashion

ideal of Rennie's Makeover Pieces. Significantly, the terriffing scene Rennie witnesses with the kneeling

male prisoners has been organised by the guards as a cruel way of giving haircuts. When Lora's face is

beaten to a pulp, we have a literal manifestation of thoughts Rennie had had about transforming Lora as

a way of "keeping her mouth shut." Atlood is showing that our language garnes are not innocuous. That

the comfortable security offered by being able to split ourselves off this way--to have our cake and eat

it too--comes with a price. At some point,.language and action will come together, like a metaphysical

conceit yoked by violence, rather than tolerate disintegration, fragmentation.

The Ethic of Care

Bodily Harm is about the relationship berween the practices involving the care of the self, and

the practices of an ethic of care, the phrase used by Carol Gilligan in,4 Difrerent Voice (1982). However,

Atwood does not make the practice of "care" as gender specific as Gilligan does. As the plot of Bodily

Harm unfolds, neither Rennie nor Jake, as typical modern persons are shown to be capable of charity,

of caring for another. The idea of giving "support" to one another has become the latest buzz word among

Rennie's women friends in Toronto:

In the summer, soon after she'd come out of the hospitat, Rennie called up Jocasta and asked if
they could have lunch. She wanted some support. Support was what the women she knew said

to each other, which had once made Rennie think of stretch stockings for varicose veins. Firm
support, for life crises or anything else you could mention. Once Rennie had not intended to have
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life crises and she did not feel in need of support. But now she did. Jocasta was a little too
surprised to hear from her, a little too pleased (163).

Here the idea of "support" is intended as part of a feminist ethics which if put into practice would

foster the ideal of "sisterhood," and would eliminate catty competition between women. In fact, however,

in practice if not in theory, women seize the oppornrnity of providing "support" as an alibi for a

gratifying oppormnity to see a potential rival momentarily down for the count. It is one of the many

instances in which "harm" is masked as "benefit. "

However, by the end of the novel, the recurring image Rennie has of her own hands disappearing

as well as the memory of her grandmother imagining she had misplaced her hands, reminds us that the

human hand is needed not only to "manufacture" objects and to hold on to them, but is also meant to

touch, to caress. The human hand, with iæ distinctive characteristic of opposable thumbs, is the "sign'

of our humanity, our humanness. Thus, when Rennie remembers feeling helpless when her grandmother

comes to her in distress, she remembers her mother's reprimand: "Don't you know what to do by now?"

Rennie's mother then takes the old woman by the hands, and rubs them in her own. The mother's

gesture can be seen as a reminder of the kind: "See you are not helpless; the solution was in your own

hands all along." It is an action which incorporates all the meanings laid out so lengthily-the action

reassures the grandmother that not only are her hands still attached to her, but that there are people who

are attached to her, who will lend her a helping hand, give her support.

The novel focuses on the image of the human hand in Rennie's memories of her grandmother,

reminding us that the hand is central both to human creativity and effort, as when we speak of manual

labour, manufacture, written by hand, putting one's hand to the plougtr and so on. It is also used as a

metaphor for imprisonment and for liberation, for binding someone hand and foot, as Rennie's intn¡der

may have intended for her. But it is also used as the root for liberating from slavery, as in 'manumission'

or 'emancipation.' As a "liberated" woman, an "emancipated" woman in her life in Toronto, it is not

clear what Rennie used her hands/or. Her dream ttrat she has "no feet to stand on" and that her hands
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are disappearing reveal that subconsciously she herself is aware of this. In the Caribbean, the native

women contemptuously dismiss white women because "everybody knows they don't like to get their hands

dirty.'

Atwood's image of the "hands" also seems to suggest that how we relate to people is a matter

which is "in our own hands." Rennie's mother's actions in taking hermother's hands into to her own is

part and parcel of what was involved in "caring for" her mother. She may have performed this action as

a reluctant duty, ¿ts yet another of the routines involved in the care of an elderly, senile, parent.

Nevertheless, the action retains its compassionate character. Taking hands, holding hands, seems a

primary gesture of fellowship, friendship, helpfulness and love.

The dispute about the novel's ending is an important aspect of its construction and its meaning.

To the extent that readers wish to believe in happy endings, in Rennie's eventual release, rescue and

redemption, we have to hope that somewhere in the fictional world of this text as in our own world there

are people who will worry about Rennie. An editor wondering what happened to the story, her mother,

her friends, her neighbours, Jake or Daniel becoming alarmed at her disappearance and somehow tracking

her down and setting in motion the ofñcial machinery which will release her. Rennie's hope and ours

must be that words like "hope," duty, love have meaning in the world because they are continually being

manifested in human action.

If a reader feels the idea of release is unrealistic in terms of the "real world," then that too is an

important point the novel is making. On that reading, if Lora has died, her death is gratuitous, and

Atwood's inclusion of the violence against her, and the fact that we as readers have bought the book,

places our activities as readers in a complicitous relationship with representations of violence. Like Jake's

"exploitation" of the Cartier-Bresson images of Mexican prostitutes as "decoration," we have enjoyed a

fashionable commodity, a book which aestheticises violence and which we have read for pleasure, or

entertainment. If a writer is imprisoned, and survives by hoping her disappearance, her existence has been
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noted by somebody, we can see her hoping is itself a technique of self-management, of self-care. But it

is difficult if on her release, due to someone's "agency" after all, we were to say the writer's hope for

release, and the agent's action to effect that releæe are as divided as mind and body, and their

interrelationship seen as mysterious, spurious or mechanical.

uI Should Have Studied Linguistics Not Art": The Cartesian Paradigm in Surfacing

Surfacing has often been read as an archetypal journey of the self "surfacing" from subconscious

awarenqss into full awareness. This theme is however treated unconventionally through Atwood's

sophisticated use of semiotics to present a world, both in nature and in culture, which is bristling with

signs. Atwood's text presents two orders of representation, through art or mimesis, and through language.

To the unnamed narrator of Surfacing, a frustrated young artist-illustrator, both ways of representing

reality, whether one paints a tree or merely names it, seem to misrepresent what is seen and what is

experienced. To her alienated self, it appears that it is the peculiar properties of language, if not language

iself, which makes direct experience of nature impossible. It is the narrator's bitter awareness of the

complex granrmar underlying human interactions with nature and with culture which causes her to

complain: "I should have studied linguistics not art.'

Atwood's complex network of references to signs, sign users and signification in Surfacing ugae

for a semiotic reading. Atwood uses semiotics, the narrator's abnormal sensitivþ to the world as sign,

to represent the dilemma of the modern self, born into a world in which conventions of language and of

art predate the self and yet which seem to demand "originalþ" rather than 'imitation" on the part of

"sign users" in the realms of both art and life. Anvood's own originality lies in presenting the narrator

as a "semiotic self' alienated not only from others but from "significance," and moreover, reluctant to

use the modern option of regarding the cosmos as a blank screen on which one can project one's own

meanings.

Atwood's text regards an understanding of the way language structures meaning as central to an
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individual's ability to negotiate successfi,rlly with her culture. Accordingly, the narrator, baffled by the

conflicting readings in the "signs" of culture can assert: "I should have studied linguistics not art." As

any structuralist might agÍee, Atwood's narrator believes that "language is everything you do." [t is not

only the relationship of things to word, of sign to referent that is at issue, but are very respon3es to those

signs, responses which themselves are events described in words. By the time we reach the climax of the

novel, the narrator's frustration with difficulties generated by signs and sign-making, has decided to

abandon language entirely, to retreat to the non-verbal. She vows never to teach her child language, after

all, "animals learned to eat wittrout nouns"(160). ù again, "the animals have no need for speech, why

talk when you are a word?"

The question is what does Atrvood mean by linguistics-and why does the narrator's personal

crisis, her grief and guilt about the abortion cause a linguistic crisis? I want to argue that this is a novel

about the crisis of representation. As in Laurence's treatment of Rachel's possible pregnancy in A Jest

of God, the crisis of the subject is presented in terms of the "pregnant subject," a crisis in which the

modern self aborts her own self{evelopment. There are three domains of imagery in this novel:

representation through art, representation through language, and in sofar as biology is a "representation

of life", we also have the discourse of the life science,s, zoology, neurology and the science fiction

variants of cyborgs and mutants.

Atwood connects these disparate domains to the idea of "linguistics" quite specifically in the text.

Atwood's structuralist approach.* Oo, be understood in terms of Barthes' definition of "the structuralist

activity, [as involving] tlo typical operations: dissection and articulation." (cited Lentricchia, 35). The

many references to biological dissection in the narrator's memories of her brother's experiments thus

bring together two seemingly disparate fields of reference by the yoking of a shared common term.

Commenting on Barthes' definition, John Carlos Rowe points out that in so far as structuralism "is an

activity of model building, it dissects what it imitates and reconstitute[s] it in 'human' terms" (cited
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Lentricchia, 35). These metaphors heighten the resemblance between these three domains. Both language

and art imitate and model structures; and the tools of language-like those of biology-are also meant for

dissecting and articulating. As Atwood's novel makes clear, however, something is lost in the process

of articulating and translating between these levels of abstraotion.

Although Atwood's text is a world which bristles with signs of all kinds--road signs, bill boards,

neon lights, motel signs, as well as a host of other signs -which need to be deciphered, Saussurian

linguistics is of limited usefulness in understanding Atwood's complex system of interconnected symbols

in which images of biological organisms, images of animals, fish, paintings, photographs, scrapbooks

flow into each other. Thus, motor boats make a "mosquito whine" and the signals of bird song are seen

as a system of "semaphore." Saussurian linguistics does not provide a helpful model for Atwood as the

landscape is an ecology which is involved with process. Atwood's imagery teems with the life cycles of

plants, of fish eggs turning to fish, of tadpolæ into frogs, even people mutating into cyborgs. In this

dynamic landscape, the static descriptions of structuralism, whether that of Saussure's or of Levi-Strauss

do not apply. Atwood's style captures both the diachronic and the synchronic uses of langauge. Language,

like life forms, has evolved. Thus, the older meanings --like "a vestigial eye" to use one Atwood's own

metaphors-co-exist along with the current "mutated" meanings. Moreover, although Atwood's narrator

sees the wilderness as a text which must be read, deciphered, by carefrrl attention to "tracas," whether

the blazes marked on trees, or nearly obliterated paths in the forest, a Derridean reâding of sign and trace

does not explain why the narrator suffered a breakdown and retreated from language. Yet as we read,

everywhere in the text, Atwood's imagery, her tonality, suggest there is a cause and effect between the

two areas. We may be puzzled as to why this is so, but we ¡ue so absorbed in the idiosyncratic play

between signifier and signified in the text, which has the effect of verbal wit, that any residual pnzzls¡1e¡f

we may feel both at the narrator's breakdown, as well as at her rather speedy recovery, seem a small

price to pay for a style ofbrilliant surfaces.
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Nevertheless, one clue as to Atwood's procedure here lies in the way she maps the terrain of the

novel, problematizing the relationship of the language to the landscape it represents. She does through

the repeated image of the map: "On a map or in an aerial photograph the water pattern radiates out like

a spider, but in ta boat you can only see the part you're in" (34). The need for mapping recurs in the

narrator's observation that: "It's easy to lose the way if you haven't memorized the landmarks" (34). Yet

another explicit reference to mapping occurs in this description of the rock face and the cliffs marked on

her father's map: "the landmarks passed unscrolling, one dimensional map, thickening into stone (118).

Atwood's use of these references in the text recalls Alfred Korzybski's famous formulation "the

map is not the territory," and its frrrther corollary that "the map does not represent all there is of the

territory. " It is Korzybski's theory of "general semantics" which best corresponds to the complex system

of meanings Atwood has invented in her nouel.// For Korzybski, when we do general semantics--what

Atwood calls linguistics--we study the various "maps" that we make of the "territories" we are dealing

with in our environment. Unlike the structuralists, Korzybski's approach includes the reaction to the sign,

at the psycho-logical, as well as neurological level as part of the way we manufacture meaning. His

general semantics is meant to heal the Cartesian split between body and mind, and he would agree with

Atwood's description of the mind-body problem and is origin in semantic confusion:

The trouble is all in the knob at the top of our bodies. I am not against the body or the head
either; only the neck, which creates the illusion that they are separate. The language is wrong,
it shouldn't have words for them. If the head extended directly into the shoulders like a worm's
or a frog's without that constriction, that lie, they wouldn't be able to look down at their bodies
and move them around as if they were robots or puppets; they would have to realize that if the
head is detached from the body both of them will die (81).

Atwood's imagery throughout this novel, seems a perfect illustration of the mind/body problem in the

Cartesian paradigm. Thus the many references to heads, to the neck, to the split self in the text.

As for example: "thud of metal on fishbone, skull, neckless headbody" (129). The Cartesian l'êsprit de

geométie is also present in the way Arwood presents her narrator's perception of the split between fact

and value:
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Geometrical sex, he needed me for an abstract principle; it would be enough for him if our
genitals could be detached like two kitchen appliances and copulate in mid-air, that would be
complete his equation (162).

What Atwood sees as "the constriction, the lie," of the Cartesianparadigm, as a contradiction between

the language structure and our interpretation of our body-mind situation, Korzybski calls "a semantic

blockage" and connects it to the neurological condition called semantic aphasia-speechlessness. Whether

we believe or disbelieve in Korzybski's theory of neuro-linguistic programming, Atwood has created just

such a scenario in the novel. The narrator's breakdown occurs after her married lover, her professor at

art school (for all the world like a drawing master in an eighteenth century novel) persuades her to have

an abortion.

Within the context of the language system of the novel, the seemingly sensible, eminently rational

proposition urged by the lover, "you must have an abortion," (implied through the diegetic narrative)

generates intolerable contradictions for the narrator. For her, the lover's urging is the equivalent of

uttering a contradiction, A is not A. That is, the unborn child is not an unborn child. The "unnameable"

term her, foetus, unborn child, conceptus, raises the problem of the relationship between signifier and

signified in an interesting way. What is this unborn "subject" or this uüirg,' what Descartes' definition

would see as res extensa? It is not a person, her assures lover assures her; it is an animal. This arurwer

which might have satisfied the n¡urator enough at the time, now haunts her in this wilderness setting of

her childhood, and her intuitive underst¿nding that animal life is sacred too, that it must not be treated

cheaply. As she ponders on how she could have made such an error, she realizes her "mistake" in

reasoning arose from the misleading way we use language, the misleading way we name objects, the

"nounsn it is in the language, in the misleading way we label things. She regards herself as a victim of

epistemic violence. Her body has experienced a trauma, but given the belief system current in the culture,

contemporary conventions of language cannot permit her to "dissectn is meaning into "articulate parts."

The unborn subject is a subject-in- process, to adapt Kristeva's usage here. It is amphibian, like the many
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images of tadpoles in the text. Its identity will change through the course of its development as it leaves

one "environment" within the mother and "surfaces" for air at birth. Although the biologist can "murder

to dissect," in the case of frogs, his "amphibious subjects," the human subject seems to be, or seems it

should be in another category. It should be an exception to this rule, but it is not. The confr¡sion about

what is signified by the signifier "unborn child" when that "unborn child" is "merely" a foetus is a central

conundrum posed by the text.

Despite the many references by the narrator to French Catholicism, the religious discourse is also

unavailable to her, since that discourse insists that any articulation of the narrator's dilemma must include

a confession of guilt followed by remorse and repentance. The narrator, like most modern and

postmodern subjects, finds this discourse and this practice alien. In any case, the narrator wants to deny

her pain, has managed to repress it rather than articulate it or acknowledge it in any way. On the other

hand, the modern discourse that would allow her to dismiss guilt, denies that she hæ harmed a "person"

or has been harmed herself, something which belies the evidence of her body and her numbed emotions.

It is a commonplace in the extensive criticism of this novel to say that it is about a quest for

identity. But the novel seems to play on the different sense connoted by 'identity' within considerations

of notions of logical identity, sameness and difference. Atwood's Surfacing is a quest to understand the

principle of identity, as it is used to identify relationships between words and things. What she shows in

the novel is a breakdown in logic, in the relationship betrveen words and things, between sign and

referent and signified. The novel therefore sees this breakdown as a kind of madness.

The narrator's neryous breakdown is thus linked to this semantic breakdown in the re¿lm of logic.

It is worth noting that in Descartes' cogito ergo sutn, the logical connective "ergon is nor problematized.

That is, Descartes doubts many things, his own existence, whether he is mad, dreaming or awake but he

does not doubt that through all this, the malicious demon would have left logic alone. Thus, "Ergo"

means "ergo," no matter what the status of the thinking, dreaming subject. Atwood explores the Cartesian
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faith in this logical connective between thinking and existence. In what sense is existence a logical

necessity? Existence follows logically and necessarily as a result of "conception." Yet the fact that

something can be aborted must mean it didn't quite exist or have a right to continued existence.

The narrator's frustration with logic and with language can be seen more clearly, when we

consider a different sort of "subject." Thus, when we say "a bachelor is an unmarried man," the identity

still obtains without change in meaning when we reverse the terms of subject and predicate. Therefore,

ergo, we can say a bachelor is an unmarried man and also an unmarried man is a bachelor. Despite the

reversal of terms, the meaning is the same, just as in the commutative property of addition, 2+3 is the

same as 3+2.

We can say A is A, when the terms are the simple ones of "unmarried men" and "bachelors." But

in the case of an unmarried woman, presented with the double bind of pregnancy, the situation is far more

complex and the signifying system of sign-existent-referent cannot quite handle the complexity of

representation. In the pregnant woman's situation, A may be both A and not A. This contradiction is

generated in the following way. Although we can state the identity, an unborn child is a foetus, when

we reverse the terms, the meaning of the proposition is not the same. The terms acquire quite different

values; unlike the statement about bachelors and unmarried men, in the case of the unborn child, the

identity does not hold. We cannot say the unborn child is a foetus, and then turn around and say,

therefore, the foetus is an unborn child. I must amend that, using Korzybski's notation to ma¡k the

diachronic change in the connotations, if not the denotations of these têrms, and say, that in the current

culture of the novel's writing, and in our own time, 1971-1995, the value of the two tenns is no longer

identical. Here the synchronic and diachronic meanings clæh.

This is so because when we say that the unborn child is a foetus we are implying it is "merely"

a foetus, and therefore, ergo, of no value. However, when we say the foetus is an unborn child, we are

implying its value is its potential personhood. We can expand the chain of signifiers to stress this:
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1. The foetus is a potential child, therefore, the unborn child is a potential person.

2. But to allow the full weight of significance to these terms, to allow their potential to express
itself, is to distress the speaker who wishes to abort the child, or feels forced to do so.

3. Therefore, using different terminology may prevent guilt, stress and grief.

4. Therefore, the narrator's lover offers her a linguistic move, a way out of the dilemma.

5. He says "it is not a person, it is an animal."

6. This is understood to mean that animals are not rational and are therefore of no value.

The narrator also uses a linguistic move, but chooses to rename the event. Thus she alters the

"verb" rather than the noun. To deny naming her guilt, her remorse and to spare herself grief, she retains

the signified, unborn child, changing instead the description of the event. She thus chooses to remember

the abortion itself as a kind of birth because it is a kind of "delivery;" after all, something has been taken,

delivered from the womb.

Atwood places this semantic confusion, this difficulty in naming -what Korzybski would call

semantic blockage or aphasia -within the domain of artistic representation as figured through words such

as 'imitation', 'copy', and 'original' .ln Surfacing, Atwood places the narrator with her unborn child in

the peculiar paradox of gestation and birth in which the child is in one sense a "copy" of its parents and

in another sense entirely "original." However, the narrator takes an ironic pride in her ability to "copy."

Thus she tells us, "I can imitate anything: fake Walt Disney, Victorian etchings in sepia, Bavarian

cookies, ersatz Eskimo art for the home market" (57). She conveys a cynical acceptance of the

commercial value of nfaikery", despite the Platonic strictures against artistic mimesis as "an imitation of

an imitation. " Thus the narrator describes one such imitation of an imitation:

Above the bar... the regulation picture, scroll gilt frame. blown up photograph of a stream with
trees and rapids and a man fishing. Its an imitation of other places, more southern ones, which
are themselves imitations, the original someone's distorted memory of a nineteenth century
English gentleman's shooting lodge, the kind with trophy heads and furniture made from deer
antlers. . . But if this is what succeeds why shouldn't they do it? (29-30).
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Similarly, her father's drawings if they are "originals," suggest he may have gone mad. His sanity, is

ironically confirmed when the narrator discovers they were "only copies."

A more sinister example of the confusion of imitation and original, is in Anna's application of

cosmetics producing a face which is "a seamed and folded imitation of a magazine picture that is itself

an imitation of a woman who is also an imitation, the original nowhere. " The Surfacer sees Anna in terms

of the ideal envisioned by a culture in which the human is displaced by the machine. The self-concept

Anna is projecting is thus that of the woman as mannequin (as manni-kin) , best represented by the

McCluhan's image of "the mechanical bride." Helen Buss admirably captures the characteristic quality

of this representation of woman as "mannequin, " frozen in a death-like representation of womanhood that

is neither sensuous nor womanly" @uss 37). While Buss regards this as a "twentieth century" preference,

a feature of the modern world, Atwood sees it as the inevitable and logical result of the sets of

assumptions about the mind and body in inherited under the Cartesian patrimony./2

However we may choose to regard the relationship between imitation, original and copy in the

realm of artistic representation, it is not nearly as problematic as linguistic representation. In the case of

artistic representation, the observer is in a triadic relationship between himself, the object to be

represented and the representation. We can say, for example, let this dab of paint on that canvas stand

for this stone, and this other dab of paint stand for the sunlight on the stone. But when we turn to

ourselves, and make ourselves both the speaking subject as well as the object of our representation, we

bring in the question of how we should value the part and its relation to the whole, indeed whether the

part exists as part of us or is an abstraction about us. The self-reflexive move requires that our semantic,

linguistic description of the inner territory be very accurate, ttrat it honour all the landmarks.

This difficulty in the evaluative level of abstraction, of the relationship between signifier

and signified did not always obtain when the mother's relationship to the unborn child, like the word's

relationship to thing, could be depended on. The mother holds her child in a kind of fiduciary trust; and
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by analogy , this fiduciary bond seems to hold for in the relationship between human beings and the

environment. The rupture between mother and child, what is tempting to call "natural meaning" seems

to obtain in the relationship of human beings to the environment as a whole. What should be held in

fiduciary trust is wantonly destroyed. The "mother" is thus placed in the position of "speaking for," in

the sense of "representing," the voiceless, who is a subject but who has no voice, no say in how things

are done. The mother must thus articulate what the child or the unborn child cannot. For this reason,

Atwood's narrator feels herself in a situation of double betrayal at having failed to speak to defend the

world of the unborn as well as the world of nature.

At the novel's close, the narrator seems to have resolved her alienation from the world and its

language. Her use of language seems to suggest she no longer feels divided within herself nor in her

relationship to the world she is figuring through language. When she sees the fish jump out of the water

she amends her observation to register the way that sign, signifier and referent are different realms of

representation but that her sentence can capture the subtleties of subject/object in a new way:

From the lake the fish jumps
the idea of a fish jumps

Here the language embeds within the observation itself that what has been said is a level of abstraction

from the event itself. As Korzybski would say, whatever you say a thing is, ir is not. Thenovel ends with

the narrator still unnamed, though perhaps we can now accept why. The name would be to reduce her

identþ to make us forget the how much territory such a map, such a sign would cover and how much

it yet leaves out. Yet Joe calls her name, the name we cannot hear and which the text could so easily

represent. The novel ends with silence; the narrator hears her name being called although we only have

the representation of this event, the representation surrounding this signified of communication without

the key signifier. The novel closes with an image which merges the realms of sound, sense, and sign in

the image of Joe and the narrator listening to the sounds of nature, "small waves talking to the shore,

multilingual water."
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NOTES

1. This useful phrase is the title of a study on eating disorders. See Marilyn Lawrence, ú. Fed Up and
Hungry: Women, Oppression and Food. (New York: Peter Bedrick, 1987).

2. See Hilda Bruch's standard work on the subject: Eating Disorders: Obesity, Anorexia Nervosa and
the Person Within, (London: Routledge, 1974). See also Susie Ohrbach's Hunger Strtlce: The Anorectic's
Struggle as a Metaphorfor Our Age. (London: Faber,1986). Also Troy Copper's "Anorexia and Bulimia:
The Personal and the Political," in Fed Up and Hungry: 'Women, Oppression and Food. Rl. Marilyn
Lawrence. (New York: Peter Bedrick, 1987).

3. The word "bestrangement" is taken from theories of Russian Formalism and seems more appropriate
than its near synonym--"defamiliarization. "

4, The phrase, the "ghost in the machine," wæ coined by Gilbert Ryle to characterize the mindibody
problem as "a myttr," and through a "deliberately abusive" formulation to lay the myth of the ghost to
rest. See Gilbert Ryle, "Descarte,s' Myth,' in Willis Doney, ú. Descartes: A Øllection of Critical
Essays. (Notre Dame: Notre Dame UP, 1967), 338-352. Witold Rybczynski discusses Le Corbusier's
philosophy of the architectural requirements for "a new mechanical age" in Homc: A Short History of an
Idea. (Pengtin: Harmondsworth, 1986), 186-190.

5. This view of child rearing practice derives generally from Foucault's ideas in Disciplinc and Punish
but more specifically from the work of Alice Miller who has drawn attention to the relationship between
child rearing practices which punish children "for their own good' and the subsequent inability of
individuals to resist authorþ when as adults they are confronted with tyranny, as in Nazi Germany.
Under such conditions, they tend to regard the exercise of authority as normal and natural and offer no
resistance. See Alice Miller, Tlæ Drana of the Gifred Child (originally published as Prisoncrs of
Cltildhood); also The Untouched Key, studies in the way childhoods of artists and writers such as Picasso,
Kathe Kollwitz and Nietzsche were in fact governed by the double bind in which harm to the child is
masked as benefit.

6. I am using the notion of parasite developed by Michel Serres, in which "the parasite creates something
ne\t" in an economy, whether in anthropology, biology or co¡nmunication (the word for static in French
is parasite). The parasite disrupts every system of exchange: the disagreeable guest who partakes of the
meal produced by the host but offers only words in exchange; the biological organism who 'feeds offhis
host;" the static which nfeeds" on an information circuit in order to disrupt trensmission of messages.
Serres sees the parasite in positive terms, seeing that the parasite creates a new logic of exchange.
Atwood sees its disruptive power, the "feeding fÍenzy" of consumers of fashion who are parasites using
on literature and art as "raw material." See Michel Serres, The Parasite. trans. Lawrence R. Schehr.

@altimore: Johns Hopkins UP, 1982).
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7. Arthur Koestler attacks what he calls the philosophy of "ratomorphism" and its anti-human and de-
humanizing approach to the human being. He sees this approach æ deluded and an inevitable result of
the Cartesian paradigm, the approach to the human self and human body as the ghost in the machine. See
The Ghost in the Machine. þondon: Pan, 1967).

8. This disposing of others in arrangements that are more pleasing to oneself, in conformity with one's
own ideas rather than their own is also seen in the ominous closing passages of James' The Golden Bowl
(1904), in which Adam Verver and Maggie (after many subtle manipulations) regard Charlotte and the
Prince with pleasure as if they were two objets d'an disposed and definitively "placed" in attractive
arrangement with everything else in the room:

Their eyes moved together from piece to piece, taking in the whole nobleness . . . The noble
persons seated, in conversation, at tea, fell thus into the splendid effect and the general harmony:
Mrs. Verver and the Prince fairly "placed" themselves, however unwittingly, as high expressions
of the kind of human furniture required, aesthetically, by such a scene. (Ihe Golden Bowl. \ilorld
Publishing: New York, 1972>,542.

9. See Arttrur K¡oker and David Cook on "Panic philosophy" as an aspect of the postmodern in The
Postmodern Scene: Excremental Culnre and Hyper-Aesthctics, (Montreal: New World Perspectives,
1986),27.

10. Two such negative readings are by Jerome Rosenberg who sees Rennie's final words in the novel as
"a prettSr assertion, certainly, contending heroically against reality: but this time the words fail." See
Jerome H. Rosenberg. Margaret Atwood. (Boston: Twayne, 1984), 133. And also Urjo Ka¡eda who finds
the ending unconvincing: "we don't believe in the apotheosis for a minute." For him, Rennie is "an
unlikely healer" who is "too self-absorbed' and "ungenerous" to perform the miracle with which Atwood
seems to credit her, becoming "the hand of God" in order to save Lora. See Urjo Kareda, "Atwood on
Automatic," Sanrday Night. (November, l98I), 72.

11. See Alfred Korzybski, Science and Sanity: An Introduction to Non-Aristotelian Systems and General
Semantics, 1933.

12. I am indebted to Helen Buss's insight on the appositeness of Macluhan's mechanical bride in her
discussion of Margaret Laurence. See Mother Daughter Relations in the Manøpakn'Works of Margaret
Laurence, (Victoria: University of Victoria P, 1985). The image of the 'mechanical bride" was one of
the more powerful images in the feminist art project of the Seventies called Woman House in California
which had a "mechanical bride' as part of its exhibition. Reportedly, elderly women were moved to tears
as the mechanical bridedoll endlessly put on her make up and then endlessly removed it. The exhibit
captured woman frozen in time, permanently arrested at one stage of her development, not permitted to
age, and therefore never able to behave in a way appropriate to her age and dignity as a person. In
Dickens's portrait of Miss Havisham, it is the \ryoman herself who has chosen to immolate herself on the
alta¡ of her "expectations, " choosing to martyr herself to one moment, her failed apotheosis as "bride. "
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CONCLUSION
A Final Gesture, (About) Face

ln
Which I Effect to Introduce

La Jeune née, renée, and Descartes

The techniques for the care of the self have been invented by human beings over centuries as a

way of reducing the chaotic business of living to an orderly method for achieving the well-lived life, the

"richer life. " In the post-Cartesian era, these techniques of self-care can be grouped according to three

types of strategies for achieving these goals. These solutions can be characterised in terms of: recipes for

the ca¡e of thc Self; techniques for the construction of a self; and strategies for the upkeep and

maintenance of fictions which house the self. The three areas can be seen as distinct "disciplines" of self-

care; but in actual practice these may often overlap.

In the novels looked at in this study, the care of the self forms a set of discursive practices which

the characters have sought to master. However, at the level of meta-narrative, Atwood, Laurence and

Munro show another range of techniques of the self, techniques which seek to evade, deny, or repress

those aspects of the self which have been disowned or marginalized in favour of the persona deliberately

created as one's social character. It is a commonplace of literary criticism, to speak of masks, of

personae, of appearance versus reality. But in these novels we see the modern person as someone who

is a ventriloquist, parading a carefully constructed version of herself for public approval, but who is very

much aware of the ironic gap between the puppet of her own creation and the "self' who has invented

this line of defense./

If the persona, the woman-beside-herself, is one order of reality in the novel, the second order

of reality is the representation of the self s ironic self-consciousness. However, the meta-narrative shows

yet a third order of realrty in the representation of the psychic and physical costs to the mind/body when

one depends on such mind-games and language games. Having split themselves into divided selves, the

better to (stage)manage their lives, these edited versions of the self find themselves the victims of their
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own success. Having banished aspects of themselves as too mean, too ugly, too despicable, too unworthy

to be part of their public character, they find themselves suffering from somatization, from a wide variety

of psychosomatic disorders, such as fatigue, depression, headaches, stress, anxiety. They combat these

with other techniques or technologies of self-management by resorting to various anodynes such as

alcohol, drugs, or sex.

Since I began with Descartes, it is well to return to the problem posed by Descartes. However,

I shall pose the problem of mind slightly differently. Throughout these novels there is a persistent concern

with the question: what is the appropriate use of intelligence? What is proper use of mind? Is it to figure

out how to work the "system" of rules, both offlrcial and unofficial, so that we have access to power? Or,

is it to go on to some other level, what Gregory Bateson, in Steps to an Ecology of the Mind (1972), calls

Learning Itr, in which the individual learns how to break free from the double bind. This strategy of

breaking "mind forg'd manacles" resembles Blake's solution for breaking out of the bind created by the

"contraries," the binaries of innocence and experience, by reaching for a third level of learning,

"organised innocence. " In literature and art this creative response to the conventions and traditions of the

past can be seen as the play of postmodernism.

In the postmodern novel, it is the novelist who experiments with re-framing narrative conventions.

However, in the novels under discussion in this study, it is the characters who see the events of their lives

as though it were a picture, re-framed for viewing by others. This distancing of the self from the

experience of one's life, as if one's life were something being filmed or photographed by another, is the

çharacteristic postmodern move and typifies the postmodern subject position. Moreover, the characteristic

postmodern move, defined by Ihab Hassan as art that seems "bent on 'unmaking' itself for the sense of

making itself anew" is displaced from the text to the "person." Thus, in the novels studied here, it is the

characters who are shown "unmaking" themselves; the text they are deconstructing, perhaps even

annihilating, is the self-concept they have constructed at an earlier stage in their life, according to the
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prevailing conceptions and conventions ofthe socially acceptable or desirable self. These characters are

striving not to "make it new," as in Pound's advice to writers, but rather to making "themselves" new.

Perhaps even this way of putting it is misleading. These characters are turning away from fabricating a

"made up self," trying instead to come to terms with æpects the self which they have layered over,

disowned, or denied. As in Laurence's metaphor of the Nuisance Grounds in The Diviners, they begin

to scavenge through aspects of their histories, and æpects of themselves, which they had discarded as

"worthless," and to re-think the basis of their self-esteem.

These writers work backwards from the practices which constitute the care of the self, to the

theory of the self which lie.s behind the practice. Accordingly, the writer infers (and therefore the reader

must infer) values and philosophy from the observed details of dress, of choice from the repertoire of

gestures, and by the mannerisms sanctioned by the culture or by fashion.

The relentless focus on the minutiae of dressing and undræsing, of bathing and grooming, draws

attention to the myriad chores involved in the care and maintenance of the body, and of the constructed

social self. This awareness is particularly emphæised in the plots of the.se worls as Laurence, Munro and

Atwood double the effort involved by presenting central characters who have had to learn these tasks

twice. That is, they first have had to learn the customs of their small town upbringing governing these

matters, and then to re-learn the more cosmopolitan style of the urban centres to which they aspired as

part of their strategy for becoming a new improved version of themselves. The narratives thus use the

details of how these characters learn to dress and to develop a more sophisticated personal style while

also focusing on the protagonists' awareness that their "originality" of self-expression is really imitated

and copied from that of others. As a ræult, the new, carefully constructed self seems inauthentic.

However, the "core" self, the original unsophisticated self, also seems inadequate and lacking. This

younger more naive self had originally adopted the techniques of the self used in the "city," hoping that

the transformation would produce happiness, confidence, self-æsu¡ance and make her feel as though she
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"belongs. "

Accordingly, the attention to details regarding clothing, makeup, diet and various other regimes

of self-care allows the novelist to switch 'frgure' and ground for the characters but also for the reader.

As practices for the care of the self are foregrounded in the text and in the consciousness of the

characters, the problematic nature of how the self is defined becomes more apparent. The division

between mind and body is seen not so much as an unconscious inheritance of the tradition of Cartesian

rationalism, so much as a conscious strategy, sometimes for advancement, sometimes for survival.

Adopting the masked self, turning the self into an "actor," initially allows a person to move with greater

freedom and power in the realm of representations and "image." The crisis for these characters comes

when these strategies reach their limit, when they conflict with other desires, with unnamed yearnings,

and a sense of self-imposed isolation

These writers interrogate the role-playing in postmodern culture by focusing on the way it works

out in the lives of women who fabricate their social persona, the figure of the "beside-herself' through

clothing, makeup and other techniques in the care of the self. While these activities may seem "natural, "

part of the sub-culture of "woman,n the attempt to construct or transform the self through style is

oppressive and repressive of creative energies. Self-conuol through self-construction only allows one to

succeed to a limited extent. Oddly enough, the practices which constitute the care of the self neglect the

most important aspect of self-care, that of fostering one's own creativity and growth. Invariably, these

characters are stunted in some way, dependent on outside validation, on ncare" by others even as they

seem to be responsible for the care of others in their families.

The play of the postmodern is represented by these novelists, each in a different way as the

confusion that can occur between the levels of awareness, of representation and of interpretation. These

can be schematized as follows:

I. Three orders ofperception:
what I see
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what I interpret
what I feel

II. Three orders of representations:
what I say I see to my self
what I say I see to others
what I am meant to see or ought to see

ru. Six levels of analysis:
How do I interpret?
How am I meant to interpret?
How do I interpret to others what I see?

How I feel
How I ttrink I should feel
How I think I should say I feel

In the novels studied here, these levels of meaning, interpretation, representation and perception

become confused for the perceiver. The crisis is not a crisis of identity so much as it is a crisis as to how

best to synthesize meaning, or, which path to take toward signification. All these novelists see the task

of making sense of the world as one which is learned according to one set of rules during childhood and

adolescence and which must subsequently be unlearned, usually at the point of adult crisis. Women

characters are shown to be in the unique position of subjects who must both master the relation of sign

to referent and also transmit "dictaten the meaning of the signifieds to the children in their care. They

find themselves in a double bind, however, bæed on their own understanding of the constructed nature

of these meanings. They are accordingly uncertain which set of values they should choose to critique, to

adopt or to adapt in this "linguistic' exercise. They vacillate between the various levels of perception,

interpretation and representation in the "speech acts" shown in the above schema.

Each of the writers, looked at in this study, poses this problem of fact and value slightly

differently. Thus, in Mumo's Lives of Girls and Women, Addie is a transmitter of the values of the

Encyclopedists of the eighteenth-century; she believes in the Baconian (and Cartesian) equation of

"knowledge" with "power." Yet in transmining to her daughter the notion that the "care of the self' lies

in the accumulation of "Cultural capital," it is unclear how this "capital" leads to power or authority. Her
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own store of miscellaneous knowledge, rather like the miscellany accumulated at Uncle Benny's, may be

rich in "material," but to use Munro's metaphors in the later story, "Material," it is difflrcult to see how

these "scraps and oddments" might be made into a "paying investment" for is "owner." Seen in this

light, Addie's ideas about "cultivation," can seem as far-fetched and fuzzy as her husband's and Benny's

scheme to strike it rich by "cultivating" silver foxes. Through Del's narrative, Munro keeps before us

the parable of the "wise and foolish virgins" which addresses the issue of how best to conserve, preserve

or spend (feminine) energy. The feminine energy expended in the care of the self in this parable attests

to two different orders of existence. The foolish (not necessarily female only) are trapped or victimized

by the order of immanence, of spending and consuming the oil in their lamps; the "wise virgins" conserve

their power and enter the realm of transcendence.

In Munro, these two levels of self-in-the-world are seen in the ways \ryomen choose to invest their

creative energies. Rose "improvises" her life, moving it seems between the polar experiences of pain and

pleasure, but unclear as to what really gives her pleasure. Her sense of "shame" is momentarily assuaged

by Ralph Gillespie's tacit acceptance of her as she already is; he relieves her of the anxiety that she has

betrayed her possibilities, continually striking a false note in her impersonation of an "interesting" person

rather than "acting" like a mature or wise one. Ralph's validation of her "performance" is an act of

charity, a sign of compassion, and its healing powers restore Rose, momentarily, at least to "her self."

More importantly, in his acceptance of Rose, \r¡e see that what had seemed to be mere chance,

"improvisation,n for the sake of "gaudy ambitions" had its own artistic integrity all long. She is more her

father's daughter than we knew, or than he knew.

The ultimate care of the self, in the view of these writers, is the cultivation of what can only be

called a robust sense of realism. Like the novelists' own ability to deconstruct the fictions of others, this

technique for the care of the self requires the ability to see and the willingness to penetrate the games of

self{eception which blunt our responses to the world. The ide¿ of the self under Cartesian paradigm is
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a composite construct such that one senses oneself ¿¡s merely a caretaker of the body as machine: well-

oiled, running smoothly, "functioning" well. However, despite this efficient management, the self feels

like the ghost in the machine; there is a profound sense of loss, a feeling that one has betrayed the deepest

sense of one's self by choosing to be a robotic imitation, a sci-fi cyber self rather than a person who feels

fully alive, original, creative. The Cartesian self sees itself in terms of a machine and therefore regards

"happiness" as "efFtciency." The Self-in-hiding knows it is not a machine though it tries to appear so;

it yearns, not for efficiency (more of what it doesn't want at prices it can't afford) but rather for a sense

of its own efflrcacy, its own authority.

Laurence problematizes the representation of mind in her use of the stream of consciousness

technique in The Fire-Dwellers. Her characterization of the way Stacey's mind "works" shows the

slippage between discourses of the self which promote and dispute what is in her volitional control and

what is beyond her control. Stacey's mind is shown in a state of perpetual chatter. Laurence's style

suggests that this is not a mind 'thinking'.but rather one recycling the received wisdom of the cultural

codas, of fashion, of how-to articles, and of the media.

Laurence's metaphors connect the language acquisition skills of children with the task confronting

the adult of needing to learn how to decode the "cryptic utterancesn of the cultural code in their lives.

Like a child learning speech, the adult must learn to "decode" the confusing glossolalia in competing

discourses of the self, just as Stacey's child, Jen, suddenly learns to make sense of the phonemes

inundating her world and 'understands" it is "speech." Similarly, in mastering langue and parole,

Laurence sees the adult moving from the state of "infancy," of inarticulation to being able to speak with

a newly won confidence and authority.

Laurence further suggests, that the modern confusion between fact and value converts the legacies

of the past into the uncharted territory of the Nuisance Grounds in The Diviners. Like Christie, the

"scavenger," the "thinker" in contemporary culture faces the heroic and Herculean task of "scavenging"
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through the general detritus of civilisation trying to "salvage" that which has been lost, to find valuable

legacies which have been discarded as worthless garbage.

The Cartesian problem of the thinking self is a persistent theme in the work of all these writers

but is explored as the problem of the best way to think, to use one's mind, to interpret the data presented

to consciousness. Thus, in Thc Fire-Dwellers,by having persistently raised the problem of what we mean

by the well-lived life, the "richer life," Laurence leaves the reader to question the basis of the novel's

apparent resolutions. While it is true that Mac and Stacey are talking they may still not be

communicating; Stacey hides the truth about her affair with Luke. Although Mac's problems with Thor

are resolved, the household will be dependent on income gained by promoting a vitamin therapy in which

he doesn't really believe. The economy of the household, for all its well-intentioned desire to commit to

honesty and integrity seems to be built on the rather shaky basis of pushing pills, providing a placebo as

a panacea in a society already heavily committed to escape by anodyne--alcohol, Valium, nicotine,

caffeine and an increasing flirtation with recreational drugs as the references to marijuana in Stacey's

conversation with Katie indicate. In conveying Skcey's difñdence in guiding Katie in this problematic

area, Laurence seems to be suggesting a disturbing lack of authorþ and lack of confidence in her own

judgement on Stacey's part. This does not bode well as Laurence se€ms to call on our awareness of an

unstated set of values which Stacey is afraid to articulate as she is no longer certain of the foundational

discourse. Her diffidence is understandable; Stacey is all too conscious hat her family is being

'supported" by Richalife, and that she herselfrelies on the support oftranquillizers and alcohol for "peace

of mind." She may feel she cannot afford to take the high moral ground with her adolescent daughter.

Nevertheless, the pressure of "being a good example," of having a foundational discourse for values is

one which Laurence sees as part of the problem facing a family and a culture in transmitting values.

The representation of the "beside-herself in crisis in the novels studid here show their characters
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facing the failure of the techniques they have cultivated to achieve mastery. They are aware that while

they have succeed in transforming the self as persona, they have failed at transforming their experience

of being a self-in-the-world. Their thoughts, their inner world, are still riddled with uncertainty and self-

doubt. Foregrounding the various technologies of the self these fictional characters have adopted, allows

these writers to interrogate modern faith in the Enlightenment idea of progress through more rational,

"methods" of management, whether of the self or the culture such "methods" have produced.

The modern personality turns out in effect to be nothing more than a construct based on a certain

style of speech, of dress and manner. We see this in Mumo's short story, "How I Met My Husband,"

as the young naive country girl is introduced to, and mystified by, the city manners of her employers with

regard to what they eat and drink, and how they talk, dress and behave. Munro shows that "modernity"

is merely this arbitrary set of conventions.

An important aspect of the style of these writers is the way that they name the signified of

emotional states without providing the signifier. This makes these novels at once quite transparent, and

also difEcult. Thus, detailed dascriptions of the signifieds of anger, of doubt, of resentment, of anxiety,

of fear are given without the novelist naming them as such in the diegetic narrative. The narrators

themselves do not name these feelings although they catalogue the symptoms. This refusal to name the

signifier is part of the hermeneutic code at the level of meta-narrative. But it is also part of the plot and

an aspect of their characterization. The refusal to narie is part of protagonist's refusal to see. As such,

the narrative method fuse,s with that of the representation of the process of disowning the,se reactions

which characters think they are not "supposed" to be having. To name a problem would be to

acknowledge it, to own it, to accept it as real. To avoid naming it, is to postpone having to deal with it.

Additionally, these texts do not use the novelistic or narrative technique of telling us what the

n¿urators are feeling at the level of emotion. Instead, they report the bodily sensations from which we can

infer mental and emotional state. It is as if the novelist is telling us, it is the body which must "speak"
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for itself. Accordingly, Foucault's notions of the "care of the self' and also "techniques of the self' are

very useful in looking at these novels. Once these phrases were made available, it was possible to look

at texts, particularly those by womgn novelist, in a new way. Like the infrared technology that allows

body heat from animals or humans to show up on a radar screen, so these phrases suddenly illuminate

the bodily warmth in texts that otherwise seem cool. The panting self in hiding, like an animal cornered

in the brush, becomes visible despite its camouflage as a cool ironic observer/reporter in the narrative.

When the care of the self becomes a theme in the novel, it seeks to communicate with a new kind

of realism by the way primary feelings are described or evoked. Emotions such as anger, sadness, fear,

shame, guilt, or excitement are usually so sealed off from the public realm that the very fact that they

are being confided to the reader by the author, or by the narrator, assures us of a level of truth-telling

which is uncommon--even, one suspects, in therapy. Thus, just as the use of numbers to give particulars

of time, place and temperature create what Barthes called l'éffet du rëel, so too readers "know" we are

hearing the truth when the statements have to do with primary feelings, or rather with the fleeting

sensations of the body which "denote" emotion. Certain bodily sensations--sweat, tears, shivers,

trembling, headaches-suggest that the emotions, even though unnamed, have a specific "universality."

Thus, stress, anxiety, fear, embarrassment seem to have their "objective correlatives" in body sensations.

These writers see many of the techniques employed by women as "beside-herself' as a form of

nonverbal rhetoric designed to persuade through the category of "charm," itself a construct of the

practices of fashion and beauty. The novels thus are specifically interested in language and language

acquisition within the framework of their stories. The rather cryptic remark of Atwood's narrator in

Surfacing "I should have studied linguistics, not art" is one that could be echoed in one form or another

in all these texts.

Munro, Atwood, and Laurence, in describing these practices of self-protection as self-care, do

not regard these practices as innocuous. As women, they are aware of the seductiveness of the art of
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dissimulation and dissembling, the ease with which one can win power, status, recognition. But they are

also aware of the selfdistrust that such practices generate; the sense of loneliness and isolation

experienced by the Cartesian self alone in his room, plotting ways to be accepted without being

"transparent. " These texts explore the paradox of the sense of continuity between the self as child,

adolescent and adult, Paradoxically, the self is unified by its memory of iself as an historical entity, even

as it is aware of splitting itself off from its past in the journey of its evolution from the "country" to the

city. The texts show part of the rupture to be a desire to disown and deny shame, whether it is the

remembered shame of childhood and provincial ignorance, or shame at actions which lacked integrity,

or which betrayed love and friendship. These narratives "document" with uncanny precision the

complexities of the feelings generated by the loss of a coherent theory of the person which does justice

to the complexity of one's experience of being in the world. As such, this documentation of the

complexity of the mind/body interaction, with its fleeting denials of pain and self{oubt constitutes a

major contribution to the ongoing discourse of the self and its fabrication in the novel as a geme.

The Cartesianparadigm divides maffer and mind partty for convenience, partly because Descartes

saw that the human mind was the great exception in a clockwork universe governed by mathematieal

principles. These writers accept the paradigm as part of the culture but also try to subvert its power by

suggesting other possibilities for understanding ttre mind/body connection. Thus, inBodily Harz, Atwood

foregrounds "hope," as a survival skill. Thus Rennie's doctor tells her that hope is a psychological state

powerfrrl enough to alter body chemistry and check the growth of cancer cells. In prison, hope becomes

an empowering strategy enabling Rennie and Lora to hang on.

Laurence re-interpres the Cartesian paradigm inThe Diviners her representation of the community

in which Morag lives as a writer. As with Munro, the material and the intellectual are inextricably

intertwined. Thus, Laurence shows the interdependence of mind and body in the interdependence of the

members the community and the way their ideas of what it means to be a self-in-the-world enrich that
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conrmunity materially. Laurence does not split "being and doing" for her characters, so that the "physical

work" they "do," the ideology of work they "have," and who they "are" are fused both in the self and

in the community. Thus, Royland's divining, A-OK's and Maudie's work, Morag's writing seem to be

organised in the kind of living circuit which Gregory Bateson calls 'Mind' in his .lreps to an Ecology of

Mittd.

More importantly, these writers query the construction of subjectivity in culture by showing the

anomalies it generates as individuals try to make "significance" out of their experiences of love, birth

death and the tangle of relationships. Popular cultural paradigms of the "healthy person," the "sexual

person," or the "caring person" each seems to assume that there is a technique or "method" for achieving

peace of mind and body. These writers do not valorise their subjects as role models, nor do they wish

to point to their victimisation. They do, however, point to what can only be called the stultification of

the intellect in a culture in which individuals try to "manage" the stress of living "mechanically," by

escaping into denial, or by rasorting to "anaesthesia," as Atwood's narrator in Surfacing aptly dubs this

lschnique. In this world of immanence, the self has no recourse except the consumption of "signs. " That

is, like Jake in Bodily Harm, they become expert at re-packaging the self. Jake's more polished "surface"

is merely a more sophisticated version of David's persona in Surfacing, merely a signboard, a "papered

over" construct of slogans, the living human embodiment of the "melange" of signs and advertisements

littering the highway at the opening of the novel. For Atwood, even the glossy finish on this artificially

constructed self, seems a mutation, the modern subject as the new protoq?e, an "American" with an

"astronaut finish.'

The rise of the novel seems to coincide with the rise of the discourse of " Man, " that construction

of thehumanperson astheadultmalewho is ableto master "Nature" and all other "subjects." What is

excluded from this construction is importance of the emotional life, seen as the marginalization and the

devaluing of the contributions of women and children to human happiness. Historically, the discourse
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of decision making, of power, of finance, but who are nevertheless "subject" to the theories of this

authoritative discourse. The policies so formulated which will affect their lives as members of families,

as wives as daughters, ¿ts students in school. The novelistic subject thus engages in negotiations with

"her" world from a position of relative powerlessness, but neverthelæs manages to create something new,

a new pathway in which the subject is shown re-imagining, re-inventing the subject position outside the

legislative framework of law or of practice. Instead, this "novel subject" ruptures the discourse of power--

like static-and changes the nature of the information about the paradigm. The novel provides "new"

information about ttre human person suppressed in the authoritative discourse of the human subject.

In keeping with their interrogation of the construction of mind/body, these novels employ the

imagery of water and rivers to create anunderstanding of the "climateof our times" in terms of "flow"

rather than structure. The fluidity, which lrigaray and Kristeva see as typical of the feminine and of the

semiotic, is present in these writers in the pervæive use of water imagery throughout these texts. Thus,

in The Lives of Girls and Women,the river running through Jubilee, as well as Del's surname, Jordan,

reminds us of the way lives flow past and through each other even when the people involved live in

different house, "have different properties' they can be mapped as part of the same territory, sharing the

same "atmosphere." ln The Diviners, the river providæ a key image for memory. for the continuum of

an individual's life. ln Bodily Harm, as Rennie struggles with the stonny politics of a hurricane ravaged

country, the boat she uses to ferry,herself to safety is called quite tellingly, 'Memory.'

For example, the idea of 'flow' is present in the signifier Munro gives to "Flo,' a name which

is, however, ironically out of keeping with her rigid character quirks. However, the signifier suggests

not only the flow of water but also the mental state of "flow" in which the mind/body are fully engaged

in a task. As such, "flolv" is as different as possible from the paradigm of the machine which may

function smoothly and "work" but does not exhibit this characteristic of willed human 
"o"rgy.2 

As such,
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this state of heightened awareness and creativity is a technique in the care of the self which fuses

body/mind rather than separates them for greater "efficiency" and control.

In Laurence's The Diviners , the image of water, essential to sustain life also becomes a metaphor

for human creativity and imagination. When the well runs dry, "a diviner" can always be found who can

find a new "well spring" of creativity. In any case, the creative imagination, like the water underground,

is there, unseen, silent, waiting to be "divined," mysteriously able to replenish itself. Similarly, when

the diviner loses his/her powers, there is always someone of a different generation who can take up the

task. Thus, Royland's gift givas way to that of A-OK, a reñrgee from the technological wilderness.

Similarly, Maudie seems to be a new kind of pioneer, continuing the tradition of resourcefrrlness of

Catherine Park Traill.

The relationship of body and mind is also developed in these writers as the relationship of ideas

to material circumstances. Thus, in Atwood's novels, the theories disseminated in a culture have

consequences in the way that individuals live their lives, in the amount of hope they think that "life" and

cosmic realities allow them to feel. ffreories of what a human being is, of what human nature is, have

consequences in the "real" world in which we live; ttrey are not merely "academic." The environment of

the natural world, the media{istorted world of the city, the manipulated political reallty of Gilead or of

the Caribbean islands, all have consequences in the world of agents. The appropriate response to these

consequences is not a mental attitude but action, agency. Thus, Stacey stops frening about the arms race

and participates in a peace march. In prison, Rennie "changes her mind," feeling she is now "duty bound"

to imagine alternative ways of becoming an "agent" in the world.

Implicit in all these novels is the concern with the proper function of representation. That fictions

can be constructed and disseminated easily can be seen not only in these writers' deconstruction of

techniques of self-construction, but also in the ease in which fictions, deceptions and lies can circulate

in an economy of signs. Thus, each of these writers in a different way explores the relationship between
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aesthetics and ethics. Atwood's novels return to the problematic of the writer's role in society in much

the same terms as posed by the eighteenth-century satirists, Dryden, Swift and Pope, in their attacks on

the "hack writer. " The question they raised then, about the role of the writer in a marketdriven economy,

is one which Atwood sees as central to a global context. Thus, her texts explore the role of the writer

and the artist in contemporary culture as an economy. Why do writers write and why do readers read?

If a book is only meant to divert us from pain, distract us from worry, then reading becomes another

anodyne, another technique of psychic numbing. The writer is thus pushing her own "poison penned"

cure, the pharmalcon as Plato argues in Tlu Phacdrus.In the long run this cannot help but be harmful;

writing will eventually erode human intelligence as we come to rely on texts rather than rely on our

minds, on our memories.

Similarly, to read books which are not going to move us to exercise agency, is to participate in

an economy of writing and reading which can only lead to a stultification of the intellect or what Pope

foresaw in The Dunciad as a culture of "dullness," the valorization of the mind benumbed. In such a

culture, reading becomes the study of literature as an order of words divorced from action. It will become

a fossilized activity, like that of paleontology, the study of dead meanings. Arwood revives this imagery

in her work and this concern for the way writers and readers collaborate to 'produce" meaning in culture

or in the way that they collaborate to produce a parasitical discourse, or mere "static."

What should be the purpose of the techniques we use in the care of the self.t ldeally, the purpose

of technologies of the self, for practices of self-care and self-cultivation are for the purpose of honouring

the self. This means practices of self-care that acknowledge one's value, one's right to happiness, one's

pleasure and pride in the body, in the achievements of goals worthy of one's abilities. Honouring the self

then is part of the way we honour our dreams, our ambitions and hopes for our lives. However, in these

novels, these representative modern selvas, the women characters who are the modern subject, are shown

moving from the practice of self-care a¡i a way of acknowledging self-value to the care of the self as a
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strategy of projecting a self-concept. The practices of self-care, beauty, exercise, fashion are thus

performed almost in spite of one's self; they seem a form of coercion, of work, of being "harassed" by

"authority." The purpose for continuing practising these techniques thus lies solely in "maintaining a

fiction," a form of what Atwood regards as "camouflage," to "acquit" the individual of "thought crimes."

By "maintaining" her body, an individual shows she is "mindful" of social values, of what the culture

tells us "a self-respecting" person should do, must do, must never do.

Descartes' doubting daughters are the novelists and artists, men and women, who have adopted

the subject position of "woman," the vulnerable subject and also the resourceful subject, to show the

configurations engendered by applying Cartesian techniques to "ordinary" life. The Cartesian paradigm

creates a fiction and calls it autobiography and "tme. " Unlike the novelist whose "fiction is transparent"

the Cartesian move is one that obscures fact and fiction, fantasy and philosophy. The result has been

either a confusion of the rwo realms or a cynical exploitation of the division for purposes of manipulating

others. The discourse of the Self in the novel, is itself a discourse of doubt generated by the Cartesian

paradigm. It provides a nuanced interpretation of the data of what it means to be self-in-the -world. In

contrast to the Cartesian l'êsprit de gëometrie, the novel provides aPascalianfinesse. In the figures of

the two mathematicians we have two different approachas to the human person: the self as a machine{ike

"thinking thing," and the self as a fragile, living, 'thinking re€d." Unlike Descartes' reification of the

self as a "thinking thing," Pascal's image, shows the three different realms in which the human being

participates, rooted in both land and water, needing air and swaying in thought.

The novel is the history of the Self confronting and negotiating with the issues of money, sex

and power from the position of relatively little "authority.' Indeed, the grounds for this "novel" authority

are largely self-authorized, the fiat of a sovereign self who refr¡ses the subject position prescribed to "her"

by custom, tradition or law. The selfs "novel" enunciation of authority--as in Descartes' performative

utterance of the cogito --is a revolutionary gesture and linls the discourse of the novel to that other
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consciousness raising event, the paradigm of the American Revolution.

In the compendium of practices in the care of the self looked at here, the Cartesian mind/body

problem is also manifested in the conflict between management of the self and tlte "care" of the self,

understood as punishing selfdiscipline or as compassion. The faith these writers demonstrate in the ability

of readers to decode rather than disown the representation of consciousness in terms the mind/body

problem, itself expands self-awareness necessary for the true care of the self. This deconstruction of

motives, of practices, of style, within the framework of the care of the self in the novel, renews the

novelistic project of writing as a care of the self which is also a "cure," yet another reworking of the

Derridean notion of the pharmalron.

The careful charting of rupture and discontinuity in these texts draws attention to the choices we

have made, sometimes reminding us of the subtle nature of our complicity in our victimization. These

writers unravel the complex web of rationalizations that allow us to block out awareness of our own

agency. Curiously, enough these doubting daughters of Descartes valorize the mind in a new way even

as they deconstruct the practices in the care of the body. They valorize mind by showing that their

protagonists are not only more powerful than they think they are, but more importantly, they are more

powerful when they thittk. As a feminist reader confronting these texts, I often wished these novelistic

characters were more noble, more heroic, role-models feminists could emulate instead of "dubious"

aspects of myself I recognised. But the act of courage in these texts is the one performed by the writers

themselves, in their articulation of these confusions between ends and means, between principles and

practice. Their technique of showing the way we negotiate between seeing, representation and

interpretation re-makes the novel as a technique of discovery and reading as a technique in the care of

the self. The mind-body binary discussed here is, however, merely an effect of mind, an attitude about

the body and its relationship to the world. Thus, the mind-body problem is in many ways a pseudo-

problem, not so much a matter of irreconcilable differences as a prolonged estrangement between
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members of the same family, if not the same body.

Thus, as one final gesture, I would like to effect an introduction between a doubting daughter,

newly reborn by radically doubting what she has been taught, and the father who first taught radical

doubt. So here it is: La jeune née, renée, meet René Descartes. It is to be hoped that they will be on

speaking terms at long last.

NOTES

l. The concept of "ventriloquism" has been used in recent feminist analysis on "critical cross dressing,"
which resembles the narrative transvestism seen æ characteristic of the eighteenth century novel in
Madeleine Kahn's study. I am using the idea as derived ftom Munro's title story in Somzthing I've Been
Meaning to Tell You. Yentiloquism in this story is a female activity in which Et uses Char and in which
she participates in the economy of self-construction through her art of "tailoring." Munro is putting a
different spin it seems to me on the problem of agency and speaking in one's own voice rather than hiding
behind a dummy self of one's own creation. The lady ventriloquist's absorption in her dolls shows the
ease in whicÏ we can fall into the trap of believing our constructions have a genuine life of their own.

2. T}o;e term "flow" has gained currency through the work of Mihaly Csikszentmialyi who studied high
achievers in a wide variety of fields and found they could achieve an altered mind/body state he called
"Flow." He describe.s the principle of 'Flow" æ an invesment in ourselves to our limits, in which "we
experience complete joy in our working present moments." That is to say we are in love with what we
are doing so much that being and doing become united in the self. This experience is the corffnon
experience of artists, musicians, writers, athletes and thinkers of all stripes when they are "lost to the
world," inspired, and totally absorbed in the tæk rather than in the self. See Mihaly Csikszentmialyi,
Flow: The Psychology of Optilrul Experience. (New York: Harper, 1991). Also the discussion of flow
in the "schizoid" economy in Deleuze and Guattari's Anti-Oedipus.
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APPEI\DIX À
Personhood and the Care of the Self

What is a "person"? What does the idea of personhood involve? The notion of the self

disseminated in the popular culture is rarely articulated explicitly in discussions of literary and critical

theory. We seem to absorb our culture's beliefs about the ideal self by which we judge our "selves" and

others almost subliminally. In so far as one is conscious of the modern ideal self, it conforms to the

following criteria --or, Desiderata as a famous pop culture poster would have it- which are listed in Leo

Buscaglia's book Personhood, (New York: Fawcett Columbine, 1978). Buscaglia's ideas are fairly

representative of the beliefs about the person in self-improvement literature. These beliefs about the ideal

self have been distilled by Buscaglia from a wide variety of therapeutic traditions such as those of Carl

Rogers (On Becoming a Person (1961), Abraham Maslow, Erik Erickson, Erich Fromm and from

theories of the self found in Christianity, Judaism, Islam, Buddhism and Confucianism which are

consonant with this view of the human person. The bald summaries given here do not do justice to

Buscaglia's eloquent and fluent style. I have listed them in this way to point up the implied prescriptives

in the various injunctions, exhortations in his text but which he probably regards as both neutral and

"natural: "

A mature, fully functioning person is one who wants
to actualize himself/herself

-does actualize himself/herself
--wants to gfow, changê, expand, take risks, explore,
--is someone who did the.se things as an infant and child and ideally still wants to do this

as a mature adult
A mature adult embraces intimacy.
A mature adult seels independence and autonomy but is not afraid of risking intimacy.
A mature person grows old gracefully, continuing to actualize right until the final
moment of death, 'which as Elizabeth Kubler-Ross has told us, is the final stage of
growth."
The mature person knows when to hang on and for how long.
The mature person knows when to let go.
The mature person can live completely in the present, able to focus on the "now" instead
of fretting about the past or the not yet existing future.
The mature person copes.
The mature person survives.
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The mature person achieves self-mastery.
The mature person transcends the self or actualizes the self, or comes to terms with the
self, accepts the self or forgives the self-depending on the denomination of one's secular,
pagan, or religious beliefs.

The mature person is able to overcome the limitations of a dysfunctional childhood,
adolescence, marriage or divorce. Dysfunctionality should not stop a mature person from
becoming the fully functioning, fully alive person she/he was meant to be.

The mature person fully realizes his/her potential, lovingly takes care of his/her body,
manages her emotional environment maturely and wisely @uscaglia 41-55).

These truisms of contemporary culture seem rather preposterous when assembled together

in this way. Yet these are the assumptions, the axioms on which self-esteem founders, althouglr

these axioms are meant to inculcate virtues which every "mature person" should be striving to

acquire and/or master. Although this code is not derived from any particular religion, it is not

diffltcult to see that these new commandments, are the new Cardinal Virnres, which can just as

easily unhinge self-conf,dence as the four originally promoted by Clæsical culture and then

adopted by Christianity as well. It is against the background of this implicit belief system that the

characters in the novels under discussion choose to judge themselvas, or choose to construct the

simulacrum, the self-concept which will pæs muster. Buscaglia's ethics imply a desire on the part

of the individual to "rehabilitate" their gerry-built self improvised by the immature self in the

course of its journey. He offers these desiderata as goals in a life-long dynamics in the care of

the self. By contrasts, the protagoniss in these novels doubt whether this is possible or desirable

and strive merely to "re-habilitate" themselves, to "tailor" their behaviour and their appearance.

The novels thus provide a description of the pain and frustration of falling short of cultural

standa¡ds and their inability to effect further self-transformation.
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APPEI\DIX B

The Care of the Self

There are a number of connotations surrounding Foucault's usage of the the word "souci"

to mean "care" which seem to undermine the denotation "care" to which Foucault may want to

limit the term. Foucault has adopted the term (apparently without attribution) from Heidegger's

use of "sorge" and the myth he invented of its birth in Being and Nothingness. The most

conventional association with the term is in its negation in the name as in "Sans Souci," the name

given by Frederick the Great to his summer palace, and which is still seen as a frequent name

for summer cottages in France and in Germany as "sorgen frei."

Accordingly, the phrase, "le souci de soi," se€ms to evoke these other associations of

the care free and insouciant self, taking a holiday away from the burdens of life, the cares of

state. It also suggests that the care of the self should be taken lightly, as merely the "harmless

pleasure" in the practices of tender loving care toward the body/the self. The phrase thus suggests

an approach to the self which is "san souci," unlike the image of the self promoted by

Christianity and psychoanalysis as one burdened by the cares of the self' which lead to living life

as the "confessing animal." From the foregoing, one can't help but infer from Foucault's use of

"souci" that the phrase suggests an unproblematic "self' which is easy to "take care of."

The manuals which Foucault discovers-Epicurus, Apuleius, Artemedorus--as well as

Hþocrates and Ascelpius--are recipes for proper self-management of the body and of the mind.

Foucault stresses that the dictum "know thyself' was understand as uknow thyself in order to

better care for the self." This model of "care" is contrasted with the modern model of "cure," in

particular with the psychotherapeutic models of "self-analysis" which Foucault sees as a

dangerous abdication of the self's ability to manage life, leaving the modern individual at the

mercy of the authority of the psychoanalytic model of personality-with its inevitable transfer of
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power from the person, from the individual to the state and or/institutions controlled by the state.

The individual's desire for better self-understanding, for better self-management, leads to a social

environment in which the therapeutic construction of the human person dictates how well or

maladjusted he/she is, what kinds of education, rehabilitation or supervision is required in all

areas of life.

Foucault dismisses the distinction between the care of the self as body from the traditional

understanding of the care of the soul. He sees all such practices as "teÆhnologies of the self, " part

of the regime of self-management. He distinguishes between regimes which manage the body

which leads it into excessive self-consciousness.

ln The Care of the Soul Thomas Moore acknowledges Foucault's quite different title

without commenting on Foucault any further. Moore's approach to the self as involving a tender

regard for the soul, is the sense of the self underlying the practices of self-care discussed by

Atwood, Lawrence and Munro. Thus Moore points out: "when the soul is neglected it just

doesn't.go away; it appears symptomatically in obsessions, addictions, violence, loss of meaning"

(xÐ.
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APPENDIX C
FOUCAT.JLT AND TIIE GREEK TRADITION

Foucault in describing his archaeology of the self in the history of sexuality posits the

world of ancient Greece and Rome as one which saw the self as something which could be

managed through techniques such as diet, exercise, and the moderation of sexuality. The self was

seen as another element in the household, the oeconomüa, over which one exercised judgement.

Self-government was thus the foundation for orderly government of the household and the larger

community.

Foucault leapfrogs over the change which Christianity brought, seeing it as a weakening

of this way of conceiving the self. In his view, by adopting Christianity and its forms of

subjectivity, humanity regressed to a kind of infantilism. For Foucault, the project has been a

monumental failure, the contemptuous one of "breeding a confessing animal. " This devolutionary

step makes us aSk why was such a regressive step was ever adopted. In particular, as the

techniques of dream analysis were already there, why was Christianity so successful in

persuading the ancient world to move in a new direction? The answer must bet that this type of

self- management did not really work. It was stressful living under "the Law." That far from

offering powerlessness, Christianþ must have seemed to the ancient world to provide a new kind

of personal power and freedom (see Kroker and Cook's discussion of of Augustine and Rome in

The Postmodem Scene). The question is why or how did we abandon this type of "selfl"

But even without this conjecture, the body of Greek tragedies seems to speak to a fatal

flaw in the conception of the self in the texts of the medical and prescriptive discourse, which

Foucault examines as the bæis of his discussion and æ the foundation of his critique. Indeed, the

unexamined discourse of Greek literature, plays, poetry and epic is quite startling. In so far as

these plays speak to "a universal human condition," they seem to show us the subject on trial-the

sujet en process--and in the tragedies, sexuality, far from being well-managed under the purview
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of the male head of the household, is in a state of chaos, of turmoil.

In the Greek tragedies, the self taken as the male norm in the official discourse of power,

of medicine and religion is shown as restless and dissatisfied. Or, as in the case of Hippolyrus,

out of step with the natural rhythms of the body. This restless malaise in the individual is

assumed by the playwright to be something with which the audience was already familiar; it is

unlikely that the plays were meant merelyt to serve as cautionary tales about the management of

emotional turmoil within the individual and the body politic.

In Greek tragedy, not only are male and female at odds, but so are the generations, Íts

inthe Orestei¿. Foucault makes it seem as if the ancient world really enjoyed a kind of personal

power which the Christianized and Freudianised West has abdicated. But the discourse of

sexuality we have in literature-from Sappho, Ovid, Homer, Euripides, Sophocles, Aeschylus,

in lyric, epic, tragedy, gives us a different image of human sexuality altogether. We can only

infer female power in the household and.in the community through its depiction in literature

where it is given tremendous power, Helen, Aphrodite, Medea, Clytemensua and on and on.

Accordingly, the unproblematic self Foucault seems to be positing is a fictional one,

created by the discourse but not necessarily existing apart from it except as a desirable ideal, in

much the same way that the "actualized self," the healthy personality figured in modern

psychology and its pop variants is also a fictional construct, a desireable ideal, and not one which

is characteristic of the society which accepts the ideal.

Foucault could ask, but doesn't, why Augustine felt the only choices opened to ttre

thinking individual were those of Manicheanism, of a cosmic dualism versus the tripartite view

of self and cosmos offered by Christianity. Kroker and Cook suggest that this dualism could only

be resolved by having a third point of reference, such as offered by Christianity's concept of

"trinity. "
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The novelists looked at here replicate in the lives of girls and women the ruptures and

discontinuites in the genealogy of the self, between the ancient world and the modern world. All

of them see the supture and sicontinuity between childhood and adulthood as central to self-

understanding. Laurence consciously plays with the paradigms of ancient and modern in her

juxtaposition of Egypt and Greece with Christianity and modernism. Atrvood sees the opposition

in terms of the different conceptions of the self constructed by eighteenth century rationalism and

older traditions which see nature and the human in harmony. In Munro, the antinomies between

between the "ancient" and the "modern, " are played out in the beliefs about self acquired through

church and society in rural communities of one's childhood versus the "modern" ones adopted

by the urban and urbane adult self.

In my view, all these binaries are aspects of the split between mind and body which is

paradigmatic in our approach to "thinking" and analysis.
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APPENDIX D

CHARAC TERS/hIEGOTIATIONS

In the novel, the variety of signifiers æsociated with "characters" form a compendium

of the kinds of strategies used to achieve identity, to achieve a self. I am reminded of the way

Hopkins' "Windhover" admires "the achieve of, the mastery of the thing," (in the sense of "res,"

the mastery of "the matter") which is not only the matter of flying but the matter and the manner

of living, the individual style of negotiating with the elements in the environment, people, places,

things: all the other proper nouns which make up the syntax of the hero and the heroine's "plot."

To say Isabel Archer, Becky Sharpe, Huck Finn, Catherine Barkley, or Swann, is to summon up

the host of actions, thoughts, beliefs, gestures and words these "characters" have used or have

been represented as using, which have made their negotiation with the circumstances of their

"life" unique and synonymous with their "name," what the name signifies, the relationship of

signifier to signified, of name to character, of name to action. Clearly, this definition of character

draws on Roland Barthes' discussion nSfZ,of"how the Name becomes a subject" @arthes,-190-

91). The relationship of a character then to action, to incident, of name to character, is the whole

complex of language, behaviour, feeling, sensibility signified by the signifier-summed up in a

name--Anna Karenina, Heathcliffe, Rochæter, Pip, Emma Woodhouse or Emma Bovary. The

name then stands for, represents not only the person but the persona's style, his or her signature,

or "characteristic" style of negotiating with the world.

I am using the idea of "negotiations' here as I understand Stephen Greenblatt's usage in

Shalæspearean Negotiations although his use of it is different than I am using it here. My own

thinking of the idea of "negotiation" has been inspired by his suggestive analysis. However, I

want to add that by "negotiation," I also mean "strategy." Thus Michel Serres writes that in the

economy of exchange governing the relations between parasite and host, it is the parasite who
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"invents something new," offering an intangible benefit such as rhetoric, words, music song, for

a tangible, material benefit, such as food, shelter. (See The Parasite.) T\e strategies of

negotiation, of interaction as a "transaction" is also the basis of Eric Berne's deconstruction of

"games people play" as "transactional analysis." Perhaps the most famous instance of the idea

of negotiation as strategy is found in Lewis Carroll's analogy between Alice's "progress" in the

story as a series of "movqs" on the chessboard. Strategy in this sense is an amalgam of the rules

of the game and the particular performance of an individual. The purpose is always to gain

greater power--to move up the ranls from a "pawn" of circumstances to the power of movement

symbolized by the queen who has the freedom to "move as she pleases." The audacity, the

innovation of the female subject is ironically captured in Pope's disparaging exclamation, "a

whole sex of queens," in "The Epistle to Women."
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APPENDIX E

Case Study: Constructing the Self in Gaskell's Wives and Daughters

Elizabeth Gaskell's novel, Wives andDaughters (1866) illustrates perfectly how a woman

writer sees through the way that women construct the self through the practices of fashion and

the "covert economy" of the household. Gaskell shows how the strategems used to "manage"

their household and their "affairs" are inevitably and inextricably intertwined. The ¿urangements

for dinner, for household management, for clothes, reveal ethical choices which go to the heart

of character, and to the ethics of care.

The plot of the novel turns on the way women are "accommodated' in a household when

a widowed physician re-marries so that his "motherless daughter," Molly, will have the benefit

of a woman's guidance. His new wife, Hyacinth Kirþatrick is someone whose various

incarnations as wife, widow and stepmother not to mention her various careers, comprises a

compendium of the Victorian heroine's progress: she has been not only a governess, but also a

clergyman's wife, a paid companion in an aristocratic household, and headmistress of a her own

school for young ladies; in her final transformation she becomes a doctor's wife adapting to her

new role all the "refinements," pretensions and affectations she has acquired through her own

self-cultivation as well as her association with an aristocratic household. Gaskell thus not only

gives a portrait of "the (proper) lady" but also the portrait of the mother-governess who seeks to

cultivate "young ladies" in the image of this ideal-not only her pupils but also her daughter and

step{aughter. Indeed, her new husband has married her for just this reason, so that she can help

guide his motherless daughter through the rites of becoming a woman.

Gaskell manages to produce a striking series of portraits of the moral character of both

men and women, allowing the reader to see differences in character in the different ways a

woman organizes the priorities of her household economy in matters of dress, of food, of
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hospitality, and in the ethics of care she uses both in the care of herself and in the ca¡e of others.

Significantly, the father's devotion to the care of his patients provides a benchmark for one model

of care for others which throws into relief the selfishness or rather the "rational self-interest" of

the values which govern his wife and stepdaughter. But Gækell does not fall into the trap of

simply juxtaposing a beautiful and superFrcial woman with superficial values with the virtuous

but neglected daughter, Molly. Instead she focus on how the care of the self requires more than

attention to figure and fashion and superficial cultivation but requires the cultivation of strength

of character as well. Thus, although Molly's heart is in the right place, her passivity i, .oo 
^

a limitation which she must overcome to become a mature person, who will be a responsible

member of a community, and a responsible parent in her own turn. Gaskell employs the

conventional descriptions of novels, what characters wear, how and what they serve for meals,

to show the way they care for themselves and care for others.

Within the covert economy of the. household, as opposed to the overt economy of the

markeþlace, woman is both the consumer and the contriver. Her hand fabricates'goods and

services; she sews, cooks, arranges and provides for the household, and also functions as a kind

of ';invisible hand" who must make such operations appear effortless, labour free, and "invisible. "

The task of the woman as manager, contriver, provider, is to conceal the way she manages, to

conceal economies, to husband her husband's resources and to extend them. Moreover, within

this covert economy of the household, women employ various stratagems to economise in the care

of the self, but they seem to be unaware of the psychic price involved, the other costs they must

pay. In discounting this, they are dis-valuing the spiritual, emotional side of their nature in favour

of a crude, but necessary, materialism and realism. The practices of self care then a¡e associated

with issues of sexuality, power, and money not only in the economy of the household but also

in the way the household is related to the economy as a whole.
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Here is how Gaskell shows Hyacinth's reasoning and self-justification as she decides not

to send the fifteen pounds her husband-to-be had given her so that her grown daughter Cynthia

could come to their wedding. Although she seems to Ílssent to his proposal and his generosity,

she in fact has no intention of allowing a beautifr¡l young daughter to overshadow her on her

wedding day. Through this small detail in the wedding preparations, Gaskell shows the way a

woman who is both mother and also a would- be- bride rapidly calculates the best way to juggle

her debs and her responsibilities. Gaskell makes a point of Hyacinth's contrasting "scruples"

toward her fiduciary responsibilities as headmistress of a school and as a mother by contrasting

the way that Hyacinth discharges two different kinds of debts. Thus, the money received from

her aristocratic patrons as a wedding gift is used to discharge the debts incurred by her school,

rather than for her wardrobe or her new household. By contrast, the money intended by her new

husband for her daughter's travelling expenses to come to the wedding is used most economically

to expand her "trousseau. " As a "good manager" she wants to contrive the best way that "found

money," given as a wedding gift or for wedding expenses can be re-allocated to discharge her

debts, and to refurbish her wardrpbe.

Yet she had no scruple in appropriating her fr¡ture husband's money to her own use when
it was decided that it was not to be employed as he intended. What new articles she
bought for herself, were all such as would make a show, and an impression upon the
ladies of Hollingford. She argued with herself that linen, and all underclothing, would
never be seen; while she knew that every gown she had, would give rise to much
discussion, and would be counted up in the little town.

So her stock of underclothing was very small, and scarcely any of it new; but it
was made of dainty material, and was finely mended up by her deft fingers, many a night
long after her pupils were in bed; inwardly resolving all the time she sewed, that
hereafter some one else should do her plain-work.(144-5)

Gaskell repeatedly shows Hyacinth's incapacity for irony, for the way her words speak

against the acts of refinement for which she wants to be judged. Thus she instructs Cynthia to

work behind the scenes to contrive to make a an elaborate luncheon seem uncontrived, and

effortless example of what she calls "simple elegance":
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But still you could put out the best service, and arrange some flowers, and ask cook what
there is for dinner that she could send us for lunch, and make it all look pretty, and
impromptu, and natural (346).

Gaskell deconstructs the stratagems by which women "managle" their "affairs," and the way love

affairs and business affairs æe inevitably and inextricably intertwined. The arrangements for

dinner, for household management, for clothes, reveal ethical choices which go to the heart of

character. Thus, when Cynthia explains to Molly the circumstances through which she agreed to

a secret engagement as a way of ridding herself of financial obligation, Gaskell shows Cynthia's

convoluted reasoning in which the relationship between the desire to look well, the social benefits

and economic costs involved in dressing well, all of which are seen as equally necessary and the

logical connections between these factors self evident. The passage moves from a minute

description of the articles of clothing Cynttria felt she absolutely must have, to the sense of power

she derived from her beauty, to her helplessness in the face of her debt and the nature of her

indebtedness:

"Well, what with boots and gloves, and a bonnet and a mantle, and a white muslin gown,
which was made for me before I left on Tuesday, and all, there wæ very little left of the
twenty pounds, especially when I found I must get a balldress in Worcester, for we were
all to go to the Ball. Mrs. Donaldson gave me my ticket, but she rather looked grave at
my idea of going to the Ball in my white muslin, which I had already worn two evenings
at their house. Oh dear! how pleasant it must be to be rich! You know," continued
Cynthia, smiling a very little, "I can't help being aware that I'm pretty, and that people
admire me very much. I found it out first at the Donaldsons. I began to think I did look
pretty in my fine new clothæ, and I saw that other people thought so too. I was certainly
the belle of the house, and it was very pleasant to feel my power. The last day or two
of that gay week Mr. Preston joined our party. The last time he had seen me was when
I was dressed in shabby clothes too small for me, half-crying in my solitude, neglected
and penniless. At the Donaldsons' I was a little queen; and as I said, fine feathers make
fine birds, and all the people were making much of me; and at that Ball, which was the
first night he came, I had more partners than I knew what to do with. I suppose he really
did fall in love with me then. I don't think he had done so before. And then I began to
feel how awkward it was to be in his debt. I couldn't give myself airs to him as I did to
others. Oh! it w¡ts so awkward and uncomfortable! (452).

From Cynthia's point of view, social survival and power requires certain props without which she cannot
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realize her full potential. With the right wardrobe not only do "fine feathers make fine birds" but she can

also preen in her new found power. But by the same token, she cannot "put on airs" with Preston, since

it is his money which has launched her, to use James' metaphor in Portrait of a l-ody for Ralph

Touchett's "launching" of Isabel Archer. The situation is "awkward and uncomfortable" because Cynthia

cannot let herself go in this new role, being pulled back by the realization that there is one person there

who is aware she is not what she seems to be.

For Cynthia, the key issue here is the desirability of having power. What is the best way to

achieve it? There is no denying that Cynthia's stratagem worked. The twenty pounds helped her create

a glamorous and desirable image and therefore the possibility of a glamorous new future as a highly

eligible marriage prospect. In her analysis, the opportunity to change her life was too important to let

herself be swayed by a moral scruple. For Cynthia, as for her mother, the ends justiff the means. Gaskell

is interested in revealing how this kind of reasoning has consequences for the character of the person

herself. It is not ttrat it is wrong to cheat others, but rather that ttris a certain way to cheat oneself, to rob

oneself of a sense of security about the self. Cynthia herself realizes this hollowness of character when

confides to Molly: "I wish I could love people as you do, Molly! . . . . A good number of people love

me, I believe, or at least they think they do; but I never seem to care much for anyone" (218).
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APPEI\DIX F

Case Study-The Care of the Self in Fdith Wharton's Hotue of Minh

Edith Wharton is writing at the same as James, Lawrence, Joyce, Proust. These writers are keen

on the descriptions of women's dress, because it is an emblem of personality and of modernity. They are

also interested in writing about the mind and the body. Lawrence documents the relationship between

sexuality and the body and the body politic, seeing the suppression and repression of sexuality as an

imp_ortant modern problem and one which touches the heart of the household, in the conjugal relations

of husband and wife and also in the economic arrangements of the family and household with the world.

ln The House of Mirth, Rlith Wharton foregrounds the complexities of the techniques of the self

which must be mastered if a woman is to succeed in the "marriage market. " Her analysis is penetrating

in its understanding of the relationship between seemingly trivial practices and their social and ethical

implications. Edittt Wharton gives us the portrait of Lily Bart, a beautiful woman of twenty-nine, who

after eleven years on "the marriage market" in New York's Gilded Age, is at a crisis in her life.

Perceived by the wealthy women in her social set that she is beginning to lose her bloom, and that this

may be the last year in which she will be able to catch a suitably wealthy husband and establish her own

household. Wharton shows a young woman of tæte and intelligence who is too fastidious to live

unstylishly on the income left to her by her family, and yet too fastidious to marry for money, always

withdrawing herselfjust as her prey is about to fall into her lap. Wharton shows the complex negotiatiolìs

and transactions-social and economic-that are involved in creating a Lily Bart and in maintaining such

a creature. The novel shows us the variety of techniques of the self, techniques of self care and of self

presentation that Lily herself has deliberately cultivated in creating her social persona. Lily's artful

presentation is all the more artful, all the more skilful because she makes her appearance seem both

effortless and artless to the casual male observer. We see this through the eyes of Lawrence Selden, who
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is able to admire her beauty and also cynically appreciate her as the product of ingenious "social

engineering:" In judging Miss Bart, he had always made use of the "argument from design" (Minh,6).

Selden is aware that he himself is too much a figure of shabby gentility for Lily to "waste her powder

on such small game" (9). In comparing her to other women -to the "average section of womanhood" he

realizes "how highly speciali2ed she was" (6), and the phrase suggests both biological and economic

specialization, the one coming at the end of a process of evolution, the other as an adaptive response to

the economic environment:

Everything about her was at once vigorous and exquisite, at once strong and fine. He had the
confused sense that she must have cost a great deal to make, that a great many dull and ugly
people must, in some mysterious way, have be¿n sacrificed to produce her. He was aware that
the qualities distinguishing her from the herd of her sex were chiefly external: as though a fine
glaze of beauty and fastidiousness had been applied to vulgar clay. Yet the analogy left him
unsatisfied, for a coarse texture will not take a high finish; and was it not possible that the
material was frne, but that circumstance had fashioned it into a futile shape? (7).

Because Selden is not eligible, at least for her, Lily can "afford" to be spontaneous and frank with him

about all the efforts she has to expend in what she tells him is all "part of the business." Lily is very

much aware that a man can afford shabby gentility and still be a desirable member of the social circuit

in a way that a woman cannot:

She surveyed him critically. 'lYour coat is a little shabby- but who cares?
It doesn't keep people from asking you to dine. If I were shabby, no one would have me: a
woman is asked out as much for her clothes as for herself. The clothes a¡e the background, the
frame, if you like: they don't make a success, but they are part of it. Who wants a dingy woman?
We are expected to be pretty and well{ressed until we drop-and if we can't keep it up alone,
we have to go into partnership" (12).

Or again,

"How impatient men are!," Lily reflected. "All Jack has to do to get everything he wants is to
keep quiet and let that girl marry him; whereas, I have to calculate and contrive, and retreat and
advance, as I were going through an intricate dance, where one misstep would throw me
hopelessly out of time" (40).

Lily's beauty is regarded by her mother as the family's last asset after they lose their money. Her mother

is confident that Lily will be able to restore the family's forn¡nes:

"[You'll] get it all back--you'll get it all back, with your face . . .'(25)
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Only one thought consoled her and that was the contemplation of Lily's beauty. She studied it
with a kind of passion, as though it were some kind of weapon she had slowly fashioned for her
vengeance. It was the last asset in their fortunes, the nucleus around which their life was to be
rebuilt. She watched it jealously as though it were her own property, and Lily its mere custodian;
and she tried to instill into the latter a sense of the responsibility such a charge involved (29).

Wharton makes clear that despite her sympathies for Lily, that Lily has been crippled by the concepts of

the self currently in fashion in society. Yet my use of the passive voice--"Lily has been crippled" belies

the way that Wharton details how Lily has in fact conspired in developing this "handicap" on her own.

Lily has not cultivated any useful skills. She is a triumph of style over substance, of image over self. Her

self-cultivation has been quite literally at the expense of herself. Lily's gradual descent into poverty

reveals an impoverishment of the self as well. Lily does not have the economic resources to maintain

herself at all-her efforts at working merely show how useless her "social skills" are. She had been

fashioned to bloom, and to capture her prey. Wharton constantly uses the language of biology and of

hunting-predator, prey, species, to expose the sterility, the fruitlessness of a decadent way of life, as if

the human species would become extinct if these practices --which thrived in the opulent and decadent

wealthy circles of the Gilded Age-were to become universal.

Lily turns herself into a pure sign; she is the beautiñ¡l object, 'Woman.' That is, she is the ideal,

perfect image of the mirror stage. Lily is out of touch with her feelings, with her core self. In fact, there

is a disturbing suggestion that there is no 'self,' as such, only someone who can manipulate signs in

herself and others. Lily is beautiful and she behaves beautifully; she is, as Elaine Showalter remarks, the

Perfect Lady. The mirror image of the feminine ideal-we see her constantly reassuring herself by looking

in the mirror at various crises in her life. After the narrow escape from rape by Gus Trenor she collapses

in Gerty Farish's arms and disgusted with herself she confides that she feels as though she has looked

into a mirror and seen a disgusting deformed creature. Lilly's disgust with her moral self so much at odds

with the perfect image of the face and figure in the glæs indicates the split between the aesthetic and the

ethical man--¿ts in Kierkegaard's Either/Or; the aesthetic self is fully aware that the beautiful object Lily
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has made of herself-the rare flower she in fact is- requires the rarefied atmosphere of the hothouse,

suitable to the "highly specialized" creature she is, to use Selden's phrase for her. But although the artist

in Lily knows that this is the setting she requires, the ethical self cannot countenance the price she must

pay.

Wharton's House of Minh shows a conflict benveen cognition and value. That is, what the

emotions value, the glamorous life of the Gilded Age, is at odds with what the mind perceives reality to

be.' Wharton exposes the irrelevance of the abstract concept of "economic man" rationally calculating

pain, pleasure, utility, to the "real world," an economy governed by image, and made up of a complicated

network of transactions between members of this economy at all levels of income and class.

The concept of inheritance, so important in romance and in the novel, is here given an added

twist. Lily "disowns" parts of herself in order to make a success of her life. But in doing so she

impovefishes her Self rather than enriches her Self. The issue of "asteem," both the esteem in which one

is held by others as well as by one's self, thus becomes an important issue in the novel. Lily dies of an

overdose of chloral, an anaesthetic she needs to numb herself to the painful realization of how she has

lost her self-respect. The pain of this loss is physically real for her, and affects both body and mind. The

split she had sought to create berween her reasons and her emotions catches up with her. Neither the

technique of self-numbing nor the doses of pain-killer work. The anaesthetic cannot "cure" the pain nor

can it be a substitute for caring for the self:

That was the feeling which possæsed her now--the feeling of being something rootless and
ephemeral, mere spindrift of the whirling surface of existence, without anything to which the
poor little tentacles of self could cling before the awful flood submerged them. And as she looked
back she saw that there had never been a time when she had had any relation to life Q48).

Lily's whole project, in wanting to marry well, is to achieve personal power, yet Wharton's analysis of

her dilemma shows us that the price Lily has paid through her training and her choices has been to lose

that sense of efficacy, of confidence in the self's ability to support itself. Wharton suggests that "self

qsteem" is not a luxury, something nice people ought to have, but rather that it is vital to the survival of
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the organism; that the "tentacles of the self' are the organism's "life line," absolutely vital for self

preservation.

Moral choice is thus shown to be part of a network of practices for mental health, for a sense of

personal well-being vital to survival. Lily's sense of the frtness of things is a matter of taste rather than

a confident understanding of what she really likæ and really despises. Wharton implies that a robust sense

of self would not regard a material reduction in one's circumstances as degrading, but rather the values,

the acts of awareness or repressed awareness which brought it about in the first place.

What Lily needs to do to be a success and achieve a good social reputation is at odds with her

own scruples-with her desires. She is out of touch with these feelings. She has taught herself "social

discipline" social control:every aspect ofherself, her body language, her facial expression, her gestures

of kindness and friendliness are calculated to charm and to achiève what she wants.

But she is unable to follow through and is even uncertain as to why. Fastidiousness, her taste are

no substitute for 'character' for what one contemporary reviewer called "moral fibre."

an inabilþ to act in her own best interest, an inability to really think things through. Her breeding and

background make it impossible for her to be pushy and aggressive enough to be usefr¡l to the nouveau

riche. Moreover, her considerable tåste and elegance do not translate into economic skills; they are only

social skills and economic assets in the marriage market, but not in the economy at large. She is too

fastidious to go against the code of her social set, so she does not accept Sim Rosedale's offer of marriage

because he is a Jew. Wharton cruelly underlines Lily's inability to take care of "herself." She has no

ability to support herself. Although she is willing at last to take any kind of job at all, she has neither

the physical st¿mina nor the skill to support herself working in a milliner's workroom.

Wharton uses the focus of what is involved in Lily's various techniques-the price to her and the

price to society as a whole for living by thase values. The network of associations in the novel shows that

this technique of cutting offmind and body, reason from emotions has consequences not only in the field
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of sexual relationships and desire, but in all relationships, those between parents and children, between

friends, between oneself and one's work. Wharton shows that the consequence of holding to one theory

of what makes a "superior person" of a certain class is a distortion of the natural sexual drive which

provide motivation for action. Thus, not only is Lily out of touch with her feelings, she blocks her feeling

from awareness even as she sabotages her opportunities. The self-sabotage is an unconscious technique

for preserving her self-respect, but to the extent that she blocks arflareness of her emotions, she cannot

respond to her situation with full realism. Similarly, Selden is also out of touch with his emotional life.

He imposes a cynical attitude over his need to love, to respect and to admire others. This is , particularly

Lily. Because he responds to Lily in fear-frightened that she may win some hold over him, or fearful

that his picture of the world is an incorrect one-his fear undermines his ability to ræpond to the situation

with either "natural" responses or with rational ones. He cannot untangle his complex feelings or thoughts

about Lily as long as he adheres to the concepts his society values. He himself may not act on those

values--but his behaviour gives no indication to others or to himself that he rejecs those values. His

outward behaviour is one of a bachelor who still enjoys dinner invitations from the people he supposedly

despises. His outward behaviour is thus divorced from his thoughts and his feelings. He too is unable to

act decisively until it is too late. Instead of responding naturally, by following through on his physical

admiration and attraction to Lily, he ignores his feelings. His ambivalence is the masculine side of Lily's

ambivalence. The natural pattern of attraction, courßhip, mating necessary for the survival of the

"species" has been distorted and disrupted by the unreality of the world of representations.

Wharton uses biological imagery to point up the "unnaturalness" of Lily's adaptations even while

Lily herself is somehow using them to justify her sense of personal failure:

She had learned by experience that she had neither the aptitude nor the moral coffitancy to remake

her life on new lines. . . She could not hold herself much to blame for this ineffectiveness and

she was perhaps less to blame than she believed. Inherited tendencies had combined with early
training to make her the highly specialized product she was: an organism as helpless out of its
narrow range as the sea-anemone torn from the rock. She had been fashioned to adorn and

delight; to what other end does nature round out the rose leaf or paint the hummingbird's breast.
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And was it her fault that the purely decorative mission is less easily and harmoniously fulfilled
among social beings than in the world of nature? That it is apt to be hampered by material
necessities or moral scruples? (234-35).

Lily's ineffectiveness, her lack of metaphysical eff,rcacy, is linked to the way she has learned to

take care of her self, to present an image at the expense of her feelings. This "selfdiscipline," this social

control, only goes so far in taking her to what she rationalizes is her goal. But as she calculates her way

to achieve marriage, her emotions recoil from carrying out the sexual aspect of her social "bargains."

Although she is able to manage so many aspects of her personality and bring them under conscious

control, she cannot surnmon up the will necessary to carry out what should be the goal of desire. The

usual barometers of pain and pleasure have been perverted. Lily thus pus her intellectual, rational effort

to produce results which ease her pain, unhappiness, fear. She feels she must block these emotions from

her awareness, from looking at too closely or else the knowledge would undermine what she rationally

perceives as her best self-interest. Similarly, she forces herself to deny the pleasure and relief she feels

in Selden's company. She uses her self{iscipline to accomplish what brings her pain and to avoid what

gives her pleasure.

This blockage at the biological level is made clear in the closing moments of the novel, as Lily

finds herself drawn to Nettie Struther and her family. In considering the struggle of Nettie and her

husband to make ends meet and to provide for their baby, Lily realizes that their union represents "the

man's faith, and the woman's courage."

Lily's death is emblematic of her life. She dies from an accidental overdose, or perhaps a deliberate

one, of the chloral hydrate she has been taking to help her fall asleep. The need to numb herself to her

pain ultimately wins out over her vitality. She dies dreamily imagining she is holding a baby in her arms,

and feeling the pleasure of its weight against her body. It is a vision of completeness, of simple

happiness, which any woman might easily obtain.

In these novels, the focus is on 'carel as a form of concern but also as "feeling"; this is ¿ol the
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sense in which Foucault uses the notion of 'care.' lndeed, one wonders if Foucault's theory of the care

of the self is not in fact a flight from feeling. From the Christian point of view, (adopted by these writers

independent of Christian values but writing from within that tradition), il ethic of care as a type of

maternal concern, maternal anxiety, for nurnrring, for comfort and well-being-caring for someone does

not necqssarily feel good or make one feel particularly virtuous. It is fraught with traps for the unwary.
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APPENDIX G

l¿can and Lacanian l¿ck

In the face of my apparent nostalgia for a unified self, Lacan would argue that the subject is

already split. The pre-Cartesian subject is a chimera, an illusion. For Lacan, the child, from the mirror

stage onwards, is always-already a split subject. Thus, Lacan would say of the personalities constructed

by these writers, of these characters, that "Of course, there is a split in the self. The self is alienated from

itself, from the vision of iself as an ideal "I" and the knowledge that what is actually "myself', is a far

cry from the self I would like to be, or pretend to be."

For Lacan, the autonomous self which I see as implicit in these texts and is one which in Lacan's

view is merely a nostalgic yearning for a fictional unified self. This unified self which the adult person

either seeks to recover or to discover for the first time, is a fiction. For Lacan, the realm of language,

of the symbolic, gives the individual an illusion of control over the symbolic, created by language. For

Lacan, the portraits of the various female characters in these novels by Arwood, Laurence and Munro,

conform to his diagnosis of the effects of the divided subject since these female characters are already

alienated and fragmented, playing complex language games with themselves and others as a defense

against the ambiguity of their female subjectivity which is organised around the sense of absence, and the

ambivalence of desire for presence to be found in another.
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